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A theoretical and analytical interactionist model was used to study

whether the circumstances that precipitate the purchase of a laundry or

refrigeration appliance also influence the shopping and search behavior

of the buyer. The two critical propositions that underpin the model are

that the interaction of the individual with the behavioral setting should

be studied, and that subjective perceptions of the behavioral setting

will critically determine behavior. The individuals in this study were

primarily grouped by previous purchase experience and education. The

purchase circumstances of interest were a residential move and previous

product failure. These two events generate some two-thirds of the sales

of the above types of appliances.
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A nationwide Home Testing Institute panel survey was undertaken in

late 1978, followed by a scenario experiment that observed the effect

of manipulating shopping locale familiarity and purchase urgency on home-

makers' shopping and search intentions.

The two purchase circumstances of interest did influence reported

behavior, often more dramatically than purchase experience and education.

However, this influence frequently depended on the type of appliance and

experience or education of the buyer. The use of the interaction model

was vindicated. Intervening variables such as uncertainty and search

interests were also influenced by the individual difference and situa-

tional determinants.

Generally, the survey research revealed that shoppers mostly relied

on past experience and knowledge to make the decision. On average about

two to three hours were spent shopping, two to three stores were shopped

and two to three brands were considered. The most important information

sources were the salesperson, the newspaper advertisement and a friend or

relative. The incidences of sales purchases and post purchase satisfaction

were very high.

An unrelated information processing experiment was also undertaken

as part of the dissertation. It studied the impact of enriching case

and statistical information of consumer judgments. Expectancy

judgments were influenced by whether the product information was

presented in case or summarized form. Enriching information with detail

xii



or priming the subjects did not produce the expected, hypothesized

effects and an intriguing inconsistency between the subjects' recal

facts and judgments was observed.
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CHAPTER ONE

AN OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Theoretical Issues

All research implicitly, if not explicitly adopts a particular

theoretical perspective. In this century the study of human behavior

has been dominated by three schools of thought. Behaviorism has focused

on situational determinants of behavior, personality theory has focused

on certain enduring individual difference determinants of behavior, and

interactionism has studied the unique reactions of different people to

features of the environment. This third school of thought is the only

one that has emphasized the relationship between a person's inter-

pretation of a situation, including his or her needs and goals, and

overt behavior.

This dissertation attempts to describe shopping behavior using a

person/situation/product interactionist framework. The person

characteristics used were primarily education and previous shopping

experience, the situation was the circumstance that precipitated the

purchase and the product was either a major laundry appliance (a washer

or dryer) or a major refrigeration appliance (refrigerator or freezer).

The limited published information about the shopping and search

that precedes the millions of major home appliances sold each year has

reported considerable variability in buyer behavior. Experience and

education have been found to somewhat determine the extent and nature

of the search and shopping activity. Various researchers have

speculated on what else may determine shopping and information search

(Newman 1977; Bettman 1979; Moore and Lehmann 1980).

1
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A majority of the major laundry and kitchen appliance purchases

are precipitated by either a residential move or product failure

(Dickson and Wilkie 1979). Could the impact of these two circumstances

extend beyond the problem recognition stage and influence the shopping

and purchase process? Fragmentary evidence from past research suggests

that they may determine aspects of shopping behavior (Katona and Mueller

1954; Andreasen 1966; Bell 1969; Newman and Staelin 1971, 1972, 1973;

Claxton, Fry and Portis 1974). But just how important a role these

circumstances play compared with some of the individual difference or

product determinants has not been established. Another interesting

question is whether the influence of such purchase circumstances depends,

interactively, on the education and experience of the shopper and the

nature of the product. This dissertation addresses these questions. As

well as applying the structured interactionist perspective it breaks new

ground by studying prior uncertainty and search motivations, as

intervening variables between the behavior and its lower order deter-

minants such as experience and purchase circumstances.

Practical Issues

Fierce price competition has been the dominant feature of the home

appliance industry over the last three decades. It has kept price

increases to a minimum and driven manufacturers out of the business. In

1975 the appliance price index stood at 99 on a 1955 base of 100. The

1975 general price index was 201 on the 1955 base of 100. The major

appliance market has humbled industrial giants such as Westinghouse

Electric, Ford, American Motors and General Motors. White Consolidated

has picked up the pieces to rank third behind General Electric, and



Sears' supplier. Whirlpool (Business Week. May 7, 1979). Manufacturing

and marketing cost control has been the dominant concern. Despite this

cost conscious climate, many new features and designs have been introduced,

making appliances more efficient (e.g., better insulation), more

reliable (e.g., better electronic circuitry) and more useful (e.g.,

special wash cycles, ice-makers). On the retailing side, the growth of

K-Mart as a nationwide discount store has raised the question whether

this type of retailing will challenge the dominance of the specialty

appliance store and Sears.

Maintaining competitive standing has not been the only problem

facing the marketing executives in the appliance industry. In the late

1970 's federal agencies became very interested in appliance performance

information programs, particularly energy usage information. Underlying

the proposed strategies were many assumptions about how consumers use and

buy such durables. The industry has challenged such schemes on their

cost-effectiveness. Indeed, the origins of the major part of this

dissertation can be traced to a National Science Foundation project

(APR 1976 - 00638, principal investigator William L. Wilkie), undertaken by

the Marketing Science Institute, that addressed such public policy issues.

Research Methodology

The Survey Research

Although the dissertation presents two experimental studies the

major part of it is descriptive, in that it reports the findings of

survey research undertaken in late 1978. While disparaged by some

academics, descriptive research can play an important role in the

development of scientific theory. Barker (1965) has argued that major

descriptive exercises are required to establish the naturally occurring
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Incidence of human responses. The growth in interest in experimental

studies of consumer decision making over the last decade has not been

matched by a growth in field research that describes consumer behavior.

For instance, the last published nationwide survey of appliance buyer

search and shopping behavior was undertaken over 10 years ago. Field

research undertaken over 25 years ago is still widely quoted. The

cultural, technological and competitive changes that have occurred in

the market place since that time have been profound. It was consequently

felt that a survey of recent buyers of major home appliances would make

a useful contribution to the field of consumer behavior research, even if

the interactionist descriptive framework was found to be conceptually

bankrupt.

The survey research findings are presented as three separate studies.

The first compares the behavior of a standard sample of buyers with the

behavior of a sample of buyers who had moved residence within the last

year. The second study examines a number of hypothesized relationships

using an interactionist model. The third study compares the behavior of

the microwave oven buyer with the shopping behavior of the inexperienced

white-ware appliance buyer.

The Scenario Experiment

In addition to the survey research a scenario experimental study was

undertaken which asked the homemaker to imagine she had to shop for a

clothes washer.^ Purchase urgency and locale familiarity were manipulated.

The dependent measures of interest were attitudes toward different sources

of information and shopping and search intentions.

^ The feminine pronoun is used throughout the dissertation. All of the
subjects in the experiments and 93% of the subjects in the survey
research were women.
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The Information Processing Experiment

An experimental study of the effect of enriching case history and

suirmary statistical information was also undertaken. This exercise had

little in common with the rest of the dissertation but as an education

exercise it complemented the training that the survey research and

scenario experiments provided.

Overview of the Dissertation Chapters

The theoretical philosophy is described in Chapter Two. Some of

the past and present thought on interactionism is presented and consumer

research that has adopted such a perspective is described. Hopefully,

adequate justification is provided for using such a perspective in

studying appliance buyers' shopping and search behavior.

Chapter Three reviews past empirical investigations of appliance

shopping behavior. It is a narrowly focused summary, as it was written

to complement the broader view of appliance consumption behavior

presented in Dickson and Wilkie (1979). A distinctive feature of past

research is that it has concentrated on measuring behavior and has not

sought to examine the buyers' search goals or motivations. The problems

of comparability across past studies are discussed.

Despite these limitations some interesting generalizations emerged.

In particular, the average amount of shopping and search, although

considerable when compared to other products, has been less than that

expected by researchers. This finding tells us something about the

buyers' priorities but also something about researchers' values. The

researchers' expectations seem to have been based on normative beliefs

about how much effort should be involved in buying an appliance.

Another common finding of past studies is that previous experience

appears to be the most powerful individual difference determinant.
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A model of shopping and infonnation search and an associated set of

hypotheses are presented in Chapter Four. They reflect the interactionist

perspective as well as the thoughts and findings of past research. It

is emphasized that these hypotheses and their underlying model are not

tested but examined. This becomes clear when the research methodology is

described in Chapter Five. The centerpiece of the dissertation is the

findings of a nationwide panel survey of some 700 recent appliance buyers.

This is actually subdivided into a standard panel of households and a

special custom panel of recent movers. Exploratory research preceded the

two screening surveys and the two follow-up surveys. It consisted of

consultation with senior marketing research executives in the appliance

industry, in-depth interviews with sales persons and consumer focus

group discussions.

Chapters Six through to Nine present the survey findings. First of

all a descriptive summary of the results of the standard panel and the

special recent movers panel is presented in Chapter Six. Similarities

and differences between the two groups are highlighted. Some of the

findings confirm past researchers' general conclusions. Other findings

suggest either new behavioral trends or provide insights about shopping

behavior that have not been previously revealed.

More complex analysis is undertaken in the following chapters.

Factor analyses of several sets of survey measures are described in

Chapter Seven. They provided meaningful composite measures of the

buyers' shopping and search activity, prior uncertainty, and shopping

interests that were used in later analysis. Chapter Eight presents the

interactionist analysis and Chapter Nine presents the microwave oven

buyer study.
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The scenario experimental study is presented in Chapters Ten

through to Chapter Fourteen. The subjects' written reactions to the

shopping situation are presented in Chapter Eleven. Analyses of various

search goals and shopping and search intentions are presented in

Chapters Twelve and Thirteen respectively. An unusual application of

multidimensional preference scaling is described in Chapter Fourteen.

Chapter Fifteen summarizes the findings of the survey research and

scenario experiment. It includes some strategy implications and

suggested directions for future research. The final chapter presents

the information processing experiment.



CHAPTER TWO

A PERSON-SITUATION INTERACTIONIST VIEW OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Introduction

If the research interests of leading academics and the content of

popular textbooks is any indication of the emphasis given to topics in

the teaching of consumer behavior, then it is a fair bet that most

students of the subject underestimate the relevance of usage situations

or purchase circumstances. Popular topics in the late 1970's were

information processing, multi -attribute attitude models and psychographics

As a consequence many of today's young market researchers and brand

managers know that they can only retain about seven items in their

short-term memory, are able to recite a Fishbein formula and happily

label some 14% of male consumers as traditionalists. It is most unlikely

that they will appreciate the full significance of B=f(P,S) to consumer

psychology and marketing.

There are several reasons why more attention should be paid to

what interactionism has to say about the influence of usage situation

on consumer behavior. First and foremost, usage situation is important.

After all, products are not designed for people, per se, but designed

for people to use in various usage situations. The distinction is not

trivial. Dinner jackets are worn to dinners and recitals, wetsuits are

worn in the surf. Pickups are designed for rough country, compacts are

designed for stop-start commuting and Cadillacs are designed to cruise

on highways. Bone china is brought out for best guests and Corel le-ware

8
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is used at breakfast, lunch, supper and every other time. Popcorn is

sold at football matches and magazines are sold at airports. There are

breakfast foods, snack foods and turkeys for Thanksgiving. Products

and services are purchased to meet the needs of consumers in particular

situations. Theories that give us a better appreciation of how

situation influences buyer or shopper behavior will lead to better

designed products, marketing strategy and public policy.

Greater consideration of theories of situational influence will

also encourage market researchers to be a little more circumspect in

generalizing their findings. If consumer judgments and behavior are

affected by the usage or purchase context then research and its

interpretation should be situation specific. Let us imagine a brand

manager studying market share ratings. Unknown to him his brand is

preferred in one usage situation and his major competitor's brand is

preferred in another usage situation. He is likely to talk about

brand loyal consumers and regard the brands as head-to-head substitutes.

He should be talking about brand loyal situations and seeing the brands

perhaps as complements. He might be even more misled by information

processing research, attitude modelling, conjoint analysis or perceptual

mapping that is not situation specific. These research approaches would

suggest marketing strategy that satisfies the demands of a hypothetical

composite, or average, usage situation that does not exist. The strategy

would very likely run the risk of falling between two stools.

Finally, more consideration should be paid to what interactionism

has to say about the influence of situation on behavior because it

positions itself as a viable alternative to the personality theories

that ignore situation, and behaviorism that only studies the influence

of the physical situation. The justification of the interactionist
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perspective reveals the weaknesses of the other two schools of thought.

The following discussion has three objectives. First of all it

attempts to describe the essential elements of interactionism and

ecological psychology. The recent proponents of these schools of

thought have not made it easy as they have not linked their work

explicitly to what appears to be their theoretical heritage. As a

result the initial brief review of the thoughts of the early behaviorists,

Gestalt psychologists and the great field theorist, Lewin, is not just a

courtesy exercise. It reveals that, conceptually speaking, not a lot of

the recent thought is very new. Barker's neo-behaviorist, ecological

psychology is a generalization of the behaviorist's paradigm and shares

similar philosophical strengths and weaknesses. The interactionists

have rediscovered the importance of the interaction between the person

and the physical setting but have not explicitly recognized it as an

empirical validation of field theory.

The second intention is to describe and position some of the recent

consumer research that has taken usage situation into consideration.

Most if not all of this work appears to implicitly, if not explicitly,

accept a field theory perspective. The research falls into two types. The

first type of study has examined the comparative effect of situation,

individual differences and their interaction on behavior. The second

type of study has examined subjects' reactions to the situation (i.e. needs,

goals, etc.), their situation specific product judgments and in some

cases related these to behavior.

The third and most important objective was to establish the

general theoretical legitimacy for studying the impact of situation on
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appliance buyers shopping and information search. If such a

perspective is theoretically respectable and past research into

the impact of situation on consumer behavior has provided new insights,

then very reasonable grounds have been provided for seeking situational

determinants of appliance shopping behavior. The grounds for studying

specific situation-shopping relationships are presented in a later

chapter.

Early Perspectives

The known origins of person-situation interactionism can be

traced to the Hellenic philosophers. Aristotle offered a theory

that the behavioral effects of environmental sensation are moderated

by thought (Shute 1973). His mentor, Plato, laid a foundation for

studying the unique effect of the environment on human behavior, when

he pointed out in Theatetus that what is perceived is the result of the

interaction between the individual man and the physical situation:

What we say "is" this or that color will be neither
the eye which encounters the motion, nor the motion
which is encountered, but something which has risen

between the two and is peculiar to each several

recipients , (underlining added, Shute, 1973, p. 285)

Each individual has his or her own idiosyncratic perception and

interpretation of the physical environment. Color, beauty and

apparently everything else, is in the eye of the beholder. These

thoughts re-emerged in the 1920s as the "contextual interactionism"

philosophy:

No biological fact may be considered as anything but
the mutual interaction of the organism and the
environment. (Kantor, 1926, p. 369)

But something was lost in the translation, as Kantor and his

colleagues emphasized that only the physical features of the environment

such as temperature and distance should be studied. Subjective
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perceptions and psychological reactions were out of the model. Nearing

the end of his long career Kantor still dogmatically believed in a

viewpoint that "completely eschews extraspatial and unobservable mental

processes." (Kantor, 1969, p. 376). This S-R behaviorist approach to

studying human behavior was first advocated by Watson (1919) as an

alternative to the psychology in vogue at the turn of the century; the

introspective or self analysis of one's own mental states. Since that

era behaviorism has been the major situation-influence school of thought.

Philosophically it has steadfastly rejected studying anything but

objectively measurable situational stimuli. Its modern doyen has

reaffirmed this by sweeping aside the study of mediating variables

which in his opinion do not explain behavior and in fact get in the

way of proper analysis (Skinner 1963). The mediating variables he

condemns are measures of how people perceive the situational stimuli,

how people feel about the situation and what needs they seek to

satisfy.

Even in its early days this behaviorist perspective did not go

unchallenged. Tolman and Brunswik (1925) wrote an essay on their view

of psychology that emphasized the importance of describing the relation

between the person and situation's "causal texture." They talked about

the probability inferences that people make from situation stimuli.

Such inferences are based on experiential hypotheses. Although the

paper is full of rather dated, quaint jargon and in places is theoretically

obscure, it foretold the contributions that these two psychologists

were to make to the study of people's subjective perceptions of their

environments. Brunswik (1952) developed the lens-model which related

objective situational cues to a person's perception and use of these cues
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in making judgments. In this work he defended the validity of verbal

reports of the environment. To him such measures did not, by definition,

suffer from all the inadequacies of introspection so abhorred by

behaviorists. Brunswik also made two important points which underpin

modern research perspectives. He asserted that the best we can do is to

statistically measure concomitant variations between situational elements

and behavior. The testing of behavioral "laws", equivalent to, say,

physic's thermodynamic laws, is out of the question. In addition he

strongly argued that the situations that are studied by researchers must

represent the complexity and mundane realism of the natural environment

and that the proper sampling of situations in research may be more

important than the proper sampling of subjects (Brunswik 1956).

Initially Tolman was a confirmed S-R behaviorist but he became

disenchanted with describing both situation (S) and behavior (R) only

in molecular and objectively measurable terms. Bored with the "muscle-

twitching" level of analyses of his contemporary behaviorists he studied

the more general exploratory behavior of rats. This led to a belief

that the crucial determinant of even a rat's behavior was the rat's

psychological interpretation of its environment. Tolman's animals

undertook non-reinforced, exploratory learning of environmental features,

attempted to physically eliminate aversive environmental stimuli, tested

cause and effect hypotheses and showed a remarkable spatial orientation.

The relationship between external objective stimuli and the rat's

behavior was mediated by what can only be called the rat's conscious

interpretation of the environment. The evidence indicated to Tolman that

the animals developed a field map of their environment, in their brain,

containing cause and effect logic paths (Tolman 1948).
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There were many other psychologists who in the 1930s viewed the

S-R model of situation's influence on behavior as a little too simplistic.

The gestalt psychologist, Koffka (1935), used a horse-back rider story to

illustrate the importance of the subjective or perceived environment.

It is worth paraphrasing.

Late at night, high in the Swiss Alps, a lone horse-back rider

hurries through a blizzard which is becoming more severe at every moment.

The horse is tired. The rider is very wet and cold. He knows that the

storm may well continue to rage through the night making the roads

impassable. Though a stranger in those parts, the rider has often

heard stories of persons who were stranded and frozen to death in

such blizzards. He is dreadfully concerned. Suddenly, far ahead in the

distance he sees a faint speck of light---an inn! As he approaches the

speck of light, he sees stretching before him a vast snow-covered

plain and the safety of the inn across the plain. He urges his horse

forward and gallops through the blizzard to safety. Arriving tired

but very relieved he is met by an aghast innkeeper who exclaims that

what appeared as a plain was in fact a large lake covered with a thin

sheet of ice. The rider collapses in shock at the terrible risk he

took in taking such a perilous and treacherous route.

The pioneering personality theorist Murray (1938) also believed

that the proper unit of study was the interaction of the person with

his or her situation rather than the situation or the person. He

described the person in terms of his or her needs and the environment in

terms of its need satisfying and need frustrating characteristics. This

enabled him to link the situation and person in terms of the same

higher order dimensions and to study the person-situation interaction:

in particular the harmony between personal needs and a situation's need
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satisfying characteristics. Murray, however, emphasized the need

satisfying rather than need creating characteristics of environments.

Lewin's field theory is still probably the most comprehensive theory

of the influence of the experienced or perceived situation on behavior

(Deutsch 1968; Lewin 1936; Kassarjian 1973). He insisted that the

situation must be represented as "it is real" or perceived by the

individual. The physical environment may be the same for the child and

adult but the totality of perceived facts - the psychological situation -

is likely to be crucially different. The corollary is that behavior

that results from such perceptions, is a function of the interaction

between the person and his physical situation. This was summed up in

Lewin's famous equation, B=f(P,S). He used schematic maps to represent

psychological and physical states of nature and the pathways to or away

from such end states. These maps represented the potential field of

behavior possibilities for the person. Hence the name field theory.

The choice of a pathway to a desired end state depends on the individual'

idiosyncratic perceptions of the end state's attractiveness, the costs

or effort involved in negotiating alternative paths to reach the desired

end state and the likelihood the path will indeed lead to the desired

state. The attractive or repulsive forces that cause the purposive,

goal directed movement of a person along a certain path are the result

of the psychological environment (Kassarjian 1973). Similarly judgments

about whether the use of a particular product will achieve the desired

result are a property of the psychological environment.

Lewin and the gestalt school saw that the concept of the person-

situation interaction and the influence of the situation as uniquely

perceived by the individual had to be one and the same thing. This

connection was dismissed by the early behaviorists such as Kantor. ^it

was, in their view, acceptable and proper to observe and record people's
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different behavioral reactions to the same physical stimuli, but it

was most improper to measure people's different mental or psychological

reactions. Not only were they not relevant but such an exercise

smacked of introspectionism.

The behaviorists' dilemma was that if they objected to measuring

the subjectively perceived situation only on methodological grounds

then this suggested that they were really field theorists at heart

if not in practice. On the other hand if they objected on theoretical

grounds they were required to find a more parsimonious explanation for

why people should behave differently in the same situation. This they

have not done.

Lewin's conceptualization has been criticized as being too inter-

ested in intervening variables and constructs rather than overt behav-

ior (Shaw and Costanzo 1970). The concepts have also sometimes been

considered too broad and ill-defined. Most of the criticism has arisen

from difficulties in operational izing and testing aspects of field

theory but as a metatheoretic framework for studying molar behavior

it has yet to be surpassed.

Modern Ecological Psychology

Contemporary interest in applied situational psychology was

revived by events of the 1960s. The increase in crimes of violence

and the socio-political urban riots forced city planners and architects

to confront the ramifications that physical surrounds have on patterns

of behavior. At the same time the stridency of the environmental

movement forced industry and government to seek an ecological

accommodation between pollution and people. The concept of the

controversial environmental impact study was born. Underlying such a
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document are implicit if not explicit models of how man does and

should relate to his ecology. Decision makers found such theoretical

frameworks in rather short supply,which led to the rediscovery by

psychologists of the large scale physical environment (Stokols 1978)

and with it something of a neo-behaviorist revival.

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the leading ecological psychologist

was Barker. He cast himself adrift from the main theoretical and

research streams in psychology because of his uncompromising interest

in naturalistic settings, complex behavior descriptions, and his

rejection of the experimental manipulation paradigm. He borrowed the

term ecological from Brunswik who used it to describe the actual

physical situation. But Barker did not adopt the rest of the lens-model.

He was interested in molar behavior rather than perceptions: specifically,

the impact of a richly described ecological environment on complex

behavior. This focus had evolved from an initial study of the "stream of

behavior" of children as the unit of analysis. It soon, however, became

clearthat behavior streams could be more readily organized and generalized

if centered on the situation or setting rather than the individual (Barker

and Wright 1955).

Although a student of Lewi n, he criticized his mentor for developing

a theory that he claimed could not be tested because it relied on

unmeasurable subjective perceptions of the physical situation. The theory

underlying Barker's ecological psychology, although described as minimal

(Altman 1976), appears to be a generalization of the behaviorist's

S-R relationship. Ecological psychology, 1 ike behaviorism, is only

interested in measuring the physical situation and overt behavior. Barker

has provided more substantial evidence that his ecological psychology

is really neo-behaviorism by expressing a desire to see the extension
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of the micro S-R perception paradigm to macro-psychology (Barker 1978).

Based on his research methodology, S stands for the behavior setting

and R represents complex human behavior such as children's play.

Unlike traditional behaviorism, ecological psychology views the

connection between S and R as probabilistic rather than lawful and also

regards it as bi-directional. S determines R which then changes S.

Barker (1965) has been perplexed by psychology's lack of interest in

studying the ecological environment. The systematic organization,

boundedness and sequences of nature have been successfully studied from

different perspectives and with different objectives by chemists,

physicists, astronomers and botanists. While claiming to not

understate the taxonomic problem. Barker believes such an ordered

foundation can also be established for studying man-environment relations.

His major contribution has been the conceptually and empirically amorphous

"behavior-setting" which seems to boil down to a gestaltist pen-picture

description of the physical setting (presumably realist and definitely

not impressionistic!). The term behavior-setting was coined to describe

an environment (hospital ward, lecture theatre, church wedding, school

playground) which has a precise geographical and temporal locus and

within which there exists regularity in behavior patterns. His

observational research has led to very interesting insights into the

influence of elements of the physical situation on behavior but he has

not been able to evolve a generally accepted ecological taxonomy to use

in studying man-environment relations. From an historical perspective

this is not surprising. The best the early behaviorists could do was

to make a systematic study of stimuli in the very limited domain of

psychophysics. They did not come up with a general physical situation
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taxonomy even though they assumed that all behavioral variance was

attributable to variations in stimuli. Fredericksen (1972) has

criticized them for such little progress, but their modern successors

are hardly in a position to make such accusations as they themselves

are a long way from providing a usable framework.

Wohwill and Kohn (1976) attempted to abstract dimensional variables

from what they called the "environmental manifold" which could then be

functionally related to relevant behavior. To this end they have also

emphasized that the environment should be conceived of in objective

terms and not in phenomenological or "response-inferred modes". The

authors made little progress in this direction and in conclusion seemed

to admit defeat by implying that in studying human adaptation, the

individual's frame of reference and prior experience must be under-

stood - a suspiciously phenomenological venture.

A number of other recent attempts have been made to lay out general

frameworks for classifying the behavioral environment. Sells (1963)

generated over 200 variables ranging through gravity to novelty and

weather to language. It also included person characteristics such as

age, sex and race! The article did net address what one does with such a

list of all encompassing attributes. Moos (1973) discussed six possible

conceptualizations ranging from ecological factors such as architecture

through to culture and "incentive potential". He pragmatically concluded

that the environment should be described using both objective observation

and participant's subjective reactions. •

Their search for a schemata to describe the influence of the physical

setting and their strong orientation to the S-R paradigm suggest that

Barker and other ecological psychologists are neo-behaviorists rather
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than interactionists. But even Barker (1963) has admitted that the

person's interpretation of his or her situation (life-space) is the

means by which situation influences behavior. He needs field theory

or Tolman's S-O-R to explain the influence process but his methodology

and philosophy of science only allows an S-R framework. The ecological

psychologists, despite their macro perspective, are confronted with the

early behaviorist's dilemma. They have also added a complication of

their own. The claimed emphasis of the ecological psychologist is on

the integrated impact of the milieu on an integrated stream of behavior.

On both the stimulus and response sides of the paradigm the whole is

considered to be more than the sum of the parts. Why then have they

made attempts to dimensional ize and taxonomical ly decompose an

integrated whole (be it naturalistic setting or behavior stream) into

its molecular component parts, when by definition it is irreduceable?

Modern Interactioni sm

The modern interactioni st movement challenges both personality

theory and the behaviorist or ecological perspective. It argues that

it is impossible to separate the person from the situation or

vice versa. In an extensive critique, Bowers (1973) pointed out that

historically a resurgence of situationism (his name for modern

behaviorism) was necessary to counteract the recent dominance of trait

or personality theory in social psychology but in his opinion it has

gone too far.

Bowers' first criticism was that situationism' s causal S-R point of

view had appropriated the experimental method and the tunnel-vision

insight it provides. The experimental paradigm is sensitive to variatior

in situation treatments but not so sensitive to stable organismic
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factors. The reverse is true for the correlational model (Cronbach

1957). Further, it is an interesting question in his view whether

situation based experimental designs give the falsification of the

situational hypotheses a fair chance. A weak experimental effect

often results in more "environmental tinkering" rather than the

acceptance of null or negative results that imply stability of behavior

across situations.

When experimental findings do establish an input-output causal

relation between environment and behavior this is not sufficient for

Bowers. His analogy is the inadequacy of a gravitation theory that

consists of the single proposition, "letting go of apples causes them

to fall". Establishing a causal connection does not explain the

causal connection and in Bower's opinion too often the situationist

(i.e. ecological or behaviorist) perspective has been content with just

establishing relationships. He has identified Barker's and the behaviorists

'

dilemma. Explaining the S-R effect at the molar behavior level requires

the introduction of experience, thought, judgments and other "mental ist"

constructs as mediators of the external "causes". What is perceived and

known depends as much upon the schemas inside the knower as upon the

world outside him (Bowers 1973, p. 327). The behaviorists have stated

that behavior cannot be accounted for by staying within the system (Skinner

1953) but it cannot be explained by staying outside the system. To

repeat, the dilemma for the behaviorists is that if they accept that mental

constructs play a mediating role they are required to accept the

tenability of a person-situation interactionist causal model of not

only perception but all purposive behavior. Personality or trait

theorists are confronted with a similar dilemma: acceptance of mental

constructs requires consideration of the perceived situation.
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The empirical support for the interactionist perspective has been

largely based on the analysis of variance of behavior (or behavior

intention). The percentages of variance explained by situation,

person and the interaction are compared. Earlier methodological

tools, correlation and factor analysis, inadequately addressed the

interactionist theory. A common purpose of most of the analysis

of variance studies has been the examination of subjects' reactions

to frustrating or anxiety inducing situations (Endler and Hunt

1968; Endler et al. 1963; Moos 1968). Consequently this research

cannot claim to represent a wide range of behaviors and situations.

Generally speaking, the person-situation (P x S) interaction term

explained a reasonably substantial amount of behavior variance but

it did not clearly dominate the main effects of person (P) and situation

(S). An intuitively sensible finding confirmed by Moos (1969) and

previously noted by Raush et al . [1959, 1960) is that the individual

difference or trait model (P) explains more behavior variance when

mental patients are used as subjects. When better adjusted persons

are used as subjects the situation and interactionist effects (S, P x S)

are larger. They are rnore sensitive to their environment and their

behavior reflects this awareness.

Mischel (1973) has pointed out that it is rather fruitless for

trait theorists, situationists and interactionists to attach great

significance to P, S and P x S's share of explained variance. Judicious

selection of the set of subjects, settings and dependent measures can

produce any desired pattern of explained variance. In similar veins

Ekehammer (1974) and Mischel (1973) have pointed out that the analysis

of variance framework addresses, with dubious general izabil ity, the issue
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of "how much" rather than "how". It is Ekehammar's opinion that the

"how" question, or at least the psychological perception of situations,

can be examined by the use of semantic differential measures or multi-

dimensional perceptual scaling. The forcing of these perceptions onto

a general taxonomic framework has been claimed to be as fruitless an

endeavour as the pursuit of the "final or ultimate taxonomy of traits".

(Mischel 1977, p. 250). By way of confirmation, Stokols (1978) in an

extensive review of 439 articles related to environmental psychology

could not report very much progress in this direction. One of his

major conclusions was that we need to identify; an individual's

important goals and plans, the salience of situations ("extent to which

they are associated with psychologically important goals" (p. 279)) and

situation congruence ("extent to which they (situations) permit

behavioral opportunities for realizing salient goals and plans"

(p. 279)). This sounds very much like the reincarnation of Lewin's

situation potency, topological paths and incentive potential. It is

also reminiscent of Murray's contiguity theory. Bem and Allen (1974)

have noted a similar historical throwback when making the case for

ejcamining the goals, rules and plans of individuals in their interaction

with the environment;

Such classification will have to be in terms of the
individual's own phenomenology, not the investigators'.
A suggestion that is bound to increase further the
deja vu of any psychologist old enough to remember
Kurt Lewin. (p. 518)

From an historical perspective, the general field of situational

psychology appears to have gone through two cycles. The first started

with Watsonian behaviorism and ended in the early 1950's, perhaps not

coincidental ly, at the time of the premature death of Lewin. The

second cycle started with Skinner's emergence as a dominant figure but
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has brought us around again to an interactionist philosophy

similar to that of 50 years ago. Interestingly its renaissance seems

to have occurred quite independently of its historical origins

(Ekehammer 1974) which are Lewin's field theory, Tolman's configural

maps, Murray's contiguity and Brunswik's distal-proximal perceptual

theory. Some of the concepts have new names. Lewin's life-space

or Tolman's 0 in the S-O-R are variously known as the psychological

situation, phenomenological field, phenomenal field and personal world.

The only really major difference appears to be in the observational

methodology and statistical analyses that now can be applied to the

study of situational influence. The contribution of ecological psychology

appears to be mainly methodological. It has raised serious, legitimate

concerns about the validity and reliability of research that measures

intervening constructs. Theoretically it has been stymied by its

inability to explain idiosyncratic behavior and decision making processes.

Consumption Situation Research

A Norwegian researcher was the first to introduce the situation

scenario experiment into the consumer behavior literature (Sandell

1968). Students stated how willing they would be to drink different

generic products (e.g., coffee, squash, beer) in each of a set of

specified consumption situations. Although situation (S), as a main

effect, was of no consequence (surprising, considering the different

general thirst implications of these settings, e.g., "when really thirsty"

and "when alone"), the situation-object (S x 0) interaction accounted for

40% of the variation in willingness. The individuals showed a substantial

common preference for particular generic drinks in particular settings.

If Sandell 's sweeping assumption is accepted that the residual unexplained

variance represents idiosyncratic preferences for particular drinks in
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particular settings (the P x S x 0 interaction) then situation

influence, through all of its main and interaction effects, accounted

for around 70% of the variation in willingness. The equivalent percentage

for persons or individual differences was 40% (see Table 2.1 for the

respective percentages). Interestingly, Sandell asserted that the

situation variance could not be explained by need or drive variations

across the consumption settings, as in his view only a single drive

existed - thirst. While this drive dominates in the situation "when

really thirsty" it is arguable that a drink's instrumental purpose

is a relaxant or digestant rather than thirst quencher when "smoking

after dinner", or "feeling sleepy in the afternoon". Similarly a drink

may be more of a psychological prop "when alone", a taste-bud stimulant

"before sitting down at the table", and "with a delicious piece of meat",

and a general stimulant when "reading the paper in the morning". It is

hard to understand why Sandell did not seek to isolate the unique

needs, values and goals of each consumption setting. Perhaps it is

another example of the neo-behaviorist tendency to regard needs, values

and goals as falling solely within the domain of individual differences

and not within the domain of situation differences or person-situation

differences.

Despite its explanatory limitations, Sandell 's work was quite

innovative. However, it did not create much interest and five years

passed before replications and extensions were undertaken. The

initiator of much of this was Belk (1974, 1975a) whose research and

conceptualizations have become well known in consumer behavior research.

Five of his studies are summarized in Table 2.1. He found a lack of

consistent domination of any single component. The idiosyncratic
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preference for objects (P x 0, indicating person segmentation potential)

and the preference for certain objects in particular situations

(S X 0, indicating situation segmentation potential) both explained

a reasonable percentage of the response variance in all of the studies.

The exact amount, however, varied considerably across the studies. A

substantial amount of the response variability was not explained.

The most recent situation scenario studies summarized in Table 2.1

(Shanteau and Ptacek 1978) involved repeated measurements. A major

feature of their work is the remarkable success the researchers had in

explaining response variation. Contrary to Belk's finding the triple-

interaction terms (P x S x 0) are substantial. Situation, through its

main and interaction effects explained 60% and 75% of the variation in

behavior intention toward brand and types of paper towels and batteries.

Decorative towels were preferred in decor and on-hand settings; durable

towels in more functional settings. Longer lasting more durable dry-

cell batteries were preferred in certain usage situations; cheaper,

shorter life-span batteries in other usage situations.

Generally, consumer researchers have not been satisfied with just

measuring how much variation can be explained by various effects. They

have also attempted to explain the reason for consumption situation's

influence. Belk undertook a three mode factor analysis in his snack

and meat studies. The underlying identifiable latent factors for the

snack situations were social/entertaining elements in the situation,

need for sustenance, and unplanned consumption. For the meat

consumption situations the factors seemed to be whether the meal was

impromptu, in a home setting, in the week-end and casual. Although not

explicitly stated, these latent structures seem to reflect the particular
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demands of the different situations and the resulting needs and

objectives of the persons in the situations.

A recent study has proposed a method similar to three mode

factor analyses which identifies latent influential characteristics

of the usage/consumption settings, reconstructs settings based on

these dimensions and validates their latent structure (Srivastava,

Shocker and Day 1978). A group of students judged the appropriateness

of 46 breath fresheners (products and home remedies) in eighteen

different natural usage situations. Correlations were generated between

pairs of situations across the 46 alternatives' rated appropriateness

in each setting. These correlations indicated the similarity of ratings

of the alternatives among situations. A principal components analysis

of the correlation matrix grouped situations based on their factor

loadings and enabled the clustering of the 46 products based on the

factor scores. The three interpretable principal components were: social

versus personal concern, away versus home usage (privacy of administration

of remedy) and sore throat situation. The first two components explained

87% of the variance and were interpreted as reflecting social versus

personal needs and the usage convenience of the setting. The two factor

situation taxonomy that was developed to explain product appropriateness

again seems to reflect desired outcome states, usage goals and objectives.

Rather than examining the unique latent structure underlying a

particular product's usage situation, Lutz and Kakkar (1975) rather

adventurously applied a very general emotional -response situation

taxonomy to a consumption scenario experimental study. Each subject

rated specific situations on their pleasure, arousal and dominance

potential using an instrument developed by Mehrabian and Russell (1974).
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The use of the three prescribed dimensions, as predictors, increased

the explanatory power of situation but the explained variance was

still low. The application of a general situation trait model was

assessed to be about as successful as past applications of general

personality trait models in consumer research.

Ptackek and Shanteau (1978) have examined the impact of situation

on judgment processes. Nineteen of 24 consumers were very sensitive

to the usage situations. The situation scenarios produced shifts in

the subjects' importance weights that were fitted to product dimensions

and, unexpectedly, also shifts in subjects' product attribute judgments.

This is evidence of not only situation's influence on needs, values and

attribute importance, but in addition the influence of situation on

judgements and perceptions of items that attempt to satisfy situation-

specific needs.

Bearden and Woodside (1977) have proposed an interesting situational

influence model of consumer behavior. It is not an interactionist

perspective as it assumes that the effect of situation is additive. An

examination of their model reveals that situation does not influence

motives, choice criteria or attitudes. Just what are the origins of

motives is unclear. The researchers view situation and events as

primarily affecting behavior intentions and behavior. They translate

this dubious proposition into an intriguing but conceptually flawed

situational -attitudinal model, which essentially takes the following

form:
attributes situations

BIj^ = w^ . Z e X V + W2.NB x MC + I p^ x Pp^^ x
p^^^^ ^

Behavior intention toward the brand depends on the familiar attitude

and normative components of the extended Fishbein model. The addition

of a third component introduces their situational influence. It is a
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multiplication of (the likelihood of the situation occurring),

Pp/s ^^^^ likelihood of the generic product being purchased in that

situation), and p^^^
(the likelihood of the brand being purchased

in that situation) summed over all of the usage situations.

The problem overlooked was the direct relation between behavior

intention and brand usage likelihood. If behavior intention is not

directly related to purchase likelihood then the above model is

purposeless. If behavior intention is directly related to purchase

likelihood then this implies that:

^h/s
~- ^-Pp/s ' Pb/s (2)

where z represents a linear scale transformation constant, and as

situations
= ^ Ps ^ ^h/s (3)

it follows from substituting (2) in (3) that

situations
BI. = w. E p X p , X p, , f.y

h ^s ^p/s ^b/s --------(4)

If both (1) and (4) hold then by substitution the Bearden and

Woodside situation model reduces to a general extended Fishbein model

with weights of (w^z/(z-l)) and (w2z/(z-l)) and no situation component.

The same authors appear to conclude their article on another contradictory

note. They recommend an investigation of the person by situation

interaction effect on behavior, having dismissed the necessary person and

situation specific measures of attitude and its components as unmanage-

able at the beginning of their article and not included such effects in

their model

.
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Miller and Ginter (1979) managed the measurement problems and

provided convincing evidence of the impact of situational context on

brand perception and choice. They were interested in examining the

impact of different consumption settings on the goodness of fit of a

multi -attribute attitude model to actual reported behavior. Eight

fast-food restaurants (e.g. Arby's and McDonald's), four situations

(e.g., week-day lunch, evening meal with family when not rushed

for time), and seven attributes (e.g. speed of service, variety, price)

were used. In particular, Miller and Ginter sought to examine the

changes caused by situation, in the rated importance of fast-food

restaurant features and the user's perceptions of the restaurants. Their

attitude model's elements were situation-specific. They found that

consumers' patronage of six of the eight restaurants varied across

situations, the perceived importance of four of the seven attributes

varied, and the perceived convenience of particular restaurants varied

across the situations. The use of situation-specific measures of

attribute importance and the use of situation-specific measures of the

perceived convenience of each of the restaurants increased the predictive

power of the multi -attribute model significantly for three of the four

consumption situations.

Anticipated usage situation has also been shown to influence choice

of automobile brand and the importance of various attributes, such as

fuel economy, riding comfort and trunk space (Berkowitz, Ginter and

Talarzyk 1977). The influence of particular situations on general

attitudes appeared to depend on the anticipated frequency of occurrence

of the automobile usage situation and its importance relative to other

anticipated usage situations.
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An Emerging Interactionist Perspective

In his early work, Belk took a philosophical stance very similar

to earlier behaviorists and ecologists and he has consequently

confronted the same problems. He asserted that measurement validity and

theoretical lawfulness could only be achieved by describing the physical

situation (Belk 1974). Yet when he came to offer his own general

situation taxonomy, it included task definition (which embodies the

goals, objectives, purposes and plans of an individual) and antecedent

states (physical, emotional and economic) that the individual brings to

the situation. He did not explain how to measure task-definition

objectively, how to measure antecedent states objectively, how to

distinguish antecedent states from enduring individual differences and

finally how to distinguish between a previous antecedent situation and

the current situation. Like Barker, Belk also has admitted the subject's

perceptions and interpretations of his environment are necessary to

understand the influence process (1975c). Of late he appears to have

abandoned the concept of a general physical situation taxonomy and now

supports the use of free-response data and the relating of product or

brand preference to "perceived" situational characteristics (Belk 1979).

Other consumer behavior researchers had earlier acknowledged the

importance of the psychological environment. Hansen (1972) stated that

internal processes must be studied to understand how a situation

influences ultimate behavior. Lutz and Kakkar (1975, 1976) have

emphasized the importance of studying the psychological environment.

They suggested the application of a lens-model approach where the

objective (distal) and psychological (proximal) situations are studied

and together related to consumer behavior. In particular, they called
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for the study of the similarity and differences in consumers' situation

perceptions. The S x P and S x P x 0 effects in Table 2.1 indicate an

idiosyncratic behavioral reaction of persons to the different situations.

Presumably this indicates a dissimilarity of these consumers' situation

perceptions and consequently addresses the suggested topic.

Recent research has provided clear evidence of the impact of

situation on product perceptions, attribute importance and behavior,

reported or intended. In Lewi ni an terms, the potency of various paths

(in products or services) have been shown to vary in different physical

situations. It appears then, that an increasing number of consumer

researchers are putting the interactionist perspective into practice.

An interesting feature of this emerging school of thought is that, like

their contemporary interactionist or environmental psychologists, the

consumer researchers do not appear to be aware of, or at least interested

in, the link between the interactionist's analysis of variance studies

and Lewin's B = f (P , S) field theory. Belk and others have not

conceptually tied the S x 0, P x S and P x S x 0 effects to Lewin's

discussion of the idiosyncratic, psychological situation. On the other

hand, Kassarjian's (1973) field theoretic interpretation of consumer

behavior did not quote Sandell's work as a singularly outstanding

experimental illustration of the interaction between person and situation

and the resulting influence of the perceived usage situation on consumer

choice behavior. Recognition of the link between the statistical

interaction terms and the life space concept leads inevitably to an

acceptance of the importance of measuring consumer's idiosyncratic

interpretations of the usage situation and the products or services

(instrumental objects or paths) in the situation.
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Conclusion

Over the last decade a small number of consumer researchers have

examined consumer attitudes and behavior in different usage situations.

Compared with other topics the attention the field has paid to this

subject has bordered on indifference. Situation researchers do, however,

have a rich and vigorous psychology literature to draw on for the

theoretical foundations of their perspective. Such an historical

appreciation should lead to the ready acceptance that both objective

and subjective dimensions of situation must be studied, and that an

interactionist rather than a strictly situation or individual difference

model is most reasonable.

A general taxonomy of consumption situation is likely to remain as

elusive as a general taxonomy of consumers. The very elusiveness of

this "golden fleece" will probably continue to lure intrepid Jasons,

but there is some evidence that recent research is more productively

turning its attention towards a better understanding of why and how

situation influences a particular product's usage. The predominant

interest is no longer in counting percentage points of explained var-

iance: percentage points that can be too easily manufactured by

judicious experimental design.

The development of suitable research methodology to study situational

influence is a daunting task. The combination of situational factor

analysis and the diagnosis of the impact of situation on motivations,

attitudes and perceptions offers the most promise. This is likely to be

best performed by field surveys of the behavior and attitudes of

representative samples of people in representative samples of usage
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situations, followed by the experimental testing of the impact of

constructed usage situations. The first step provides a product-

specific taxonomy, the second step provides the opportunity for

theory testing. Future diagnostic research might involve situation-

specific perceptual scaling or conjoint analysis of sets of alternative

products as well as more conventional situation-specific, expectancy-

value modeling. Last and not least, consumer behaviorists could well

follow Barker's example and observe usage behavior. Against his certain

strong objections this observation could also be linked with verbal

protocols indicating the subject's interpretations of the situation

and reasons for behavior. While attribute importance and the instrument-

ality of alternative products should be studied in varying usage

situations, a more basic requirement is to clearly appreciate the

outcomes that are desired from interaction of the person with the

situation. The study of the needs and desired objectives created by

the psychological situation should therefore take priority as it is

these variables that create the 'instrumentality' of products and the

resulting usage behavior tendencies.

Finally, almost all of the research and discussion in the consumer

literature has focussed on the impact of situation on usage or

consumption. An exception is Hansen (1972) who distinguished between

purchase, consumption and communication situations and focused on the

last. In principle, there appears to be no reason why the interactionist

perspective cannot be applied to purchase or buying behavior (i.e.,

information search and shopping). As indicated by Barker (1975) and

accepted by Belk (1975b), the boundaries of such search or shopping

settings will be usually broader than the boundaries of usage or
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consumption settings. Otherwise the same framework that is applied to

the study of the use of batteries, paper towels, snack foods,

restaurants or automobiles should be able to be applied to the study of

the use of information sources and shopping behavior. This is the

assumption that underlies the following research.



CHAPTER THREE

APPLIANCE SHOPPING AND INFORMATION SEARCH

Introduction

In one of the very first consumer behavior articles ever written

Copeland (1923) introduced the concepts of the convenience good, shoppin

good, and specialty good. It was a simple framework, written in layman

language, for categorizing consumer search and shopping effort. Over

fifty years later the approach still has relevance for retail and

promotional strategy. According to Copeland the convenience good

(e.g., confectionery, toothpaste, magazines) is purchased frequently and

quickly with the minimum of cost and effort at the closest store. The

consumer may have a brand of a convenience good in mind and ask for it

but if it is out of stock or the retailer recommends another brand the

consumer will purchase a substitute rather than shopping elsewhere.

A shopping good (e.g., women's gloves, chinaware) is a good where the

consumer comparison shops across brands and at two or more stores. The

purchase does not have to be made immediately and the nature of the

merchandise desired is unlikely to be clearly defined in advance of the

shopping activity. The specialty good (e.g., vacuum cleaners,

phonographs) is one which is purchased because of an attraction other

than price at a particular store. The nature of the product and the

store at which the purchase is to be made is determined beforehand.

For such goods the manufacturer's or retailer's brand and reputation

are very important in creating not just consumer brand "recognition"

or "preference" but consumer "insistence":

37
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The manufacturer of an electrical washing machine, for

example, undertakes to present his sales argument in such

a way as to lead the consumer to insist upon the purchase

of his particular make (Copeland 1923, p. 288.)

The above classification of goods was considered useful for

manufacturers' decisions about density of distribution, type of retail

store used, the role of the wholesaler and the selling burden manu-

facturers' advertising must carry. Copeland might also have added to

this list decisions about whether to rely on in-store or out-of-store

promotion and the training and selling approach of the retail sales-

force.

Thirty-five years later. Hoi ton (1958) argued that the trichotomy

should be based on the nature of the consumer's brand preferences. A

convenience good is one where the consumer possesses a preference map

that indicates equal preference or indifference for a number of brands.

A shopping good is one where the consumer, through lack of knowledge,

does not possess a preference map and the specialty good is one where

the consumer possesses a preference map that indicates a clear pref-

erence for one item and no other attractive substitutes. Bucklin

(1962) extended the concept to the classification of retail stores and

patronage motives in combination with the classification of goods. He

suggested that the proportion of buyers who fall into each of the nine

cells of the two-way, brand-store attitude matrix should be determined

and that retailers should use this information in formulating their

marketing strategy.

The above frameworks were constructed to help us classify and

understand consumers' shopping behavior and information search, part-

icularly its variability across different goods and within particular

goods.
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It appears that major retailing and marketing decisions have

been based on such classification assumptions, even if they have been

made intuitively. Consider the current retail market for white home

appliances such as clothes washers and refrigerators. There are

specialty stores selling multiple brands, specialty stores selling

single brands, discount stores selling single brands, discount stores

selling multiple brands and department, furniture and hardware stores

selling usually one or two brands. Each of these general merchandising

approaches in combination with distinctive promotional and pricing

policies reflect the market's different beliefs about how the appliance

buyer prefers to shop. The diversity in home appliance retailing that

exists today indicates that there exists a wide diversity in buyers'

preferred approaches to shopping. The different marketing and

retailing approaches cater for a range of different needs and behavior.

It is clear that Copeland believed that in the 1920's a clothes

washer was a specialty good. It is doubtful whether the clothes washer

should be still regarded today as a specialty good. Some buyers are

strongly brand loyal but many others comparison shop. The latter group

of shoppers have created and sustained fierce price competition, that

has contributed to keeping appliance price increases well below the

general price index over the last thirty years (Dickson and Wilkie 1979).

It might even be argued that some consumers regard home appliances as if

they were a convenience good. They choose a store selling appliances

on the basis of convenience (be it convenient with respect to credit

and/or physical location) and are happy to follow the advice of the

salesperson within this store. The following sections indicate some

of the diversity in appliance shopping behavior that has been recorded
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by past survey research and some of the reasons for this diversity are

revealed. However, before proceeding with the literature review, it

seems appropriate to provide some general background information and

historical perspective.

In 1953 George Katona and Eva Mueller undertook a nationwide

questionnaire survey of recent purchasers of major appliances. The

research was sponsored by Consumers' Union and the Committee for Research

on Consumer Attitudes and Behavior. Some of the more illustrious

members of this committee were Theodore Newcomb, James Tobin and

Rensis Likert. This survey has become a classic with its findings

quoted in consumer behavior texts over twenty-five years later, a

compliment to the appropriateness of the research objectives and the

insightful interpretations. Its questions have been an acknowledged

basis for several later studies. The recent published research has

used more sophisticated analysis but in substance is little different

from this seminal work.

It is however, somewhat misleading to imply that appliance shopping

and information search research started in the early 1950's. It is a

certainty that proprietory research was undertaken by General Electric

and other leading manufacturers well before 1950. Unfortunately, this

review is limited to the published findings which represent the tip of

the iceberg. Scholars, students and practitioners remain largely in

ignorance of the numerous proprietory studies that from year to year

influence each manufacturer's and retailer's merchandising strategy.

Certain practitioners do co-operate in annual industry studies (e.g.,

the Trendex studies) which provide insight into competitive standings

and trends in consumer behavior but this information, quite properly,
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is not shared with other interested but non-paying parties. Our

knowledge is bounded by the research undertaken in the public domain but

it is even more limited than that. Only a subset of the findings of

such public research has in fact been published. Consequently, this is

not a comprehensive review. It cannot do justice to all the findings

and in fact, in ignorance, probably does injustices to past research and

to the truth. Rather, it attempts to highlight similarities and

differences in some of the major published studies extending over a

period 1953 to the present.

To achieve such an objective it is first of all necessary to

describe the studies, in particular, their technical features and focus.

This is followed by discussion of findings by topic area. The purchase

consideration/deliberation time taken by appliance purchasers and

explanations for its variability are considered first. The discussion

then covers the use of information sources (such as friends. Consumer

Reports, and magazine articles), the number of brands initially

considered, store search findings, aggregate search effort as measured

by various search indices and finally, apparent patterns of information

search.

The Survey Research

While the articles reviewed cover a period of twenty-five years,

seven of the eight major studies were undertaken between 1968 and 1975.

Apparently, no published research was undertaken in two time periods.

There is a gap of 10 years between the undertaking of the first and

second study reviewed and the most recent study was actually undertaken

some five years ago. Table 3.1 lists the articles and the actual or

approximate year that the survey was undertaken. The 10 year gap is
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Table 3.1

Surmary of appliance shopping survey research

study

Katona and
Hueller (1954)

Donmermuth (1965)

Na^n and
Staelln (1971.

1972, 1973)

Brandt and

Day (1971)

Rothe i Lainont

(1973)

Claxton, Fry

and Portis (1974)

6ranbois and
Braden (1976)

Cash, Schiffman
and Berenson (1976)

Uestbroolc and
Fomell (1979)

Year of
Survey

1953

1963

1968

1970

1972

1970

1972

1975

1974

Sampling
Frame

USA

Unidentified
City

USA

California

Boulder

London
Ontario

Sample
Size

360°

537

436

900

900

Indianapolis

California

Detroit

259

368"

424

236

c
ou

1.
a
o

Appliances
Studied

BU TV
Refrigerator
Clothes Masher
Stove

Refrigerator
BN & Color TV

Clothes washer

BW ft Color TV
Refrigerator
Freezer, Clothes

dryer. Stove

Air Conditioner

BW ft Color TV
Audio Gear
Appliances
Furniture

Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes washer
Clothes dryer

Dish washer
Stove

BM ft Color TV

Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes dryer
Clothes washer
Dish washer
Stove
Air Conditioner

7 unidentified
ajor appliances

Audio Gear

Refrigerator
Freezer
Clothes washer
Clothes dryer
Stove
Dish washer

- w

I W I is

47 were second hand purchases

^ Only 129 actually made a purchase, the remainder had expressed a likelihood

' # store visits (Including multiple visits to the same store).
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particularly worrisome, for in that period relatively new appliances

such as the clothes-washer and TV moved from innovation and early growth

stages through to relative maturity. The concern with the recent

research is that there has not been a study with a nationwide sampling

frame undertaken in the last decade.

Another important issue is the general iseabil ity of the findings

across very different types of appliances. Katona and Mueller (1954)

studied black and white TV's, refrigerators, clothes-washers and stoves.

At that time stoves and refrigerators were well established, if not at

the maturity stage. However, the clothes-washer was in its growth

stage and television was a new innovation. It is hard to accept that

the reported shopping behavior of the buyers of such different products

should have been collapsed and reported in the aggregate. The

differences in perceived risk and consumer knowledge, at that time, in

purchasing a TV compared with a stove would seem to be likely to

significantly influence shopping behavior and information search. Even

in recent studies it appears likely that colour TV's, dish-washers and

audio gear are products where buyer product usage experience and past

purchasing experience are much less compared with their experience of

refrigerators and clothes-washers. Related to this concern are the

small groups of buyers of specific appliances studies in some of the

research. Claxton, Fry and Portis (1974) included buyers of eight

different appliances in their sample of 259.

Collapsing across appliances and using a broad brush in reporting

findings not only combines apples and oranges but makes it difficult to

compare results. Comparisons of consumer behavior in different decades

have time confounded with the different mix of appliances studied, not to

mention different population, sampling frames.
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The focus of research, or at least the emphasis of the resulting

articles, has also varied quite surprisingly and is identified in

Table 3.1. The most common measure has been the study of the number of

stores shopped. A composite search index was also used in five of the

studies. In one study this was based on principal component factor

scores, in another on canonical variate scores and in the remainder on a

predetermined subjective weighting of subject's responses. Comparison of

these results is particularly difficult because of the uniqueness of

these composite indices. Fortunately the other more specific measures

have been reasonably consistent, allowing sensible comparisons. These

summarized articles represent the bulk of the published literature on

home appliance shopping. When considered topic by topic it can be seen

that by no stretch of the imagination can it be regarded as substantial

and definitive.

Purchase Consideration Time

In studying appliance shopping as a purchase process one of the

very first questions that arises is what sort of time period are we

talking about. Does the process take a matter of days, weeks, months

or even years? The length of this process, from initial problem

recognition to the actual purchase, has often been used as a surrogate

measure of the complexity of the buying behavior. It has also been

used as an indicator of the opportunity to influence the buyer through

advertising. This assumes that the longer the decision period the

greater the likelihood that the consumer will be exposed to such

promotion. Table 3.2 presents the questions asked and results of

the two major appliance studies. A substantial number of purchase

processes seemingly lasted only a few weeks. The two studies differ
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Table 3.2

Purchase consideration time

Ka tona and Mueller (1954)

"Could you tell me how long you people were thinking or talking

about buying a before you actually bought it; was it several

years, several months; or only a few weeks or days?"

% cumulative %

One day or less 4 4

A few days 13 17

A few weeks 19 36

One or two months 9 45

Several months 30 75

One or two years 13 88

Several years 8 96

Not ascertained 4

100

Newman and Staelin (1971)

"How long before actually buying a did you people think or

talk of buying it; was it a short time, or many months, or what?

% cumulative

A short time (a week or two) 51 51

A few weeks (3 weeks to 2

months) 7 58

A few months (2-6 months) 8 66
Many months (6-12 months) 19 85

A year or more 13 98
Not ascertained 2

100
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quite substantially in the estimates of the actual percentages,

the earlier indicating a generally longer period. This may have been

the result of the nature of the set of appliances studied, a reflection

of the relative financial investment the appliance represented at the

time or some other time-related cultural factor.

Reasons for the wide variation in responses, from a day or less

to a number of years, have been reasonably extensively studied. Katona

and Mueller (1954) observed that those purchases carried out over

several months or longer fell into two almost equally sized groups;

those purchasers who were anxious to make a good buy and found it

hard to make up their minds and those who postponed the actual

purchase for financial reasons. The first group shopped and sought

information extensively but this was not necessarily so for those

who postponed the purchase. The very short "planning periods" were

attributed to precipitating circumstances such as old appliance break-

down, special bargains or sales offers, a residential move or

Christmas gift giving. Newman and Staelin (1971), using AID and MCA,

found that conventional individual difference measures did not

explain deliberation time: previous purchase experience and condition

of the old product were rather more influential predictors. However,

even with interaction terms between the explanatory variables

included as explanatory factors, only about 16% of the variation in

deliberation time was explained. The authors legitimately asserted

that this is par for the course in predicting individual human

behavior even when the population can be subdivided into groups with
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substantially different means. Interestingly, the nature of the

appliance, particularly its newness or innovativeness, did not

directly influence deliberation time. It may, however, have had *

an indirect effect, as previous purchase inexperience would be directly

related to product newness.

In a somewhat contrary finding Granbois and Braden C1976) found that

the length of the planning period was not influenced by previous owner-

ship or dissatisfaction with previous purchase. Expected price was

marginally influential (statistically speaking) but, somewhat surpris-

ingly, in a negative direction. On the face of it this result asserts

that consumers spend more time considering cheaper types of models of

appliances. Claxton, Fry and Portis (1974) came to a conclusion, similar

to their predecessors two decades before, that deliberation time in some

cases represents search and shopping effort and in other cases procrast-

ination. Financial constraint was positvely related to search duration

while immediacy of need was negatively related.

In conclusion, it appears that purchase circumstances influence the

purchase consideration time. The effects of any perceived urgency on

search may, however, be moderated by previous experience in the sense that

the need to purchase an appliance quickly may not influence an

experienced shopper's behavior very much, if at all. The extent to

which short or long consideration times reflect, as has been claimed,

good consumership and careful planning is debatable as even the most

circumspect consumer may be faced with having to make an urgent

failure-forced replacement purchase.

i

I
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Number of Brands Considered

It is a moot point whether the number of brands considered

by a prospective buyer should be treated as a cause of search or a

measure of the extent of search. In a number of studies it has

been treated as a determinant (Brandt and Day 1971; Newman and

Staelin 1972; Westbrook and Fornell 1979) but has also been pre-

sented as a measure of the breadth or scope of the shopping activity

and information search. In particular it is a key indicant of whether

the consumer is treating the appliance as a shopping or specialty

good. Such evidence is presented in Table 3.3. The impact of the

number of brands considered on other search behavior, such as number

of stores shopped, is discussed in later sections.

The fairly consistent finding is that about one third of the

subjects considered only one brand and shopped for that brand. The

exception is Newman and Staelin's study that reported a figure of close

to 50%. Generally a somewhat higher percentage considered many brands,

reflecting either a very open mind or indifference toward brand.

Katona and Mueller (1954) and Westbrook and Fornell (1979) found a

small percentage who considered a few (2-3) brands but Brandt and Day

found a substantially higher percentage. While it is pure speculation,

this may be due to the wording of the question. Brandt and Day asked

the question in terms of brands considered before buying, the other
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Table 3.3

Nunber of brands considered

Katona and Mueller (1954 )

Knew from the beginning what brand wanted 33%

Considered two or three brands 18%

Wide-open choice 31%

Paid no attention to brands 6%

Not ascertained or inapplicable 12%

100%

Newman and Staelin (1972 )

One brand considered at the outset 47%

Two or more brands considered at the outset 53%

100%

Brandt and Day (1971 )

One brand considered before buying 33%

2-3 considered before buying 30%

4 or more considered before buying 37%

100%

Westbrook and Fornell (1979 )

Considered only one brand from outset 34%

Considered a few brands 12%

Considered many brands 54%

100%
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researchers directed the question specifically at the number of brands

considered at the very outset of the search. As buyers gather information

or shopped they may have moved from a very open mind to consideration of

fewer brands. This would explain the discrepancy between the studies.

It therefore appears that, at the outset of shopping, buyers fall

predominantly into two major groups;- those who shop for a single brand

and those who are prepared to consider many brands. The first group

appears to treat the appliance as a specialty good, the second group

either treat it as a shopping or convenience good. The shopping

behavior of the consumers who are prepared to consider many or any

brand will identify whether they view the appliance as a shopping or

convenience good.

The evidence of what determines or at least varies with the number

of brands considered is rather slim. Brandt and Day (1971) fitted a

multiple regression equation to their measure of evoked set size.

Whilst statistically significant it only explained 17% of the variation.

The strongest predictors were two dummy variables indicating the shopper

who chose a store for prices or specials (increased the number of brands

considered - evidence of comparison shopping) but whether shopping

period was a few days or less (decreased the number of brands considered).

The use of credit reduced the number of brands considered and the

direction of the impact of recent residential move (in the last three

years) was positive. Granbois and Braden (1976) had even less success

in explaining the variability. The number of brands considered was not

statistically significantly influenced by various perceived risk measures,

previous experience and in particular previous ownership satisfaction.

There is some evidence of substantial product differences. Dommermuth (1965)
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reported that many more refrigerator buyers considered more than one

brand compared with washer buyers (59% and 40% respectively). The

general absence of strong situational or individual difference

explanations for the variations in number of brands considered is quite

surprising given the distinctive distribution of the variable.

Number of Stores Shopped

The general conclusion from the research findings is that some 50%

of shoppers visit only one or two stores. It is difficult to be more

specific as Table 3.4 indicates the studies have used different

categorizations of responses. Two of the earliest studies indicate a

high percentage who shopped at only one store while the most recent

studies indicate greater shopping. This suggests somewhat more

comparison shopping today than in earlier decades.

Again there is an intriguing variation in behavior which is yet to

be very clearly explained. Brandt and Day (1971) noted a correlation

of 0.70 between number of brands considered and stores shopped. This

suggests that the variability in shopping behavior is associated with

brand loyalty and whether or not the appliance is treated as a shopping

rather than a specialty good. In their multiple regression model, which

ommitted the strongly related variable, number of brands considered, the

strongest predictors of number of stores shopped were length of shopping

period, price consciousness, lack of store experience, education, and

enjoyment of shopping. The full model of nine independent variables,

however, only explained one third of the variation in shopping.

Newman and Staelin (1973) undertook an AID analysis with the dependent

variable being the proportion of buyers who used a retail outlet for

information. This, it should be noted, was not a measure of the
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Table 3.4

Number of stores shoDoed

Katona and Mueller (1954 )

No Store at all 11%

Only one where bought 47%

Two or three 15%

Several (4 or more) 26%

Not ascertained 1%

100%

Brandt and Day (1971 )

One store 48%

Two or three 30%

Four or more 22%

100%

Newman and Staelin (1972 )

One store 49%

Two or three 26%

Four or more 23%

Not ascertained 2%

100%

Rothe and Lamont (1973 )

One store 66%

Two or more 34%

Claxton, Fry and Portis (1974 )

One or two 67%

Three or more 33%

100%

Dash, Schiffman & Berenson (1976)

One store 17%

Two or three 44%

Four or more 39%

100%

Westbrook and Fornell (1979 )

No store at all 6%

One store 25%

Two or three 34%

Four or more 35%

100%

100%
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number of stores shopped. Number of brands considered (one, or

more than one) forced the first split in explained variance followed by

product cost, education, product knowledge and purchase circumstances.

In another study product cost and social visibility were found to

influence number of stores shopped (Granbois and Braden 1976) but

past purchase experience (presumable associated with knowledge and brand

loyalty) did not influence the extent of shopping. Dommermuth (1965)

again observed a significant product effect. Fifty-eight percent of

refrigerator buyers shopped more than one retail outlet compared with

38% of washer buyers.

Two exercises have examined whether there is an association between

type of stores at which purchase is made and extent of shopping. Rothe

and Lamont (1973) did not find a statistically significant difference

in the number of stores shopped between buyers of national and private

brands. However, the audio gear study (Dash et al. T976) found that

38% of those who purchased at a department store shopped at one store

but only 8% of those who purchased at a specialty store confined their

shopping to one outlet. This suggests that one-store shopping may be

partly a result of the attraction of a particular department store.

Type of Store Shopped

The question of what types of stores are shopped and what appears

to influence such behavior is currently of particular interest because

of the very competitive state of appliance retailing. Proprietory data

suggests that all general merchandise/department stores (including Sears)

sell around half of all home appliances. About 30% of sales are made

through appliance stores and the remaining 20% of the market is shared

by discount, furniture and hardware stores.
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While Sears may appear to structurally dominate the

appliance retailing industry, this is counterbalanced by the support

given to the specialty appliance stores by the manufacturing and

distributing giants. General Electric, White Consolidated and to a lesser

extent Whirlpool. White's acquistion of Fridgidaire has added a new

wrinkle to the competition between the general merchandiser, the specialty

appliance store and the discount store. Regrettably, the published

information on type of stores shopped and type of store at which purchase

was made is minimal. The Denver Post Consumer Analysis 1966 - 1970

reported that 30% of white appliance goods sales were private brands,

up from 24% five years before.

There are, however, findings which give some insight into why

people purchase from certain types of stores. Private brand buyers

differ from national brand buyers on the following purchase behavior:

the husband plays a more important role, store related information is

more important and independent information sources are less important

(Rothe and Lamont 1973). Private brand buyers are also more price

sensitiNffi, less brand loyal, more store loyal, spend more time shopping

and rate sales specials and credit offered as more important purchase

determinants. In terms of consumer characteristics, private brand

buyers tend to have a somewhat lower income and have occupations

requiring less training or education. In summary, as with all privately

labelled products, price is a major attraction. The findings suggest

that the private brand buyer is a price comparison shopper.

Dash et al . (1976) noted significant differences in knowledge,

experience, literature read, stores shopped and time spent shopping

between consumers who bought audio gear from a specialty shop and

consumers who purchased from a department store. Forty-nine percent of
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specialty store patrons, compared with 10% of department store patrons,

scored "high" on self-reported product knowledge. The percentages

indicating considerable purchase experience were respectively 25% and

10%. Six times as many specialty store customers had a high level of

special interest magazine experience and 61% of specialty store

customers looked at manufacturers' literature compared with 26% of the

department store customers. This level of interest and search was also

reflected in greater numbers of stores shopped and greater time spent

shopping by the consumer who ended up buying from a specialty store.

To the extent that department and chain stores sell mainly private brands

it appears the above two studies provide conflicting results. The

Rothe and Lamont study of white appliances indicates that private brand

buyers spend more time shopping - particularly price comparison shopping.

The audio gear study indicates that patrons of department stores (who

generally sell most of the private brands) shop less. The reason for

the difference may well be related to the nature of the product and the

reasons for the search. For white appliances, consumers take their

time and shop so as to find a bargain - for the audio gear the

extensive search is undertaken to learn about new technology and make

the "right" purchase as determined by technical specifications and

component compatabil ity.

Information Sources Used

One of the distinctions often made between the purchase of a

convenience, non-durable such as a soft drink and a major appliance, is

that advice from friends and information from books and pamphlets will

be sought before purchasing the durable. This, amongst other things,

will complicate and extend the purchase process. The research
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indicates, however, that the use of such information sources is not as

extensive as perhaps assumed. Table 3.5 shows that only in approximately

one out of two appliance purchases is information from a friend, neighbor

or relative obtained. In half of these cases it is probably unsolicited

information or advice and only about 40% of purchasers receiving inform-

ation and advice from other consumers find it useful.

Printed information is consulted even less frequently although the

evidence suggests such use is increasing. Unfortunately not all of the

studies distinguish between manufacturers' or retailers' printed material

and independent articles presented in magazines such as Consumer Reports.

Consequently, it is not possible to tell whether Westbrook and Fornell's

results indicate an increased usage of trade pamphlets or brochures, or

an increased use of buying guide articles such as appear in Consumer

Reports, or both. These researchers actually applied the term neutral

to books, articles and pamphlets. Manufacturers' brochures and

phamphlets are hardly neutral sources. Katona and Mueller found that in

their study about two thirds of the published material consulted were

trade advertisements or pamphlets.

The Newman and Staelin study suggests that newspaper, magazine and

TV advertising comes a poor third behind the above information sources,

particularly in their rate usefulness. It is, however, based on a

sample which included a substantial number of car buyers. The

researchers indicated that appliance buyers use of newspaper and

magazine advertising was somewhat higher than the car buyers use of

such sources. The lack of clear evidence of consumers' use of the

different media, either one way or the other, is, at least, surprising

given the considerable investment by appliance manufacturers and
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Table 3.5

Information Sources used

Katona and Mueller (1954)

Sources Used

Other persons 57%

Books, pamphlets and articles 33%

Newman and Staelin (1973)*

Sources Used Sought Found Useful

Other persons** 47% 25% 22%

Books, pamphlets and articles 32% 14% 22%

Newspaper, magazine advertising 28% 4% 5%

Television advertising . 19% 2% 6%

Westbrook and Fornell (1979)

Sources Used Used as Main Source

Other persons** 52% 21%

Books, pamphlets and articles 46% 15%

* This result is based on a sample of 436 appliance buyers and

217 car buyers.

** does not include salespeople
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retailers in newspaper, magazine and TV advertising. Presumably their

own proprietory information justifies such advertising.

The higher educated (12 grade plus) and households where the

breadwinner has a professional or a technical occupation are heavier

users of trade and independent information (Newman and Staelin 1973).

This reflects natural propensities for tKe higher educated to read more

and for people in certain careers to be interested in technical perform-

ance details. Those who consulted others for advice tended to be

consumers who felt they had to trust others in making the purchase

(including the inexperienced first time purchaser) and those who were

not brand loyal. Granbois and Braden (1976) found that the number of

information sources consulted (other than retail outlets and discussion

with others) increased with experience, expected price and social

visibility. Discussions with others outside the family decreased with

previous ownership experience but was, unexpectedly, not affected by

the perceived social and financial risks. A seven-predictor multiple

regression model of number of information sources consulted before

buying was reported by Brandt and Day (1971) but it explained only 11%

of the variation. The model suggested that the greater the number of

brands in mind before shopping (indicating lack of knowledge or low brand

loyalty) and the lower the store experience (indicating lack of know-

ledge or low store loyalty) the greater the variety of information source

consulted. It is, however, debatable whether some of these variables

influenced the number of information sources consulted or vice versa.

For instance, initial discussions with a friend may increase the number

of brands considered at the outset of actual shopping.

4

i
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Infomation Seeking Indices

A number of composite indices have been constructed to obtain some sort

of overall measure of shopping and information search. Katona and

Mueller (1954) constructed a 21 point, five component deliberation index.

Each appliance purchase was scored out of six on circumspectness

(evidence of planning or weighing of alternatives) and information seeking,

and out of three on price consciousness, lack of brand loyalty and number

of features considered other than brand and price. The total of these

five scores made up the composite index. The components were generally

positively intercorrelated. The researchers found that the composite

index increased with education, decreased with age, and peaked at middle

income levels (see Table 3.6). The composite index scores were the

only results presented by specific appliances and revealed some

interesting product differences. As expected, purchasing of a TV

(a relatively new innovation at the time) involved greater deliberation.

An unexpectedly high percentage of refrigerator purchases involved

little deliberation. In fact it appears that at the time shoppers

spent more effort purchasing a clothes-washer despite its lower

average cost.

Newman and Staelin (1972) employed a 26 point information seeking

index based on buyer's reported use of information, types of sources

used and retail stores visited. Using AID analysis the number of

brands considered at the outset (one/two or more) created the first

split and explained the largest amount of variance. The MCA analysis,

however, produced a model that only explained 13% of the information

seeking score. Rather unexpectedly the cost of product, level of

satisfaction with the old product and urgency of purchase did not
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Table 3.6

Katona and Mueller's deliberation index*

Education

Grade School

High School

College

Income

Under $2000

$2000-2999

$3000-4999

$5000-7499

$7500 +

Age of Head of Family

21 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65+

Deliberation
Index TV

Under 7 18%

7 - 12 47%

13+ 22%

Mean Group Score

7.7

9.9

* 10.0

8.0

8.2

9.4

10.1

9.3

10.2

9.5

8.9

8.5

7.5

Clothes washer Refrigerator Stove

25%

42%

25%

35%

32%

16%

13%

56%

11%

* the maximum score was 26
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influence a purchaser's score on the index, which is somewhat at odds

with the Katona and Mueller study and some of their other findings.

Their major conclusion was that past experience and learning plays a

major role in influencing shopping and search, but even this was

qualified by evidence that nearly 40% of buyers who had not previously

used the product regularly, still considered only one brand at the

very outset. Granbois and Braden (1976) constructed an index by

undertaking a principal components analysis on a set of information

search measures. Each respondent's composite score was a weighted

average of her principal component scores. The weight was the respective

principal component's eigenvalue. Expected price paid was the best

predictor of aggregate and specific information seeking - contradicting

Newman and Staelin's findings. Previous experience did not influence

the composite measure.

In summary, the recent studies that have used a composite search

and shopping measure have added little to our understanding. They have

on the one hand exposed all ready known associations between number of

brands considered and search and on the other hand produced rather

obscure and contradictory findings. As Newman and Staelin have pointed

out this is probably due to the fact that aggregating very different

search activities may disguise rather than expose important relationships

Patterns of Search

Several attempts have been made to examine the relationships

between various shopping and search activities. As already mentioned

Katona and Mueller found search and deliberation activities to be

positively related and Brandt and Day observed a high correlation

between store and brand search. One of the first attempts to describe
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the differences in consumers' appliance search patterns was undertaken

by Dormiermuth (1965). He constructed a matrix of number of brand

names examined by number of retail outlets shopped. His refrigerator

shopping matrix is presented in Figure 3.7. There was significantly more

shopping (both brand and store search) undertaken for refrigerators

than for TV sets and clothes washers - the reverse of the result

suggested by Katona and Mueller a decade before. However his conclusion

that refrigerators are a shopping good was too sweeping a generalization.

Over one third of the purchasers appeared to treat the appliance as a

specialty good: that is, they bought a particular brand and shopped at

only one store.

A more sophisticated method of categorizing and describing search

patterns was undertaken by Claxton, Fry and Portis (1974). Using a

clustering algorithm they identified six groups listed in Table 3.8.

The store intense searchers shopped with their feet. They consulted

very few other information sources and were characterized by a desire

to purchase at a special or sale price. These shoppers perceived that

substantial product differences existed. Higher education and income

were associated with search thoroughness. The balanced-thorough

searchers shopped at a few stores but also sought information from

friends, articles and pamphlets.

Inmediacy of need and past experience appeared to be a major reason

for the faster search of those groups who searched for a very short period

of time. It should be noted however, that speed of search did not

necessarily indicate a lack of thoroughness. A general lack of interest

in obtaining the "right" or "best" buy also reduced the amount of search.

The authors concluded that aggregate measures may seriously obscure the

nature of buyer's activities. Westbrook and Fornell (1979) confirmed

this by revealing a negative correlation between the use of personal and
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Table 3.7

Dommermuth ' s refrigerator shopping matrix

Number of stores shopped

Number of brands

considered One Two Three Four

Five
plus Sub-total

One 36% 5 41%

Two 3 6 2 1 1 13%

Three 3 3 5 5 1 17%

Four 2 3 3 3 11%

Five plus 5 5 8 18%

Sub- total 42% 16% 15% 14% 13% 100%
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neutral sources. A necessary condition for an aggregated index is that

the components are positively correlated. To be fair, in a previous

study, Newman and Staelin (1973) had observed that the correlations

between the use of four information sources (other persons, pamphlets

and articles, print ads and TV ads) were all positive - ranging from

0.11 to 0.41. Westbrook and Fornell observed a brand-store search

correlation of 0.37, much lower than that observed by Brandt and Day.

The correlations between other information search activities were even

lower (see Table 3.9).

As well as examining the relationship between search measures,

Westbrook and Fornell undertook a canonical correlation analysis using

six predictor variables. The key results are also presented in Table

3.9. The first correlation (explaining about one fifth of all the

variation) was primarily between store visits and number of brands

considered. The state of the old appliance and education of the buyer,

also had some influence on shopping activity. It should be noted that,

in the analysis presented, first-time purchasers were excluded from

the analysis to make the interpretation of the results easier. This

rather suspect decision weakens the general izability of the findings.

The second correlation was between the use of neutral or personal

information sources and age and education of the buyer. Old buyers

and more educated buyers used more neutral information sources, whereas

younger buyers and less educated buyers used more personal sources.

The researchers talked about strong relationships and used a

judgmental segmentation approach to statistically reinforce such state-

ments. It is hard, however, for them to dodge the reality that canonical

correlation captured only one third of the variability and that highest

simple correlation between predictor and criteria measures was only 0.28.
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Table 3.8

Shopping patterns

Claxton, Fry and Portis (1974)

Clusters of shopping behavior: % of shoppers

1. Thorough store intense searchers^ B%

2. Thorough, slow, balanced searchers'' 13%

3. Thorough, fast, balanced searchers 14% 35%

4. Non-thorough, very slow searchers 18%

5. Non-thorough, slow searchers 27%

6. Non-thorough, fast searchers 23% 65%

100%

a. made use of an average of 20 store visits

b. on average, consulted about three information sources,

visited six stores and spent several months considering

the purchase
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Table 3.9

Search patterns

Westbrook and Fornell (1979)

Search activity correlations: #bc #sc ups

# brands considered

# stores considered 0.37

use of personal sources 0.11 0,08

use of "neutral" sources 0.01 0.16 -0.29

Canonical Vanate 1 Canonical Variate 2

Criterion set Weight Contribution Weight Contri bution

Stores visited 0.96 85% 0.35 8%

Personal sources -0.43 1

1

» U . DO O/To

Neutral sources 0.09

Predictor Set

Age of buyer -0.03 n -0.76 44%

Education 0.24 12% -0.76 52%

Satisfaction 0.10 1% 0.12 2%

Working order 0.37 17% 0.04 0

#Brand alternatives 0.79 62% 0.17 2%

Joint decision making 0.15 6% -0.07 1%

r2 0.21 0.10
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The findings do however confirm earlier evidence that store search is

related to the number of brands initially considered. Other information

search is related to age (perhaps a surrogate for experience) and

education. Assuming that working order of the previous appliance reflects

purchase urgency, it is interesting that this variable was not related

to use of personal or neutral information sources.

Conclusion

Of all the product purchases that could be studied by consumer

behaviourists we might expect that major appliances along with

automobiles, would have received the greatest attention. They are

major financial committments, which everyone has purchased, owned or

at least used. They are also exciting products in the sense that they

are subject to constant technological evolution if not revolution.

Although the assertion cannot really be proven, it appears that the

above quite reasonable expectation has not been fulfilled. Over the

last 30 years there have not been a lot of published articles or books

that have studied the purchasing of major appliances. It might even be

argued that toothpaste has received more attention. The precious few

studies that have been undertaken provide some consistent findings, some

conflicting findings and, all in all, very little explanation for the

considerable variability in consumers' shopping and search behaviour. The

absence of such knowledge is all the more extraordinary given the variety

of marketing, merchandising and advertising strategy practised. Either

the marketing practitioners in the trade know a lot more than academics

about their various target market segment's behavior or at times they

are taking some unnecessary seat-of-the-pants gambles. A third, rather

unlikely possibility is that it just isn't that important to know whether

consumers' are brand or store loyal and by whom they are influenced.
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The primary purpose of the literature review was to highlight the

similarities and differences in the findings. This task was to an

indeterminable extent frustrated by the problems of comparing findings

of research undertaken at different times, that sampled different

populations, studied different groups of appliances and, last but not

least, asked different questions.

The most common finding has been that about one third of the

buyers consider only one brand at the outset. Newman and Staelin's

study suggested this percentage could be as high as 50%. The number

of brands initially considered quite strongly influences actual

shopping behaviour. According to the studies, more shopping is under-

taken by consumers with an initially open-mind. There are two reasons

why consumers appear brand loyal and pre-sold. The singular brand

interest may arise from past experience and result in the purchaser

treating the appliance as a specialty good and probably the purchase

outlet as a specialty store. The reporting of consideration of only

one brand may also arise in a situation where the consumer is responding

to a special sales offer and as a result did not do any comparison

shopping. In the first case the consumer is not going to be very sales

or deal sensitive, while in the second case price promotion is of

critical influence. In any event both cases result in minimal shopping.

A lack of brand loyalty also has two causes. An open mind can be

due to inexperience or the failure of a previously owned brand to create

an exclusive loyalty. Inexperience results in greater search but the

influence of low repurchase brand loyalty is less clear. Some studies

have found that dissatisfaction with a previously owned appliance has

increased shopping and information search. Other studies have not
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found this to be true. Overall, the studies suggest that there may be

more comparison shopping today than a decade ago.

The consulting of friends, relatives and written information does

not seem to be very highly related to actual shopping behavior and

appears to be explained by different factors. Perhaps some consumers

use such information to complement their shopping and others as a substitute

for shopping. This will result in an overall absence of a relationship

between shopping and other information search. The higher educated and

more technically inclined read more about products. This is probably

because they are predisposed to reading anyway and are able to more

readily cope with the richness of the information. The inexperienced

purchaser tends to rely more on friends and relatives but often such

information is unsolicited. A mother, knowing her daughter is going to

purchase a clothes washer will offer advice whether it is wanted or not.

In other cases a mother or friend's advice will be sought and she may

even go shopping with the buyer.

The condition of the previously used appliance has some impact on

shopping behavior and the length of deliberation time, but seemingly

very little impact on other information search activity. Appliance failure

usually results in a faster purchase process. The common conclusion of

the studies is that there are two reasons for a lengthy process. The

first is because the household or individual purchaser is undertaking

a thorough search and selection exercise and finds it difficult to make

a choice. The second is because the household has quite quickly made

a choice but postponed the actual purchase because of financial

embarrassment or to wait for a special sales deal on the chosen brand.

These alternative explanations suggest that researchers should stop
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using reported deliberation time as an indicator of the extent of

shopping and information search behavior. The impact of a recent

residential move was addressed in only one study. Shoppers who had

moved in the last three years considered more brands.

General individual difference measures do not appear to explain

much of the behavior. Older buyers shop less, presumably because they

perceive they have less to learn. As already mentioned the higher

educated tend to consult the written word more often but otherwise

their behavior has not been reported as being very different. The

middle income groups tend to undertake the most thorough search.

Although the basic purpose of shopping search behavior has not been

studied it appears that it is undertaken for three reasons; to learn by

reading or listening to claims or others' experiences, to find a

bargain and to find the "right" product that meets or comes closest to

a predetermined performance standard.

A general concern is that these studies are based on self-report and

subject to, on the one hand, evaluation-apprehension overstatement

biases and, on the other hand, memory decay understatement biases

(Newman and Lockeman 1975). The inadequate answer to such concerns is

that self-report seems the worst form of measure of the truth, until you

consider the alternatives (apologies to Churchill). The only real

alternative is observational research. This can be used to study in-store

behavior (Olshavsky 1973) but is out of the question for studying a

purchase process extending over several days or weeks. A more reason-

able criticism of past research is that only a limited number of issues

have been explored. As a result there is, in particular, a critical

absence of information about buyers' distinctive use of the advertising

media, the relative role of the salesperson in providing information and
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advice, and measures of shoppers' prior uncertainty and motivations.

Many crucial questions remain unanswered. Based on the past research,

what we can say with some confidence is that past experience, purchase

circumstances and product differences are the most likely determinants

of whether a lot of shopping is undertaken and whether the buyer treats

an appliance as a convenience, shopping or specialty good. A systematic

examination of product differences, purchase circumstances and their

interactions on appliance buyer shopping and information search has

yet to be attempted. Only one of the above mentioned studies examined

higher order, interactive effects of determinants on search and shopping

behavior (Newman and Staelin 1971). Using AID analysis they identified

interaction effects between the cost of the product, brand loyalty and

number of brands initially considered on buyer decision time. The

interactive effects of situation, product and individual difference

measures were not explicitly studied.



CHAPTER FOUR

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES

Introduction

The basic thesis of this research is that purchase circumstances can

play an important role in determining the amount and nature of appliance

shopping and information search. The practical implication of this propo-

sition is that manufacturers, retailers, public policy makers and consum-

erists who seek to influence appliance buying behavior should take cogni-

sance of situational factors that modify and constrain shopping and search

activity.

The purchase circumstances that are of particular interest are the

precipitating circumstances or situations that created the initial problem

recognition and purchase process. Two of these situations are a residen-

tial move and the failure of the currently used appliance. Both contribute

considerably to the annual sales volume of white appliances.

A United States Bureau of the Census study revealed that households

that have moved in the previous 12 months (21% of all households) purchased

60% of all the new ranges sold, 53% of all the refrigerators, 49% of all

the clothes-dryers, 47% of the dish-washers and 43% of all the new clothes

washers (Dickson and Wilkie 1979). A consiaeraLle proportion of the re-

maining appliance purchases are failure-forced. An early study found 49%

of the clothes washer purchases, 42% of refrigerator purchases and 36% of

range purchases were precipitated by product failure (Katona and Mueller

1954). Day and Brandt (1973) found that a little over a quarter of all

household durables purchased were failure-forced and a more recent tele-

72
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phone survey, undertaken in Washington D.C., indicated that over 40% of the

clothes washer purchases were failure-forced (Debell and Dardis 1979). In

this study fewer than one in five of refrigerator replacement purchases were

made under such conditions but a majority of the refrigerators that were

replaced (69%) and almost all of the washers replaced (91%) were not

operating satisfactorily.

These two purchase situations are of particular interest because a

number of writers have claimed that they impose special demands and con-

straints on the search and decision process (Andreasen 1966, Andreasen and

Durkson 1968, Bell 1969, Dickson and Wilkie 1979). New residents enter a

somewhat unfamiliar retailing environment with few old friends and

associates whose advice and counsel can be sought. Such households also

have many important activities to undertake, such as settling into new jobs

and new schools, meeting new friends and neighbors, contacting utilities,

locating medical and other professional services and generally familiari-

zing themselves with the supermarkets and shopping centers. All of these

activities will increase the opportunity cost of time spent specifically

on shopping for a new appliance. Pressure may also exist to quickly

acquire certain appliances so that the household can function efficiently.

A failure-forced replacement situation will very likely demand a

quick purchase. This situation implies recent, perhaps unsatisfactory,

usage experience and possibly a repairman's service call. These features

of the situation may also influence subsequent information search and

shopping activity. In addition to failure-forced and residential -move

purchases, discretionary replacement purchases (purchasing a larger or

smaller appliance or one with preferred features) were also of interest,

particularly to provide a comparison basis.
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Determinants of Search and Shopping

The initial precipitating purchase situation that created the need

for the purchase is only one of many possible determinants of search and

shopping activity. A list of some of the individual difference, product

and situational determinants of search is presented in Table 4.1. It is

by no means exhaustive and emphasizes situational variables. These are

subclassified using Belk's (1975a) situational taxonomy with the addition

of one further category. The new category, labelled retail competition,

includes measures of retailer marketplace activity at a particular time

and in a particular geographical market.

The definition of an antecedent state has been broadened to include

antecedent events, rather than just antecedent states of the person.

According to Belk an antecedent state is a temporary personal mood or

condition that existed immediately antecedent to the current situation

but which influences behavior in the current situation. A precipitating

circumstance is an event antecedent to the purchase process situation or

situations, but which may influence behavior in the current situation by

changing the characteristics of the current situation. Belk's antecedent

personal states operate in a similar manner. They influence a person's

psychological view of the current situation, that is the person's view of

situation characteristics and motivational reactions to these character-

istics.

A precipitating event that produces particular situational circum-

stances is one of the easier situational variables to define. It can be

fixed in time and space and does not vary over the purchase process.

Other situational determinants such as features of the physical and social

surrounds change during the purchase process and present very serious

modelling and measurement problems. This does mean that the impact of
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Table 4.1

Determinants of search and shopping behavior

Person di fferences

Past search, purchase and usage experience; education; general
shopping and decision making style; income and wealth; employment;
stable life-style interests and activities.

Product differences

Price; brand and model differences; number of alternatives;
technological complexity; rate of technological change.

Situational differences

Physical surroundings

Social surroundings:

Temporal perspective:

Task definition:

Antecedent states
and events:

travelling distances from and between
stores; weather; variety of different
stores; features of individual store
interiors.

number of local friends and relatives
and extent of contact with them; crowding
of stores; friendship with salespeople or
repairmen.

time-pressure; time of day, time of year,

purchasing for self or as gift.

temporary financial circumstances;
tiredness; precipitating circumstances.

Retail competition: special advertising, promotions and prices,
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such situational determinants on shopping and search behavior cannot be

studied. The purchase process could be described as a series of acts each

undertaken at a particular time and in a particular situation. This would

result in a sequence of situational snapshots of the purchase process. In

practice, it would require continuous monitoring of the shopper which would

be methodologically very demanding. Perhaps, one of the reasons why past

research has focussed on person and product differences rather than shopping

situation effects is that the former measures do not change (or are assumed

not to change) over the purchase process.

Major Objective of the Study

The major objective of the study was to examine the impact of the

precipitating purchase circumstances on appliance shopping behavior within

an interactionist framework. Such a perspective proposes that the impact

of situational variables may depend on the nature of the product and

individual difference characteristics. It implies that the three groups

of determinants presented in Table 4.1 can have interactive as well as

direct effects on shopping and search behavior.

A Conceptual Framework

The interactionist model used in this research is presented in

Figure 4.1. The three overlapping ellipses portray the influence of

person, situation and product determinants. The purchase process is

undertaken within each of the three spheres or, to be more precise,

ellipses of influence. It is also undertaken within the intersection of

these three influences, thus acknowledging the potential of the Field

theoretic interaction of person, situation and product on the search

process.
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PURCHASE
SITUATION

INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENCES

PRODUCT
DIFFERENCES

'Purchase and search\

uncertainties

Purchase and search
motivations

Search scope

Search and shopping
behavior

Purchase behavior

.Purchase satisfaction^

Figure 4.1: The interactionist model
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The ordering of the constructs that make up the search and shopping

process is only suggestive. It starts with buyer uncertainty. Information

search and comparison shopping is undertaken primarily because certain

decision uncertainties exist (e.g., what to buy, how to choose and where

to buy). However, other search and shopping motivations may also be

present (e.g., curiosity and enjoyment) to varying extents depending on

the product, the individual and the circumstances. The uncertainties and

ancillary motivations determine the perceived benefits of broadening the

scope of the search (i.e., the number of brands considered, stores shopped

and different sources consulted) and the specific search and shopping

behavior.

The first set of hypotheses that address this model deals with buyers'

perceptions of their purchase circumstances and what determines a husband's

participation in the decision and shopping process. This is followed by

sections hypothesizing the direct effects of the precipitating circumstances

and several product and individual difference determinants on uncertainty,

motivations and search, shopping and buying behavior. A consideration

underlying all of these hypotheses is that the relationships they predict

may be moderated by other determinants within the interactionist frame-

work. Some process hypotheses relating uncertainties and motivations to

behavior are presented in the last section.

Perception and Participation Hypotheses

: Failure-forced replacement purchases will be made under greater
perceived time pressure, than other situations.

The rather obvious distinctive feature of the product failure

situation is that the purchase is precipitated by the collapse of the

previously owned appliance. Frequently this is somewhat unexpected and

consequently the need to shop for a new appliance will not have been
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anticipated. Squeezing the shopping and information search in between

already committed activities will constrain this activity and produce

time-pressure. In addition, the need to have a functioning appliance

in the household is likely to demand a quick purchase.

H,: The failure-forced replacement purchase of a refrigerator

or freezer will be made under greater time-pressure than

the failure-forced replacement purchase of a clothes washer

or dryer.

When a refrigerator fails there is an immediate risk of food spoilage

and a substitute needs to be found quickly. The shopper is likely to use

friends and relative's appliances or a store-loaner to temporarily store

their food while they quickly shop, buy and install a new appliance. The

failure of a washer or dryer will also disrupt the operation of the house-

hold but the services of a neighbor's appliance or a laundromat will some-

what alleviate the pressure. The replacement is likely to be made in the

next week or so rather than the next day or so.

H^: Store familiarity will be lower for buyers purchasing an

appliance because of a residential move.

The expectation is that residential movers, particularly those moving

into a new locale, will not be very familiar with the local shopping

environs. They may be familiar with the local general merchandising stores

such as Sears, Penney' s and Wards but they will know nothing about the local

specialty appliance stores. This suggests that residential movers are

likely to be familiar with two or three stores selling appliances, other

buyers will be familiar with four or more (including the local specialty

stores).

H^: The incidence of joint decision making is higher amongst
lower income households.

Based on Granbois' proposition 39 (1972), the assumption is that the

purchase will be, comparatively speaking, a greater financial committment
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and of greater importance to the lower income household. The more import-

ant the decision is to a household the more likely it will involve both

husband and wife.

Hn! The involvement of the husband will be greater in the purchase

^ of microwave ovens compared with the purchase of white

appliances.

Husbands are expected to be involved more in this purchase because of

their curiosity with the technical features of the innovation and concern

over the usage and performance risks. They are after all, going to eat the

food cooked in the oven and many are going to use the oven themselves.

H^: Refrigeration appliance purchases will involve more joint
° decision making than laundry appliance purchases.

Assuming that more joint decision making tends to be undertaken for

major financial committments this hypothesis based on a Granbois (1972)

proposition seems reasonable. In studying white goods it is, however,

confounded with another of his propositions which states that the more a

husband uses a product the more likely he will be involved in the decision.

Refrigerators, as a product class, are the most expensive of the white

appliances and are also used the most by the male head of the household.

Uncertainty and Motivation Hypotheses

H-,: The experienced buyer is surer in her knowledge of the brands

available, features available, and choice criteria and is more

certain about what brand to choose, and which stores to shop.

This hypothesis explains why experienced buyers were revealed in

Chapter Three to shop less. They are more knowledgeable, confident and

sure about aspects of the decision and shopping. They are also more

likely to; know how they are going to make their choice and how the models

differ; have definite brand preferences and know where they are going to

shop. For them, less uncertainty exists to be reduced by search and

shopping activity.
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Ho: Residential movers will be less sure about where to shop.
8

This will hold provided that unfamiliarity with local specialty

appliance stores produces uncertainty about where to shop.

Hq: Before starting their shopping, microwave buyers are more
^ uncertain about the features available, brand and model

performance, choice criteria, brand choice, model choice

and store choice.

The microwave oven is a new innovation, still in its early stages of

diffusion. Generally speaking little product knowledge exists amongst

buyers as almost all of the purchases will be of a first-time nature. The

microwave oven buyers should be a little more certain about where to shop

as other appliance shopping experience should generalize.

H-jq: Shoppers buying because of an appliance failure are:

a) less inclined to want to learn new things about appliances

b) less inclined to want to enjoy the shopping for its own sake

c) less inclined to seek the latest technology

d) more inclined to seek negative product information

e) more desirous to get the purchase over and done with quickly.

The underlying rationale of these goal related hypotheses is that

under time-pressure the emphasis is on quickly making the purchase and

minimizing postpurchase performance risk. The avoidance of new "untried"

technology and minimization of exploratory learning are two means to such

ends. The focus on negative information is an efficient way of minimizing

the risk of purchasing a "lemon". Wright (1974) has suggested that con-

sumers under severe time pressure tend to place greater emphasis (weight)

on negative product characteristics than consumers who can shop, search and

come to a decision at a more leisurely pace. The two risks involved in

purchasing a technologically evolving product are essentially the risk of

missing the boat (not taking advantage of the new technology available and

regretting this for several years) and the risk the boat will sink (the

appliance will malfunction). It is expected that in contrast to other
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purchase circumstances, forced-replacement purchases will produce greater

interest in minimizing the risk of product failure because of purchase

time-pressure and the recent product failure.

H,,: Shoppers replacing a still operating appliance are more
^' interested in obtaining the latest technology.

Granbois (1972) and Katona (1960) have suggested that a feature of a

trading-up purchase undertaken at leisure will be a heightened interest

over the "missing the boat" type of risk.

H-,p: Inexperienced buyers are more interested in learning new

things about appliances.

This interest reflects their desire to reduce their uncertainty about

product features and brand and model performance.

W.^: Microwave shoppers are more concerned than other appliance

shoppers with identifying operating problems. They are

also more interested in learning new things and technical

deta i 1 s

.

As the microwave oven is relatively untried technology, buyers will be

more concerned with the risk of possible operating problems. The product's

inherent novelty will also add to the interest in learning about the new

product and its technical details.

Search and Shopping Hypotheses

H-,.: Inexperienced buyers will rely more on new information and

others' advice than past experience in making their choice.

Shoppers are likely to approach the purchase task with one or two of

several strategies in mind. One will be to rely on past experience and

knowledge to make the choice of brand and model. Another strategy is to

seek new information about features and brand performance and make the

choice based on this new information instead of on past knowledge. A

third possibility is that the shopper will not seek new information or

rely on their past experience but rather seek a more able judge to give

them advice on where and what to buy. The above hypothesis suggests
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that inexperienced shoppers will more frequently rely on the second and

third strategies or a combination of the two and the reverse will hold for

experienced buyers.

H,j.: Shoppers buying because of a residential move will rely

more on others' advice in making their choice compared

to shoppers buying for other reasons.

The expectation is that buyers who have recently moved and are unfam-

iliar with local stores will seek advice from neighbors or work colleagues

on where they should shop. To this extent they will rely more on others'

advice.

H,^: Failure-forced replacement purchases will have the highest

incidence of very short consideration times. Residential-

move purchases will have the highest incidence of medium

length consideration times and purchases replacing still

operating appliances will have the highest incidence of long

consideration times.

Previous researchers (Newman and Staelin 1971, 1972; Claxton et al.

1974) have come to the conclusion that, all other things being equal,

product failure will result in shorter consideration or deliberation time.

Residential movers probably plan their move several months ahead but the

purchase of replacement appliances, a repercussion of the move, may be

recognized just a few weeks before the move. Consequently, movers will

have the highest incidence of medium length consideration times. Trading-

up shoppers make up a significant proportion of the buyers replacing a

working appliance. This group is expected to have the highest incidence

of long consideration times.

H,,: The search scope (number of brands considered, stores shopped,

sources consulted) and shopping time of shoppers buying because

of a residential move will not be significantly different from

those replacing a still operating appliance.

Andreasen (1966) suggests that the recent mover's approach to various

tasks is more intense than usual because of the "heightened nature" of all

family activities in response to the move and a new environment. It is
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perhaps analogous to the somewhat frantic exploratory and nest building

behavior of laboratory rats when they are moved to a new environment.

However his specific suggestion was that the same amount of shopping ac-

tivity would be undertaken (after accounting for previous shopping exper-

ience and product effects) but squeezed into a briefer period of time.

Wohlwill and Kohn (1976) have alternatively surmised that the shopping

activity (number of stores shopped) of recent movers will be greater as

it is part of general exploratory behavior directed at locating and

learning about shopping centers, stores and available information sources.

Not all of this learning will be relevant for the specific purchase

under consideration.

H-ij,: The search scope and shopping time of shoppers replacing a

failed appliance will be narrower than buyers shopping under

other circumstances.

The expectation is that time-pressure will narrow the scope or focus

of search. The shoppers will concentrate on shopping one or two brands

and stores and are unlikely to consult many sources of information. Newman

and Staelin (1971, 1972) and Claxton et al . (1974), however, observed that

the extent of search did not seem to be related to consideration time and

presumably time-pressure. While their operational ization of the term

extent of search was somewhat vague it appears to have referred to the use

of different information sources. Westbrook and Fornell (1979) found some

indirect evidence that time-pressure reduced the number of stores visited

but concluded that contrary to the above hypothesis, time-pressure has no

impact on the use of personal or other independent sources.

H,g: Inexperienced buyers will have a broader search scope and
spend more time shopping.

Previous purchase experience has been found in past research to be the

most influential individual difference determinant of shopping and search

behavior (Newman and Staelin 1971; Claxton et al . 1974). The learning
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from past shopping and information search and the first-hand evaluation

of the brands and models purchased must, at least to some extent, reduce

the need to search. Westbrook and Fornell (1979) observed that inexper-

ienced buyers consult more personal sources and written information

sources than experienced buyers. The same researchers did not find that

experience had any appreciable effect on the number of stores shopped.

H,^: The search scope and shopping time of refrigerator and

freezer buyers will be greater than the search scope of

washer and dryer buyers.

Day (1970) suggested that the longer the purchase recycle, the

greater the need for new information about features, brands and relevant

appraisal criteria. Product knowledge will have become obsolete. This

would suggest that refrigerator and freezer purchases will involve the

most shopping, at least for the replacement purchases, as they have the

longest average life. Unfortunately it is not that simple as the different

rates of technological advancement and the consumer's involvement with the

product have to be considered. It is hard to judge whether the refrig-

erator's icemaker and energy efficient features are greater technological

advances than the washer's new features. The washer may also be a more

involving product. Although relegated to the basement or garage the

washer is operationally complex and even if fully automatic still involves

some judgment and skill in its operation. Too little detergent, too much

detergent, too hot a wash, or too vigorous a wash can have very obvious

and even destructive consequences. There is more to learn about the

operation of a particular washer than a particular refrigerator.

On balance it is expected that because of the expense and longer

purchase cycle the refrigerator and freezer will be shopped for more than

the more involving washer and dryer.
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H,,: The search scope and shopping time of microwave buyers

will be greater than the search scope of the white

appliance buyers.

Given the greater uncertainty and curiosity associated with the

microwave purchase it follows that shopping and information search will be

greater for the new innovation.

H«p: Shoppers purchasing because of a residential move will

more often consult independent personal sources and

newspaper ads.

Andreasen concluded that in this situation personal sources of

information are more important but did not detail any reasons. Bell (1969)

observed that mobiles will use personal sources such as realtors, new

neighbors and co-workers rather than the phone-book and newspapers in

choosing retail outlets to shop. Apart from the very relevant local

experience that such advice provides, one reason for consulting personal

information sources is that the intended shopping activity is a topic of

discussion that can be used in establishing new professional and social

relationships. Andreasen also has suggested that movers will consult

newspapers more often primarily to gather information about appliance

stores. It may also be one manifestation of a generally greater interest

in all newspaper ads as part of the learning activity of recent movers.

H23: The college educated shopper will consult more written
sources of information.

This hypothesis is based on findings of Westbrook and Fornell (1979),

Newman and Staelin (1973) and Claxton et al. (1974) who surmised that

better educated shoppers have greater access to and find it easier (less

costly) to use written information sources.

Hp*: The higher income household will more often consult Consumer
Reports and friends.

This is based on a theory proposed by Stigler (1961) that, because
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of the greater opportunity cost of their time, higher income households

will prefer to consult an information service that saves the time involved

in comparison shopping. Consumer Reports provide such a professional

service and consulting with friends represents a pooling of knowledge and

comparison shopping experience.

Hpc- Buyers of microwave ovens will consult personal sources

more often than buyers of white appliances.

A characteristic of purchase situations where perceived risk is high,

as with the purchase of a new innovation, is that personal sources will be

more often consulted. Trustworthy advice, knowledge and reassurance is

sought from friends and relatives.

H2/:: The salesperson will be more often considered, consulted

and found useful by microwave oven buyers compared with

the buyers of white appliances.

This claim is not based on previous research. It is made in the

belief that many buyers cannot turn to a friend or relative with greater

knowledge or experience than themselves. They are likely to consult such

personal sources but in many cases find the information not very informed

and useful. Rather than, or as well as, reading about the product they

will personally quiz a reassuring and knowledgeable salesperson.

H27: Experience reduces the impact of shopping circumstances on

the scope of search and consultation of sources.

This general interaction hypothesis suggests that many of the above

situation hypotheses will be moderated by the buyers' shopping experience.

The impact of situation will not be so great for in all circumstances the

experienced shopper will shop less and consult fewer sources.

HggJ Buyers replacing a failed appliance are less likely to
shop at a discount store.

This hypothesis is based on the assumption that discount stores are

perceived to have suspect after-sales service and this discourages buyers
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from shopping at this type of store. Conservatism induced by the recent

events and time-pressure will reduce the desire to sacrifice store

reputation and service for the price discount.

Hpq: Shoppers buying because of a residential move are more
^ likely to shop at Sears.

This hypothesis is based on the assumed advantage of Sears nationwide

coverage and the ready transfer of this store's goodwill and loyalty from

place to place. The ready transfer of its credit facility is another

reason why this general merchandiser will be shopped.

H^q: Experienced buyers are not more likely to shop at a

specialty appliance store.

This null hypothesis is stated because it was not expected that the

behavior reported by Dash et al. (1976) would be observed. They found

that experienced audio buyers shopped more often at a specialty store.

Their conclusion was that the more experienced, interested and self-

assured shop in a store offering a much wider, more complex and, at times,

more confusing range of choices. This phenomenon is probably product

specific as more experienced white appliance shoppers are not, per se,

more interested in the product as is likely to be the case with experienced

audio buyers.

H^, : Microwave oven buyers are less likely to shop at a

discount store.

Microwave oven buyers will prefer to shop at stores offering the

reassurance of strong after-sales service and support of the manufacturer's

warranty. They will also seek experienced, competent salespeople rather

than self-service. Such factors will count against discount stores and

any price advantage they offer.

Hop: Shoppers buying because of a residential move will be less
brand loyal and are more likely to change their initial
brand intention during their shopping.
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The rationale for this hypothesis is two-fold. Andreasen claims that

brand switching is more likely because favored brands and stores (possibly

associated with brands) may be absent and, secondly, a residential move is

likely to result in an accompanying change in social status or life-style

which will change old loyalties, particularly brand loyalty. In a similar

vein. Day (1970) suggests that a change in residence is likely to result in

changes in general outlook and an unfreezing of old loyalties and habits.

Bell (1969) disagrees. He observed that mobiles carry over chain store

loyalty. In his study nearly one third of furniture and appliance purchases

made by his long distance mobiles were made without searching for infor-

mation about local suppliers. Access to carried over credit facilities is

one major reason for the maintenance of store and associated brand loyalty.

H : Inexperienced buyers are more likely to change their

initial brand intention during their shopping.

At the outset of their shopping, inexperienced buyers will not be

jtrongly coimiitted to a particular brand or model. They are therefore

more likely to change their intention as a result of the information and

advice they receive during their shopping and information search.

H,.: Failure-forced replacement purchases are less likely
^ to be made at a sale or specially reduced price.

Buyers shopping under time-pressure will have less opportunity to

take advantage of sales offerings and they will be generally less

interested in seeking a reduced price, as finding a suitable replacement

quickly is the dominant goal.

Process Hypotheses

The hypotheses presented up to this point have addressed some effects

of individual differences and search circumstances on purchase and search

uncertainties, motivations, focus and behavior. However, Figure 4.1
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suggests a series of relationships between attitudinal and motivational

constructs and the reported behavior.

H^-: A lack of prior knowledge and sureness at the start of

the search and shopping process will result in:

a) A greater desire to learn new things

b) Greater use of newspaper and magazine ads

c) Greater use of Consumer Reports

d) Greater use and usefulness of the salesperson

e) A greater tendency to rely on other people's advice.

Put rather more simply, uncertainty and ignorance will lead to a

desire to explore, learn and/or rely on others' advice. The examination

of these hypotheses will require the factoring out of the effect of time-

pressure and the separate consideration of the microwave oven.

H^g: A desire to spend as little time as possible shopping will

result in:

a) Less interest in learning new things

b) Less interest in wanting to enjoy the shopping activity

c) Less interest in technical details

d) Less interest in obtaining the most modern technology

e) Greater interest in identifying negative product features

f) Greater reliance on past experience

g) Fewer brands being considered
h) Fewer stores being shopped
i) Less time spent on actual shopping

j) Less likelihood of shopping at discount stores

k) Higher brand loyalty

1) Less likelihood of changing model first considered
m) Less likelihood of changing brand first considered

n) Less likelihood of buying on sale or reduced price

o) Less likelihood of negotiating a lower price

p) Less likelihood of shopping terminating because
shopper found exactly what was wanted

q) Less postpurchase product satisfaction.

Whether imposed by search circumstances or a general disinterest in

shopping and information search the essence of the above hypotheses is

that the motivation to get the purchase over and done with overrides other

shopping motivations. It also limits the search scope, minimizes search

activity and results in a choice being made from a group of products, none

of them meeting all tlie requirements (i.e., are exactly what was needed).
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H-,^: Interest in learning new things about appliances, buying

new technology and enjoying the shopping will be positively

related to:

Each other
Consideration of more brands

The consulting of more sources

Greater exposure to advertising

More time spent shopping

More stores being shopped

Less brand loyalty

Changes in brand first considered

Changes in model first considered

The assumption of this series of hypotheses is that the desire to

learn, buy new technology and enjoy the shopping will be interrelated and

will lead to greater exploratory behavior, epistemological curiosity and

open-mindedness in choice of brands and stores.

Hoo: The extent of the perceived differences between brands will
JO -

be related to the time spent shopping, number of stores

shopped and use of Consumer Reports.

This hypothesis is derived from the classical belief of economists

that the effort expended in search (either time or expenditure on an

information service) is related to the perceived variability of the

offering (Katona 1951; Stigler 1961; Berlyne 1962; Granbois 1972). Prior

to appliance shopping, consumers usually have an idea of the size and

features they seek. If not, this is quickly established. Consequently

the variability in the offering that is particularly relevant to appliance

shopping and search activity is the perceived differences across brands

rather than the perceived model differences within brands. This is an

important assumption. Claxton et al . (1974) concluded that buyers who

emphasized store visits in their information search were more likely to

perceive substantial product differences. It is unclear whether the

perception caused the shopping emphasis or vice-versa. Similarly the use

of Consumer Reports (which emphasizes brand differences) is expected to be

related to perceived brand differences in an ambiguous causal relationship.
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H-q: The consulting of Consumer Reports will be related to

the consideration of many more brands, changes in brand

and model preference, and the shopping of fewer stores.

A consumer who consults Consumer Reports must be prepared to have his

or her preconceptions challenged and by the very act of reading the report,

be prepared to consider more brands, very likely some of which she has

never heard of before. While the consulting of Consumer Reports indicates

a deliberate act to widen the scope of brands and models considered, it

may substitute for a certain amount of store shopping as only stores stock-

ing the most recommended brands will be shopped and these can be identified

beforehand or as the shopping proceeds.

HaqI Buyers of private brand appliances (purchases made at

Sears, J.C. Penney's and Montgomery Wards) will:

a) Perceive greater price differences
b) Spend longer periods of time comparison shopping

but will not shop in more stores
c) Buy more on sale and special deals
d) Rely m.ore on store related information

e) Rely less on independent information sources
f) Rely less on past experience

This series of hypotheses is based on the findings of Rothe and

Lamont (1973). They suggest that the private brand buyer is by nature a

price conscious, comparison shopper who is more inclined to trust trade

literature and salesmen.

H^l : Joint decision making increases the likelihood of a

private brand purchase, increases shopping activity
and results in greater postpurchase satisfaction.

Rothe and Lamont (1973) reported that joint decision making increases

the likelihood of a private brand purchase and Westbrook and Fornell (1979)

observed that it resulted in more shopping. Newman and Staelin (1972)

dispute that the involvement of the husband in the appliance purchase

decision increases shopping activity - they observed it decreased search

activity. Granbois (1972) has suggested that joint decision making reduces

the possibility of postpurchase disputes arising over the choice.
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Conclusion

The hypotheses that are presented suggest a number of effects that

precipitating purchase circumstances, individual differences, product

characteristics and their interactions have on the search process. They

are a rather piecemeal assortment, by no means addressing all of the

relationships suggested by Figure 4.1. It also needs to be emphasized

that the objective of the research was not to test the hypotheses. This

could not be done. Most of the analysis involved univariate or multi-

variate measures of association, of one form or another. Such analysis

tests the statistical significance of a relationship but cannot test an

hypothesis or a model. The goal of the data analysis was, therefore, -to •

examine the statistical significance of the relationships suggested by the

hypotheses.



CHAPTER FIVE

SURVEY METHODOLOGY

Introduction

A nationwide panel survey of recent appliance buyers was undertaken

in November-December 1978. It was preceded by a considerable amount of

preliminary research and pre-testing. The study of relevant literature

was initiated in 1977 and culminated in a Marketing Science Institute

monograph (Dickson and Wilkie 1979). A series of in-depth interviews and

discussions was held with appliance salespeople in Gainesville and

Jacksonville, Florida in July-August 1978. To gain further perspective

two focus group discussions with recent buyers were also conducted.

Throughout this period the major survey research questionnaire was

constructed and several versions of the instrument were pre-tested on

recent buyers. The questionnaire also underwent the scrutiny of academic

supervisors and in addition was criticised and finally approved by the

senior market research staff of Sears, General Electric, Frigidaire

(General Motors) and Whirlpool. These sponsoring organizations were

visited in August, 1978. A number of questionnaires used in proprietory

studies were provided by the companies which, with the instruments used

in two earlier published studies (Newman and Staelin 1971, Claxton, Fry

and Portis 1974), served as a very useful pool for suggesting and comparing

question content and wording. Finally, the questionnaire was refined by

the market research staff of the Home Testing Institute in New York who

were contracted to supply the samples and undertake the actual data

collection. They undertook some in-house testing and made a number of

94
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suggestions to improve the wording of several questions and the layout

of the instrument. From drawing board to final' printing the questionnaire

progressed through at least 10 drafts.

This chapter only describes the survey research methodology. The

scenerio experiment methodology is presented in Chapter Ten. The following

discussion presents a rationale for the choice of appliances studied,

describes the nature of the preliminary focus and in-depth interviews and

provides details of the survey research screening and follow-up phases.

This includes several profile tables that enable the assessment of the

representativeness of the findings. Finally, the structure and purpose

of the seven sections of the questionnaire are outlined.

Appliances Studied

Refrigerators and clothes washers were the two appliances chosen as

the focus of the study. Together they revolutionized home economics and

are outstanding examples of marketing's contribution to the ease and

convenience of twentieth century living. The two appliances are in some

ways very similar, in other ways they are quite different. Both have

very high saturation rates (refrigerators 100?^ and washers 98%, according

to Merchandising Week) and high ref-lacement purchase rates (refrigerators

66%, washers 78%). Replacement purchases exceed first-time purchases for

both products. Unlike ranges and dishwashers, which tend to come with the

dwelling, refrigerators and washers are more likely to be shopped for and

purchased by members of the household. As described in the preceding chapter,

both have significant replacement sales arising from a residential move or

failure of a previously owned model.

Refrigerators are usually significantly more expensive and according

to actuarial statistics they have a longer life (15 years compared with a
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washer's 11 years). They are probably more subject to appearance and

style considerations and the replacement of a failed refrigerator is

usually more urgent than the replacement of a failed washer. On the

other hand, a washer has more mechanical features, requires more operating

skill and is an appliance almost exclusively used and purchased by the

homemaker.

Despite these differences, the initial intention was to study only

refrigerators and clothes washers so as to reduce the between-product

variations in shopping behavior that may have been present in earlier

studies (see Chapter Three). Unfortunately the screening survey resulted

in a shortfall of recent buyers of the two appliances. The contingency

plan was to include households who had recently purchased stand-alone

freezers and clothes dryers in the sample. On reflection, it was further

decided that the opportunity presented itself to study the purchase of a

major home appliance that could be contrasted with the four white

appliances. For this reason recent purchasers of a relatively new

innovation, microwave ovens, were followed up in the major survey.

Focus Group and In-Depth Interviews

Twenty salespeople from a number of specialty and chain stores were

interviewed between June and August 1978. Initially it was intended that

four or five focus groups would be run and in fact two such sessions were

run, each lasting approximately one and a half hours. It was found, how-

ever, that the experienced salesmen and saleswomen dominated these

discussions and contributed the most. As a result it was decided to

abandon this discussion approach in preference for in-depth personal

interviews with senior salespersons. The sessions lasted about an hour

each. The objectives of these discussions were to provide background

perspective, to gain an understanding of the role of the salesperson as
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an information provider and advisor, and to suggest new lines of enquiry.

A sumnary of the unstructured interviews is presented in Appendix A. It

does not do justice to the richness of the information provided by these

people.

Two focus group sessions with recent buyers of white appliances were

run in September 1978. An advertisement was placed in the Gainesville Sun

Twenty people responded and sixteen women who had purchased an appliance

within the last three months eventually participated. There were two

major objectives: the first being to gain some understanding of their

shopping behavior, the second to pilot test an early draft of the quest-

ionnaire. This exercise followed the unstructured conversation. A

summary of these focus group discussions is presented in Appendix B.

The Survey Research

After due consideration of the alternatives it was decided that the

only way of undertaking the survey was to use the services of one of the

major research panel companies. There seemed to be no other way of

obtaining access to a nationwide sampling frame. A nationwide study was

preferred over a study undertaken in a particular region or city because

its findings would have more general application. As noted in Chapter

Three there has not been a nationwide study undertaken in the last decade

whose results have been reported in the literature. Consideration was

given to approaching the sponsoring companies to obtain the names of

recent purchasers from their warranty records. This project was

abandoned partly because of the administrative difficulties of getting

representative samples from each source and partly because the absence of

buyers of other manufacturers' appliances and the buyers who had not

returned a warranty card would create a biased sampling frame. However,

the major fear was that a response-rate considerably less than 50% might
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be obtained despite the very best efforts. Response-rates of between 20%

and 40% are common for nationwide, matl surveys (Sheatsley 1974). A tele-

phone survey might have produced a higher response rate but was out of the

question because of the interview costs and the limitations on the nature

of the questions that could be asked. Personal interviewing would have

been prohibitively expensive.

A literature search located only one critique of single panel surveys.

It was written by O'Dell (1962) who was then President of Market Facts, Inc.,

a major supplier of such panels. Several market research companies offer

panels of households ranging in size from 1,000 to 5,000. Several or more

of these separate panels can be combined to make up a sample of, in some

cases, up to and exceeding 100,000 households. Each self-contained panel

of say 5,000 households is constructed by quota sampling so that they are

balanced to match current Census, family population characteristics with

respect to geography, income, population density, age of homemaker and

family size. As they are not probability samples they, strictly speaking,

cannot provide true estimates of population parameters.

The response rate is generally between 80-90% which virtually removes

any concern over non-response biases at the survey stage. However, the

sampling frame (the panel) may itself be biased because of the high

refusal rate that occurs in recruiting panel members. In O'Dell 's opinion

the consumers who become panel members appear to be more adventurous in

trying new products, have greater brand awareness and be more interested

in the outside world. Unfortunately there does not appear to be any

published research, past or present, that confirms such concerns.

There are four important advantages of using an existing panel. The

first is that extensive information on respondent household characteristics

has already been collected thus eliminating the need to ask such questions.
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The second advantage is that members of the panel are, because of their

experience, generally quite skilled at following instructions correctly

and are less likely to be confused by more complex response scales.

Thirdly, they may also be able to recall their purchase behavior better

because they are quite frequently asked to undertake such an exercise.

Finally, the panel surveys are very economical on a per contact basis.

Constructing a sampling frame from scratch and undertaking the field work

for a single study would be much more expensive.

Two panel services. Home Testing Institute (H.T.I.) and National

Family Opinion Inc. (N.F.O.) were asked to quote. They were both able to

offer a standard representative panel of 5,000 households and in addition

were able to create a custom panel of households who had recently changed

their address. The lowest tender of $7,100 was accepted. The final

contractual arrangement required that the Home Testing Institute:

(a) Undertake an Instavue screening of one of their standard

representative panels of 5,000 households,

(b) undertake a postcard screening of a custom panel of 1,000

households that had changed their address in the last year,

(c) select a follow up sample based on the screening questions,

(d) undertake a follow up four page questionnaire mailing to

800 households selected from the screening, and

(e) undertake the data processing (including coding, editing,
and supplying a punched, verified card deck.)

The Screening Phase: Locating Recent Appliance Purchasers

The Home Testing Institute offers a large-scale, low cost, national,

omnibus survey in which non-competing clients share the cost. It is called

an Instavue panel study and they are undertaken 12 times a year. Each

client has a separate questionnaire which is printed on a punched card.

The Instavue is available in nationally balanced panels, in increments of

5,000 up to 40,000. U.S. Census Bureau reports and tapes are used to
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establish the balancing with respect to geography, income, population

density, age of homemaker and family size. The Instavue service is

especially suited to screening and locating particular product users or

shoppers. In this study, the screening question located households that

had purchased one of the target appliances from a retail outlet in the last

12 months. This still left room on the card for a number of other questions

identifying the household's inventory of home appliances, when these

appliances were acquired, whether they were acquired new or used, how they

were acquired and why they were purchased. A copy of the full Instavue

questionnaire is presented in Appendix C.

The double postcard screening of the custom panel asked a subset of

the Instavue questions. Space limitations precluded asking all of the

supplementary questions. A copy of the double postcard questionnaire is

also presented in Appendix C. The Instavue and double postcard question-

naires were mailed on August 30, 1978. Table 5.1 highlights the various

stages and response-rates of the survey research undertaken by the Home

Testing Institute. The custom sample of recent movers was increased to

1,200 because H.T.I, did not have complete confidence in their address

change records. The response rate for the screening surveys was expected

to be around 75%. It was in fact higher for the custom panel (81%) but

significantly lower for the Instavue panel (66%). This was mainly

attributed to the demanding nature of the screening questionnaire. It has

to be admitted that access to such a large sample of households seemed too

good to miss and in hindsight too many questions were asked in too little

space. The lower response-rate resulted in an unexpected shortfall in

target respondents. This was remedied by including, as already explained,

recent buyers of freezers, dryers and microwave ovens.
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Table 5.1

Home Testing Institute survey research

Instavue screening of a

nationally balanced

Panel of 5,000.
Mailed 8/30/78

i
66% Response rate (3,311)

Follow up sample selection of

613 households that purchased

a new refrigerator, freezer,

washer, dryer or microwave
oven in the past year from a

retail (or wholesale) outlet.

1

Post card screening of a custom

panel of 1,200 households who had

indicated a change of address in

last 12 months. Mailed 9/7/78.

81% Response rate (968)

i
Follow-up sample selection of

225 households that purchased

a new refrigerator, freezer,

washer, dryer or microwave oven

in the past year from a retail

(or wholesale) outlet and moved

residence in the past year.

1

Follow-up questionnaire survey of 838. Mailed 11/20/78.

1

Response rate of 86%

(524 subjects) after
editing, coding and cleaning.

Response rate of 78% (175 subjects)

after editing, coding and cleaning

Final follow-up sample size 699.
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The follow-up questionnaire was mailed to 838 panel households at the

end of November and survey acceptances closed on December 20, 1978. The

gross response-rate was 87% but this was reduced to a net, or effective,

response-rate of 84% after editing and coding. Significantly incompleted

questionnaires were discarded. Such judgments were made by H.T.I, staff.

Given the length of the questionnaire the expected response rate based on

the panel researchers' experience was around 65-70%. This suggests that

the market research company underestimated respondent interest in the topic.

After an initial problem with tape incompatability between the H.T.I.

and the University of Florida computer, the data was received on 80 column

punched card. A matching program was written to extract the demographic

characteristics of the respondents off the screening files supplied by

H.T.I.. The final data-base for the follow-up survey was repunched on

cards and transferred on to the University of Waikato's Digital PDP 11-70.

An editing program was written which created a set of new variables by

collapsing and transforming some of the original measures. The coding

index for this new data-base is presented in Appendix E.

Sample Representativeness

The demographic characteristics of the four samples were examined to

check on their representativeness. Age, income, education and size of

household profiles of the four samples and the U.S. population are

presented in Table 5,2. The follow-up samples were made up of the

appliance purchasers who responded to the questionnaire. It was hoped

that the two screening sample profiles would not deviate very much from

the Census percentages. They did not. The profiles of the recent buyers

were also quite close to the Census estimates. The follow-up samples

were more up-scale on income and education. The follow-up sample of

recent movers also slightly overrepresented large households and under-
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Table 5.2

Demographic profiles

Household Inco

Sample

Under
$7,000

$7 ,000-

$9,999

$10,000-

$14,999

$15,000-

$19,999

$20,000
Plus

Instavue screening

sam>1e (3.311)*

Follow-up sairple (524)*

20.4S

14.9

12. 4S

U.I

22.6$

20.6

18.6X

23.1

26.01

30.2

Custom screening simple

(968)

Follow-up sample (175) 10.3

12.5

11.4

22.4

22.9

18.8

23.4

25.9

32.0

OS Census estimate 20.3 12.9 22.3 18.8 25.7

Household Size

Sample Under 3 3 4 5 plus

Instavue screening

sample

Follow-up sample

39. 6t

35.

S

21.0

19. 2t

20.4

19. 3X

23.1

CuStOfi screening

sample

Follow-up sample

38.0

35.4

20.9

16.6

20.1

22.9

21.0

26.1

US Census estimate 36.

B

21.7 20.0 21.5

Homemaker Age

Sanple

Under
25 25-34 35 - 44 45 - 54

55
Plus

Instavue screening

Mnple

Follow-up sarple

s.sx 22.01

25.0

19. IX

19.5

21 .OX

21.2

29. 5X

22.2

CustoR screening

sampl

e

Follow-up sample

10.7

15.4

23.8

28.6

21.3

23.4

20.2

19.5

24.0

13.2

US Census estimate 11.5 24.3 19.8 19.6 24.8

Homemaker Education

SMple No College College

Instavue screening

sample

Follow-up sample

75.

n

72.7

24. 9X

27.3

Custov screening

sample

Follow-up sample

74.

S

72.0

2S.5

2S.0

US Census estimate 75.4 24.6
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represented the elderly. Such differences were to be expected however,

as there was no reason to assume that recent appliance purchasers should

have demographic characteristics identical to the United States population

at large.

The Questionnaire

The final version of the questionnaire that emerged from the pre-test-

ing and evaluation was four, legal -sized pages in length. A small type-

face combined with special layout and question construction considerably

increased its effective size. The questionnaire was constructed section

by section and the ingredients of each of these sections are surmiarized

in Table 5.3. The order of presentation of the section and items in the

questionnaire was arranged so as to assist the recall process, (i.e., the

questions on product choice and purchase outcome followed questions on

shopping activity) and to minimize suggestive question sequences (i.e., the

motivational and attitudinal measures followed rather than preceded search

behavior questions). The actual instrument with its covering letter is

presented in Appendix D. Measures such as the size of household, house-

hold income, age and education of the homemaker were not needed as these

and other household or respondent characteristics were available as part

of the panel data base. Each section of the questionnaire is detailed in

the following paragraphs.

Qualifying, Circumstance and Experience Questions

In the first question (Q.l) subjects were asked to name the appliance

they had most recently purchased. If more than one was purchased at the

same time, subjects were asked to nominate the more expensive appliance.

It was then explained to the respondents that this purchase was the subject

of all further questions. The only ambiguity that arose was where a few
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Table 5.3

Questionnaire sections

1 Qualifying, circumstances and experience questions.

Appliance purchased
Primary decision maker and shopper

When purchased
Search circumstances
Previous shopping experience
Recent moving experience

Years lived in locality

2 Search circumstance questions

Perceived purchase time pressure

Familiarity with local stores

3 Shopping and Search behavior questions

Consideration time
Shopping time

Stores shopped
Sources consulted
Sources found useful

4 Search motivation questions

Wanted to learn
Wanted to enjoy shopping

Wanted to reduce certain risks

Wanted to effect a quick purchase
Perceived brand differences existed

5 Decision strategy questions

Relied on past experience
Relied on new information
Relied on others' advice

6 Purchase uncertainty questions

About features available
About brand and model performance
About choice criteria
About brand and model to choose
About stores to shop

7 Product choice questions

Number of brands considered
Whether brand or model Intentions changed
Brand loyalty
Purchased on sale or at a special price

8 Purchase and search outcome questions

Reason for stopping search
Whether shopper enjoyed the shopping
Post purchase satisfaction
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subjects indicated a washer and a dryer were purchased at the same time.

These subjects were categorized separately.

The second question (Q.2.) sought to identify who played the primary

role in the purchase. This purchase participation measure was required

to ensure that the most appropriate person in the household completed the

questionnaire. It is not clear whether all earlier studies attempted to

ensure that this occurred. As the questionnaire was initially directed

at the female head of household (designated the "homemaker") the question

asked her to have her partner complete the questionnaire if he did most

of the shopping and made the choice. It was decided that if the decision

and shopping was adjudged by the homemaker to have been joint then she

should complete the questionnaire. This question presented some problems.

It asked who had undertaken the shopping and made the choice. If the

question had only focused on making the choice, then it was expected that

many more subjects would indicate the decision was made jointly. They

represent households where the husband did none of the shopping but was

involved in the decision making, perhaps in setting the budget limits or

exercising a veto. To handle this a special category was created for the

homemakers who did most of the shopping and made the choice but who wanted

to acknowledge that other members of the household had a say in the

decision. Other household members included the spouse, other adults and

children (e.g., children requesting refrigerator features such as an ice-

maker or drink dispenser).

The third question (Q.3.) determined the number of months since the

purchase was made. This was included to check whether time since purchase

had any impact on the recalled behavior and attitudinal measures. It did

not. The white appliance buyers were divided into two groups, those who

purchased their appliance in the last six months and the group who had
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purchased their appliance over six months before responding to the survey.

There was no significant difference (p < 0.10) between the groups on the

reported number of stores shopped, number of brands considered and number

of types of sources consulted. The shopping times, purchase consideration

times and use of different types of information sources were also similar.

The two groups also had similar mean scores on the uncertainty and

motivational measures.

The Purchase Circumstance Question

The fourth and crucial question (Q.4.) identified the reasons for

making the purchase. The first section asked the buyer to choose one of

the following statements that best described their situation:

• Purchase was made as a result of a residential move

t My currently owned appliance was working but in need

of some repairs

• My currently owned appliance was working well

• I was setting up house for the first time

t My currently owned appliance had failed and was

not worth repairing.

These options were generated from the focus group discussions and

pre-testing. They are not necessarily mutually exclusive in that appli-

ance failure and a residential move may have occurred at the same time.

If this occurred, it was expected that the buyer would choose the dominant

reason (i.e., product failure). The above statements were labelled

"situations" because they either represented a situation where the buyer

had recently moved, a situation where the currently owned appliance had

ceased to operate or was in need of repair, or a situation where the

current alternative was working well. If none of these situations

adequately described the circumstances that triggered the purchase

process, respondents were asked to describe their circumstances in their

own words. Six of the buyers reported they replaced their appliance

because of flood or fire and 15 indicated they received the appliance as
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a gift (14 of these were microwave ovens). The group of "other" responses

that could not be categorized under any of the headings was made up of 72

microwave oven buyers who indicated that they basically wanted the oven for

its convenience and that it was a first-time purchase.

The second part of the question was only answered by the buyers who

had made the purchase because of a residential move. They indicated how

far they had moved, in miles. This allowed the splitting up of the resi-

dential movers into a group of 58 who moved over 20 miles and a group of

113 who moved less than 20 miles. It was not anticipated beforehand that

so many of the residential moves would be of a local nature.

The third part of the question was directed at only those buyers re-

placing a still operating appliance. It sought to have them nominate the

one most important reason for making the replacement purchase. The list

of reasons was compiled from the suggestions of the sales associates,

company market researchers and focus group participants.

The next three questions (Q.5,Q.6and Q.9) measured previous product

shopping experience, recent moving experience and the number of years in

residence in the locality. Shopping experience was limited to those

purchases made from retail stores and excluded used appliances. A measure

of previous retail shopping experience was preferred to a measure of

previous purchase experience which includes non-shopping modes of

acquisition.

Perception of Shopping Circumstances

Two questions (Q.8 and Q.IO.) were directed at identifying the

perceived time pressure on the buyer to effect a quick purchase and the

buyers' familiarity with local appliance stores. The first question used

a five point Likert-type scale ranging from "No time pressure" to "Extreme

time pressure". The question addressing the shoppers' familiarity with
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local stores asked the subjects to indicate the number of stores selling

appliances they were familiar with before starting their shopping. This

included all types of stores selling appliances rather than just the

locally owned, specialty appliance stores.

Purchase Uncertainty

A number of information search theories have hypothesized that the

basic purpose of the search and shopping activity of shoppers is to reduce

uncertainty about which choice is the best buy to a tolerable level

(Berlyne 1962, Hansen 1972, He! son 1964, Howard and Sheth 1969).

The literature provided little direction as to how to measure the

extent of uncertainty existing in the minds of the buyer prior to shopping.

The objective was not to measure the buyer's general self-confidence in

her ability to make the decision but to measure how sure the buyer was

about different aspects of the decision. Did she know what features were

available before shopping? Did she know about the performance character-

istics of the different brands and models? Had she decided beforehand

what were the most important considerations (e.g., size, price) in making

the choice? Most importantly how sure beforehand was she about what brand

and model to choose and where to shop? These different uncertainties were

measured on a seven point scale ranging from "very sure" through to "very

unsure" (Q.27.).

Search Motivation-Interest Questions

Other search motivations such as curiosity and efficacy have been

offered as explanations for search behavior (Berlyne 1962, Feather 1967,

White 1959). These may, at times, increase rather than reduce choice

uncertainty by complicating the decision. A thorough examination of

these motivations was beyond the scope and means of this research. How-

ever, the above literature was used as a basis for probing the goals of
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the recent shoppers, in the focus interviews. This led to the fon owing

list of shopping and search goals and interests:

• to get the purchase made as quickly as possible

• to learn new things about clothes washers (curiosity)

• interest in technical details (curiosity)

• to find out what might be wrong or go wrong with appliance

models looked at (reduce risk)

• to enjoy the shopping for its own sake (curiosity)

• to obtain the most modern technology in the new appliance

(reduce risk)

• to obtain a real sense of personal satisfaction and

achievement from personally making the decision (efficacy).

The above goals were phrased so as to be understood by the subjects.

The initial list of search goals that was compiled from the literature

had to be considerably modified in their wording because the subjects in

the focus groups did not easily relate to, or even understand, terms such

as curiosity and efficacy. The speculated search motivations associated

with each of the above statements are stated in brackets.

Two approaches were taken to operational izing the search motivations

of the subjects. The first (Q.26.) involved the use of a seven-point,

agreement-disagreement scale coupled to six of the above statements

describing a search interest or desire. The measure of interest in

obtaining a real sense of personal satisfaction was dropped from the

survey research questionnaire primarily because subjects in the pre-testing

considered it a foolish question as buying an appliance was not regarded

as a major achievement, which would generate a lot of personal satisfaction

from its attainment.

The second approach attempted to capture the dominance of one of the

above motivations or goals over another (Q.24 and Q.25). The buyer was

asked whether learning and enjoyment dominated the desire to get the

shopping over and done with quickly or vice-versa. These motivation-

interest measures were related to the product, person and situation
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measures that were, a priori, believed to influence search behavior. In

turn the motivational measures were treated as intervening variables and

related to the reported behavior measures.

Perceived Brand Differences

It was believed that if the subject perceived all of the brands to be

very much the same then this would not motivate very much shopping or

search. On the other hand if the subject believed that brands were very

different than this would be a good reason for undertaking search and

shopping, to identify and purchase the superior brand. A four-point

difference scale was used to measure the perceived difference between

brands on price, features, style, durability, operating costs and

finally on an overall basis (Q.34.). It should be noted that this question

asked the subjects to report their perceptions at the time they completed

the questionnaire and not prior to their shopping. This has two ramifi-

cations. The direction of the causal link between these perceptions and

actual behavior was rendered very ambiguous, which was unfortunate. On

the other hand the percentage of subjects who indicated they did not know

what differences existed provided an indirect measure of the extent to

which the dimensions were considered by the buyers in making their choice.

Decision Making Strategy

The evidence from past research presented in Chapter Three suggested

that while some shoppers undertake quite extensive external information

search a good proportion of buyers rely on their knowledge and judgments

based on their past shopping and usage experience. Rather than just infer

that this occurs from their reported behavior it was decided to ask the

buyers directly whether they relied mostly on their past experience and

knowledge to make their choice or whether they either relied on the new

information they obtained or other people's advice to make the choice.
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(Q.22, Q.23.). It was expected that a buyer might use a combination of

past experience, new information or other people's advice to make her

choice so in addition to forcing a choice, questions were asked that

required the buyer to agree or disagree with statements indicating that

each of these three approaches were employed (Q.26.).

Reported Shopping and Search Behavior Questions

Three questions (Q.7, Q.20, Q.21) sought to identify the consideration-

time, actual shopping-time and planned shopping-time. The question

measuring consideration-time was very similar to those asked in previous

major studies, the time period being from the time first consideration was

given to purchasing a new appliance to the time that the purchase was

actually made. Six time categories were presented ranging from "same day"

to "over six months". For some analysis purposes this measure was trans-

formed into an interval scale by taking the mid-point of each category

(see Newman and Staelin 1971). The pivot point for the upper category

was chosen as 275 days (approximately nine months).

To distinguish between "consideration" time and actual "shopping"

time, respondents were asked to estimate the total time spent by herself

or other members of the household on shopping, including travelling time

to and from the stores (Q.21). A further question asked whether the

shopper had allocated a particular amount of time for her appliance

shopping and, if so, how much time (Q.20). Two further related questions

asked when most of the shopping was undertaken (Q.19) and whether taking

care of young children had reduced the shopping activity {Q.20).

A series of questions measured: prior preference to shop at one

particular store (Q.14), the total number of stores shopped (Q.15), the

type of stores visited, the type of stores phoned, the type of stores
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visited first, the type of store where the purchase was made (Q.16) and

finally whether the purchase was made at the first store visited (Q.17),

The extent of other search behavior and the evaluation of sources of

information were measured by a series of questions that identified: the

number of newspaper sales ads read before making the purchase (Q.ll),

whether any magazine ads were read (more than just noticed or glanced at)

before making the purchase (Q.12), the information sources that were

actually consulted, the information sources that were found useful, the

information source that was consulted first, and the information source

that was found to be most useful (Q.13).

Purchase Behavior

This section of the questionnaire attempted to measure some of the

dimensions of the purchase behavior. First of all subjects were asked to

state how many different brands they considered before making their

purchase. In two previous studies (Newman and Staelin 1971, Claxton, Fry

and Portis 1974) the open-mi ndedness at the start of shopping toward

considering different brands was measured on an ordinal scale. Subjects

were asked whether they considered only one brand, a few brands or they

had an "open-mind" or made a "wide-open" choice.

Rather than measure open-mi ndedness at the start of the shopping

process, the number of different brands considered during the purchase

process was measured in this study. This then became one measure of the

scope of the search and shopping. It was believed that subjects would be

able to recall whether they had considered only one or two, however it

was accepted that they would only have been able to provide an estimate

if they considered more than two. Such innaccuracy was judged to be an

acceptable cost of obtaining the advantages of an interval rather than

ordinal measurement scale.
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The buyers were then asked whether the brand and model purchased was

the same as they had initially thought they would buy at the outset of

their search (Q.29, Q.30). These questions revealed whether the shopping

and search activity had changed purchase intentions. A brand loyalty

question followed (Q.31) and finally two questions asked whether the

purchase was made on sale (Q.32) or at a specially negotiated lower

price (Q.33). Previous research has not addressed the relationship

between shopping effort and purchasing at a reduced price. It was decided

to make a distinction between shoppers who purchased a sale item and

shoppers who more aggressively sought a lower price that had not been

advertised or offered from the outset by the retailer.

Purchase and Search Outcome Questions

Two reasons why shopping ceased and the purchase was made emerged

from the preliminary research. The first reason why shopping ceased was

that an appliance was found that was exactly what was wanted. This

suggests that the first appliance that met all the necessary pre-requi sites

was chosen. The second reason for terminating the search was that on a

cost benefit basis further marginal effort was judged to be not worthwhile.

Economic utility theory argues that this is the reason for the termination

of all shopping and search. It assumes an optimizing goal achieved by

shopping until the marginal cost equals the marginal gain. Subjects were

required to choose which was the dominant reason for ending the shopping

process and making the purchase (Q.35). Finally, two questions asked for

each subject's hindsight evaluation of the shopping activity and their

purchase. The buyers indicated whether they disagreed cr agreed with the

statement that they found the search and shopping activity a pleasant

experience (Q.26). The very last question (Q.36) sought to measure, on

a five point scale, how satisfied they were with their purchase.
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Very late in the development of the questionnaire it was decided to

exclude a number of questions. This was undertaken at the recommendation

of the H.T.I, survey researchers who predicted a very low response-rate

because of the instrument's cluttered and confusing appearance. At the

time, the questions excluded were considered to be of lower priority than

the ones retained. In the interests of future research these questions

are presented in Appendix E. The major omission was a question seeking

to have the subjects identify the characteristics of the most useful

source of information. Other questions omitted identified the important

characteristics considered in making the purchase and sought further

information on the use of a friend or relative and the use of a catalog.

Analysis

The following analytical techniques were used to describe and explore

relationships between the measures: simple descriptive statistical

analysis, cross-tab analysis, log-linear model fitting to multi-way

frequency tables, block clustering analysis, principal components factor

analysis with varimax rotation, Hotelling T tests, step-v/ise discriminant

analysis, step-wise multiple regression analysis and canonical correlation.

The measures ranged from nominal through to ratio scales and this partially

explains the variety of analytical techniques applied. Other reasons for

the range of techniques used were a desire to reduce large numbers of

measures down to a simple structure and a concern that the influence of

other variables should be controlled in studying relationships between

hypothesized determinants and the supposed dependent variable.

The BMDP-77 Biomedical Computer Programs were used to undertake the

above analyses (Dixon and Brown 1977). Regrettably MCA (Multiple

Classification Analysis) and AID (Automatic Interaction Detection) were

not available. These analytical techniques are part of the OSIRIS package.
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a totally integrated data processing system that currently cannot be

supported on the computers available at the University of Waikato. OSIRIS

was also not available on the University of Florida computer network.



CHAPTER SIX

DESCRIPTIVE FINDINGS OF THE TWO SURVEYS

Introduction

This is the first of a quartet of chapters that present the survey

research findings. Its major objective is to contrast the differences in

attitudes and behavior of the 433 recent buyers belonging to the standard

Instavue panel and the 152 recent buyers belonging to the custom panel of

recent movers. The issue of interest was whether the buyers who had recently

moved exhibited unique search, shopping and buying behavior. If they did,

the next critical question was whether these differences suggest

opportunities for special marketing campaigns directed at the recent mover.

The presentation of this descriptive analysis should be seen in the

context of the following companion chapters. Chapter Seven examines the

inter-relationships between sets of measures of prior purchase uncertainty,

motivations, perceived brand differences, and search and shopping scope.

Factor analysis was used to reduce these variables down to some basic

constructs and hopefully simplify the interpretation of results. The

next chapter looks at evidence supporting, or not supporting the

relationships suggested by the hypotheses presented in Chapter Four.

Chapter Nine is devoted to contrasting the shopping behavior of the buyers

of microwave ovens with the behavior of the white appliance buyers. The

responses of the 114 oven buyers have been excluded from all of the

earlier analyses.

The following descriptive findings are divided into a number of

distinct sections. These sections are based on the theoretical

framework presented in Figure 6.1. The background circumstances, past

117
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PURCHASE
SITUATION

INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENCES

PRODUCT
DIFFERENCES

'Purchase and search\

uncertainties

Purchase and search

motivations

Search scope

Search and shopping
behavior

Purchase behavior

.Purchase satisfaction^

Figure 6.1: The interactionist model
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experience and decision participation are first described. This section

includes the buyer's perceptions of time-pressure and familiarity with

local stores. The next two sections describe their uncertainty at the

outset of the purchase process and their search and shopping interests and

motivations. A description of their use of various information sources

and their reported shopping behavior follows. The final section describes

whether they purchased the brand and model they initially intended, the

extent of brand loyalty, whether they purchased at a sale price, why they

stopped shopping and made a purchase, and post purchase satisfaction.

Results

Products, Circumstances. Experience and Participation

Approximately 57% of the buyers purchased a refrigerator or freezer,

the remainder purchased a washer and/or dryer (see Table 6.1). The

relative dominance of refrigerator purchases was significantly higher in

the recent movers' custom sample. Over half of the recent movers had

purchased a refrigerator. The Bureau of the Census data also indicated

that recent movers are more likely to purchase a refrigerator than a washer

(Dickson and Wilkie 1979). In addition, the response rate of the buyers

of refrigerators and freezers was higher than the response rate of the

buyers of washers and dryers in both survey samples {79% compared with

69% for the Instavue sample and 76% compared with 60% for the custom

sample). A major reason for the higher response rate for refrigerators

was that those buyers who purchased both types of appliances in the last

12 months were asked to describe the more expensive appliance purchase.

The average time since purchase was around seven months, a little

less for the standard, Instavue sample and about a month more for the

custom, recent-mover sample. Built into this lag was the eight to ten

weeks between the screening and completion of the follow-up questionnaire.
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Table 6.1

Products purchased and months since purchased.

Product Purchased

Sample Refrigerator Freezer Washer Drier
Washer and

Drier

Standard 40.0% 15.5% 30.0% 11.3% 3.2%

Custom 53.9 9.2 22.4 9.9 4.6

Overall 43.6 13.9 28.0 10.9 3.6

Ho: p = 0.0199

Months since purchase

Sample Mean S.D.

Standard 6.8 3.9

Custom 8.1 3.8

Ho: p<0.000



Table 6.2

Purchase situation

Sample
Setting

up first

home

Short
distance
inu Vc

Long
distance

Failure
Forced

Replaced
needing
repair

Replaced
working
well

Other

Standard 2.5% 11.1% 4.4% 36.6% 23.8% 14.4% 8.1%

Custom 5.9 42.8 25.7 5.9 7.9 6.6 5.3

Overall 3.4 19.3 9.9 28.2 19.7 12.1 7.4

Ho: p<0.0000

The most important replacement reason for owners of an operating

appliance.^

To avoid future repair costs

Wanted a larger appliance

Wanted new features

Wanted a new style

Remodeling kitchen or laundry

Other

100%

^ This includes appliances still operating but in need of some repair.

44.4
21.3
14.4
1.3

3.1

15.6
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Members of the HTI panel who change their addresses, often take a month

or so to notify the research company. As a consequence very recent

mover-buyers were undersampled in the custom sample. This explains the

time-si nce-purchase disparity.

As expected, there were dramatic differences in the shopping

situations between the two samples. Some 70% of the purchases made by

the recent mover custom sample were acknowledged to have been necessitated

by the recent move. The residential move situation was divided into a

short distance move (distance between the old and new residence less

than 20 miles) and long distance move (distance between the old and new

residence 20 miles or more). Overall, the short distance movers

outnumbered the long distance movers by two to one. The buyers setting

up house for the first time were also moving their residence in forming the

new household and in that sense made up a third residential mover category

(see Table 6.2).

An unexpectedly small percentage of the buyers replaced a currently

owned appliance that was working well. Part of the myth of the great

American spending machine is that perfectly good appliances are "thrown

away" to be replaced by the new trendy style. An examination of the major

reasons for replacing a still operating appliance indicated that concern

over future operating problems and the cost of such repairs was paramount.

The two major reasons for trading-up to a new appliance were because the

current appliance was too small or because the current appliance did not

have the desired features. Less than one in 50 of the purchases were

stated to have been made primarily because of style or appearance reasons.
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The majority of the "other" purchase situation category were

buyers (mostly of freezers) who had not previously owned such an appliance

but who were not setting up house for the first time. Four refrigerators

and one dryer were purchased because the previous one had been destroyed

by fire or flood. Only one buyer volunteered that the appliance (a dryer)

had been purchased as a gift for his wife.

A very high proportion of the buyers had lived more than four years

in their current locality (see Table 6.3). The average length of

residence in the local area for the standard survey was 16 years, for the

recent mover custom survey, it was 12 years. The latter was an

unexpectedly high figure, even though it was significantly shorter than

the standard sample. It is, however, consistent with the evidence that

a majority of the moves made by the custom sample were of a local nature,

rather than out of town or even farther afield. From the statistics it

appears that at most, only some 30% of the recent movers had shifted to

a new locality. Consequently, most of the residential movers, when

faced with the need to replace an appliance, had old friends that they

could consult and familiar stores at which they could shop.

The purchase choice and shopping for refrigeration and laundry

appliance was made, jointly, by husband and wife over 50% of the time,

(see Table 6.3). In another 11% of the purchases there was some

participation by the husband and other household members although the

homemaker played the primary role. In only about one in four of the

purchases did the homemaker decide and shop on her own. At the other

extreme less than 10% of the purchases were made by the male head of the

household. A recent residential move did not appear to affect the

decision and shopping participation of the husband or other members of

the family.
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Table 6.3

Previous shopping experience, years lived in

locality and household purchase participation

Years lived in local area, before starting shopping

Survey ^"^^'^
1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year

year

Year Plus

Standard 8.3 4.2 3.7 3.2 3.9 76.7 16.12 13.59

Custom 28.3 4.6 3.3 2.6 0.7 60.5 12.04 13.18

Overall 13.5 4.3 3.6 3.1 3.1 72.5

Ho: p< 0.0000 Ho: p = 0.002

Household participation in shopping and decision

Only Some Joint Mostly

Home participation Effort Spouse

Maker

Survey

Standard 29.0 11.1 52.0 7.9

Custom 26.5 11.9 57.0 4.6

Overall 28.4 11.3 53.3 7.0

Number previously purchased at retail store

Survey None One Two Three Four p^^^ Mean S.D.

Standard 35.1% 33.3% 16.4% 9.7% 2.5% 3.0% 1.29 1.51

Custom 32.2 30.3 22.4 8.6 4.0 2.6 1.35 1.37
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Table 6.4

Perceived purchase time-pressure and store familiarity

Survey

Rated time-pressure to make the purchase

None Slight Moderate Great Extreme

Standard

Custom

39.6%

38.2

21.8%

23.0

18.5%

23.7

10.2%

9.9

10.0%

5.3

Overall 39.2 22.1 19.9 10. 1 8.7

Ho: p = 0.3432

Time between first consideration and actual purchase

Sampl

e

Same Less 1 - 4 5 - 12 3 - 6 Over

day than weeks weeks months 6 months

a

week

Standard 8.6% 23.7% 22.7% 10.9% 11.4% 12.8%

Custom 4.6 17.1 40.8 14.5 14.5 8.6

Overall 7.6 22.0 34.8 11.8 12.2 11.7

Ho: p = 0.0630

Number of stores selling appliances in local area

that buyer was familiar with before starting to shop

Survey None One Two Three Four plus

Standard 4.0% 3.0% 9.9% 11.3%

Custom 11.8 4.0 9.9 13.2

71.8%

61.2

Overall 6.0 3.3 9.9 11.8 69.1

Ho: p = 0.0065
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About two-thirds of the buyers had some past shopping experience

(see Table 6.3). Given the average useful life of white appliances, it

is understandable that only 15% of the respondents had purchased three or

more in the past. The majority had only made one or two previous

purchases of such an appliance at a retail store. The custom, recent-

mover sample had much the same purchase experience profile as the

standard sample.

Close to one out of every five purchase? was made under great or

extreme pressure, two out of five were made under at least moderate

pressure, and three out of five were made under some time-pressure.

The remaining 39% made their purchase under no time-pressure at all

(see Table 6.4). Given the higher proportion of failure-forced

replacement purchases it was somewhat of a surprise that the standard

sample buyers did not report greater time-pressure. The difference was

in the expected direction, but not statistically significant. One

explanation is that a reasonable number of the purchases arising from a

residential move were also made under time-pressure and this compensated

for the very low number of failure-forced purchases made by the recent

mover sample.

Almost 30% of the buyers took less than a week to make the purchase.

At the other end of the scale, in only one out of eight purchases did

the household spend over six months between initially considering making

a purchase and finally buying. The standard panel had a higher incidence

of more extreme consideration times, reflecting perhaps its higher

percentage of trading-up purchases as well as failure-forced purchases.
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The great majority of the buyers from both samples were familiar with

at least four local stores. This high familiarity suggests that very

little of the search and shopping activity of white appliance buyers was

directed at establishing a store's offering and reputation. The custom

sample of recent movers was less familiar with the local stores selling

appliances, the major difference being in the number of buyers who were

not familiar with any local stores at the start of their shopping.

Purchase Uncertainty

The buyers indicated that not a lot of decision uncertainty existed

before they started shopping. On average they declared that they had

been moderately sure about the features that were available, the important

choice criteria and where to shop. They were only slightly less sure

about the performance of different brands and models and which brand and

model they should choose (see Table 6.5). If information search is

undertaken to reduce choice uncertainty then the responses to these

scales suggest that there was little need for the buyers to do a lot of

shopping or search. It should, however, be noted that the question

asked the subjects to recall their uncertainty at the start of their

shopping. In some cases, buyer uncertainty may have increased during

the shopping process as a result of exposure to new information and

consequently may not have been at a maximum before the shopping started.

Post-purchase reporting may also understate initial uncertainty.

There was no difference between the two samples on the vector of

six uncertainty judgements. At the univariate test level the only

measure on which the samples differed significantly was unsureness about

where to shop (p < 0.05). As might be expected, the recent

movers were less sure about where to shop. Examination of the table

shows this difference was not great. The recent movers were also

marginally less certain about what brand and model to choose.
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Table 6.5

Prior uncertainty about offering and intentions

Thinking back to when you started

seeking information and shopping o = Standard sample

for your new appliance, how sure

were you about: x = Custom sample

The features that were available Very

The most important considerations
you were going to use to make
your choice

What brand to choose

What model to choose

Which stores to shop at*

sure '

The performance of the different Very

brands and models sure

Very
sure

Very
sure ' 4f

« ' I' L
Very
sure

Very
sure '

Very
unsure

Very
J ' unsure

Very
' unsure

Very
J » unsure

Very
-« ' unsure

Very
' unsure

Mahalanobis D = 0.07,

Hotelling T^ = 7.23,

^6,539 = '•'9' P = 0-308

* P < 0.05
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Search Interests and Motivations

The average reaction of the samples to the statements indicating

various shopping interests and motivations was noncommital. They

neither agreed nor disagreed with the statements. The strongest,

average reaction was a qualified agreement that a real effort had been

made to find out what might be wrong or go wrong with the models looked

at, rather than just what might be right with the appliances (see Table

6.6). The least positive reaction was to the statement indicating they

had wanted to enjoy the shopping and information seeking for its own sake,

because it was interesting. However, these average scores do not tell

the whole story, as there was considerable variability in the expressed

motives and interests of the buyers. The standard deviations associated

with the sample mean scores ranged between 1,5 and 1.9 on a scale of 6

units in length.

This variability was not explained by the buyers' membership in

either the standard or custom sample. The profile or vector of means of

the standard sample was not significantly different from the profile or

vector of the means of the recent movers sample. The only measure that

approached significance at the univariate level (p = 0.064) was

agreement-disagreement with the statement that a real effort was made to

identify operating problems. The standard sample was marginally more

concerned about reducing or avoiding this risk. Six times as many of

the standard sample purchases were failure forced compared with the recent

mover sample. It is therefore surprising that the difference between

the groups on this measure was not greater and even more surprising that

the two groups did not significantly differ in their interest in spending

as little time as possible shopping for the appliance.
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Table 6.6

Search interests and motivations

Please indicate how much you

agree or disagree with the following

statements as they apply to your

recent new appliance purchase?

I wanted to learn new things

about appliances

I made a real effort to find

out what might be wrong, or

go wrong with the models I

was looking at, rather than

just what might be right

I wanted to enjoy the shopping^. ,

and information seeking for
aqree

its own sake because it was ^

interesting

I was interested in technical

details

I wanted to obtain the most
modern technology in my
appliance

I wanted to spend as little
time as possible

0 = Standard sample x = Custom sample

Strongly
agree ^

Strongly
agree ^

Strongly
agree ^

Strongly
agree ^

Strongly
agree '>

N Strongly

)f
—" « 5 ' disagree

Strongly
^ * disagree

Mahal anobis = 0.07, Hotel ling = 6.95

^6,530 = 1-^5' P
=

Strongly
disagree
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In the forced choice questions two interests dominated. About

two-thirds of the subjects in both samples (67.5%) indicated that they

were interested in learning "as much as possible" rather than learning

"just enough". This indicated that, as information seekers, most had

sought to maximize their learning rather than reach a satisfactory level

of knowledge and certainty. On the other hand, a similar proportion

C63.9%) (not the same buyers) indicated they were more interested in spending

as little time as possible rather than enjoying the search for its own

sake. Appliance shopping appears to have little intrinsic entertainment

value for a large proportion of the shoppers. A higher proportion of the

standard sample were more interested in effecting a quick purchase (65.6%)

(reflecting the higher percentage of failure-forced replacements) but

this difference was barely significant Cp = 0.08). To summarize the

results of the forced choice motivation questions, the majority of the

white appliance buyers wanted to pack as much learning as possible into

as short a period of time as possible.

It has already been explained that the perception of considerable

inter-brand variability should act as a spur to shopping and information

search. The overall brand variability perceptions are presented in Table

6.7. The brands of appliances are perceived to vary most on price and

durability and least on style. A sizeable minority of the buyers

expressed ignorance of inter-brand performance on two important choice

criteria, durability and operating costs. A rather unexpected finding

was that over half the buyers indicated they believed that brands varied

in their operating cost performance. The perceived feature variability

was also quite high. Although dominant, price is certainly not the only

choice criteria on which the brands are perceived to vary. This suggests
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Table 6.7

Perceived differences between brands

^ . ^. No Don't Very Some A lot A
Characteristic Response Know little Difference of tremendous

difference difference difference

Price 2. 9% 7. 9% 8 7% 35 .6% 29. 9% 15. 0%

Features 4 4 6. 7 19 0 40 .0 22. 6 7. 4

Style 3 9 7 0 37 .1 35 .4 12 7 3 9

Durabil ity 3 3 14 9 17 .4 27 .4 21 .2 15 9

Operating Costs 3 .4 19 .7 22 .9 31 .3 12 .1 10 .6

Overall 3 .4 16 .6 19 .7 38 .0 13 .2 9 .2
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that many buyers were sensitive to more than just price in purchasing

their appliance. The two samples shared very similar perceptions of

the variability in price, features, style, durability and operating costs

between brands. None of the chi -square tests even approached significance.

Consequently, any differences in shopping and search behavior between the

samples cannot be directly attributed to the samples' different views of

the similarity or variation in the offering.

Choice Strategy

The white appliance buyers relied more on their past experience and

knowledge in making their choice than on other people's advice or on

new information obtained from other sources. In two forced choice

questions, 68.2°^ indicated they had relied more on their past experience

rather than on any new information obtained, and almost as many (64.8%)

indicated they had relied on their past experience rather than relied on

someone else's advice. It appears then, that only about one in every

three of the buyers depended more on the shopping and search than on past

experience to help them make the decision. The other purchasers had

pretty much made up their minds what they wanted and how to obtain it,

before they shopped.

The two samples of buyers did not reveal any difference in their

strategies. They differed by one or two percentage points on the forced

choice questions and Table 6.8 shows there was close agreement-disagreement

with the three statements describing the different strategies. Again

the deviations were around 1.5 indicating that the use of the various

search strategies varied across the buyers within the samples. The

buyers' responses to these agreement-disagreement scales suggest that
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Table 6.8

Choice strategy

0 = Standard sample x = Custom sample

I mostly relied on my

past experience and

knowledge to make my

choice.

I relied on people who

knew more about
appliances than I did,

to give me advice as

to what to buy.

I mostly relied on the

new information I

obtained in my shopping
and information search

to make my choice.

Strongly
agree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
agree

Strongly
^ ' disagree

Strongly
^ ' disagree

Strongly
disagree

Mahal anobis D = 0.02, Hotel ling r = 1.91

=0.63, p = 0.593
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they do not adopt an exclusive choice strategy. While the forced

choice questions revealed the dominance of one approach over another, it

is apparent that many buyers use a combination of approaches in making

their purchase.

Use of Information Sources

The use of different information sources was not extensive. The

average number of type? of sources that buyers thought about consulting

was 3.26 for the standard sample and 3.33 for the movers sample. It

should be noted that the respondents were prompted with a list of nine

different possible sources which may have encouraged some buyers to

overstate the sources they thought about consulting or seeking out. On

average 2.57 different sources were actually consulted by the standard

sample and 2.53 were actually consulted by the mover sample. The above

statistics do not suggest a search decision process where the buyer

carefully considered all possible types of information sources and then,

before or during the purchase process decided not to consult a large

number of them on the basis of some form of cost-benefit criterion.

Rather the results suggest that only a few information sources came to

mind and were considered. Those that did were mostly consulted.

The use of particular types of information sources by the two

samples is presented in Table 6.9. The results were combined as the

reported use of the repairman was the only measure on which the samples

significantly differed and that result is presented in Table 6.10.

The relatively strong performance of the salesperson as an

information source, is in one sense, surprising. Prior research

presented in Chapter Three did not suggest that this source would be so

dominant. On the other hand an unexpectedly low percentage of buyers
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Table 6.9

Information sources considered, consulted and found useful

Percentage of buyers who:

Information Thought about Actually Found the *

source consulting source consulted source source useful

Appliance salesperson 61% 58% 48%

Newspaper ad 51% 41% 30%

Friend or relative 47% 39% 31%

Catalog 46% 35% 28%

Manufacturers'
brochures and labels 33% 28% 24%

Consumer Reports

article 32% 21% 18%

Magazine ad 22% 12% 8%

T.V. ad 18% 9% 5%

Appliance repairman 15% 12% 8%

* The actual question read "Listed below are various sources from

which you or your household could obtain information about the

new appliance purchased... Please check aV[ sources you thought

about consulting (.seeking). Please check all sources you

actually did^ consult (seek out)... Please cTieck aVl_ sources you

fournd useful".
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thought about consulting a salesperson given that the great majority

knew that would have to deal with such a person. This suggests that

perhaps a significant minority of buyers see the salesperson as purely

an exchange agent rather than as a source of advice and information.

Another possibility is that some buyers assumed that they would not have

to seek out and actively initiate consultation with an appliance

salesperson. These respondents may consequently have indicated they

did not think about consulting or actually consult a salesperson even

though they obtained information and advice from such a source. If

this is true then the results in Table 6.9 understate the role of the

salesperson. The role of newspaper advertising is definitely understated

as Table 6.10 shows that 50% of the buyers read at least one newspaper

advertisement before making the purchases, even though only 41% stated

they consulted such a source. This missing 9% are presumably buyers

who did not seek out an advertisement but were exposed to an ad in the

sense that they stumbled on one before purchasing. However, even with

the addition of this group the reported use of newspaper advertising was

unexpectedly low given the apparent amount of advertising by appliance

retailers.

The catalog is the next most frequently consulted impersonal,

commercial source and brochures and labels are third with only a little

over a quarter of the buyers indicating they consulted this source of

information. Magazine advertising and T.V. advertising were considered

as possible sources to be consulted by only one in five of the buyers and

of these only about half actually consulted such ads. Again the

exposure as opposed to the seeking out of magazine advertising was higher.

A little over a quarter of the buyers (27%) indicated they had read (more
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Table 6.10

Sources used by sample

Number of Newspaper Ads read

Sampl

e

None 1 2-4 5 - 9 10+

Standard 50.8% 6.5% 28.6% 7.6% 6 5%

Custom 48.7 7.2 23.7 13.2 7 2

Overall 50.3 6.7 27.4 9.1 6 .7

Use of a Repairman

Sample

Not
Considered Considered Consulted

Found

Useful

Standard 82.5% 17.5% 14.1% 9.7%

Custom 91.5 8.5 4.0 4.0

Ho: p = 0.005

Use of Consumer Reports

Sample Not
Considered Considered Consulted

Found
Useful

Standard 70.2% 29.8% 20.1% 18.0%

Custom 61.8 38.2 23.0 19.1

Ho: p = 0.125
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than just noticed or glanced at) a magazine advertisement. A repairman

is by far the least considered source of information and advice. The

recent movers were less inclined to consider and consult a repairman.

A friend or relative was actively consulted by only 40% of the

buyers, but again this statistic may understate their participation as

friends or relatives may volunteer information and advice without being

asked. About a third of the buyers thought about consulting Consumer

Reports but only one in five claimed to eventually consult the magazine.

There were several ways of measuring the perceived usefulness of

the sources. Table 6.9 indicated that the salesperson was rated a

useful information source by half of the buyers, well ahead of the next

source of information. When it came to the most useful source of

information the salesperson's rating was outstanding (see Table 6.11).

It was not just that 40% of the buyers considered salespeople the most

useful source of information, but the extent of the margin of the

preference. The next most usefully rated source was chosen by 13.2%

of the buyers. It could of course be argued that such a result is not

so surprising because a salesperson was much more frequently consulted

than, say. Consumer Reports. The relative performance of the different

types of sources on this measure depended on their frequency of

consultation as well as their relative merit.

Another way of examining the rated useful eness of the sources is to

calculate what percentage of the buyers who actually consulted the

source felt it provided useful advice and information. Consumer

Reports (86%) and the brochures and labels (86%) scored highest on this

criteria, closely followed by the salesperson (83%) and catalogs (80%).

The poorest performer on this measure was the T.V. advertisement.

Only 56% of those who "consulted" a T.V. advertisement (whatever that

means) found it useful.
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Table 6.11

Sources consulted first and found most useful

Source Consulted First

Source Standard Custom Overall

Sample Sample

ft* .J
Newspaper ad 13.1% t 1 . H « 19 7%

Magazine ad 1 . 1

n n 0 8

TV ad 0.8 0.8 n QO.D

Catalog 1 y . y 1 7 fi
1 / . D IQ 1

RrnrhiirP"? ft labels 3.0 4.6 3.5

Salesperson 24.9 19.9* 23.5

Repairman 8.6 1.5* 6.7

Friend or relative 15.2 24.2* 17.7

Consumer Reports 7.5 9.9 8.1

Ho: p = 0.0401

Source Found Most Useful

Source Standard Custom Overall

Sample Sample

Newspaper ad 12.5 9.8 11.8

Magazine ad 0.9 0.8 0.8

TV ad 0.6 1.5 0.8

Catalog 9.1 12.0 9.9

Brochures and labels 9.4 9.8 9.5

Salesperson 41.2 36.8 40.0

Repairman 4.6 3.0 4.1

Friend or relative 12.8 14.3 13.2

Consumer Reports 9.1 12.0 9.9

Ho: p = 0.8071
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The percentage of actual source users who rated the source most

useful were, for the different sources, salesperson 57%, Consumer

Reports 39%, friend or relative 31%, brochures and labels 29%, catalogs

25% and newspaper advertising 24%. What these statistics suggest is

that encouraging more consumers to consult Consumer Reports or brochures

and labels may not dramatically improve their decision making. Although

those who do consult these sources find the information useful they are,

in the opinion of the majority of the users, not the most useful source

of information. As a further illustration, 35% of the buyers who

consulted a friend or relative rated the salesperson the most useful

source of information while 31% rated the friend or relative the most

useful source of information. The same dominance of the salesperson

as the most useful source occurred for those consulting a catalog and

those consulting a newspaper advertisement. A significant percentage

of the users of Consumer Reports and brochures and labels also rated the

salesperson as the most useful source. If more buyers consulted a wider

range of different sources then the salesperson's rating as the most

useful source would probably decrease but the above figures indicate that

the salesperson is still rated highly as an information source by buyers

who do consult a variety of sources.

The recent mover sample did not more frequently consult a friend

or relative but the movers did more frequently consult a friend or

relative first (see Table 6.11), presumably to seek information and

advice on where to shop. The standard sample more frequently consulted

a salesperson or a repairman first.
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Influence of the First Source

It was speculated that the type of source first consulted, (i.e.,

the first step taken in the information search process) might influence

later information search. To examine this issue the consulting of

other information sources was tabulated against the first source consulted

(see Table 6.12). If the source first consulted was related to the

consulting of the other information sources then the percentages in the

columns of Table 6.12 should vary. Stable percentages in a column

would indicate that the consulting of that source was not related to the

source first consulted. It can be seen from the table that the consulting

of other information sources was related to the source first consulted.

For example, if a salesperson was consulted first a buyer was less likely

to consult a newspaper ad and Consumer Reports. The initial consulting

of Consumer Reports was more likely to result in the consulting of

newspaper advertising, brochures and labels, a repairman and a friend and

relative. This is not to suggest that the source first consulted

necessarily determines what other sources will be consul ted, as other

underlying variables may be determining both. It does appear, however,

that the type of source first consulted is an interesting search measure

as it is related to other information search activity.

Combinations of Sources Consulted

The average number of sources consulted and the incidences for each

source do not provide the complete picture of the buyer's information

seeking activity. In particular, they do not indicate what are the

common combinations of information source? that are consulted. Table

6.13 and Table 6.14 provide this information. A quarter of the buyers

consulted no personal source and about three out of ten consulted only a
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Table 6.12

Source first consulted and consulting of other sources

% of buyers who consulted other types of sources

Source first
consulted by

buyer NA CTL6 B & L SP RM F or R CR

Newspaper ad 43.3% 28.9% 55.7% 2.1% 32.0% 16.5%

Catalog 43.2 34.7 69.7 6.3 30.3 17.9

Brochures
and labels 41.2 11.8 47.1 11.8 23.5 23.5

Salesperson 24.1 19.0 24.1 6.9 28.5 12.9

Repairman 18.2 24.2 15.2 69.7 30.3 21.2

Friend or

relative 34.5 23.0 28.7 51.7 6.9 21.8

Consumer
Reports 47.5 25.0 40.0 55.0 17.5 45.0

n = 489
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Table 6.13

Patterns of use of personal information sources

Personal sources consulted
Standard
Sampl

e

Custom
Sample

Overall

Salesperson only

Friend or relative only

Repairman only

Salesperson and friend

Salesperson and repairman

Friend and repairman

Salesperson, friend or

relative and repairman

No personal sources

consulted

28%

12

2

20

6

1

5

26

32%

19

1

21

1

0

1

25

29%

14

2

20

4

1

26

100% 100% 100%
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Table 6.14

Patterns of use of written information sources

.^^ w A Standard Custom nvprall
Written sources consulted sample Siipf¥

Overall

Newspaper only 11% 17% 13%

Magazine ad only 0 0 0

Catalog only 8 9 8

Brochures and labels only 5 6 5

Consumer Reports only 3 4 3

Newspaper and catalog 6 7 6

All four commercial sources 2 12
All five written sources 3 3 3

None 33 26 31

55 other possible
combinations 29 27 29

100% 100% 100%
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salesperson. The next most frequent combination was the consulting of

a salesperson and a friend or relative. The major difference between

the two samples was in the consulting of a friend or relative only and

the consulting of all three personal sources. The custom, recent mover

sample had a higher incidence of only consulting a friend or relative

and the standard panel had a higher incidence of multiple consultation.

With respect to the use of written sources, around 30% did not consult

any and the biggest group were those who only consulted newspaper

advertising, followed by those who only consulted a catalog. Magazine

advertising was only consulted along with other written information

sources. The custom, recent mover sample had a larger number of

shoppers who only consulted a newspaper and the standard sample had a

larger percentage that consulted no written source. Overall it can be

seen from Table 6.14 that a large number of different combinations of

sources were consulted.

Shopping Behavior

The average number of stores visited by buyers in the standard

sample was 2.54 (s.d. 1.79) compared with 2.70 (s.d. 1.82) for the

custom sample. Statistically this was not a significant difference.

Table 6.15 identifies the percentage of buyers visiting, calling and

shopping at various type? of stores. The specialty appliance store

and Sears clearly dominate. They also have a visit to sale conversion

ratio of over 50%. That is, 54% of the buyers who visit Sears end up

purchasing their appliance from Sears. Department and discount stores

are the next most frequently visited type of stores but they have a

very poor sales conversion ratio. Wards and furniture stores have a

higher market share than department and discount stores despite being

shopped less frequently.
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Table 6.15

Types of stores visited and phoned

Type of Store Percentage of Shoppers who:

visited phoned

Type of

otore
visited
first

r U I v.* 1 la

Made at:

Appliance Store 59% 13% 33% 35%

Sears 9/ 7 30 31

Department Store 28 4 6 3

Discount Store 26 2 7 5

Wards 18 3 5 8

Furniture Store 17 3 5 6

Penneys 13 2 2 3

K Mart 10 1 2 1

Other type (hardware

etc.

)

13 2 2 6

No response 9 2

Ho: p = 0.47 Ho: p = 0.54
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Specialty stores have almost twice as many phone calls made to them than

any other type of store. The most noticeable difference in the store

shopping of the two groups was that 34% of the recent mover, custom

sample purchased their appliance from Sears (compared with 30% of the

standard sample) and conversely 36% of the standard sample purchased from

a specialty appliance store (compared with 32% for the custom sample).

Otherwise the samples were within one or two percentage points of each

other on all the measures and none of the differences were statistically

significant.

Combinations of Stores Shopped

For most of the consumers appliance shopping is an integrated series

of store visits or phone calls. About 36% of the buyers visited only

one store but the remaining 64% visited various combinations or clusters

of stores. Over 1,000 different shopping combinations of the nine

different store types were available. To reduce a store shopping cluster

analysis to manageable proportions only the four most frequently

visited and phoned stores were considered. Table 6.16 presents the

results. No one single store shopping combination dominates. The two

largest groups were the buyers who only shopped at a specialty appliance

store(s) or the buyers who only shopped at Sears. Only 8.5% of the

buyers comparison shopped at all four types of stores. The least

frequent combination was the shopping of Sears, a department store and

a discount store. The Sears-only and al 1 --four-stores clusters were

slightly larger for the custom, recent mover sample.

Over half of the buyers (61% of the standard sample and 56% of the

custom sample) possessed a strong prior preference to shop at one

particular store. It could not be determined, however, how many of

these shoppers followed this preference through. What could be
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Table 6.16

Block cluster analysis

Combinations of four major types

of stores visited or phoned

Cluster combinations

Appliance

Sears

Department

Discount

Appliance & Sears

Appliance & Department

Appliance & Discount

Sears & Department

Sears & Discount

Department & Discount

Appliance, Sears & Department

Appliance, Sears & Discount

Appliance, Department & Discount

Sears, Department & Discount

All four major types of store

None of the major types of stores

Percentage of sample

in different clusters

Standard Custom Overa i

i

19.9% 20.4% on no/

16.6 20.4 1 / . 0

2.0 0.7 1.7

1.2 0.0 0.9

13.6 1 (J . b 1 ^ . o

2.5 0 Q

3.5 4.6 3.8

3.0 4.6 3.4

3.0 2.0 2.7

2.5 0.7 2.1

7.6 5.3 7.0

6.0 4.6 5.6

3.0 3.3 3.1

0.0 1.3 0.3

7.6 11.2 8.5

7.8 6.6 7.5

100 100 100
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established was the percentage of buyers who, having shopped at a number

of stores, returned and purchased at the first store visited. These

percentages were:

Number of stores shopped % of buyers who purchased at

first store visited

38 . 8%

Three 30.6

Four 27.3

Five 23.5

Six + 14.3

A shopper who visited two stores was more likely to buy at the second

store visited but the odds were close to even for the first store

shopped when three, four or five stores were shopped. The odds dropped

again when many stores were visited.

Shopping Time

Given the generally limited number of stores and types of stores

shopped, it was not surprising that a large proportion (45%) of the

buyers spent less than two hours shopping for their appliance. This

includes travelling time to and from stores. Only a little over a quarter

spent more than half a day shopping (see Table 6.17). One out of ten

shoppers indicated that the need to care for young children had restricted

their comparison shopping. Half of the buyers did most of the shopping

on a week day. The weekend was the next most popular time. Again

there was no evidence that the recent movers sample spent more time

shopping or shopped at a different time.
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Table 6.17

Shopping time and timing

Actual Shopping Time

Less 2-4 5-8 9 hours

than hours hours plus

Sample 2 hours

Standard 44.5% 27.7% 14.2% 13.5%

Custom 47.0 25.8 14.6 12.6

Overall 45.2 27.2 14.3 13.3

Ho: p = 0.9428

When most of the shopping was done

Sample
Week
day

Week
night

Weekend

Standard 49.5% 23.8% 26.6%

Custom 47.6 20.5 31.8

Overal

1

49.0 23.0 28.0

Ho: p = 0.5840
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Sears vs Specialty Store

The head to head dominance of the specialty appliance store and

Sears was considered worthy of further examination. Sears had a market

share of 38% amongst those shopping only at one store but this slipped

to 28% amongst those shopping more than one store. Multiple shopping

hurts Sears more than any other type of store. Put another way, Sears

has more success than any other store at encouraging one store shopping.

The specialty appliance stores' market share was consistent across

numbers of stores shopped. Looking at the 34% of buyers who visited

or called a specialty appliance store and who also visited or called

Sears, 46% of them contacted Sears first, 35% contacted the specialty

store first and the rest shopped at another type of store first.

However, when it came to final purchase behavior, 39% of these comparison

shoppers ended up purchasing at a specialty appliance store, 35% ended

up purchasing at Sears and the remainder purchased elsewhere. The

specialty store is doing marginally better in this comparison shopping

sub-market.

The Shopping Matrix

The pattern of shopping was examined from another angle by the use

of the brands-stores shopping matrix (see Table 6.18). The common

features of the two matrices are that the one brand-one store cell is

clearly the largest and there is also a pattern of diagonal dominance.

The indication was that there was slightly more store loyalty. Around

5% of the buyers considered only one brand and shopped two or more stores

looking for it. On the other hand, about 10% of the buyers shopped at

only one store but considered two or more brands. Overall, the buyers

did not show a strong predisposition to be either brand or store loyal in
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Table 6.18

Sample Shopping Matrices

The Standard Sample: Percentages of the total frequency

Number of Stores Shopped

Sub-total

Number of brands
considered One Two Three Four

Five

plus Sub-total

One 27.5 0.9 1.2 0.9 0.7 31.2

Two 6.1 12.4 5.6 1.4 0.5 26.1

Three 2.1 5.4 10.3 5.6 3.3 26.8

Four 1.4 0.7 1 .9 4.2 2.1 10.3

Five plus 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.2 3.8 5.6

37.3 19.7 19.3 13.4 10.3 100

The Custom Sample: Percentages of the total frequency

Number of Stores Shopped

Number of brands
considered One Two Three Four

Five
plus Sub-total

One 21 .7 2.0 2.0 1.3 0.7 27.6

Two 7.9 11.8 5.9 2.0 2.6 30.3

Three 2.6 6.6 9.9 2.6 2.6 24.3

Four 0.7 0.7 1.3 5.3 5.3 13.2

Five plus 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.6 4.6

Sub-total 32.9 21.1 19.1 13.2 13.8 100
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their reported behavior. Six out of ten buyers considered two or more

brands and also shopped two or more stores. This statistic should be

qualified by the knowledge that such buyers may have considered two or

more brands but still had a strong preference for only one. They

similarly may have shopped two or more stores but had a strong preference

to shop at one particular store.

Purchase Characteristics and Outcomes

The majority of the buyers bought the brand and model they intended

to purchase when they started to shop. Only 32% changed their brand

intention during the shopping. A similar percentage changed their model

intentions as a result of information obtained during the shopping period.

The observed 30.8% brand loyalty on replacement purchases appears at

first glance to be lower than expected, given the high follow through of

predispositions. Table 6.19 explains the disparity. Brand loyalty is

mostly lost before the shopping starts, rather than during the shopping

process. The great majority of those who were brand loyal had that

intention at the outset. Ten percent of the buyers had started their

shopping with a different brand intention but later decided against

purchasing a different brand. The majority of those who were not brand

loyal also had that intention at the outset of shopping. A little over

60% of those who did not replace their appliance with the same brand had

that intention from the beginning.

An opportunity to buy a bargain did not appear to influence

purchase intentions. Sixty-eight percent of those buying their appliance

on sale purchased the brand they initially intended to. A similar

percentage of those who did not purchase at a sale price followed through

with their initial intentions. However, buyers were obviously receptive to
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Table 6.19 v .

Purchase characteristics

Bought same brand

as previously owned

Bought different
brand

Not applicable

Did not change
initial brand intention

89.6%

60.5%

62.3%

68.5%

Changed initial

brand intention *

10.4%

39.5%

37.7%

100%

100%

100%

31.5% 100%

Ho : p = 0.0000

Bought same brand
as previously owned

Bought different
brand

Not applicable

Purchases
on sale

70.1%

70.8%

80.5%

71.9%

Did not purchase
on sales

29,9%

29.2%

19.5%

28.1%

Ho

100%

100%

100%

100%

0.1931

Purchased on sale

Did not purchase
on sale

Did not change
initial brand intended

67.9%

69.9%

68.5%

Changed initial

brand intention

32.1%

30.1%

31.5%

100%

100%

100%

Ho : p = 0.6309

* This question was "Did you buy the brand that you thought you would buy
when you first started shopping?"
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prices: 72% indicated they had bought their new appliance on sale

or at a specially reduced price. A further 5% indicated they had

negotiated a special deal with the salesperson. Those purchasing on

sale were as brand loyal as those who did not purchase on sale (see

Table 6.19.)

Two-thirds of the buyers (65.5%) stopped shopping and purchased

because they found exactly what they wanted - an appliance meeting all

the choice requirements. The rest of the buyers stopped shopping and

purchased because the marginal benefit of any further effort was not

considered worthwhile. These two groups had a similar incidence of

sale purchases. The group that found what they wanted were more

satisfied with their purchase and were in stronger agreement that shopping

was a pleasant experience (see Table 6.20). These results run contrary

to the common microeconomic assumption that most buyers will continue to

shop until the marginal benefit equals the marginal cost. Instead it

seems that most buyers know what they want beforehand (or soon establish what

they want) in terms of model, brand and product features and stop

shopping and purchase when this is found.

The buyers were overwhelmingly satisfied. After an average of

seven months ownership, 95% were satisfied with their purchase, over

70% were very satisfied. Only one in forty of the buyers was

dissatisfied with their purchase. The difference between the two

samples on the satisfaction measure, as with all of the other purchase

outcome measures described in this section, was not statistically

significant.
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Table 6. 20

Purchase outcomes

"I found the shopping and information search a pleasant experience"

Group Strongly
Agree

Moder-
Agree

Some-

what
My 1 cc

Neither
Agree
nnr

dis-
agree

Some-
what
dis-
agree

Moder-
ately
Dis-
agree

Strongly
Disagree

Found aooliance

meeting all

choice require-
ments 17.5% 21.9% 20.0% 23.3% 7.1% 4.4% 5.8%

Chose the best

of the bunch 9.8 17.2 19.0 25.9 10.3 8.1 9.8

Overall 15.0 20.4 19.7 24.1 8.2 5.6 7 .

1

Ho: p = 0.0370

Satisfaction

Group Very
oat I

s-

fied

Satis-
fied

Neither
satisfied
nor dis-
satisfied

Dissatis-
fied

Very
dissat-
isfied

Found appliance

meeting all

choice require-
ments 83.3% 15.1% 0.5% 0.8% 0.3%

Chose the best

of the bunch 49.5 40.3 5.4 3.8 1.1

Overall 72.2 23.4 2.1 1 .8 0.5

Ho: p = 0.0000
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Summary

The 1978 buyer of a white appliance can be characterized as a fairly

confident, female shopper who purchased because of a residential move or

a previous product failure. She consulted with her husband, relied

mostly on her past knowledge and experience and possessed few strong,

specific shopping motivations. She perceived that differences existed

between brands, but considered only a few brands and ended up purchasing

the one she most preferred at the start of the shopping. Le5S than

half a day was spent shopping (including travelling to and from the

stores) and few stores were visited. The salesperson was consulted for

information and advice and he or she was regarded as the most useful

information source. Newspaper advertising or a catalog may have been

read or a friend or relative consulted. It is less likely that she

read the manufacturers' brochures and labels or Consumer Reports. The

buyer was not very brand loyal and very likely purchased at a special

price the appliance that was exactly what she wanted. The upshot of

this purchase activity was that at the time of the survey, some six

months after the purchase, she was satisfied with the purchase.

Having provided such an average profile, it must be quickly stated

that there was considerable variety in the reported behavior, perceptions

judgments and motivations. Whether or not a buyer had recently moved

did not appear to account for a lot of this variability. The custom,

recent-mover sample purchased a significantly higher percentage of

refrigerators and, as expected, a much higher percentage of this group

indicated the residential move was the major reason for the purchase.

This special sample had also lived a shorter time in the local area and

were comparatively less familiar with local stores and more uncertain
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about where to shop. In absolute terms, however, they had spent, on

average, many years in the local area and were familiar with local

stores and fairly sure where to shop. The standard sample was made up

of a much higher percentage of failure-forced purchase situations. This

did not result in a significantly greater reporting of perceived purchase

time-pressure and resulted in only a marginally greater incidence of short

consideration times.

The two samples did not substantially differ in their shopping

interest and motivations or in their choice strategy. Consequently their

shopping behavior and information search were very similar. The special

sample of recent movers did consult with a friend or relative first more

often and appeared to slightly more frequently consult only newspaper

advertising and to only shop at Sears. The standard sample

consulted a repairman more frequently than the custom sample. Otherwise,

there were no outstandingly distinctive differences in the shopping and

search behavior of the two groups. The special sample of recent movers

reported purchase behavior, reasons for stopping shopping and ultimate

satisfaction very similar to the standard panel. In summary, little

evidence was provided that recent movers, per se, undertake a distinctive

search and shopping process.

Table 6.21 highlights some of the general findings of the two surveys

and compares them with the findings of past research. Previous research

has reported a much higher percentage of buyers who had a consideration

time larger than six months. It has also, by omitting consideration of

the salesperson's influence, given much greater emphasis to the importance

of other sources of information such as friends and relatives. The 1978

white appliance shopper relies much more frequently on the information
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Table 6.21

Summary comparison with previous findings

Past Research
nissertation Research

No findings

No findings

No findings

Suggests prior learning

plays a major role in

making decision

Around 20-25% less than a

week, around 30% longer

than 6 months.

I Buyer uncertainty prior to shopping :

Buyers are generally quite sure about

how to choose; product features, brand

performance, what to choose and where

to shop. Substantial variability

between buyers existed.

• Buyer interests and motivations :

Buyers are generally neutral about

shopping and search motivations.

Desire to identify potential operating

problems is strongest desire, to enjoy

shopping for own sake is weakest.

Substantial variability between buyers

exists

.

« Perceived brand variability :

Brands are perceived to vary most on

price and durability, least on style.

Ignorance greatest on long term

performance - durability and operating

costs

.

f Choice strategy :

Buyers rely mostly on past experience.

Only one third of the shoppers rely

mostly on new information or advice

obtained from shopping and information

search.

0 Consideration time

Around 25% of buyers less than a week,

around 10% longer than 6 months.
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Table 6.21 - continued

Past Research Dissertation Research

No findings

Passive exposure to sources

is higher than active

consulting of sources.

Friends or relatives

dominate: newspaper

advertising is less

important (salesperson not

studied)

No findings

Around 33% to 47%

considered only one

brand at the outset,

around 30% to 50%

considered four or more,

Estimates range from 17%

to 66% of buyers shop at

only one store, around

25% to 40% shop four or

more.

No findings

No findings

Use of information sources

The average buyer thought about

consulting only three out of nine

possible sources. Average number of

sources consulted between 2 and 3.

Passive exposure to sources is higher

than active consulting of sources.

The salesperson clearly dominates as an

information source followed by

newspaper advertising, friend or

relative and catalogs.

No source dominates as the one first

consulted. The use of types of

information source is related to the

first source consulted.

Number of brands considered

Around 30% considered only one brand at

the outset, around 15% considered four

or more.

Store shopping

Around 35% shopped at only one store,

around 25% shopped four or more.

Specialty stores and Sears dominate.

Discount and department stores have a

poor visit to sale conversion ratio.

About 45% of the buyers spent 2 hours or

less shopping, over 70% spent less than

half a day shopping. Half of the buyers

shop on weekdays, a quarter shop at

night and a quarter shop in the weekend.
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Table 6.21 - continued

Past Research Dissertation Research

• Purchase behavior

No findinas About 70% purchased the brand they
^"'""•y='

initially intended to before shopping.

Brand loyalty ran at around 30%.

Around 72% purchased at a special

price.

Around two thirds of the buyers stopped

shopping because they found exactly

what they wanted. The rest stopped and

chose the best of the bunch.

96% were satisfied with their purchase
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and advice of the salesperson than a friend or relative. Newspaper

advertising and catalogs are also reported to play a much more important

role in this study than in past research. Newman and Staelin (1973)

reported newspaper and magazine advertising was used by some 30% of the

buyers and regarded as useful by some 5-10%. The above research found

that newspaper advertising alone was read by half the buyers, actively

consulted or sought out by 40% and rated as useful by 30%. It is hard

to compare the incidences of numbers of brands considered and stores

shopped but it appears that today fewer buyers are considering only one

brand and shopping at only one store. On the other hand the incidence

of shopping at more than four stores or considering more than four brands

is lower now than in the past. The variation in the scope of shopping

is perhaps less extreme nowadays.

About 25% of the buyers in the two surveys seemed to treat the

appliance they purchased as a specialty good. They considered only one

brand and shopped at only one store. The majority of the buyers (65%)

comparison shopped. A small group (10%) considered several brands but

only shopped at one store. They did not treat the appliance purchased

as a specialty good or a shopping good. In a sense they could be called

convenience shoppers as they did not indicate they were shopping for a

single brand and yet could not be bothered comparison shopping at another

store.

The high incidence of comparison shopping is consistent with the

perceived brand differences reported and the high percentage of sale

purchases observed. However, the term comparison shopping may be somewhat

misleading. Only a third of the shoppers stopped shopping and chose the

best appliance they had seen: that is, they compared and chose the best.
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The majority stopped shopping because they found exactly what they wanted.

Consideration of more than one brand, or the shopping of more than one

store may not necessarily indicate comparison shopping but rather that

the first brand considered, or the first store shopped at, did not have the

appliance model that was sought. In this case, further shopping would

be undertaken, not to compare brands or stores, but to locate the

appliance that fitted the requirements. This is a form of specialty

rather than comparison shopping. The buyer may not be seeking a specific

brand but she is seeking a specific type of appliance and is shopping for

one that meets her exact criteria. She will shop until she finds such

an appliance. The upshot is that far more than 25% of the shoppers may

have treated the appliance they purchased as a specialty appliance good.

Whatever the shopping approach, the very great majority (96%) of the

shoppers were satisfied or very satisfied with the outcome, after an

average of seven months use of the appliance.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF SURVEY MEASURES

Introduction

Most of the recent appliance research has used a composite measure of

the extent of buyers' information search and shopping. The construction

of a single measure to represent a large set of highly interrelated

measures of shopping and search considerably simplifies the examination of

relationships between shopping behavior and its expected determinants.

Past assumptions and practices prompted an examination of whether

one single measure of shopping and search scope could be generated out of

the measures in this study of number of brands considered, number of stores

shopped, actual shopping time and purchase consideration time. All four

of these measures have been plausibly related to the extent and breadth of

comparison shopping. However, the application of such factor analysis

was not limited to these behavior measures. The survey questionnaire

contained a set or six measures of prior purchase uncertainty, six measures

of shopping interest and intentions, and six measures of perceived brand

difference. All three sets of measures have not appeared in previous

appliance research and were of unknown dimensionality and validity. In

such circumstances it seemed most appropriate to factor analyze these sets

of measures. The sample was made up of all the buyers in the standard

and custom surveys who purchased a white appliance. The microwave oven

buyers' responses were analyzed separately (see Chapter Nine).

The analyses are presented in the order that the variables appear in

the shopping and purchase process model. The latent structure underlying

165
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the uncertainty measures is first described and is followed by the factor

analyses of the interest and intention measures and perceived brand

differences. Two factor analyses of the shopping behavior measures were

undertaken. The first examined the relationships between number of

brands considered, numbers of stores shopped, purchase consideration time

and actual shopping time. In the second analysis, measures of the extent

of consultation of cormercial and independent information sources were

added, making this an analysis of the scope of information search.

Results

Prior Purchase Uncertainties

The principal components analysis of the six unsureness measures

generated two components with eigenvalues greater than one. The first

explained 52% of the observed variability and the second 17%. The

correlation matrix and rotated factor loading matrix are presented in

Table 7.1. The first factor is highly correlated with the uncertainties

over what to do: that is. what brand to choose, what model to choose,

and where to shop. The second component is highly correlated with

unsureness about the features available, the performance of various brands

and models and the most important purchase considerations. Unsureness

about what to do may be due to a lack of knowledge but it will also exist

for people who are very experienced and knowledgeable but are still

unsure which option to choose. This probably explains why the action

uncertainty factor is orthongonal to the second uncertainty component

which captures the uncertainty resulting from lack of knowledge and

experience. The eigenvalues of the third and fourth principal components

were only 0.62 and 0.50 respectively. It was therefore inappropriate

to force a third factor as this would contravene both Kaiser's little

jiffy criteria and the sharp break criteria (Wells and Sheth 1971).
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Table 7.1

Factor analysis of white-appliance shoppers' uncertainty

Correlation Matrix

Unsure about:

Features
Performances
Considerations
Brand Choice
Model Choice
Stores to Shop

Varimax rotated facter loadings pattern: two factors

F P C B

0.57
0.44 0.42

0.47 0.43 0.33

0.48 0.36 0.37 0.65

0.32 0.22 0.21 0.52

Factor 1

What to

Do

Factor 2

How to

Choose

0.49

Communal ities

Unsure about:

Features available 0.35 0.74 0.67

Performance of brands and models 0.17 O.BI u.oy

Most important considerations 0.12 0.76 u.sy

What brand to choose 0.78 0.36 u./J

What model to choose 0.76 0.35 u./i

Which stores to shop at 0.85 0.03 u./j

Variation in the responses that

is explained by the factors 35% 34% Total = 69^^
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Purchase Intentions, Interest and Motivations

The six interest and intention measures possessed a more complicated

latent structure than the six uncertainty measures. The first principal

component explained only 45% of the variability and the two components

with eigenvalues greater than one, together explained only 63% of the

variance. The distinct feature of the two-factor, varimax rotation was

the separation of the desire to spend as little time shopping as possible

from the other intentions and interests (see Table 7.2). Those shoppers

who agreed they wanted to make a quick purchase indicated less agreement

with the statements that they had sought to enjoy the shopping, learn

new things and were interested in technical details. However, only the

first of these three negative correlations was reasonably large.

The latent structure did not reveal the expected relationships

between shopping urgency and the extent of concern over the two types of

purchase risk. The buyers who indicated agreement that they wanted to

effect a quick purchase did not more strongly agree that they had sought

to find out what might be wrong, or go wrong, with the appliances

considered. Time pressure, as reflected by the desire to effect a quick

purchase, did not increase the buyer's attempts to reduce malfunction

risk. Such buyers were also as interested in acquiring untried and

unproven, new technology as the buyers who indicated they were willing to

take their time making the purchase.

The first major factor is, for the want of a better term, labeled

risk avoidance. This is a reasonable title if a desire to learn new

things and interest in technical details are interpreted as means of

minimizing the risk of buying a problem appliance (type 1 risk) and the ri

of not obtaining the newest advances in technology (type 2 risk).
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Table 7.2

Factor analyses of white-appliance shoppers' motivations

Correlation Matrix

Motivations and Interests:

Wanted to learn:

Tried to find faults (Rl)

Wanted to enjoy shopping

Interested in technical details

Wanted to obtain newest {R2)

Wanted to spend little time

Learn Rl Enjoy

0.48
0.53 0.34

0.41 0.48 0.40

0.35 0.29 0.27

-0.29 -0.09 -0.42

Tech R2

0.33
-0.18 -0.03

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: two factors

Agreement with the following;

Wanted to learn new things

Tried to find faults (Rl)

Wanted to enjoy shopping

Had a technical interest

Wanted to obtain newest (R2)

Wanted to spend little time

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors

Factor 1

Avoid
Risks

0.64
0.76
0.43
0.71

0.70
0.08

Factor 2

Do It

Quickly

-0.47
-0.12
-0.70
-0.23

0.06
0.90

Communal i ties

36% 27%

0.63
0.60
0.68
0.56
0.50
0.82

Total = 63^

Continued
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Table 7.2 - continued

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: three factors

Agreement with the following:

Wanted to learn new things

Tried to find faults (Rl)

Wanted to enjoy shopping

Had a technical interest

Wanted to obtain newest (R2)

Wanted to spend little time

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors

Factor 1

Find
Faults

Factor 2

Do It

Quickly

Factor 3

Obtain
Newest

Conmunalities

0.58 -0.45 0.31 0.63

0.89 -0.02 0.07 0.79

0.39 -0.69 0.23 0.69

0.75 -0.17 0.18 0.62

0.19 -0.04 0.96 0.96

0.01 0.91 0.08 0.83

31% 25% 19% Total = 75%
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A third factor was forced so as to increase the percentage of variance

explained and to observe what impact the addition had on the latent

structure. It should be noted that the addition cannot be justified

according to the little jiffy test (the eigenvalue was less than one) but

there was a break of 0.15 between the third and fourth principal components

and adding the third factor increased the explained variance by 12%. The

impact of this addition is quite interesting. The desire to obtain the

newest technology and avoid the risk of not obtaining the latest technology

dominates the new, third factor. The second factor maintains its

integrity as a concern over getting the purchase made quickly and a lack

of interest in enjoying the shopping for its own sake. The first factor

has changed in that it now more strongly reflects concerns over minimizing

the risk of buying a problem appliance and interest in technical details.

The original correlation matrix shows that technical interest had a higher

correlation with attempts to identify operating problems than with an

interest in new technology.

What this latent structure suggests is that the attempt to avoid

type 1 risk is independent of the attempt to avoid type 2 risk and both

are unrelated to the desire to make a quick purchase. The lack of a

strong relationship between the two risk avoidance intentions (r = 0.29)

suggests that subjects do not make a strong connection between new

technology and an increased risk of operating problems.

Perceived Brand Differences

The buyer's perceptions of the differences that existed between the

brands were measured on six scales. Five of them measured brand

characteristics, the sixth measured the subjects' perceptions on an
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overall basis. Before relating the measures to any search activity it

was felt that a factor analysis might usefully reveal whether perceived

brand difference was a undimensional construct or multidimensional.

Before undertaking the analysis, the 190 subjects who indicated that they

did not know what brand differences existed on one or more of the scales

were excluded from the analysis. This had to be done as the inclusion of

a zero point that represented "don't know" rather than nil difference

would have made a nonsense of the measure.

The correlation matrix revealed some interesting relationships (see

Table 7.3). Perceived price variability between brands appeared to be

least related to the other measures. Overall variability was most

related to variability in durability and operating costs.

Only the first principal component had an eigenvalue greater than one.

It explained 55% of the variability in perceived brand differences. To

further examine the patterns a three factor structure was forced. The

two additional components' eigenvalues were 0.88 and 0.76 with a sharp

break of 0.35 between the third and fourth. The new structure explains

83% of the variation and suggests that the buyers see the extent of

perceived brand differences on three separate dimensions - durability and

operating costs (long lasting), features and style, and price. This

confirms that buyers' opinions of the variability in appliance prices

bears little relation to their opinions and expectations about the

variability in durability and operating costs and their opinions of the styl

and feature variability across brands.

Shopping Scope

The most interesting question addressed by the factor analysis of

the four measures of shopping scope, listed in Table 7.4, was whether a
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Table 7.3

Factor analyses of white-appliance shoppers' perceived brand differences

Extent of difference:

Price
Features
Style
Durability
Operating costs

Overall

Correlation Matrix

p F S

0.26
0.24 0.60

0.33 0.46 0.37

0.34 0.44 0.40

0.37 0.53 0.43

0.63
0.68

oc

0.70

Principal component factor loadings of extent of perceived brand

differences

In terms of:

Price
Features
Style
Durability
Operating costs

Overall

Factor 1

0.53
0.74
0.67
0.80
0.81

0.86

Communal i ties

0.28
0.55
0.45
0.64
0.66
0.74

Explained variation 55%

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: three factors

In terms of:

Price
Features
Style
Durabil ity

Operating costs

Overall

Variation in the

responses that is

explained by the

factors

Factor 1

Operating
Performance

Factor 2

Style &

Features

Factor 3

Price
Communal i ties

0.21

0.34
0.19
0.85
0.84
0.82

0.12
0.81

0.89
0.20
0.22
0.31

0.97
0.09
0.10
0.12
0.15
0.18

1.00
0.78
0.83
0.77
0.77
0.80

38% 27% 17% Total = 83%
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Table 7.4

Factor analysis of white-appliance shoppers' shopping activity

Correlation Matrix

Consideration time (days)

# brands considered

Shopping time (hours)

# stores visited

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: two factors

Factor 1 Factor 2

Shopping Time Communal i ties

Scope Lag

Reported behavior:

Consideration time (days) 0.08 0.99 0.99

# brands considered 0.83 -0.05 0.70

Shopping time (hours) 0.81 0. 3 0.67

# of stores visited 0.89 0.14 0.80

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors 54% 25% Total = 79%
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single principal component would dominate the latent structure. The

first component did, indeed, overshadow the other three. It explained

54% of the variability. However, the second component had an eigenvalue

of 0.963 and explained close to 25% of the variance. Inclusion of the

second component in the latent structure was justified on the sharp break

test and came very close to meeting Kaiser's justification. Together

the two components explain 79% of the variance.

The general conclusion from this analysis is that the measure called

consideration time is a distinctive construct, unrelated to a composite

measure of shopping scope or shopping activity. In the past, consider-

ation time has been used as a surrogate for the extent of planning that

preceded the purchase and the circumspectness of the buyer. If it really

does measure the amount of prior care and consideration given to the

purchase then this latent structure suggests that such activity does not

result in more thorough shopping. An explanation for the lack of

correlation between "consideration time" and the other measures of search

and shopping activity is that the measure does not reflect consideration,

per se, but instead measures purchase postponements induced by financial

embarassment, brand or model out of stocks, or the desire to catch a

special sale. Another reasonable possibility is that at some stage

between initial problem recognition (first consideration) and final

purchase, interest was lost or attention and energies were redirected

toward other higher priority activities (i.e., taking a holiday, looking

after a sick family member, etc.). The practice of connecting the stages

in decision process consumer models with bold rather than broken lines

may be misleading. It suggests a singularity of direction and purpose

of the consumer which does not reflect the many day to day or week
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to week demands on his or her time which results in the switching from

one task to another of higher priority. A final reason for the lack of

a relationship is that, for some buyers, prior consideration may lead to

decisions which reduce rather than increase the number of brands included

and stores shopped. Careful prior consideration may lead other buyers

to shop more extensively.

Shopping and search scope

A measure of the number of different commercial information sources

consulted (magazine ad, newspaper ad, TV ad, catalog, brochures and labels,

repairman and salesperson) and a measure of the number of different

independent information sources consulted (friend or relative and

Consumer Reports) were added to the three measures of shopping scope and

the measure of consideration time or time-lag. The possibility existed

that the latter measure might relate to the breadth of search of information

sources, if not shopping activity. The first principal component

explained 44% of the variation, the second 17% with an eigenvalue of just

over one. Table 7.5 reveals that time between first consideration and

purchase was independent of all of the search and shopping measures.

This initial latent structure explained less that 40% of the variation in

the number of different commercial and independent sources used. A third

factor was forced to see if the expanded structure would explain a higher

percentage of these measures. It had an eigenvalue of 0.83 and explained

a further 14% of the total variation. The varimax rotation of this three

dimensional structure, presented in Table 7.5, reveals three factors

representing shopping scope, range of sources consulted and time-lag.

An inspection of the correlation matrix confirms that the range of sources

consulted is not very highly correlated with shopping effort. This

finding suggests that a single composite measure of search and shopping
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Table 7.5

Factor analyses of white-appliance shoppers' search scope

Consideration time (days)

# brands considered

Shopping time (hours)

# stores visited

# comnercial inf. sources

# independent inf. sources

Correlation Matrix

CT # Brands ST # Stores

0.07
0.15 0.47

0.19 0.63 0.63

0.13 0.37 0.35 0.35

0.08 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.30

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: two factors

Factor 1

Search
Scope

Factor 2

Time
Lag

Communal i ties

Reported behavior:

Consideration time (days)

# brands considered

Shopping time (hours)

§ stores visited

# commercial inf. sources

# independent inf. sources

0.08
0.80
0.77
0.83
0.62
0.56

0.99
-0.03

0.14
0.16
0.10
-0.03

0.98
0.64
0.61

0.71

0.39
0.32

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors 445 17% Total = en

Continued
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Table 7.5 - continued

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: three factors

Factor 1

Shopping
Scope

Factor 2

Range of

Sources

Factor
Time
Lag

Communal i ties

Reported behavior:

Consideration time (days)

# brands considered

Shopping time (hours)

# stores visited

# commercial inf. sources

# independent inf. sources

0.08 0.06 0.99

0.80 0.22 -0.66

0.79 0.19 0.11

0.87 0.16 0.12

0.35 0.63 0.11

0.12 0.89 -0.01

0.99
0.69
0.66
0.80
0.52
0.81

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors 36% 22% 17% Total = 75%
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activity is technically acceptable, in that all the correlations are

positive, but is a rather insensitive and incomplete measure of the

variability in search and shopping activity.

Summary

The objective was to reduce the sets of measures that were amenable to

such analyses down to two or three composite variables. Table 7.6

summarizes the results.

The unsureness measures were reduced to two factors. The first

reflected sureness/unsureness about what to buy and where to shop, the

second indicated uncertainty about features that were available,

performance of alternatives and choice criteria. This suggests that

buyer uncertainty has two major components, choice conflict and lack of

knowledge.

The motivation type measures were able to be captured on three

dimensions. The first factor related to concern over identifying

operating problems and interest in technical details. The second factor

indicated concern over spending as little time shopping as possible and

little interest in enjoying the shopping for its own sake. The third

factor captured the desire to obtain the latest technology. A desire to

learn new things related to all three factors. The implication of this

is that learning is used to avoid the two risks but also has a general

curiosity component which is related to enjoying the search for its own

sake and negatively correlated with desire to effect a quick purchase.

The structure did not reveal expected relationships between purchase

urgency and risk avoidance.

The extent of perceived brand differences is not a single construct.

There appear to be three components - durability and operating cost

variability, style and feature variability and price variability.
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Table 7.6

Sunmary of the latent structures

The six measures of uncertainty reduced to:

0 Action uncertainty: choice conflict

• Lack of knowledge and experience uncertainty

The six measures of intentions, interests and motivations reduced to

0 Desire to indentify poor performance

0 Desire to spend as little time as possible

0 Desire to obtain latest technology

The six measures of extent of difference between brands reduced to:

0 Variability in operating performance

0 Variability in features and style

0 Variability in price

The four measures of shopping effort reduced to:

• Shopping scope

0 Time-lag

The six measures of shopping and search effort reduced to:

0 Shopping scope

0 Range of sources

• Time-lag
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The last two factor analyses on tKe behavior measures revealed that

the measure of time-lag between first consideration and final purchase

was unrelated to shopping activity and breadth of search. This suggests

that the time-lag measure reflects purchase procrastination rather than

consideration time. The three shopping measures made up a single

composite shopping factor but this construct was orthogonal to the number

of different sources consulted. This suggests that consideration should

be given to creating separate indices of shopping activity and the

consultation of different information sources.



CHAPTER EIGHT

EXAMINATION OF THE HYPOTHESIZED RELATIONSHIPS

Introduction

In the previous two chapters the different behavior of the standard

and custom samples was contrasted and the latent structure underlying

certain sets of measures was described. The major purpose of the survey

research was, however, the examination of the hypothesized relationships

suggested in Chapter Four. The theoretical framework introduced in

that chapter and which underlies the hypotheses is reproduced in Figure

8.1. Its major feature is the emphasis on examining the main effect

and interactive relationships of individual differences, purchase

situation and the nature of the appliance on shoppers' uncertainties,

motivations and behavior.

Previous research has not applied such a model. The work that

comes closest to such an approach is Newman and Staelin's research (1971,

1972). They searched for significant effects using the AID (automatic

interaction detection) multivariate technique. After isolating the

important factors out of a set of thirty-six independent variables, Newman

and Staelin constructed a model which included interaction terms as well

as main effects and used MCA (multiple classification analysis) to fit

the model to appliance purchase consideration time and an information

seeking index. In the latter model the interaction terms were the

number of brands initially considered crossed with brand loyalty and the

number of brands initially considered crossed with the cost of product

purchased,

182
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PURCHASE
SITUATION

INDIVIDUAL
DIFFERENCES

PRODUCT
DIFFERENCES

'Purchase and search\

uncertainties

Purchase and search

motivations

Search scope

Search and shopping
behavior

Purchase behavior

Purchase satisfaction/

Figure 8.1: The interactionist model
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The Model Effects

In this research a P/S/0 model was systematically fitted to all of

the dependent measures examined. The P stands for an individual

difference variable, the S for the purchase situation variable and 0

for appliance type (refrigeration or laundry). This enabled not only

the P/S/0 main effects on the dependent variable to be tested, but in

addition allowed the testing of P x S, P x 0, S x 0 and P x S x 0

interaction effects on the dependent measure. The individual difference

measure that was primarily used was previous shopping experience. Newman

and Staelin (1972) found that past experience and learning played the

major role in influencing shopping and search. The buyers were grouped

into those who had never previously shopped for and purchased a new

appliance of the type recently purchased, and those who had. In some

of the analysis the experience group was subdivided further into those

with some experience (one or two previous purchases) and those with a lot

of experience (three plus previous purchases). Where the hypotheses

dealt with income, education or age then such individual difference

measures replaced experience in the P/S/0 model that was fitted to the

depended measure of interest.

The two samples were merged into a single sample of 585 recent

buyers of a laundry or refrigeration appliance. The purchase situation

effect was operational ized by collapsing the categories of the purchase

circumstance question in the following way:

t Move - subjects who indicate they had made the purchase

as a result of a residential move, including

setting up home for the first time.

• Failure - purchases that were failure-forced.

• Other - purchases where a still operating appliance was

replaced.
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Forty-three of the purchases could not be assigned to any one of these

categories. This group was primarily made up of first-time buyers who

simply indicated they "wanted" the appliance. This could not be

recarded as a separate situation category so consequently these buyers

were excluded from the analysis which reduced the sample size to 542.

The testing of the relationships suggested by the hypotheses has

been undertaken within this P/S/0 framework. It generally proceeds

in the order that the hypotheses are presented in Chapter Four. The

time-pressure, store familiarity and decision participation hypotheses

are first of all examined. The uncertainty and motivation hypotheses

are next addressed. Sections on the search, shopping, purchase and

outcome hypotheses follow. Finally, the relationships suggested by the

process hypotheses are examined. As this involved examination of

relationships between dependent variables, the P/S/0 framework did not

apply. The hypotheses involving the microwave oven purchases were also

not amenable to testing within the P/S/0 framework and are separately

examined in Chapter Nine.

Model Fitting Methods

Two analytical techniques were used, the choice depending on

whether the dependent variable was regarded as having been measured on

an interval scale (e.g., the number of brands initially considered) or

on a nominal or ordinal scale (e.g., consulted a newspaper advertisement

or not).

The measures treated as interval scales were analyzed using a

general linear model (GLM) analysis of variance framework (Winer 1971).

A structurally non-orthogonal (unequal cell sizes), fixed-effects model

was assumed. The main effect of person (P), situation (S) and product

(0) were represented by dummy variables and regressed against the
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dependent measure. The full set of two-way interactions and the

three-way interaction were accounted for by taking the appropriate

products of the dutnmy variables and introducing each one of these products

into the regression equation by adding a further durmiy variable.

In testing each main or interaction effect the full (saturated)

model was first of all fitted. The specific effect's dummy variable

was then eliminated from the full model and the reduced model was

fitted. The difference between the residual sums of squares of the

two models is the sum of squares reported for each effect. In this

way structural non-orthogonality is controlled and the interaction

effects are not spuriously inflated. This was an important concern

as the cell size in some of the analyses ranged from 10 to 60. In

fact, cell size placed a constraint on the size and nature of the model

fitted. For certain hypotheses it would have been desirable to have

added another individual difference factor and to have crossed it with

experience, situation and product. This would, however, have created

an uncomfortably large number of cells with less than 10 observations.

The BMD:P2V computer program was used (Dixon and Brown 1977). It

has a GLM algorithm which is technically very similar to MCA analysis.

Each table of findings presents the full analysis of variance and the

cell means for the main or interaction effects that were significant.

To provide some initial perspective and to emphasize the importance of

using the interactionist approach, certain sets of measures (uncertainty,

motivations and search scope) were initially analyzed using a two group

dichotomy of the situation, individual difference or product effect.

The multivariate and univariate tests undertaken on these models

(BMD:P3D) ignored all other effects and consequently, in some cases,

produced spuriously inflated significance levels.
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The effect of P/S/0 on the measures that were nominally or

ordinal ly scaled was studied by fitting a log-linear model (LLM) to the

cell frequencies of the four-way P/S/O/D table where D represents the

dependent variable (Brown 1976). The logarithm of the expected cell

frequency is represented as an additive function of the main effects of

P, S, 0 and their interactions, in a manner somewhat similar to the

GLM model. The saturated model, containing all of the effects is

represented as:

Log F,,,, = e . . A". x5 . xf. . x^o . xf,

,
,POD . ,SOD . ,PSOD

vkl c'kl \jkl

i = levels of individual difference measure

3 = levels of situation measure

k = levels of product measure

I = levels of dependent measure

with a series of side conditions that constrain the marginal totals

p
of the X's across the effects so each sums to zero (e.g., l\. = 0).

The log-linear model partial tests of association reported in the

BMD:P3F output are a form of eliminating test. The particular effect

under test is partialled out of, or eliminated from, an LLM that contains

effects of rank equal to or less than the effect under test. For

en
example, the main effect of S on D (the X ) is partialled out of an

4. • • n r 4.U 4. 4. mPS ,P0 ,S0 ,PD ,SD ,ODx
LLM containing all of the two-way terms (X ,X ,X ,X ,X ,X )

but excluding the higher order three and four-way terms. The equivalent
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ignoring test is the simple chi-square test of the SD two-way contingency

table. This is called the marginal test because it tests the frequencies

in the table made up of levels of situation by levels of the dependent

variable. Such a table has collapsed across levels of P and 0 and is

consequently a table of marginals. Both the marginal and eliminating

tests are reported in the following analyses so as to identify spurious

relationships where the simple chi-square test of association was

significant but the partial test was not (e.g., see the product effect on

decision participation in Table 8.6). Only the cross-tabulations or

contingency tables that produced statistically significant effects are

presented.

A further convention in the tables needs to be explained. The

P, S and 0 effects represent the tests of association between P and D, S

and D and 0 and D respectively. The P x S, P x 0 and S x 0 effects

represent the three-way tests of association between P, S and D; P, 0 and

D; and S, 0 and D respectively. The P x S x 0 effect represents the

four-way test of association between P, S, 0 and D. The other

associations between P and S, P and 0, S and 0, and P, S and 0 which

are part of the full log-linear model and which were often significant

are not reported as they are not directly relevant to the study of the

relationship between the P, S and 0 effects and the dependent variable.

Examination of the P/S/O Model

Time-Pressure Hypotheses

The effect of time-pressure on the shoppers' behavior has to be

qualified by the statistics on the incidence of failure circumstances.

Only 17% of the refrigeration purchases were made under the failure-

forced circumstances. A much higher percentage (44%) of the laundry
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purchases were failure-forced. The explanation that shoppers anticipate

the failure of a refrigerator or freezer and replace it before it fails

outright was not supported by the reasons given for replacing a still

operating appliance. A lower percentage of the still operating

refrigeration appliances (35.5%) were replaced because of anticipated

future repair costs compared with the laundry appliances (64.0%). The

reverse would have been expected if refrigeration buyers were purchasing

in anticipation of product failure in the near future.

The research findings indicate that failure-forced replacement

purchases are more frequently made under time-pressure. Table 8.1

shows that close to 80% of the buyers in this situation perceived they

were under some time-pressure. About three out of five of the shoppers

purchasing because of a residential move, and a little under half of

those purchasing under other circumstances felt some purchase time-

pressure. Apparently product failure does not place time constraints

on all buyers, presumably because they have anticipated such failure or

perhaps because they feel they have adequate time to make a replacement

purchase despite the circumstances. On the other hand, the demands of

other activities also appear to place a number of those purchasing a

still operating appliance under some time-pressure.

The failure- forced replacement of a refrigeration appliance was

expected to involve more frequent perceived time-pressure than the

replacement of a failed laundry appliance (H2). This P x S interaction

was not significant (see Tables 8.1 and 8.21. There was, however, an

interaction effect between experience and product. Experience increased

the incidence of perceived time-pressure amongst the refrigeration buyers,

The relationship was non-monotonic for the laundry products. While a
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Table 8.1

Effects of experience, situation and product on time-press

Time-pressure: None Slight to Extreme

Situation

:

Move
Failure
Other

36.8%
21.2
51.6

63.2%
78.8
48.4

Prnduct' Experience

Refri aeration: None
1 - 2

3 +

46.3%
40.3
32.6

59.7
67.4

Laundry None
1 - 2

3 +

39.4%
24.4
44.4

60.6%
/ 1) . 0

55.6

Effect Eliminating test:

Ho probability

Marginal test

Ho probabilit.

Experience (P) 0.0991 0.0713

Situation (S) 0.0000 0.0000

Product (0) 0.6121 0.0234

P X S 0.0723 0.1164

P X 0 0.0374 0.0589

S X 0 0.6921 0.4155

P X S X 0 0.5258
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Table 8.2

Effects of experience, situation and product on great tine-pressure

Move

Other

% who indicated

'great" or "extreme"

time pressure

Situation:

Failure 37.6%

16.8

7.0

Product:

Refrigeration 22.3%

Laundry 16-3

Effect Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.6508 0.4104

Situation (S) 0.0000 0.0000

Product (0) 0.0000 0.0760

p X S 0.8999 0.9900

p X 0 0.1270 0.1177

S X 0 0.4924 0.4599

P X S X 0 0.2815
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plausible post hoc explanation for this effect is not inmediately

apparent, it does confirm that time-pressure is a function of other

factors besides the purchase circumstances studied.

A product as well as a situation main effect emerged in the analysis

of the incidence of great or extreme time-pressure (see Table 8.2).

was supported. A significantly higher percentage (37.6%) of the

shoppers making a failure-forced purchase reported they were under

"great" or "extreme" time-pressure. Shopping for a refrigeration product

is also more likely to involve great time-pressure.

All three main effects influenced the incidence of purchase time

lag (see Table 8.3). Experience decreases the incidence of longer

"consideration" times and refrigerators have a higher incidence of

longer "consideration" times. As hypothesized (H^g), failure-forced

replacement purchases had the highest incidence of short time-lags,

movers had the highest incidence of medium length time-lags and those

replacing still operating appliances had the highest incidence of long

time-lags.

Store Familiarity Hypothesis

The overall familiarity with local stores has already been described

as very high. The hypothesis that those purchasing because of a

residential move would be less familiar with local stores (H3) received

some support (see Table 8.4). The number of previous purchases of the

same sort of appliance did not influence familiarity. This suggests

that store familiarity arises from general rather than product specific

purchase experience of stores, particularly stores such as Sears, Wards,

Penney' s, K Mart and other department and discount stores.
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Table 8.3

Effects of experience, situation and product on time-lag'

Time-lag: Under a week 1 - 4 weeks 5 weeks +

Experience;

None

1 - 2

3+

19.7%
31.6
43.9

30.6%
38.2
37.8

Situation:

Product:

Move
Failure
Other

Refrigeration
Laundry

21.1%
50.0
20.5

42.6%
28.7
34.9

27.6%
32.3

32.5%
40.1

49.7%
30.2
18.3

36.3%
21.3
44.6

39.9%
27.6

Effects

Experience (P)

Situation (S)

Product (0)

P X S

P X 0

S X 0

P X S X 0

Eliminating test

Ho probability

0.0000

0.0000

0.0420

0.9604

0.6849

0.1005

0.5448

Marginal test

Ho probability

0.0000

0.0000

0.0107

0.9849

0.8249

0.0857

* Time-lag was measured in terms of "how long was it from the time

you first considered purchasing your new appliance until you

actually made the purchase?".
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Table 8.4

Effects of experience, situation and product on store

familiarity

Number of familiar local stores: Under 4

bi uUaXi on

.

Move 61 .8 %

Failure M 1

Other 22.0 78.0

Effect Eliminating test

Ho probability

Marginal test

Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.2819 0.3077

Situation (S) 0.0030 0.0027

Product (0) 0.3912 0.3399

P X S 0.9209 0.9758

P X 0 0.5804 0.7111

S X 0 0.2214 0.2141

P X S X 0 0.5630
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Decision Participation Hypotheses

Joint decision making was not higher amongst the lower income

households as suggested by (see Table 8.5). There was. however, a

higher incidence of joint participation for the refrigeration purchases

(Hg). Taking these two results together leads to a tentative conclusion

that it is the joint use of the appliance that encourages joint purchase

behavior, rather than the size of the financial commitment.

Although not raised as an hypothesis, the relationship between

shopping experience and participation was examined and the analysis is

presented in Table 8.6. The results suggest that the less the experience

the greater the likelihood of joint shopping and decision making. It

was then suspected that as experience is strongly related to age of the

husband and wife, the experience-participation relationship might be

spurious. To settle the matter, experience was crossed with age,

product and joint decision making (see Table 8.7). What emerged was

that experience maintained its significant relationship and the age

effect although in the expected direction (i.e., households in the later

stages of the family lifecycle have lower incidences of joint shopping

and decision making) was not significant.

Uncertainty Hypotheses

It was expected that the experienced shopper would be surer in her

knowledge of brands and features that were available and have more

definite prior shopping intentions. The residential mover was also

expected to be less sure about where to shop. The first stage of the

examination of the uncertainty hypotheses involved simple contrasts

between the inexperienced and experienced shoppers and the residential

move and other situations, across the six sureness-unsureness measures
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Table 8.5

Effects of income, situation and product on decision participati

Joint shopping and

decision making

Household Income:

Under $15,000 53.4%

$15,000 plus Oh .O

Product:

Refrigeration 58.8%

Launary 48.1%

Effect Eliminating test Marginal tesi

Hn nrnhahilitv Ho probability

Income (P) 0.9892 0.7433

Situation (S) 0.3164 0.1102

Product (0) 0.0444 0.0134

P X S 0.7720 0.7275

P X 0 0.6541 0.5250

S X 0 0.8197 0.7989

P X S X 0 0.5716
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Table 8.6

Effects of experience, situation and product on decision

participation

Joint shopping and

decision making

Product:

Refrigeration 58.8%

Laundry 48.1

Experience

None 63.2%

1 _ 2 50.5

3+ 47.6

Effects Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0241 0.0124

Situation (S) 0.3946 0.1102

Product (0) 0.0577 0.0134

P X S 0.4113 0.4116

P X 0 0.8401 0.7535

S X 0 0.8780 0.7989

P X S X 0 0.8673
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Table 8.7

Effects of age, experience and product on decision parti cipati

Experience: Joint shopping and

oec 1 5 1 on rndN i iiy

None 61 .7%

1 - 2 50.7

3+ 43.4

Age:

Under 45 54.4%

45 plus 48.0

Product:

Refrigeration 59.1%

Laundry 46.1

Effect tiiiMinaLing xesu Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (E) 0.0211 0.0111

Age (A) 0.8226 0.6021

Product (0) 0.0049 0.0028

E X A 0.1155 0.0820

E X 0 0.4919 0.4561

A X 0 0.9133

E X A X 0 0.8643
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(see Table 8.8 and Table 8.9). These results suggest that, overall,

experience marginally decreases uncertainty, its strongest effect being

unsureness about what model to choose. Experience had no effect on

uncertainty or unsureness about the performance of different brands and

models. Turning to the impact of residential move, the multivariate

test indicated that the residential move situation involves higher

uncertainty, particularly with respect to model and brand choice. This

is somewhat surprising as it might have been expected that the greatest

difference in uncertainty between the groups would have been on which

stores to shop.

The full P/S/0 model analyses on each uncertainty measure indicated

a more complex set of relationships. They suggest that the experience

effect on uncertainty noted above is spurious and it is the situation

and product factors that really explain the differences. The buyers

purchasing because of a residential move were less sure about the

features that were available (see Table 8.10), less sure about what

brand to choose (see Table 8.13), less sure about what model to choose

(see Table 8.14) and less sure about which stores to shop at (see Table

8.15). Brand choice uncertainty was higher for the refrigerator and

freezer purchases (see Table 8.13). Experience appeared to moderate

(reduce) the effect of residential move on brand and model performance

uncertainty, (see Table 8.11) and also to moderate the effect of the

impact of type of appliance on performance uncertainty. The effect of

product on performance uncertainty was most marked for the inexperienced

buyer.
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Table 8.8

Effect of previous shopping experience on uncertainty

Mean unsureness No previous Some previous

of groups about: experience experience

The features that

were available 2.37 2.12*

The performance of

the different brands

and models 2.93 2.72

The most important

considerations you

were going to use to

make your purchase
choice 2.18 1.96*

What brand to choose 2.54 2.23*

What model to choose 2.72 2.37**

Which stores to shop at 2.16 1.90*

1 = very sure 7 = very unsure

Mahal anobis = 0.0962, Hotel! ing T^ = 11.7809

'^6,538 = 1.9454, p = 0.072

*p<0.05 ** p<0.01
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Table 8.9 v

Effect of residential move on uncertainty

The features that were

available

Mean unsureness
.

of groups about: Residential Other

move circumstances

2.36 2.11

The performance of the

different brands and

models 2.94 2.72

The most important con-

siderations you were going

to use to make your purchase

choice 2.04 1.99

What brand to choose 2.62 2.20

What model to choose 2.73 2.38

Which stores to shop at 2.14 1.89

**

**

1 = very sure, 7 = very unsure

Mahalanobis = 0.1238, Hotelling T^ = 14.2559

'^6,497 = 2.3523, p = 0.030

* p< 0.05, ** p<0.01
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Table 8.10

Effects of experience, situation and product on feature

uncertainty

Unsureness about the features that

were available
(1 = very sure, 7 = very unsure)

Situation: Group means

Move 2.36

Failure 2.12

Other 2.11

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F. tail p

Mean 1714.22 1 1714.22 1291.54 0.0000

Experience (P) 1.78 1 1.78 1.34 0.2474

Situation (S) 8.17 2 4.08 3.08 0.0470

Product (0) 2.01 1 2.01 1.51 0.2195

P X S 2.72 2 1.36 1.03 0.3594

P X 0 4.74 1 4.74 3.57 0.0595

S X 0 1.69 2 0.84 0.64 0.5301

P X S X 0 2.01 2 1.01 0.76 0.4688

Error 651.69 491 1.33
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Table 8.11

Effects of experience, situation and product on performance

uncertainty

Unsureness about the performance

of different brands and models

(1 = very sure, 7 = very sure)

Situation: Experience: Group means

Move None

Some

3.15

2.81

Failure None

Some

2.95

2.62

Other None

Some

2.74

2.71

Product: Experience

Refrigeration None 2.26

Some 2.00

Laundry None

Some

2.07

1.92

Analysis of variance

Source S.S d.f. M.S. F. tail p

Mean 2789. 06 1 2789.06 2440.23 0.0000

Experience (P) 1

.

94 1 1.94 1.00 0.3176

Situation (S) 12. 77 2 6.38 3.30 0.0378

Product (0) 23. 64 1 23.64 12.21 0.0005

P X S 12. 16 2 6.08 3.14 0.0442

P X 0 12. 53 1 12.53 6.47 0.0113

S X 0 11. 25 2 5.62 2.90 0.0558

P X S X 0 10. 45 2 5.22 2.70 0.0684

Error 950.84 491 1.94
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Table 8.12

Effects of experience, situation and product on consideration

uncertainty

Unsureness about the most important

considerations you were going to use

to make your purchase choice

(1 = very sure, 7 = very unsure)

Situation: Experience: Group Means

Move None 2.41

Some 1.82

Failure None 2.00

Some 1.93

Other None 1-95

Some 2.05

Analysis of variance

Source: S.S. d.f. M.S. F. p tail

Mean 1435.22 1 1435.22 1208.56 0.0000

Experience (P) 2.29 1 2.29 1.93 0.1658

Situation (S) 2.13 2 1.07 0.90 0.4079

Product (0) 3.39 1 3.39 2.85 0.0920

P X S 14.65 2 7.32 6.17 0.0023

P X 0 1.57 1 1.57 1.32 0.2506

S X 0 3.21 2 1.60 1.35 0.2599

P X S X 0 6.24 2 3.12 2.63 0.0734

Error 583.08 491 1.19
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Table 8.13

Effects of experience, situation and product on brand choice

uncertainty

Unsureness about what brand to choose

(1 = very sure, 7 = very unsure

Situation:

Move

Fai 1 ure

Other

Product:

Refrigeration

Laundry

Group means

2.62

2.15

2.23

Analysis of variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F p tail

Mean 1876.74 1 1876.74 1064.81 0.0000

Experience (P) 2.94 1 2.94 1.67 0.1972

Situation (S) 18.96 2 9.48 5.38 0.0049

Product (0) 26.31 1 26.31 14.93 0.0001

P X S 3.80 2 1 .90 1.08 0.3411

P X 0 3.12 1 3.12 1.77 0.1840

S X 0 1.02 2 0.51 0.29 0.7491

P X S X 0 2.20 2 1.10 0.62 0.5360

Error 865.39 491 1.76
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Table 8.14

Effects of experience, situation product on model choice uncertainty

Unsureness about what model to choose:

(1 = very sure, 7 = very unsure)

Situation: Group means

Move 2.73

Fail ure 2.41

Other 2.36

Ana 1 i ^ of variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F p tail

Mean 2150.14 1 2150.14 1245.76 0.0000

Experience (P) 1.57 1 1.57 0.91 0.3410

Situation (S) 19.60 2 9.80 5.68 0.0036

Product (0) 0.39 1 0.39 0.23 0.6334

P X S 3.60 2 1.80 1.04 0.3533

P X 0 3.22 1 3.22 1.87 0.1724

S X 0 5.09 2 2.55 1.47 0.2299

P X S X 0 9.49 2 4.75 2.75 0.0649

Error 847.45 491 1.73
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Table 8.15

Effects of experience, situation and product on store uncertainty

Situation

Move

Failure

Other

Unsureness about which stores to shop at;

(1 = very sure, 7 = very unsure)

Group means

2.14

1.78

1.99

Analysis of variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F. p tail

Mean 1347.20 1 1347.20 1038.96 0.0000

Experience (P) 1.07 1 1.067 0.82 0.3649

Situation (S) 8.45 2 4.22 3.26 0.0393

Product (0) 0.06 1 0.06 0.05 0.8279

P X S 0.33 2 0.16 0.13 0.8814

P X 0 0.62 1 0.62 0.47 0.4913

S X 0 2.28 2 1.14 0.88 0.4162

P X S X 0 3.46 2 1.73 1.33 0.2645

Error 636.67 491 1.30
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There was a P x S interaction effect on consideration uncertainty

(see Table 8.12). The inexperienced buyers purchasing because of a

residential move were more uncertain about the important considerations

in making the purchase.

To summarize, the predicted impact of a residential move on prior

uncertainty seems to be supported. Hq suggested that those purchasing

because of a residential move will be less sure about where to shop. It

appears that buyers in these circumstances are generally more uncertain

both in terms of product knowledge and shopping intentions. The product

failure situation appeared to have very little impact on prior

uncertainty. In particular it did not, as might be expected, increase

brand choice or model choice uncertainty. The main effect of experience

on knowledge and intention uncertainty as suggested by was not

supported in the P/S/0 model analyses.

The unsureness of the college educated was contrasted with that of

the other buyers (see Table 8.16). The higher educated were generally

less sure about their product knowledge and prior intentions. They were

particularly less certain about product performance, brand choice and

store choice. These three univariate tests were also significant in

the appropriate P (education)/S/0 eliminating tests.

Motivation Hypotheses

It was believed that appliance failure would reduce search interest

and motivations, that replacing a still operating appliance would lead

to greater interest in obtaining the latest technology and that

inexperience would lead to greater interest in learning new things.

These hypotheses were only partially supported.
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Table 8.16

Effect of education on uncertainty

Mean unsureness r«n»^«
of groups about: No College College

2.16 2.31

2.63 3.21 **

The features that were

available

The performance of the

difference brands and

models

The most important con-

siderations you were going

to use to make your purchase

choice 2-02 2.08

What brand to choose 2.20 2.72 **

What model to choose 2.42 2.68 *

Which stores to shop at 1.90 2.23 **

1 = very sure, 7 = very unsure

9 2
Mahal anobis D = 0.3274, Hotel ling T =35.76

''6,539 = 5.9058, p<0.0005

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Tables 8.17. 8.18 and 8.19 present comparisons of three different

groups of buyers' mean responses to the six interest and motivational

measures. These tests ignore all other effects. The contrasts of the

situational circumstances were not significant. The only univariate

test that was significant suggested that failure-forced circumstances

increased agreement with the statement "I wanted to spend as little time

as possible". The inexperienced buyers did appear to possess a

different motivational profile. They were more interested in enjoying

the shopping for its own sake while the experienced shoppers were more

interested in spending as little time as possible.

The six P/S/0 interactionist analyses again exposed the

superficiality of simple t type tests that fail to take into consideration

interaction effects and that do not discriminate between genuine and

spurious associations. Tables 8.20 and 8.25 indicate that appliance-

failure circumstances reduce interest in learning new things and increase

interest in making the purchase quickly. Two of the five relationships

proposed by H^q were supported. A third was partially supported.

Table 8.22 indicated the buyers replacing a failed refrigerator were

much less interested in enjoying the shopping for its own sake. However,

product failure did not have a similar effect on the enjoyment motivation

of the buyers of a laundry appliance.

Efforts to find out what might be wrong or go wrong with the models

looked at were expected to be greater amongst those replacing a failed

appliance. These buyers are not only under greater time-pressure (which

was expected to increase the emphasis on negative product characteristics)

but also, as a result of the replacement circumstances were likely to be

more sensitive to product reliability questions. The buyers in this
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Table 8.17

Effect of failure-forced purchase circumstances on interests and

motivations

Group mean agreement: Other Failure

1 = S. agree, 7 = S. disagree Circumstances Circumstances

I wanted to learn new things

about appliances 3.04 3.35

I made a real effort to find

out what might be wrong or go

wrong with the models I was

looking at, rather than just

what might be right 2.75 2.85

I wanted to enjoy the shopping

and information seeking for its

own sake because it was interest-

ing 4.23 4.56

I was interest in technical

details 3.68 3.71

I wanted to obtain the most

modern technology in my new

appliance 3.13 3.20

I wanted to spend as little

time as possible 3.51 3.01 **

Mahal anobis = 0.0969, Hotel ling = 9.8896

'^6,488 = 1 .6316, p = 0.136

** p<0.01
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Table 8.18

Effect of residential move purchase circumstances on

interests and motivations

Group mean agreement: Residential move Other

1 = S. agree, 7 = S. disagree Circumstances Circumstances

I wanted to learn new things

about appliances

I made a real effort to find

out what might be wrong or go

wrong with the models I was

looking at, rather than just

what might be right

I wanted to enjoy the shopping

and information seeking for its

own sake because it was interest

ing

I was interested in technical

details

I wanted to obtain the most

modern technology in my new

appl iance

I wanted to spend as little

time as possible

Mahalanobis = 0.0579, Hotelling = 6.5497

'^6,488 = 1.0806, p = 0.373

*p<0.05

3.09

2.82

4.28

3.78

3.33

3.49

3.15

2.75

4.34

3.63

3.05

3.30
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Table 8.19

Effect of shopping experience on interests and motivations

Group mean agreement: No shopping Some shopping

1 = S. agree, 7 = S. disagree experience experience

I wanted to learn new things

about appliances

I made a real effort to find

out what might be wrong or go

wrong with the models I was

looking at, rather than just

what might be right

I wanted to enjoy the shopping

and information seeking for its

own sake because it was interest-

ing

I was interested in technical

details

I wanted to obtain the most

modern technology in my new

appl iance

I wanted to spend as little

time as possible

Mahal anobis 0^=0.2092, Hotel ling r = 25.2110

'^6,528 = 4,1546, p = 0.0000

** p<0.01

2.99 3.19

2.73 2.82

3.93

3.80

4.48**

3.64

3.33

3.71

3.09

3.22**
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Table 8.20

Effects of experience, situation and product on learning motivi

Agreed they wanted to learn new things about appliances

(1 = strongly agree, 7 = strongly disagree)

Situation:

Move 3.09

Failure 3.35

Other 2.99

Analys is of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F tail

probabil

i

Mean 3216.50 1 3216.50 1172.97 0.0000

Experience (P) 4.05 2 2.02 0.74 0.4788

Situation (S) 18.23 2 9.11 3.32 0.0369

Product (0) 2.15 1 2.15 0.79 0.3759

P X S 6.22 4 1.55 0.57 0.6868

P X 0 1.03 2 0.51 0.19 0.8293

S X 0 4.58 2 2.29 0.83 0.4345

P X S X 0 13.56 4 3.39 1.24 0.2945

Error 1305.28 476 2.74
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purchase situation did not, however, indicate significantly greater

agreement with the statement that they had sought to identify what might

be wrong or go wrong with the models examined (see Table 8.21). If

anything, the trend was for the buyers with the most time (i.e., those

replacing a still operating appliance) to indicate they undertook a

closer scrutiny of the options. Situation circumstances did influence

interest in obtaining the latest technology. The shoppers replacing a

still operating appliance were more interested in obtaining the latest

technology (see Table 8.24). This supports H^^. The buyers least

interested in obtaining the latest technology were those buying because

of a residential move and not those replacing a failed appliance.

The inexperienced buyer, on average, did not indicate greater

interest in learning new things about appliances (H13). Experience did

have an effect on desire to enjoy the shopping, interest in technical

information and desire to obtain the most modern technology. Those with

some experience (1-2 previous purchases) were least interested in

enjoying themselves and those with the most experience (3 plus previous

purchases) were most interested in technical details and obtaining the

latest technology (see Table 8.22, 8.23 and 8.24).

Higher education clearly influenced shopper uncertainty but it did

not increase agreement with the shopping interest and motivation

statements (see Table 8.26). The appropriate (P eriucation)/S/0 eliminating

tests also failed to reveal a significant education effect on any of

these measures.
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Table 8.21

Effects of experience, situation and product on desire to avoid

type 1 risk

Agreed they made a real effort to find out what might be

wrong or go wrong with the models I was looking at, rather

than just what might be right.

(1 = strongly agree, 7 = strongly disagree)

Situation:

Move 2.82

Failure 2.85

Other 2.67

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F. Tail prob-
ability

Mean 2466.59 1 3466.59 917.58 0.0000

Experience (P) 0.66 2 0.33 0.12 0.847

Situation (S) 6.46 2 3.23 1.20 0.3014

Product (0) 2.21 1 2.21 0.82 0.3651

P X S 20.31 4 5.08 1.89 0.1112

P X 0 1.13 2 0.57 0.21 0.8104

S X 0 1.26 2 0.63 0.23 0.7908

P X S X 0 15.56 4 3.89 1.45 0.2174

Error 1279.56 476 2.69
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Table 8.22

Effects of experience, situation and product on enjoyment motivation

Agreed they wanted to enjoy the shopping and

information seeking for its own sake because

it was interesting

(1 = strongly agree, 7 - strongly disagree)

Refrigeration Laundry

Situation

Move 4.25 4.28

Failure 5.11 4.34

Other 3.98 4.57

Experience

None 3.93

1 - 2 4.55

3 + 4.24

Analysis of variance

Source S.S. d.f M.S. F Tail prob-

ability

Mean 6099.45 1 6099.45 1871.95 0.0000

Experience (P) 22.43 2 11.22 3.44 0.0328

Situation (S) 16.35 2 8.18 2.51 0.0824

Product (0) 0.15 1 0.15 0.05 0.8288

P X S 13.49 4 3.37 1.04 0.3885

P X 0 3.93 2 1.97 0.60 0.5472

S X 0 20.25 2 10.13 3.11 0.0456

P X S X 0 15.41 4 3.85 1.18 0.3176

Error 1550.97 476 3.26
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Table 8.23

Effects of experience, situation and product on interest in

technical details

Agreed they were interested in technical details

(1 = strongly agree, 7 = strongly disagree)

Experience

None 3.80

1 - 2 3.78

3 + 3.13

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F Tail prob-
ability

Mean 4023.53 1 4023.53 1235.79 0.0000

Experience (P) 28.63 2 14.32 4.40 0.0128

Situation (S) 8.50 2 4.25 1.31 0.2719

Product (0) 0.43 1 0.43 0.13 0.7152

P X S 3.63 4 0.91 0.28 0.8919

P X 0 7.90 2 3.95 1.21 0.2982

S X 0 1.96 2 0.98 0.30 0.7405

P X S X 0 8.21 4 2.05 0.63 0.6410

Error 1549.77 476 3.26
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Table 8.24

Effects of experience, situation and product on desire to avoid

type 2 risk

Agreed they wanted to obtain the most modern technology

(1 = strongly agree, 7 = strongly disagree)

Situation:

Move 3.33

Failure 3.20

Other 2.93

Experience:

None 3.33

1 - 2 3.22

3 + 2.65

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F. Tail prob-
ability

Main 2953.76 1 2953.76 1236.80 0.0000

Experience (P) 22.61 2 11.30 4.73 0.0092

Situation (S) 19.52 2 9.76 4.09 0.0174

Product (0) 1.65 1 1.65 0.69 0.4076

P X S 14.35 4 3.59 1.50 0.2003

P X 0 8.04 2 4.02 1.68 0.1868

S X 0 0.37 2 0.19 0.08 0.9249

P X S X 0 11.85 4 2.96 1.24 0.2931

Error 1136.80 476 2.39
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Table 8.25

Effects of experience, situation and product on quick-purchase

motivation

Agreed they wanted to spend as little time as possible

(1 = strongly agreed, 7 = strongly disagreed)

Situation:

Move 3.49

Failure 3.01

Other 3.54

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F. Tail prob-
ability

Mean 3466.26 1 3466.24 1011.04 0.0000

Experience (P) 17.34 2 8.67 2.53 0.0808

Situation (S) 25.21 2 12.60 3.68 0.0260

Product (0) 0.03 1 0.03 0.01 0.9225

P X S 26.60 4 6.65 1.94 0.1026

P X 0 3.44 2 1.72 0.50 0.6060

S X 0 10.44 2 5.22 1.52 0.2192

P X S X 0 3.06 4 0.77 0.22 0.9253

Error 1631.92 476 3.43
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Table 8.26

Effect of education on interests and motivations

Group mean agreement: No College College

1 = S. agree, 7 = S. disagree

I wanted to learn new things

about appliances 3.12 3.15

I made a real effort to find

out what might be wrong or go

wrong with the models I was

looking at, rather than just

what might be right 2.86 2.64

I wanted to enjoy the shopping

and information seeking for its

own sake because it was interest-

ing 4.22 4.49

I was interested in technical

details 3.65 3.82

I wanted to obtain the most

modern technology in my new

appliance 3.15 3.24

I wanted to spend as little

time as possible 3.38 3.38

Mahal anobis = 0.0868, Hotel ling = 9.4183

Fg^530= 1.5550, p = 0.158

* p <0.05
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Choice Strategy

It was expected that inexperienced buyers would rely more on new

information and others' advice rather than rely on their past experience

in making their choice (H^^), and that shoppers buying because of a

residential move would rely more on others' advice in making their

choice (H-ic). Table 8.27 presents the simple cross-tabulations that

seem to confirm these hypotheses. Unfortunately the relationships

were not as simple as these tables indicate. Experience, situation and

the nature of the product have interactive effects on the likelihood

that new information or others' advice will dominate past experience in

making the choice, or vice versa.

Table 8.28 indicates that the inexperienced more often relied on

new information to make the purchase of a refrigeration appliance when

they were purchasing because of a residential move or when they were

replacing a still functioning refrigeration appliance. Product

failure dramatically moderated this effect. In this circumstance the

inexperienced, like the experienced, mostly relied on their past

experiences to make the choice. Turning to the laundry buyers, there

was a quite surprising interactive effect between situation and experience.

The inexperienced more often relied mostly on new information in

residential move circumstances but less often relied mostly on new

information when replacing a still functioning appliance. The reverse

was true for the most experienced laundry buyers. They were much more

likely to use new information in this situation.

The inexperienced tended to rely more often than the experienced

on others' advice, except for the inexperienced laundry shopper who was

replacing a still operating appliance. She again mostly relied on her
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Table 8.27

Effects of experience and situation on choice strategies

% who agreed they

mostly rel ied on new

information obtained

in shopping and

information search

to make choice

% who agreed they

mostly relied on past

experience and

knowledge to make

choice

Experience

None

1-2

3 +

46.8%

23.7%

16.0%

53.2%

76.3%

84.0%

P = 0.0000

Situation

Move

Failure

Other

35.1%

20.2%

33.3%

% who agreed they

mostly relied on

other people to

give advice as to

what to buy

64.9%

79.8%

66.7%

P = 0.0037

% who agreed they

mostly relied on

past experience and

knowledge to make

choice

Experience

None

1-2

3 +

52.3%

28.8%

18.8%

47.7%

71 .2%

81.2%

0.0000

Situation

Move

Failure

Other

42.2%

25.2%

33.0%

57.8%

74.8%

67.0%
P = 0.0031
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Table 8.28

Effects of experience, situation and product on choice strategy

Product:

Freezing

Laundry

Situation

:

Experience Relied on Relied on

new information experience

Move None c o oty
K>L.olo il .Lh

1 - 2 23.0

3 + 17.7 82.3

Failure None ^0 . U

1 - 2 29.6 70.4

3 + 16.7 83.3

other None DC . 3

1 - L 70 8

3 + 12.5 87.5

Move None 54.2 45.8

1 - 2 28.1 71.9

3 + 0.0 100.0

Failure None 21.4 78.6

1 - 2 17.5 82.5

3 + 11.8 88.2

Other None 7.1 92.9

1 - 2 17.1 82.9

3 + 50.0 50.0

Effect Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0000 0.0000

Situation (S) 0.0909 0.0037

Product (0) 0.0199 0.0008

P x S 0.0757 0.0532

P x 0 0.1665 0.1171

S X 0 0.2649 0.2238

P X S X 0 0.0039
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Table 8.29

Effects of experience, situation and product on choice strategy

Product: situation

Freezing

Laundry

experience

Relied on

advice

Effects Eliminating test

Ho probability

Relied on

experience

Move None D3 . 1 h

1 - C. £D . c. 73 8

3 + 31.2 68.8

Failure None 50.0 50.0

1 - 2 7.4 92.6

3 + 25.0 75.0

Other None 54.2 45.8

1 - 2 32.3 67.7

3 + 12.5 87.5

Move None 66.7 33.3

1 - 2 43.8 56.2

3 + 0.0 100.0

Failure None 35.7 64.3

1 - 2 25.4 74.6

3 + 11.8 88.2

Other None 15.4 84.6

1 - 2 20.0 80.0

3 + 37.5 62.5

Marginal test

Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0000 0.0000

Situation (S) 0.0161 0.0031

Product (0) 0.6357 0.1316

P X S 0.2985 0.5984

P X 0 0.0399 0.1539

S X 0 0.0742 0.0884

P X S X 0 0.0054
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past experience in making the choice. On the other hand, the very

experienced laundry buyer again showed a greater tendency to rely on

others' advice when replacing a still operating appliance. To

summarize, although H^^ and H^^ are supported the relationships they

suggest are subject to the influence of other determinants.

Search Scope Hypotheses

It was hypothesized that the search scope of those replacing a

failed appliance would be narrower than that of buyers under the other

two situations and that there would be no difference between the other

two groups' breadth of search. The search scope of the experienced shopper

was also expected to be narrower and the search scope of the refrigerator

buyer, wider. Ignoring the other determinants Table 8.30, 8.31, 8.32

and 8.33 present the contrast group means that tend to support H-i^, H^g,

H^g and H2Q. However, consistent with the previous findings, the P/S/0

model analysis presents a more complicated web of relationships between

the various measures of search scope and the three determinant effects.

The residential move situation and inexperience combined interact-

ively to increase the number of brands considered (see Table 8.34).

The product failure situation appears to reduce the number of brands

considered only amongst the experienced. The eliminating test of the

product main effect was, however, significant. Buyers of refrigerators

and freezers have a larger evoked set size than buyers of washers and

dryers.

The number of stores shopped model is straightforward, each of

the main effects being significant (see Table 8.35}. Inexperience

increases the number of stores shopped, previous product failure
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Table 8.30

Effect of failure -forced circumstances on search scope

Other
situations

Number of stores shopped 2.74

Number of brands considered 2.44

Number of different:

Sources considered 3.47

Sources consulted 2.68

Commercial sources consulted 2.01

Independent sources consulted 0.67

Personal sources consulted 1.07

Impersonal sources consulted 1.60

Media advertising sources

consulted 0.70

Written non-advertising
sources consulted 0.90

Sources found useful 2.11

Failure forced

situation

2.21 **

2.21 *

2.91 **

2.34 *

1.84

0.50 **

1.16

1.17 **

0.47 **

0.70 *

1.83 *

Mahalanobis = 0.2880, Hotelling = 32.4363

Fg = 4.0014, p<0.0005

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Table 8.31

Effect of residential -move circumstances on search scope

Residential -move Other

situation situation

Number of stores shopped 2.82 2.65

Number of brands considered 2.53 2.35

Number of different:

Sources considered 3.43 3.50

Sources consulted 2.63 2.72

Commercial sources consulted 1.92 2.09

Independent sources consulted 0.71 0.63

Personal sources consulted 1.08 1.07

Impersonal sources consulted 1.55 1.66

Media advertising sources
consulted 0.67 0.73

Written non-advertising sources

consulted 0.87 0.92

Sources found useful 2.11 2.10

Mahalanobis = 0.0771, Hotelling = 7.2294

-if^ci
= 0.8843, p = 0.530
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Table 8.32

Effect of shopping experience on search scope

No shopping Some shopping

experience experience

Number of stores shopped 2.92 2.40 **

Number of brands considered 2,55 2.26 **

Number of different:

Sources considered 3,76 3.03 **

Sources consulted 2,88 2.39 **

Commercial sources consulted 2,17 1.84 **

Independent sources consulted 0.71 0.55 **

Personal sources consulted 1,20 1.04 *

Impersonal sources consulted 1.68 1.36 **

Media advertising sources

consulted 0.71 0,59

Written non-advertising
sources consulted 0,98 0,77 **

Sources found useful 2.24 1.91 **

Mahalanobis = 0.1629, Hotelling = 21.2387

F = 2.6225, p = 0.008

8,568

* p<0,05, ** p<0,01
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Table 8.33

Effect of appliance type on search scope

Refrigerator/ Washer/
freezer dryer

Number of stores shopped 2.78 2.31 **

Number of brands considered 2.50 2.17 **

Number of different:

Sources considered 3.38 3.14

Sources consulted 2.6 2.5

Commercial sources consulted 2.02 1.87

Independent sources consulted 0.58 0.64

Personal sources consulted 1.05 1.15

Impersonal sources consulted 1.56 1.36

Media advertising sources
consulted 0.66 0.59

Written non-media sources
consulted 0.89 0.77

Sources found useful 2.07 1.95

Mahalanobis = 0.1725, Hotelling = 24.4195

•^8.568 = 24.42, p = 0.003

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Table 8.34

Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

brands considered

Group Mean

Product:

Refrigeration 2.50

Laundry 2.17

Experience: Situation:

None Move 2.96

Failure 2.35

Other 2.32

Some

Move 2.30

Failure 2.15

Other 2.36

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S . d.f . M.S . F. Tail prob-
abi 1 i ty

Mean 2161.81 1 2161.81 1472.66 0.0000

Experience (P) 3.59 1 3.59 2.44 0.1186

Situation (S) 10.95 2 5.47 3.73 0.0247

Product (0) 10.46 1 10.46 7.13 0.0078

P X S 8.99 2 4.49 3.06 0.0477

P X 0 3.82 1 3.82 2.60 0.1072

S X 0 2.39 2 1.20 0.81 0.4432

P X S X 0 2.16 2 1 .08 0.74 0.4790

Error 767.74 523 1.47
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Table 8.35

Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

stores shopped

Group Means

Experience

:

None 2.92

Some 2.40

Situation:

Move 2.82

Failure 2.21

Other 2.65

Product:

Refrigeration 2.78

Laundry 2.32

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F. Tail pron-
abi 1 i ty

Mean 2599.07 1 2599.07 859.39 0.0000

Experience (P) 17.89 1 17.89 5.92 0.0153

Situation (S) 19.63 2 9.81 3.24 0.0398

Product (0) 12.54 1 12.54 4.15 0.0422

P X S 7.95 2 3.97 1.31 0.2698

P X 0 2.15 1 2.15 0.71 0.3998

S X 0 5.59 2 2.79 0.92 0.3978

P X S X 0 4.44 2 2.22 0.73 0.4806

Error 1581.72 523
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reduces the number of stores shopped and a residential move situation,

on average, results in the most number of stores shopped. The refrig-

eration appliance buyers also shop at more stores than the laundry

appliance buyers. The P/S/0 analysis of shopping time was, as might

be expected, similar to that for the number of stores shopped except

for a rather peculiar marginal S x 0 effect (see Table 8.36). Part

of this effect is attributable to a tendency for those buying a

refrigerator or freezer because of a residential move to shop longer

hours but the major reason for the effect was that an unexpectedly high

percentage (655^) of those replacing a still operating laundry appliance

spent less than two hours shopping.

The dominant general characteristic of the P/S/0 analyses of the

consideration, consulting and rated usefulness of the various combinations

of different information sources was a three-way interaction effect (see

Appendix G). When the purchase was failure-forced the inexperienced

refrigerator or freezer buyer considered, consulted and found useful

fewer types of sources than the equivalent buyer of a washer or dryer.

In short, the failure situation had a more acute impact on the use of

sources of information by inexperienced refrigerator buyers. However,

when the purchase was made because of a residential move or in other

circumstance? (i.e., the current appliance was still operating) the

inexperienced refrigerator/freezer buyer considered, consulted and found

useful a wider range of information sources. In particular she

consulted a wider range of commercial sources, impersonal sources and

non-advertising, written sources (i.e., catalogs, brochures and labels

and Consumer Reports). Experience moderated the above situation-

product interaction effect on the number of different sources considered
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Table 8.36

Effects of experience, situation and product on actual

shopping time

Less than

Fvnpripnrp * 2 hours 2 - 4 hrs 5+ hrs

None 39.1% 25.9% 35.0%

1 - 2 45.2 30.0 24.

7

3 + 55.6 19.8 24.7

Situation: Product:

Move Refrigeration 35.8% 25.2% 39.0%

Laundry 40.9 33.3 25.8

Failure Refrigeration 52.7% 27.3% 20.0%

Laundry 50.0 32.4 17.6

Other Refrigeration 38.8% 27.9% 33.3%

Laundry 64.9 12.3 22.8

Effects Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0611 0.0350

Situation (S) 0.0426 0.0054

Product (0) 0.0562 0.0051

P X S 0.6666 0.8584

P X 0 0.3808 0.4792

S X 0 0.0479 0.0475

P X S X 0 0.3014
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and consulted. Amongst the experienced buyers there appeared to be a

simple situation main effect. The failure-forced circumstances reduced

the experienced buyers' consideration and consultation of different

sources. It should be noted that the P/S/0 model when fitted to the

number of different personal sources consulted (repairman, friend or

relative and salesperson) and number of different advertising sources

consulted (newspaper, magazine and TV ads) did not produce any significant

main or interaction effects. The breadth of use of these two types

of sources seems to be independent of experience, purchase situation

and the nature of the product.

Education had a significant main effect on all of the breadth of

search measures except the number of different personal sources consulted

(see Table 8.37). In particular the higher educated consulted a

greater range of non-advertising written sources of information (H23)-

Substituted for experience in the P/S/0 framework, education maintained its

significant effect on the number of brands initially considered, stores

shopped and different types of sources consulted.

Individual Sources of Information Hypotheses

The inexperienced shopper more often read a newspaper advert-

isement and buyers replacing a failed appliance less often read a

newspaper advertisement (see Table 8.38). The residential move

situation did not appear to increase the use of newspaper advertising

(H22)- The exposure to magazine advertising was also influenced

by situation. Those replacing a still operating appliance most

frequently used this source. The buyer in the failure-forced

replacement circumstance least often read a magazine advertisenent

(see Table 8.39). Consultation of a catalog was influenced by experience
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Table 8.37

Effect of education on search scope

Number of stores shopped

Number of brands considered

Number of different:

Sources considered

Sources consulted

Commercial sources consulted

Independent sources consulted

Personal sources consulted

Impersonal sources consulted

Media advertising sources

consulted

Written non-media sources

consulted

Sources found useful

No College

2.42

2.21

3.07

2.40

1 .87

0.53

1.07

1 .33

0.58

0.75

1.89

Col lege

3.02 **

2.76 **

3.83 **

3.00 **

2.19 *

0.81 **

1.15

1.85 **

0.78 **

1.06 **

2.35 **

Mahal anobis = 0.3560, Hotelling = 40.5420

"8,568 = ^-OO^^. p<0.0005

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01
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Table 8.38

Effects of experience, situation and product on reading a newpaper ad

Experience:

None

1 - 2

3 +

Situation:

Move

Failure

Other

Read a newspaper ad

57.1%

44.9

48.8

53.4%

39.4

54.3

Effect

Experience (P)

Situation (S)

Product (0)

P X S

P X 0

S X 0

Eliminating test

Ho probability

0.0597

0.0183

0.9870

0.6091

0.1643

0.4303

Marginal test

Ho probability

0.0383

0.0079

0.2810

0.6568

0.1190

0.3682

P X S X 0 0.6595
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Table 8.39

Effects of exoerisnce, situation and product on reading a magazine ad

Read a magazine ad

Situation:

Move 27.4%

Failure 20.9

Other 35.0

Effect Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.5810 0.5261

Situation (S) 0.0138 0.0131

Product (0) 0.6048 0.6990

p X S 0.9647 0.8739

p X 0 0.2676 0.1456

S X 0 0.5524 0.5548

P X S X 0 0.6451
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(see Table 8.40) but it was not influenced by situation, product or

education. Situation, product and education did however, influence the

consulting of manufacturers' brochures and labels (see Table 8.41 and Tab

8.42). There were no significant interaction effects. Brochures and

labels were significantly less often consulted in product failure

circumstances and by those purchasing a laundry appliance. Buyers with

some college education were almost 50% more likely to have consulted a

brochure or label than buyers with no college education.

The reported incidence of consulting Consumer Reports was not

related to experience, situation or any of its interactions. It was

also not related to any of the components of a P/S/0 model where income

was substituted for experience. This means there is no evidence that

the higher income households consult a professional search service more

often than low income households (H24). Higher education however, is

related to the consulting of Consumer Reports Csee Table 8.43) and hence

received further support.

Situation, not surprisingly, determined whether a repairman was

consulted Csee Table 8.44). Shoppers were marginally more likely to

consult a repairman when buying a laundry appliance.

The consulting of a salesperson was influenced by an unexplainable

situation-product interaction. The buyer replacing a still operating

laundry appliance less frequently consulted a salesperson Csee Table

8.45). Last and not least, the consultation of a friend or relative

was influenced by experience, situation and the nature of the appliance

Csee Table 8.46). The inexperienced more often consulted a friend or

relative and those replacing a failed appliance less often consulted a

friend or relative. There was little strong evidence that those
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Table 8.40

Effects of experience, situation and product on consulting a catalog

Consulted catalog

Experience:

None 43.4%

1 - 2 30.2

3 + 29.3

Effects Eliminating test

Ho probability

Marginal test

Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0091

Situation (S)
r\ one0.3575 u. j/yu

Product (0) 0.4816 0.8491

P X S 0.3337 0.4669

P X 0 0.4714 0.6015

S X 0 0.2056 0.2273

P X S X 0 0.0705
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Table 8.41

Effects of experience, situation and product on consulting brochures

and labels

Product:

Consulted brochures & labels

Situation:

Move 28.8%

Failure 19.4

Other 33.3

Refrigeration 31.7%

Laundry 21.9

Effect Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.4239 0.3155

Situation (S) 0.0644 0.0108

Product (0) 0.0951 0.0106

P X S 0.7998 0.8381

p X 0 0.8590 0.7723

S X 0 0.2674 0.3089

P X S X 0 0.4638
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Table 8.42

Effects of education, situation and product on consulting brochures

and labels

Consulted manufacturers

brochures and labels

Move 28.8%

Failure 19.4

Other 33.3

Education:

No college
OA

. OA

College
"31^ A03 .

1

Effect

L. 1 1 III 1 llCt i. 1 LCO L

Ho probability

Marginal test

Ho probability

Education (P) 0.0241 0.0135

Situation (S) 0.0666 0.0108

Product (0) 0.1034 0.0106

P X S 0.0538 0.0183

P X 0 0.2646 0.1244

S X 0 0.2229 0.3089

P X S X 0 0.8301
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Table 8.43

Effects of education, situation and product on consulting Consumer

Reports

Consulted
Consumer

Education: Reports

No college 17.5%

College 33.3%

Effect

Education (P)

Situation (S)

Product (0)

P X S

P X 0

S X 0

P X S X 0

Eliminating test

Ho probability

0.0003

0.3051

0.6090

0.7181

0.5687

0.3869

0.2015

Marginal test

Ho probability

0.0001

0.1389

0.8784

0.7042

0.7381

0.4353
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Table 8.44

Effects of experience, situation and product on consulting a repairman

Situation: Consulted a repairman

Move 2.6%

Failure 18.5

Other 11.8

Effect Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.7406 0.4398

Situation (S) 0.0000 0.0000

Product (0) 0.0533 0.0013

P X S 0.1674 0.1184

P X 0 0.5650 0.6159

S X 0 0.5722 0.5071

P X S X 0 0.6458
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Table 8.45

Effects of experience, situation and product on consulting salesperson

Consulted Salesperson

Situation: Product

Move Refrigeration 58.9%

Laundry 62.7

Failure Refrigeration 60.7%

Laundry 61.5

Other Refrigeration 59.7%

Laundry 36.8

Effect

Eliminating test

Ho probability

Marginal test

Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.8433 0.8642

Situation (S) 0.1172 0.1997

Product (0) 0.1939 0.3811

P X S 0.7087 0.8922

P X 0 0.6820 0.9430

S X 0 0.0258 0.0322

P X S X 0 0.9915
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Table 8.46

Effects of experience, situation and product on consulting friend

or relative

Consulted friend

Experience:

None 49.7%

1 - 2 36.8

3 + 26.8

Situation:

Move 44.5%

Failure 30.9

Other 41.9

Product:

Refrigeration 36.6%

Laundry 43.3

Effect Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0012 0.0009

Situation (S) 0.0062 0.0214

Product (0) 0.0065 0.1103

p X S 0.6156 0.6622

P X 0 0.7008 0.5982

S X 0 0.2030 0.1719

P X S X 0 0.2180
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purchasing because of a residential move more often consulted new

friends or relatives than buyers in both of the other conditions CH22)'

The effect of appliance type was also not in the expected direction.

Those buying a laundry appliance were more likely to consult a friend

or relative than those purchasing a refrigerator. This is perhaps due

to the special function that friends or relatives (particularly a mother)

play in advising about how to best wash and dry clothes and what type of

laundry appliance should be purchased. Income, when substituted for

experience in the P/S/0 model (see Table 8.47) did not significantly

relate to the incidence of consulting friends or relatives (H24).

Store Shopping Hypotheses

Buyers replacing a failed appliance are less likely to shop at a

discount store (H2g) but they are also less likely to shop at all other

types of stores except for the specialty appliance store (see Tables 8.48,

8.49 and 8.50). The buyers shopping as a result of a residential move

are not more likely to shop at Sears (H2g) and as hypothesized (H^q)

experienced buyers are not more likely to visit a specialty appliance

store. The type of store where the purchase was actually made was not

significantly influenced by any of the P/S/0 effects (see Table 8.51).

The trend, however, was for the more experienced to make a purchase at

a specialty store and for those who were replacing a failed appliance to

also more frequently purchase at a specialty store.

Purchase Hypotheses

Although those in the residential move purchase circumstances were

more uncertain before shopping and shopped more, they did not turn

out to be more likely to change their initial intentions (H22) or more

likely to purchase a brand different from that previously owned.
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Table 8.47

Effects of income, situation and product on consulting a

friend or relative

Consulted
friend or

Household Income: relative

Under $15,000 41.8%

$15,000 plus 37.3

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effect Ho probability Ho probability

Income (P) 0.1636 0.2789

Situation (S) 0.0018 0.0214

Product (0) 0.0112 0.1103

P X S 0.6073 0.6423

P X 0 0.8338 0.8462

S X 0 0.1994 0.1719

P X S X 0 0.2971
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Table 8.48

Effect of experience, situation and product on visiting

discount store

Visited

Situation discount
store

Move 30.4%

Failure 17.0

Other 29.6

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effect Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.2041 0.1266

Situation (S) 0.0227 0.0048

Product (0) 0.3762 0.0559

p X S 0.3152 0.3759

P X 0 0.2808 0.1699

S X 0 0.2083 0.1743

P X S X 0 0.1738
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Table 8.49

Effects of experience, situation and product on visiting Sears

Situation: Visited Sears

Move 61.3%

Failure 48.5

Other 61.8

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effects Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.2818 0.2113

Situation (S) 0.0194 0.0186

Product (0) 0.4759 0.8434

P X S 0.8047 0.7790

P X 0 0.2869 0.2031

S X 0 0.8492 0.8344

P X S X 0 0.1282
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Table 8.50

Effect of experience, situation and product on visiting

specialty appliance store

Experience: Visited a specialty store

None 64.6%

1 - 2 57.2

3+ 58.5

Situation:

Move 62.8%

Failure 55.8

Other 60.2

Product:

Refrigeration 62.5%

Laundry 56.2

Eliminating test Marginal test
bH^Sl Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.3592 0.2813

Situation (S) 0.6469 0.3948

Product (0) 0.2832 0.1430

P x S 0.2183 0.2393

P X 0 0.8721 0.7892

S X 0 0.6051 0.6445

P X S X 0 0.0876
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Table 8.51

Effects of experience, situation and product on store choice

Type of store purchase made at:

Experience : Appliance General Other
Merchandiser

None 33.5% 41.9% 24.6%

1 - 2 36.3 40.9 22.8

3+ 46.3 31.7 22.0

Situation:

Move 35.6% 41.0% 23.4%

Failure 43.1 36.9 20.0

Other 33.0 41.2 25.8

Product:

Refrigeration 38.1% 39.1% 22.9%

Laundry 35.5 40.8 23.7

r:ff .
Eliminating test Marginal test

"^^^^^^
Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.4345 0.3646

Situation (S) 0.2804 0.3750

Product (0) 0.4036 0.8332

P X S 0.1188 0.1215

P X 0 0.5820 0.4766

S X 0 0.7511 0.8127

P X S X 0 0.4221
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Brand loyalty did appear to be affected by an interaction pf experience

and situation (see Table 8.52). The buyers with some experience 0 or

2 previous purchases) were less likely to be brand loyal when making a

failure- forced replacement purchase. However, the more experienced

shopper (3 or more previous purchases) was more likely to be brand

loyal when making a failure-forced replacement, indeed more than twice

as loyal than when trading-up. Those buying a refrigerator or freezer

less frequently fulfilled initial brand intentions than the buyers of

washers and dryers (see Table 8.53). The inexperienced buyer did not

turn out to be more likely to switch his or her initial intentions (Hjg).

The hypotheses that failure- forced replacement purchases are less

likely to be made at a sale price (H^^) was supported (see Table 8.54).

The P/S/0 framework was also used to attempt to explain the reasons

for stopping shopping and post-purchase satisfaction. The buyers with

considerable experience were more likely to stop shopping because they

found exactly what they had wanted (see Table 8.55) and the buyers of

washers and dryers were more likely to be very satisfied with their

purchase than the buyers of refrigerators and freezers (see Table 8.56).

Experience and purchase situation did not significantly influence the

percentage of buyers who were very satisfied with their purchase.

Process Hypotheses

Uncertainty and Behavior Hypotheses

To reduce the amount of analysis that would have been needed to

fully explore the relationships between the uncertainty measures,

motivation-interest measures and behavior measures, the factor scores

derived from the analyses presented in Chapter Seven were used instead

of the actual measures. The relationships between the uncertainty
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Table 8.52

Effects of experience, situation and product on brand loyalty

txpen ence

.

O 1 LUd L 1 Ull

Bought same brand

as previously owned

1-2 previous
purchases

Move

Failure

37.

24.

4%

.7

Other 33..3

j+ previous
purchases Move 42,.9%

Failure 56 .7

Other 26 1

Effect Eliminating test

Ho probability
Marginal test

Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0609 0.0623

Situation (S) 0.4101 0.4961

Product (0) 0.2912 0.4345

P X S 0.0140 0.0261

P X 0 0.3298 0.8178

S X 0 0.9718 0.8860

P X S X 0 0.4441
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Table 8.53

Effects of experience, situation and product on change in brand

intentions

Fulfilled initial Changed brand

brand intention intentions

Refrigerator/freezer 63,6% 36.4%

Washer/dryer 74.2 25.8

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effect Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.4556 0.3699

Situation (S) 0.1241 0.0329

Product (0) 0.0393 0.0090

P X S 0.5147 0.6914

P X 0 0.5068 0.6950

S X 0 0.3093 0.3151

P X S X 0 0.7917
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Table 8.54

Effects of experience, situation and product on sale purchases

Situation: Purchased on

sale

Move 78.3%

Failure 64.0

Other 70.8

Effects Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.1645 0.1106

Situation (S) 0.0223 0.0118

Product (0) 0.9565 0.4079

P X S 0.5961 0.3741

p X 0 0.4405 0.2119

S X 0 0.8825 0.9336

P X S X 0 0.2907
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Table 8.55

Effects of experience, situation and product on reason for

stopping

Found exactly what Chose best of

was wanted models seen

Experience:

None 65.5% 34.5%

1 - 2 64.9 35.1

3+ 77.5 22.5

Eliminating test Marginal test
Effect Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0712 0.0820

Situation (S) 0.6145 0.8912

Product (0) 0.1422 0.2165

P X S 0.7603 0.7743

P X 0 0.3783 0.4263

S x 0 0.1722 0.1297

P X S x 0 0.7346
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Table 8.56

Effects of experience, situation and product on post-purchase

satisfaction

Product: Very
satisfied

Refrigeration 66.9%

Laundry 76.0

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effects Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.2173 0.2756

Situation (S) 0.6871 0.8257

Product (0) 0.0114 0.0207

P X S 0.2643 0.1841

P X 0 0.1230 0.0843

S X 0 0.8817 0.6479

P X S X 0 0.3393
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factor scores, motivation- interest scores and behavior factor scores are

surmarized in Table 8.57. The rnost substantial correlation (r = 0.40)

was between uncertainty over brand choice, model choice and where to

shop (Ul) and shopping scope (SI). The greater the prior uncertainty over

what to do, the greater shopping activity. The same prior uncertainty

had a much weaker effect on the range of different sources consulted

and had an insignificant relationship with the consideration time-lag.

Knowledge uncertainty had no impact on the search and shopping factors.

The canonical correlation analysis presented in Table 8.58 confirms

that knowledge uncertainty had little impact on search activity. This

analysis also reveals that perceived time-pressure had very little impact

on the breadth and scope of shopping and search. The relatively strong

relationship was between shopping activity (number of brands initially

considered, number of stores shopped and actual shopping time) and

choice uncertainty (what to buy and where to shop). The term "relatively"

is used because the canonical relationship explained only 20% of the

variability in the canonical variates. To summarize, shopping behavior

is related to only prior choice uncertainty and not prior knowledge.

Both uncertainty factors were negatively correlated with the desire

to obtain the latest technology. The more knowledgeable were more likely

to seek to obtain the latest technology and attempt to identify likely

operating problems. Addressing specifically H^s* P^^^^ unsureness was

not positively related to agreement with the statement "I wanted to learn

new things about appliances". The two uncertainty factors correlated

slightly negatively (r = -0.03 and r = -0.15) with this motivational

measure. Learning new things can at times perhaps create greater uncertainty
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Table 8.57

Prior uncertainty, interest and motivations and search and

shopping factor correlation matrix

Ul U2 Ml M2 M3 SI S2

Uncertainty over what

to do (Ul)

Knowledge uncertainty (U2) 0.00

0.00

0.00 0.00

0.13*-0. 21**0. 01

0.2f*-0.n* 0.02 0.00

0.02 -0.13*-0.04 0.00 0.00

* p < 0.05

** p < 0.001

Tried to find faults (HI) 0.08 -0.21

Wanted to spend little

time (M2) -0.04 0.00

Wanted to obtain the

newest (M3) -0.18**-0.15'

Shopping activity/
scope (SI) 0.40**-0.02

Range of different 0.17**-0.06
sources (S2)

Consideration time

lag (S3) 0.07 0.04

**
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Table 8.58

Canonical correlation between shopping and search activity and

prior uncertainty and time pressure

Correlation Matrix UI U2 PTP SI

What to do uncertainty (Ul)

Knowledge uncertainty (U2) 0.00

Perceived time pressure (PTP) -0.03 0.12

Shopping activity (SI) 0.40 -0.02 -0.01

Use of difference sources (S2) 0.18 -0.06 0.01 0.00

Canonical Correlation Analysis

Bartlett's test of the

- . n n eigenvalue
Canonical Eigenvalue Canonical R

Root Chi -square d.f. p value

1 0.2011 0.448 121.65 6 0.00000

2 0.0025 0.050 1.32 2 0.51685

Canonical variable loadings:

Shopping activity 0.908

Use of difference sources 0.417

What to do uncertainty 0.995

Knowledge uncertainty -0.098

Purchase time pressure -0.014
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rather than reduce uncertainty and can consequently not be a particularly

attractive objective to the initially uncertain.

Uncertainty and Use of Information Sources

Table 8.59 presents the relationships between the original

uncertainty measures and the consulting of seven of the different sources.

Brand choice uncertainty and store choice uncertainty had the most

effect on the consultation of the different sources. Uncertainty over

the important considerations In making the choice had the least effect.

The pattern of significant relationships suggested that:

• Uncertainty over the features that are available results in

greater consultation of catalogs, brochures and labels and

salespeople,

• Performance uncertainty is inexplicably related to the

greater consultation of newspaper advertising,

• Brand choice uncertainty is related to greater consultation

of newspaper ads, catalogs, brochures and labels. Consumer

Reports, friends and relatives, and salespeople,

• Model choice uncertainty is related to greater consultation

of newspaper advertising, catalogs, friends and relatives and

salespeople, and

• Store choice uncertainty is related to greater consultation

of all of the sources except the salesperson.

The consultation of a variety of different sources was not

very strongly related to uncertainty but from the above findings it is

clear that the consultation of specific types of sources was affected

by specific types of uncertainty. Appendix H reveals that uncertainty also

increased the rated usefulness of three of the major sources although

again the valuation of each source depended on the type of uncertainty.
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Table 8.59

Prior uncertainty and use of information sources

Percentage of the white appliance shoppers Mho consulted the

following sources:

Newspaper
ads

Magazine
ads

Catalogs Brochures
& labels

Consumer
Reports

Friends &

relatives
Salespers

Feature
uncertainty:

Very sure 35.9? 12.0% 27.7% 20.1% 17. 4^ 35.31 52.2%

Somewhat sure 44.0 13.1 39.8 32.5 22.0 41.7 59.9

nob sure lU.D JU.U 9Q 0 AC 04b. J /H.O

p'0.066t p=0.8214 p=0.0244 p-0.0117 p=0.0972 p=0.2073 p=0.0055

Performance
uncertai nty

:

Very sure 28.41 17.41 26.6% 21.1% 19.3% 31.21 50.5%

Somewhat sure 44.6 11.5 38.7 30.8 22.6 44.6 62.0

Not sure 47.7 10.6 35.8 27.8 21.2 36.4 60.9

p=0.0040 p=0.1984 p=0.0774 p=0.1525 p-0.7580 p=0.301 p«0.1005

Criteria
uncertainty

Very sure 44.

n

14.55 32.6% 29.1% 24. 2S 40.5% 59.0%

Somewhat sure 44.2 11.7 38.9 29.4 21.9 40.8 • 58.5

Not sure 32.8 9.4 35.9 20.3 12.5 35.9 64.1

p«0.2287 p=0.4550 p=0.3524 p=0.3428 p=0.1328 p=0.7686 p=0.7n8

Brand choice
uncertainty:

Very sure 31.51 11. 7S 27.2% 18.3% 15.0*, 32.9% 51.2%

Somewhat sure 48.1 13.0 40.3 31.6 25.5 42.9 59.7

Not sure 48.4 11.9 41.3 36.5 24.6 45.2 70.6

p=0.0005 p=0.9130 p= 0.0054 p=0.0003 p=0.0160 P' 0.0344 p=0.0019

Model choice
uncertainty:

Very sure 33.51 12.9% 28.2% 22.4% 17.7% 30.0% 51.8%

Somewhat sure 46.2 10.8 35.8 28.5 23.1 43.5 5S.9

Not sure 46.0 13.9 43.6 34.4 23.4 45.3 69.3

P'0.0?13 p=0.6245 p=0.0179 p=0.0667 p=0.3401 p=0.0069 p=0.0077

Store choice
uncertainty:

Very sure 33. Oi 8.2% 27.0% 20.2% 13.1% 29.2% 56.2%

Somewhat sure 48.1 16.2 44.3 34.9 30.6 50.6 62.)

Not sure 57.4 14.7 39.7 33.8 20.6 44.1 60.3

p^^O.OOOl p-0.0211 p«0.0002 p«0.0006 p=0.0000 p'0.0000 p«0.3919
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While Table 8.60 shows that uncertain buyers tended to rely more

on others' advice the uncertainty factor scores did not discriminate

very well between the buyers who mostly relied on experience and

knowledge and the buyers who mostly relied on others' advice. A

discriminant analysis (BMD:P7M) was run using the two uncertainty factors

and purchase time-pressure as the independent variables. The most

important discriminator was uncertainty over what to do, followed by

knowledge uncertainty and purchase time-pressure (see Table 8.61).

These three measures correctly predicted whether the shopper had mostly

relied on other people's advice or on their own past experience only 66.5%

of the time. A similar analysis was undertaken to attempt to discriminate

between the group of buyers who mostly relied on new information and

the group who mostly relied on experience and knowledge. Sixty-five

percent of the buyers were correctly classified by a model with 'what to

do' uncertainty again the dominant discriminator (see Table 8.62).

Motivation and Behavior Hypotheses

Those buyers who wanted to spend as little time as possible

shopping, relied more on past experience, spent less time shopping,

were less likely to visit the different types of stores and were more

likely to stop shopping and choose the best model they had seen (see

Table 8.63). They were not significantly more or less likely to rely

on other people's advice, to be brand loyal, to change their brand and

model intentions, to purchase on sale or to negotiate a lower price.

However, many of the trends in these measures were in the direction

expected and stated in H^g. The buyers who were interested in getting

the purchase over as quickly as possible were ultimately just as satisfied

with their purchase as those who did not express such an interest.
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Table 8.60

Uncertainty and reliance on others' advice

Feature uncertainty:

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Performance uncertainty:

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Criteria uncertainty:

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Brand choice uncertainty

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Model choice uncertainty

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Where to shop uncertainty

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Mostly relied

on others
advice

20.9%

38.5

50.8

20.4%

34.3

46.0

27.4%

36.9

55.6

22.8%

34.7

54.0

22.0%

29.8

56.6

25.7%

38.8

54.4

Mostly relied

on past

experience

79.1%

61.5

49.2 p

79.6%

65.7

54 0 p

= 0.0000

= 0.0001

72.6%

63.1

44.4 p = 0.0001

77.2%

65.4

46.0 p = 0.0000

78.0%

70.2

43.4 p = 0.0000

74.3%

61.2

45.6 p = 0.0000
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Table 8.61

Distriminant analysis of reliance on others' advice using

prior uncertainty and purchase time pressure

Discriminant Analysis

Step
Number

1

2

3

Variable entered

What to do uncertainty

Knowledge uncertainty

Purchase time pressure

F value

to enter

35.55*

17.35*

13.52*

Overall

Approximate
F

35.55

26.99

22.92

d.f.

1 ,539

2,538

3,537

Jacknifed classification

Group:

Mostly Past experience

Mostly Others' advice

Total

Percent correct:

68.6%

62.8%

66.5%

* p < 0.01
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Table 8.62

Discriminant analysis of reliance on new information using prior

uncertainty and purchase time pressure

Discriminant Analysis

^
Overall

Number
Variable entered [JHH Approximate d.f.

1 What to do uncertainty 35.90* 35.90 1,537

2 Knowledge uncertainty 4.97* 20.57 2,536

3 Perceived time pressure 5.30* 15.59 3,535

Jacknifed classification

Group: Percent correct:

Mostly Past experience 67.2%

Mostly New information 59.9%

Total 64.9%

* p < 0.01
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Table 8.63

Wanting to spend as little time as possible and shopping

behavior

Wanted to spend as little

time as possible:

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Not agree

Wanted to spend as little

time as possible

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Not agree

Wanted to spend as little

time as possible:

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Not agree

Relied mostly on

Past
experience

New
information

83.5%

67.8%

62.

n

16.5%

32.2%

37.9% p = 0.0001

Relied mostly on:

Others

'

Past

advice experience

27.0% 73.0%

34.8 65.2

37.8 62.2 p = 1

Actual shopping time

Under 2-4 5-8 9 plus

2 hrs hrs hrs hrs

61.4% 22.1% 5.5% 11.0%

45.3 34.3 12.7 7.7

35.3 25.5 20.4 18.8

= 0.1118

0.0000

Wanted to spend as little

time as possible:

Visited
specialty
store

Visited
Sears

Visited
discount
store

Strongly agree 50.4% 41.9% 14.7%

Somewhat agree 57.1 62.6 24.7

Not agree 65.1 63.9 33.3

p = 0.0171 p = 0.0001 p = 0.0004
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Continued

Wanted to spend as

little time as

possible:

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Not agree

Wanted to spend as

little time as

possible:

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Not agree

Wanted to spend as

little time as possible

Changed
brand
intention

25.0%

36.8

32.4 p=0.0897

Purchased
on sale

Changed
model

intention

26.8%

31.7

35.2 p=0.2507

Negotiated

a lower
price

Were
brand

loyal

35.5%

28.4

28.8 p=0.3548

65.6%

74.0

13.3%

20.3

74.5 p=0.1538 20.8 p=0.1769

Reason for stopping shopping

Found exactly
what was wanted

Further shopping not
worth the effort,
chose best of models
seen

Strongly agree 59 8% 40 2%

Somewhat agree 62 9 37 1

Not agree 74 0 26 0 p = 0.0073

Post purchase satisfaction

Wanted to spend
as little time
as possible:

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

Not agree

Very
satisfied

Satisfied Neutral dis- Very dis-
satisfied satisfied

70.5% 24.8% 2.3% 1.6% 0.8%

67.6 26.9 2.8 2.2 0.6

76.1 20.4 1.6 1.6 0.4 p=0.8175
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The factor analysis undertaken in Chapter Seven established that

wanting to spend as little time as possible was not strongly related

to the other search and shopping motivations. H^g suggested that those

buyers in a hurry would be less interested in certain search and shopping

objectives. It is possible that the desire to purchase in a hurry was

not directly related to perceived purchase time-pressure. Some of the

buyers may have had to purchase in a hurry and indicated they had not

wanted to and vice versa. To check on this, perceived time-pressure

was crossed with four of the major search motivations and interests

(see Appendix I). The results indicate that while perceived time-

pressure and the desire to spend as little time as possible were related,

18% who strongly agreed they wanted to spend as little time as possible

were under very little time-pressure and 21% of those who had indicated

they were under great time-pressure did not agree with the motivational

statement. Time-pressure was also negatively related to wanting to

enjoy the shopping and obtain the latest technology but it was not related

to agreement with the statement indicating an effort was made to find out

what might be wrong or go wrong with the models looked at.

The relationship between the motivations and search behaviors

expected in H^^ was examined in a canonical correlation analysis presented

in Table 8.64. Only one root was significant and it only explained a

paltry 5% of the variability in the composite variables representing the

sets of measures. The correlation matrix confirms that all of the

correlations between the individual motivations and individual search

measures were low (less than n.20). The cross-tab tests of the

relationships between the motivation measures and purchase behavior

were also generally weak and not statistically significant (see
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Table 8.64

Desire to learn and explore and search behavior

MI M3 M5 NBC NSS SU ASU

Interest in learning

new things (Ml

)

Wanted to enjoy
shopping (M3)

Wanted to obtain the

latest (M5)

Number of brands

considered

Number of stores

shopped

Number of diff-

erent sources

Advertising source

used

Actual shopping
time

0.54

0.36 0.27

0.12 0.16 0.10

0.10 0.18 0.06

0.19 0.16 0.08

0.12 0.09 0.10

0.10 0.18 0.07

0.66

0.41 0.41

0.25 0.26 0.68

0.48 0.62 0.39 0.27

Canonical
Root

1

2

3

Eigen
value

0.0532

0.0146

0.010

Canonical
correlation R

0.231

0.121

0.097

Bartlett's test for remaining

Eigenvalues

Chi -square

42.42

13.03

5.13

d.f.

15

8

3

Canonical variable loadings

Interested in learning new things 0.805

Wanted to enjoy shopping 0.929

Wanted to obtain latest . 0.403

p value

0.00019

0.11084

0.16278

Number of brands considered

Number of stores shopped

Sources used

Advertising sources used

Actual shopping time

0.709

0.725

0.853

0.513

0.745
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Table 8.65). The one relationsKtp that was significant suggested that

those who attempted to find out what might be wrong or go wrong with the

models looked at tended to be less brand loyal. These buyers were also

marginally more likely to change their initial brand intention.

Perceived Differences Hypotheses

The extent of the perceived differences between brands was

expected to be related to the time spent shopping, number of stores

shopped, number of brands considered and use of Consumer Reports. To

investigate these relationships the measures of perceived overall brand

difference and perceived price difference between brands were used.

The factor analysis showed that these two measures were substantially

independent of each other.

Before examining the actual relationships, some effort was made

to determine whether any of the terms of the standard P/S/0 model were

related to these two brand difference measures. With respect to overall

brand difference perceptions, none of the terms was significant. An

education/experience/ product model did produce a significant effect (see

Table 8.66). The college educated shopper less frequently indicated

that she did not know whether any differences existed but when she did

indicate knowledge she more often indicated that overall the brands

differed only somewhat or very little. Education as a main or inter-

active effect did not influence the perception of brand price differences

but an experience-product interaction was observed (see Table 8.67).

The inexperienced buyer of a refrigerator or freezer was more likely to

perceive a great or extreme price difference between brands. A similar

effect was not present amongst the purchasers of laundry appliances.
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Table 8.65

Learning, enjoyment and desire to obtain the latest motivations and

decision behavior

Changed Changed Were

initial initial brand

brand 1 oval

Wanted to learn new things: intention intention

Strongly agree 33.3% 31.4% 28.6%

Somewhat agree 34.7 32.8 33.3

Not aaree 29.8 32.7 27.7

-> - n c/iKn
p - U.t)40U n = 0 4373

Wanted to enjoy shopping:

Strongly agree 31.4% 28.6% 20.0%

Somewhat agree 36.9 33.5 29.3

Not agree 30.6 32.7 >3u.y

p = 0.3715 p = 0.8510 P = 0.4538

naue an eTTort uo Tina out

what might be or go wrong

with models looked at:

Strongly agree 35.5% 37.1% 27.1%

Somewhat agree 34.8 31.9 26.0

Not agree 25.2 28.2 41.2

p = 0.0762 p = 0.2467 P = 0.0064

Wanted to obtain the latest:

Strongly agree 28.8% 24.4% 35.7%

Somewhat agree 35.2 35.8 28.8

Not agree 30.1 31.3 29.4

p = 0.3908 p = 0.1292 P = 0.4768
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Table 8.66

Effects of experience, education and product on perceived brand

differences

Perceived overall brand variability

Great Little uo nu I* IsriUW

Education:

No college 24.6% 56.2% 19.2%

Lo 1 1 ege 19.5 68.8 11.7

Effect

Eliminating test

Ho probability

Marginal test

Ho probability

Experience (X) 0.5077 0.6690

Education (E) 0.0127 0.0164

Product (0) 0.1181 0.1117

X X E 0.8480 0.9214

X X 0 0.3876 0.4027

E X 0 0.9257 0.9246

X X E X 0 0.9343
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Table 8.67

The effect of experience, situation and product on perceived

price variability

Perceived price variability

Product: Experience: Great Little Do not

Refrigeration None 64.4% 30.8% 4.8%

1 - 2 38.7 52.7 8.7

3+ 28.6 59.5 11.9

Laundry None 44.6% 47.7% 7.7%

1 - 2 50.0 43.8 6.2

3+ 44.4 50.0 5.6

Effect Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Experience (P) 0.0190 0.0212

Situation (S) 0.6376 0.7684

Product (0) 0.5807 0.8540

P X S 0.5648 0.5381

P X 0 0.0285 0.0162

S X 0 0.8814 0.8320

P X S X 0 0.3616
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Given the possibility that perceived time-pressure might moderate

the effect of the brand difference perceptions on shopping behavior,

this measure was included in the log-linear model fitting. The effects

of overall brand difference perceptions on actual shopping time, number

of stores shopped, number of brands initially considered and the

consulting of Consumer Reports are presented in Tables 8.68 to 8.71.

The shoppers who, when questioned, did not know what differences existed

spent less time shopping, shopped fewer stores, considered fewer brands

initially and less frequently consulted Consumer Reports. It was

primarily these shoppers who produced the brand difference main effect.

An interesting tendency, however, emerged. Those who perceived that

there was little overall difference between the brands tended to more

frequently consider more than one brand than those who perceived that

big differences existed. This suggests that some of the shoppers who

considered only one brand did so because they believed it was clearly

superior. In such circumstances overall brand difference perceptions

work against, rather than for, increasing the search scope. Perceived

time-pressure did not moderate the effect of brand difference but it

did have a main effect on shopping time and the consulting of Consumer

Reports.

The effect of price difference perceptions on actual shopping time,

number of stores shopped and number of brands initially considered was

more along the lines expected (see Tables 8.72 to 8.74). Again, those

unaware of the extent of price difference undertook the least shopping

and considered fewer brands. But those perceiving the greatest

difference in prices did indeed shop more and consider a greater number

of brands than those perceiving little price difference between the brands.
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Table 8.68

Effects of perceived brand differences and time pressure on

actual shopping time

Perceived overall difference:

Big difference

Little difference

Do not know

Actual shopping time

Under 2 hrs 2-4 hrs 5+ hrs

41.1% 28. 7% 30.2%

41.4 29,,2 29.5

58.9 23,.2 17.9

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effects Ho probability Ho probability

Perceived overall difference (D) 0.0328 0.0314

Perceived time pressure (T) 0.0299 0.0284

D X T 0.6625
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Table 8.69

Effects of perceived brand differences and time-pressure

on number of stores shopped

Number of stores shopped

Perceived overall difference: __I 2-3 4+

Big difference 33.9% 42.3% 23.9%

Little difference 30.4 41.1 28.6

Do not know 54.2 33.3 12.5

Effects Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Perceived overall difference (V) 0.0003 0.0003

Perceived time-pressure (T) 0.2953 0.3049

V X T 0.3985
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Table

Effects of perceived brand

on number of brands

8.70

difference and time-pressure

considered

Perceived overall difference:

Big difference

Little difference

Do not know

Number of brands considered

1 2-3 4+

31. 3% 51 .2% 17.6%

24. 1 56 .6 19.3

45. 3 47 .4 7.3

Effects Eliminating test Marginal test

Ho probability Ho probability

Perceived overall difference (D) 0.0006 0.0006

Perceived time-pressure (T) 0.3673 0.3884

D X T 0.8006
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Table 8.71

Effect of perceived brand differences and time-pressures on

consulting of consumer reports

Perceived overall difference:

Big difference

Some difference

Do not know

Perceived time-pressure:

Other

Great

Consumer Reports
Consulted

26.7%

22.0

13.4

24.1%

11.2

Effect
Eliminating test

Ho probability
Marginal test
Ho probability

Perceived overall
difference (D) 0.0530

Perceived time-pressure (T) 0.0025

D X T 0.1975

0.0438

0.0020
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Table 8.72

Effects of perceived price differences and time-pressure on

actual shopping time

Actual shopping time

Perceived price difference: Under 2 hrs 2-4 hrs 5+ hrs

Big difference 34.5% 32.6% 33 0%

Little difference 48.3 24.9 26 .8

Do not know 84.4 11.1 4 .5

Perceived time-pressure

Less than great 42.8% 27.0% 30 .2%

Great 53.3 29.0 17 .7

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effects Ho probability Ho probability

Perceived price difference (D)

Perceived time-pressure (T)

D X T

0.0000

0.0314

0.7038

0.0000

0.0225
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Table 8.73

Effects of perceived price differences and time-pressure

on number of stores shopped

Number of stores shopped

Perceived price difference:
-j 2-3 4+

Big difference 24.1% 44.1% 31.8%

Little difference 37.2 41.5 21.3

Do not know 91.0 4.5 4.5

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effects Ho probability Ho probability

Perceived price difference (D) 0.0000 0.0000

Perceived time-pressure (T) 0.3531 0.3110

D X T 0.8071
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Table 8.74

Effects of perceived price differences and time-pressure on

number of brands considered

Number of brands considered

Perceived price difference:

Big difference

Little difference

Do not know

1 2 - 3 4+

23.3% 54 2% 22.5%

27.8 58 7 13.5

75.0 22 .7 2.3

Eliminating test Marginal test

Effects Ho probability Ho probability

Perceived price difference (D) 0.0000 0.0000

Perceived time-pressure (T) 0.5640 0.4296

D X T 0.9671
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The direction of the relation between the perceived differences

between brands and shopping and search behaviour is, however, very

much open to question. The brand difference perception measures were

undertaken after shopping and did not seek the recall of such

perceptions prior to shopping. Lack of shopping because of strong

brand loyalty or for whatever other reason will logically result in

ignorance about the variability in the offering. It is also quite

possible that more extensive shopping leads to the perception that

greater price variability exists in the market, rather than perception

that greater price variability in the market leads to more extensive

shopping. If this is so, then greater search effort increases price

variability perceptions but does not affect overall variability

perceptions.

Consulting Consumer Reports and Purchase Behavior

A greater percentage of the shoppers who claimed to have consulted

Consumer Reports did as H^g suggests, consider many more brands and

change their brand intentions {see Table 8.75). They did not, however,

show a significantly greater tendency to change their initial model

intentions and they shopped in more rather than fewer stores. The

consulting of the consumer magazine appears to encourage, or at least

complement, rather than substitute for shopping activity.

Private Brand Buyer Behavior

The hypothesis (H^q) that private brand buyers would be more price

conscious and undertake more comparison shopping was only partly supported.

The buyer of an appliance from Sears, Wards or Penneys (the private

brand appliance retailers) did not spend more time shopping (see Table

8.76). Appendix J shows that the type of store where purchase was made
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Table 8.75

Behavior of those who consulted consumer reports

Number of brands initially considered

Under 5 5 plus

Did not consult CR

Consulted Consumer Reports

Did not consult CR

Consulted Consumer Reports

Did not consult CR

Consulted Consumer Reports

Did not consult CR

Consulted Consumer Reports

96.1%

89.3

3.9%

10.7
p = 0.0066

Number of stores shopped

1-2 3 or more

62.1%

34.4

37.9%

65.6
p = 0.0000

Fulfilled initial brand intention

Yes No

71.1%

58.2

28.9%

41.8
p = 0.0089

Fulfilled initial model intention

Yes No

69.5% 3U.5%

62.8 37.2
p = 0.1986
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Table 8.76

Private brand buyers' shopping behavior

PprrPivpd orice difference between brands

Don ' t Very Some

know Little differ-

differ- ence

ence

A lot of

differ-
ence

A tremen-

differ-
ence

Private brand 9% 8% 30% 36% 17%

National brand 7 10 41 28 15

Actual shopping

Under 2-4
2 hours hours

time

5 +

hours

p = 0.05

Private brand 46% 28% 26%

National brand 44 27 = 0.65

Choice strategy

Relied mostly Relied mostly

on new on exper-

information ience

Private brand 28% 72%

National brand 33 67 P = 0.30

Relied mostly Relied mostly

on advice on exper-
ience

Private brand 31% 69%

National brand 37 63 P = 0.14
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did not influence other measures of shopping activity and range of

sources consulted. However, when it came down to the specific use of

different sources, the private brand buyer did more frequently consider,

consult and find useful, newspaper advertising and catalogs (see Table

8.77). On the other hand the buyer who purchased a national brand at a

specialty appliance store more often considered, consulted and found

useful a repairman and salesperson. This discriminating use of sources

was confirmed in the choice of the source first consulted and the source

found most useful (see Table 8.78). The private brand buyer did not

rely less on past experience but a much higher percentage of them did

purchase their appliance at a sale price (see Table 8.79). The

incidence of negotiated price deals was, as might be expected, very low

for the private brand purchases but quite high (at least a quarter) for

the national brand purchases. Overall, one third of those purchasing

a national brand at a specialty store paid the "normal" price, compared

with only one in eight of those purchasing a private brand from Sears,

Wards or Penneys.

The Decision Participation Hypothesis

None of the relationships suggested by H^i were supported. The

appliance purchases that involved joint decision making and shopping did

not result in more time spent shopping, did not result in a significantly

greater number of private brand purchases (although the trend was in that

direction) and did not result in a higher incidence of very satisfied

shoppers (see Table 8.80). In fact the trend was for those who had

indicated they had made the purchase jointly to indicate less satisfaction

with the purchase. Perhaps this reflects the compromise that had to be

made with a spouse which was not required when the primary responsibility

was in the hands of a single person.
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Table 8.77

Private brand buyer's use of information sources

Type of
store where
purchase
was made

Did not
think about
consulting
newspaper ad.

Thought
about but

did not
consult
newspaper ad .

Consulted Consulted

newspaper and found

ad. newspaper
ad useful

Special ity

store.

Sears, Wards,

Penneys

.

Other types

of stores.

Speciality
store.

Sears, Wards,
Penneys

.

Other types

of stores.

Speciality
store.

Sears, Wards,
Penneys

.

Other types
of stores

50.0% 19 7 ?4 n 100%

40.8% 8.4 10.0 40.8 100%

57.8% Q

H^: P

?? 7

= 0.0010

100%

Did not
rmnK asouL
consulting
catalog

Thought
a Krti I + KiltaUUU L UU L>

did not
consult
catalog

Consulted
f a + a 1 nn

Consulted
and found

catalog
useful

67.2% 10.2 7.4 15.2 100%

37.9% 9.6 9.2 43.3 100%

60.2% 16.4 2.3

H^: P

21.1

= 0.0000

100%

Did not
think about
consulting
salesperson

Thought
about but
did not
consult
salesperson

Consulted
sales-
person

Consulted
and found
sales-
person
useful

31.9% 4.4 7.8 55.9 100%

42.9% 3.3 8.4 45.4 100%

39.1% 3.1 16.4 41.4 100%

H„: P
0

= 0.0198
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Table 8.77 (continued)

Did not
think about
consulting
salesperson

Speciality
store. 78.4%
Sears, Wards,
Penneys. 82.8%
Other types

of stores. 88.7%

Thought
about but

did not
consult
repairman

10.3

10.5

5.9

Consulted
repairman

5.9

1.3

3.1

Consulted
and found
repairman
useful

11.3

5.4

9.4

0.0166

100%

100%

100%
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Table 8.78

Relationship between store where purchase was made and the

source first consulted and the most useful information source,

Type of store where purchase was made;

Source first consulted: Specialty
store

Newspaper ad 14.5%

Repairman 9.3

Catalog 9.3

Brochure & labels 4.1

Magazine ad 0.0

Friend or relative 17.4

Salesperson 29.7

Consumer Reports 14.5

TV ad 1.2

Source found most useful

:

Newspaper ad

Repairman
Catalog 1-8

Brochure & labels 7.0

Magazine ad 0.6

Friend or relative 12.3

Salesperson 47.4

Consumer Reports 15.2

TV ad 1.2

100%

100%

8.8%
5.9

Sears,
Wards,
Penneys

26.5%
3.7

28.

2.

1.

12.

19.

4.

0,

100%

17.2%
3.4

18.7
9.6
1.0

10.1

35.4
4.3
0.5

100%

Other
types of
stores

13.7%
8.8
15.7
4.9
1.0

27.5
22.6
5.9
0.0 p=0.0000

100%

5,

3.

5,

12,

1,

9%

0

9

9

0

19.8
37.6
12.9
1.0 p=0.0000

100%
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Table 8.79

Store where purchased and whether purchase was made at a special price

Purchases made at a reduced price

Normal Sale Negotiated

Price Price Special

Purchase made at: .

P'""'^^

Appliance store 33% 37% 30% 100%

Sears, Wards or

Penneys 12% 84% 4% 100%

Other type of

store 27% 47% 26% 100%

Overall 22% 60% 18% 100%

p=0.0000
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Table 8.80

Effects of decision participation on shopping activity,

private brand purchasing and post purchase satisfaction

Actual shopping time

Decision participation: IlnHpr ?

hours 2-4 hrs 5+ hrs

Single 34% 28% 28%

Joint 34 30 36 P
= 0. 97

Dpri^inn narti ci nation

'

Private brand

purchase

General brand

purchase

Single 35% 65%

Joint 41 59 P
= 0,.51

Decision participation:

Very
satisfied Other

Single 81% 19%

Joint 72 28 P
= 0 .31
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i

Satisfaction and Behavior

As a very high proportion (over 95%) of the shoppers indicated

they were either satisfied or very satisfied with their purchase it was I

decided to look at the effects of time spent shopping and number of

sources consulted on the incidence of only very satisfied buyers.

Table 8.81 indicated that none of the suggested relationships was

significant. Satisfaction with the purchase does not appear to be a

function of shopping activity or the consideration time-lag.

Sunmary

This chapter examined the relationships suggested by the

hypotheses in Chapter Four. A summary of the results is presented in

Table 8.82. Ten of the 34 hypotheses were supported, 14 were only

partly supported and 10 were not supported. Rather than repeat the

numerous findings reported above it was thought that a focus on some of

the more interesting purchase circumstance results would be more

appropriate.

A significantly lower percentage of the shoppers purchasing because

of a residential move were familiar with four or more stores in the

locality that sold appliances, but this percentage (61.8%) was in absolute

terms still very high. Consistent with this finding, a residential mover

was relatively more uncertain about where to shop but also was more

uncertain about what model or brand to buy. The effects of a residential

move on reported behavior were, however, not very dramatic. The

inexperienced shopper who purchased because of a residential move was

more likely to consider more brands (average 2.9) compared to the

inexperienced shopper in the other two purchase circumstances (average

2.3) and the experienced shopper in all three circumstances (average
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Table 8.81

Effect of actual shopping time, consideration time and number

of sources consulted on post purchase satisfaction

% very
satisfied

Actual shopping time:

Under 2 hrs 75%

2 - 4 hrs 67

5+ hrs 69 p = 0.21

Consideration time-lag:

Under a week 75%

Week to 3 months 68

3 months + 73 p = 0.26

Number of different
Commercial sources consulted:

None 73%

Few (1 - 3) 71

Many (4+) 71 p = 0.92

Number of different independ-
ent sources consulted:

None 72%

One 73

Two 66 p = 0.60
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Table 8.82

Summary of hypothesis findings

H, : Failure-forced replacement purchases are made under greater time-

pressure.
(supported)

H« : Failure-forced refrigeration purchases will be made under greater

time-pressure.

(supported)

: Residential movers' store familiarity will be lower.

(supported)

H. : The incidence of joint decision making is higher amongst lower

income households.

(not supported)

Hg : Refrigeration purchases will involve more joint decision making.

(supported)

H, : The experienced buyer is more sure about how to choose and what

' to do.
(not supported)

Ho : Residential movers are less sure about where to shop.
o

(supported)

H-jg : Appliance failure results in different search interests and

motivations.
(partly supported)

H-ji : Trading-up results in greater interest in obtaining new technology

(supported)

: Inexperienced shoppers are more interested in learning new things

about the appliance.

(not supported)

H,^ : Inexperienced shoppers will reply more on new information and

others' advice than past experience and knowledge.

(partly supported)

H-jc : Residential movers will rely more on others' advice compared to

those in other purchase circumstances

(partly supported)
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Hic : Purchase circumstance will influence consideration time.
16

(supported)

H^y : Residential move will not influence search scope.

(partly supported)

H,o : Product failure will reduce the scope of search and shopping time.

(partly supported)

H^g : Inexperience will increase the scope of search and shopping time.

(partly supported)

: The search scope and shopping time will be greater for

refrigeration appliances.

(partly supported)

Hp,2 : Residential movers will more often consult newspaper ads and

personal sources.
(not supported)

: College educated will consult more written sources.

(supported)

: The higher income shoppers will more often consult Consumer

Reports and friends.

(not supported)

Hp-, : Experience reduces the impact of shopping circumstances and

search scope and consultation of sources.

(partly supported)

H^o : Product failure will result in less discount store shopping.
CO

(supported)

: Residential movers are more likely to shop at Sears.

(not supported)

H^Q : Experienced shoppers are not more likely to shop at Sears.

(not disconfirmed)

: Residential movers will be less brand loyal and more likely to

change their intentions.

(not supported)

ire more likely 1

(not supported)

' Inexperienced buyers are more likely to change their intentions.
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H,, : Product failure will result in less likelihood of a sale purchase.

(supported)

Hoc : Prior uncertainties will influence search interests and behavior.
35

(partly supported)

H,^ : A desire to spend as little time as possible shopping will

^ effect shopping and buying behavior.

(partly supported)

: Search interests will influence shopping and buying behavior.

(partly supported)

Hon : The perceived difference between brands will be related to

search scope and use of Consumer Reports.

(partly supported)

H,Q : The consulting of Consumer Reports will be related to the

consideration of more brands, changes in intentions and shopping

of fewer stores.
(partly supported)

H^Q : Private brand buyers will undertake more comparison shopping.

(partly supported)

H^i : Joint decision making increases shopping activity, likelihood

of private brand purchase and satisfaction.

(not supported)
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2.2). The residential mover in general also shopped more stores

(2.8) and spent more time shopping than those buyers replacing a failed

appliance or replacing a currently operating appliance. The movers

use of individual information source was not distinctive, nor was her

purchase behavior, except that she was more likely to purchase at a

sale price than the shopper in the other two purchase situations.

It was thought that, at least, the 58 shoppers who purchased

because of a residential move of more than 20 miles might exhibit

distinctive behavior when compared to the rest of the buyers. A

comparative study did not reveal any difference in their use of information

sources, number of brands considered and stores shopped. The actual

shopping time was, however, slightly longer for the long-distance mover.

Previous product failure reduced the scope of search and the range

of sources consulted. The average number of brands considered was much

the same as that of a buyer replacing a still operating appliance but the

number of stores shopped and shopping time was less. All types of stores

except the specialty appliance store were less likely to be shopped.

Newspaper ads, magazine ads, brochures and labels and friends and

relatives were less likely to be consulted. A repairman was considerably

more likely to be consulted . The shopper who had to replace a failed

appliance was less brand loyal than the shoppers in the other two

circumstances, if she was relatively inexperienced. The cider, more

experienced shopper was, however, relatively more brand loyal in failure

forced circumstances. Fewer sales purchases were made in failure-forced

circumstances. Motivational ly this situation reduced interest in

learning new things and increased interest in making the purchase as

quickly as possible. It did not have any impact on the desire to find
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out what might be wrong or go wrong with the appliances looked at.

Whatever the experience of the shopper or the product type, under

failure-forced replacement circumstances she mostly relied on her past

experience and knowledge rather than new information.

From a practical segmentation perspective, the very important

dependent variable, type of store at which purchase was made was

unfortunately not influenced by any of the variables. The very

experienced shopper and the shopper replacing a failed appliance was

marginally more likely to purchase from an appliance store but the

percentage differences did not approach significance. It had been

expected that the residential mover would more often shop at a general

merchandiser such as Sears, Wards or Penneys than the shoppers in the

other two circumstances.

The P/S/O Model

The bulk of the analysis was undertaken within the framework of a

shopper experience/purchase situation/ appliance type model. A summary

of the significant effects of such a model on the measures of interest

is presented in Table 8.83. One of the features of the table is the

variety of combinations of significant effects that occurred. Some of

the dependent variables were influenced by only main effects, others were

influenced by various interaction effects. No single model configuration

dominated. However, in terms of the main effects, situation was the

most frequently significant. Shopping experience directly influenced

dependent variables only half as often as the purchase situation and

was, on this criteria, not very much more influential than the nature of

the appliance. The findings suggest that education may indeed be a more

powerful individual difference determinant of shopping behavior.
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Table 8.83

Summary of P/S/0 effects

Impendent wtsure: P S 0 PS PO SO PSO

Perceptions and participation

Time pressure • •
Great time pressure * *

Consideration time lag • •

Store familiarity •

Decision participation * •

Prior Uncertainty

Features •

Performance * •

Criteria •

Brand choice • •

Model choice •

Where to shop •

Interests and Motivations

Learning new things *

Avoid problems
Enjoy shopping • •
Technical interest *

Obtain latest • •

Purchase quickly *

Choice strategies
Mostly relied on ne*f •

information
Mostly relied others' advice •

Search shopping scope

# of brands considered • *

# of stores shopped • • •

Actual shopping time * •
# sources considered *
# sources consulted . *
# personal sources
# impersonal sources •
# advertising sources
# written sources *
# useful sources •

Sources Consulted

Newspaper ads * *

Magazine ads *

Catalog •

Brochures t labels • *

Consumer Reports
Repairman •

Salesperson *
Friend or relative * •

Shopping

Discount store visited *
Sears visited •

Specialty store visited
Where purchase was made

Purchase behavior

Brand loyalty •

Changed intention *
Purchased on sale •

Reason for stopping

Postpurchase satisfaction *

P = previous shopping experience
S « shopping and purchase situation
0 ' appliance type

* p<0.OS In the eliminating tests
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At the outset it was expected that the interaction terms in the

model would frequently be significant, reflecting the theory that

different people react in different ways to the purchase of different

products in different purchase circumstances. In fact, only one in three

of the models fitted contained a significant interaction term. Of these,

only 11 involved interactions of P and S or P, S and 0. Within the

framework used, an interaction model was the exception rather than the

rule. When experience did interact with situation it usually, but not

always, moderated the effect of situation on the dependent variable.

While the summary table indicated quite a number of statistically

significant relationships, the difference in the means or percentages

was often not very great. The GLM analyses that report the sums of

squares indicate that only a small proportion of the response variability

was ever explained by the statistically significant effect. In general

the models used only explained a fraction of the variability in individual

behavior. There are clearly many other factors that influence behavior and

which would have to be included in the model to increase its explanatory

power.

The eliminating tests justified their use as they frequently

exposed spurious relationships. In particular several experience effects

on the uncertainty measures did not hold up under eliminating tests

when the effects of situation and appliance type were parti ailed out of

the relationship.

The Process Relationships

The relationships between uncertainty, motivations and behavior

were not as strong as expected. In particular, the motivational

measures explained little of the behavior. Whether this was due to
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measurement problems or a genuine lack of relationship between the

interests and the recalled search behavior is unclear. Some of the

more important findings arising from examining the process hypotheses

were:

Uncertainty over what to do correlated with increased shopping

but not greater consideration time or consulting a wider

variety of source?.

Knowledge uncertainty had no effect on shopping activity,

scope of search or consideration time.

Perceived time-pressure did not have as dramatic an effect

on shopping activities and search scope as expected.

Different uncertainties influenced the consulting of different

information sources.

Perceived time-pressure influenced most motivations except

for the desire to find out what might be wrong or go wrong

with the models looked at.

The motivation-behavior relationships were almost non existent.

Perceived interbrand price variability increased search.

Perceived interbrand overall variability did not.

Private brand buyers more frequently purchased on sale and

relied on different information sources compared with national

brand buyers.

In conclusion, the use of the P/S/0 model placed in perspective

the importance of purchase situation as a determinant of shopping and

search behavior. Even so, the effect of the purchase circumstances was

at times less than expected. The residual unexplained variability in

reported behavior swamps the variability that was explained by an

individual difference variable, a situational variable, a product

difference variable and their interactions. The links between the variabl

presented in Figure 8.1 were also observed to be very weak. This

suggests that either the measurement of these variables has to be

greatly improved or the theoretical model needs to be reconceptualized.
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It should be recognized, however, that the purchase process is a dynam

sequence of events. Using static measures, whether they are personal,

product or situational in nature, to explain such a flow of behavior

may be a rather hopeless task.



CHAPTER NINE

THE SHOPPING BEHAVIOR OF MICROWAVE OVEN BUYERS

Introduction

Many studies have examined the adoption and diffusion of new

innovations. Rogers (1976) estimated that of 1,800 diffusion studies

he was aware had been undertaken up till that date, 8% (144) were

associated with the field of marketing. These studies, however, have

variously focused on the personality characteristics of innovators, the

product characteristics of successful innovations, sociometric social

network analysis and the mathematical modelling of penetrction rates.

Very few have reported on the shopping and information search behavior

of buyers of a relatively new innovation and in the process compared it

with the shopping behavior of buyers of a well established product. The

upshot is that while almost all modern consumer behavior texts devote at

least a chapter to the diffusion of innovations, minimal information on

innovator's actual shopping behavior and use of commercial information

sources is provided. Engel , Blackwell and Kollat (1978, p. 318) do

present some conflicting findings on the role of the media and salesperson

at the early stages of the diffusion process. Reynolds and Wells

(1977) quote Whyte's (1954) study of the web of word-of-mouth in the

purchasing of room air conditioners, but they do not explain the role of

other information sources. Zaltman and Wallendorf (1979) who because

of their expertise in this area might have been expected to offer the

most insightful advice and supporting facts on how to market to early

304
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adopters, concentrate on theories and models of the adoption process.

The practical example they offer is a stereotypic case study description

of how a household might purchase a microwave oven. They indicate that

friends, salespeople and consumer magazines are likely to be consulted.

The leading figure in the field had concluded that researchers

should study social networks and their communication patterns (Rogers

1976). The descriptive study of any unusual shopping and information

seeking patterns of early adopters is not mentioned. Admittedly, such

one-shot descriptive studies lack the elegance of the longitudinal

sociometric research but they do address bottom-line issues in marketing

a new innovation. This chapter describes and contrasts the behavior

and attitudes of the 1978 microwave oven buyer with the behavior and

attitudes of the white appliance buyer.

Classifying the Microwave Oven Buyer

The results of the screening survey presented in Appendix K indicate

that the microwave oven's penetration is around 20% compared with the

refrigerator's 90%+, washer's 85%+, dryer's 75%+ and the freezer's 50%+.

According to conventional thought the oven buyers that were studied here

would therefore have come from the "early majority" rather than the "early

adopters" segment (Rogers 1962). The true "innovators" and "early

adopters" are the first 15% of households to adopt a product. The

following 34% who adopt the product are the "early majority", the next

34% who adopt are the "late majority" and the remainder who purchase are

the "laggards". It might be argued that such a segmentation does not

readily accommodate products whose penetration of the market spans

several decades and, in particular, generations of buyers. For example.
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are young newly married couples who purchase a freezer really "laggards"

because they did not purchase an appliance 10 years earlier? What is

indisputable is that the microwave oven is a unique new home appliance

that is purchased by mainly inexperienced buyers and users.

Innovation and Experience

An important difference between the modern laundry or refrigeration

appliances and the microwave oven, is that the first group are "continuous"

innovations but the oven is a "discontinuous" innovation (Robertson 1967).

Refrigerators and washers are continuously evolving as new technology is

incorporated into annual model changes. Such feature innovations improve

operating performance but do not dramatically alter patterns of usage

behavior. The microwave oven has dramatically changed food preparation

behavior and attitudes. It is a revolutionary rather than evolutionary

innovation. The buyer of a microwave oven is therefore very inexperienced

both in terms of using and buying the product. Only a little over 5%

of the oven purchasers were replacing a previously owned microwave oven.

The great majority of the microwave ovens were first-time purchases made

because the appliance was "wanted" for its convenience and efficiency.

The analytical framework used in Chapter Eight that crossed situation,

person and product could not be used in contrasting the behavior of the

oven and white appliance buyers because the microwave oven is such a new

appliance. Too few of the microwave oven buyers had any previous

shopping experience and too few purchases were made because of product

failure or a residential move. Consequently the separate and joint

effects of experience and purchase circumstances could not be studied.

Instead, it was decided that most of the analysis should contrast the

behavior of the 107 first-time buyers of microwave ovens with the 201
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first-time buyers of a refrigerator, freezer, washer or dryer. Such a

comparison controls for past purchase and shopping experience but not

usage experience. Where appropriate reference is also made to

comparative findings for the whole group of white-ware buyers.

The first comparison made was, indeed, between the latent structures

underlying the responses of all of the microwave oven buyers and the

latent structures underlying the responses of all of the white-ware

purchasers. The initial uncertainty, motivations and interests of the

first-time microwave oven buyer were then examined. This is followed by

source use, shopping, purchase and post-purchase findings. The chapter

concludes with a summary of the major differences between the oven buyers'

and white-ware buyers' shopping behavior.

Factor Analysis of Oven Buyers' Measures

The responses of the microwave oven buyers were factor analysed to

find out whether the underlying relationships within the sets of measures

were similar to the relationships between the responses of the white-ware

buyers, as revealed in Chapter Seven. If similar factors or constructs

emerged then such a replication would increase the validity and reliability

of the earlier findings. If, on the other hand, the analyses produced

distinctly different factor structures then this could be due to the

unreliability and instability of factor analysis or could be due to a

different set of constructs underlying the responses of the microwave

oven buyers. Such "real" differences might provide useful explanations

for the unique behavior of innovations or early adopters. Unfortunately,

the validity of any differences in the factor structures could not be

established. The set of factor analyses of the responses of the

microwave oven buyers is presented in Appendix L.
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Overall the structures were reassuringly very similar, but each varied

in the following ways. There was a higher intercorrelation between

feature uncertainty, performance uncertainty, considerations uncertainty,

brand choice uncertainty and model choice uncertainty for the oven buyers.

This isolated where to shop uncertainty as a separate, second factor.

A tentative explanation for this distinctive structure is that for a new

innovation, model and brand choice uncertainty are more closely tied to

knowledge and experience uncertainty. The separation of store choice

uncertainty from model and brand choice uncertainty suggests that some

microwave oven buyers were sure about where to shop but less sure about

the product choice and other buyers were sure about what product to

choose but less sure about where to buy the brand and model.

Interest-Motivational Structure

The distinctive feature of the oven buyers' interest-motivational

factor structure was that technical interest was associated with efforts

to identify operating problems and a desire to obtain the latest

technology. The first component in the two factor structure suggests a

shopping enjoyment/learning motivation that is negatively related to the

desire to effect a quick purchase. The second component is a more

utilitarian shopping and search motivation directed at avoiding the two

types of risk. The forcing of the third component separated concern

over wasting time from the other measures and shifted avoidance of a

problem appliance into the first component. Interest in avoiding operating

problems, interest in obtaining the latest technology and interest in

making a quick purchase are components of separate factors or constructs.

The replication of this white-appliance buyer finding confirms the

distinctiveness of these motivations.
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The perceived brand difference latent structure most closely

replicated the white appliance buyers' correlational structure. Three

components emerged: variability in operating performance, variability

in features and style and variability in price. The most substantial

difference was the lower correlation between price variability and other

feature variability amongst the microwave oven buyers.

Shopping Activity Structure

The shopping activity latent structure separated the time-lag

measure from the number of brands considered, number of stores shopped

and actual shopping time. This confirms that even for a new innovation

the "consideration" time measure is not highly related to shopping effort.

There was, however, a somewhat higher correlation between number of

brands considered and time-lag. When the number of different

commercial sources consulted and number of different independent

sources consulted were added to the correlational structure, the three

factor structure varied in that the use of comnercial information sources

was tied more to shopping activity than the use of independent information

sources. But like the white-appliance buyers' search and shopping latent

structure, time-lag became a separate third construct. The number of

different independent sources consulted dominated the second factor.

The first construct represents the variety of brands considered, stores

shopped, commercial sources consulted and shopping time. In summary,

the extent of the oven buyers ' contact with the manufacturers and

retailers, directly or through their advertising seems to be independent

of "consideration" time and the use of friends or relatives and Consumer

Reports

.
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Descriptive Comparisons

Participation. Consideration Time and Time-Pressure

The hypothesis that the male head of household would be more

involved in the decision making and shopping for a microwave oven (H^)

was partially confirmed. More males played a dominant role in

purchasing a microwave oven but this was matched by a higher percentage

of joint purchase decisions made by the inexperienced white-ware buyers

(see Table 9.1). Overall, a male head of household participated in 80%

of the first- time purchases of microwave ovens and white appliances.

The equivalent percentage for households that had previous appliance

purchase experience was 67% (Chi-square test, p = 0.0061). Hence both

previous purchase experience and the nature of the product appear to

influence the husband's participation in the decision and shopping.

A much higher percentage (almost one third) of microwave oven buyers

spent over six months first considering making the purchase and finally

buying (see Table 9.1). By contrast, the most likely time-lag for the

inexperienced white-ware buyers was 1 - 4 weeks. Generally the time-lags

of both groups were longer than experienced shoppers. Only 18% of the

experienced white-appliance buyers spent more than three months

considering - 35% spent less than a week. Although the differences in

time-lag only approached statistical significance the differences in

purchase time-pressure were highly significant (see Table 9.1). The

great majority of microwave oven purchases were undertaken under no time

pressure at all but over half of the white-appliance purchases involved

some time -pressure. One explanation is that a microwave oven is usually

purchased as a complement to existing cooking appliances. The purchase

is consequently, for the most part, not essential for household cooking.
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Table 9.1

First-time buyer participation, consideration time and time-pressure:

Decision and shopping participation:

Product Only Mostly Joint Mostly

Homemaker Homemaker Spouse

White appliance 19.6% 13.6% 60.3% 6.5%

Microwave oven 21.4 12.6 44.7 21.4 p = 0.0011

Purchase time-lag

Product Same Under a 1-4 5-12 3-6 Over 6

day week weeks weeks months months

White appliance 7.5% 12.1% 29.7% 16.1% 17.6% 17.1%

Microwave oven 4.7 11.3 19.8 14.2 17.9 32.1 p = 9.0607

Purchase time-pressure:

Product None Slight Moderate Great Extreme

White appliance 47.5% 18.5% 18.5% 8.5% 7.0%

Microwave oven 83.8 6.7 4.8 2.9 1.9 p = 0.0000
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i

White appliances are usually purchased and used in homes that have no

alternative appliance to fulfill such a function. Sixty-five percent
,

of the purchases made by experienced white-appliance buyers were made

under some perceived time-pressure.

Choice Uncertainty

The profile of means illustrated in Table 9.2 shows that the

microwave oven buyers were generally less sure about what to do and

less knowledgeable than the equivalent white-ware buyers. The overall

difference measures were significant at the univariate level. Both

groups of buyers share similar uncertainty about the performances of

different brands and models. This reflects their common lack of

shopping experience. The first-time buyers of white-ware were, however,

more sure about the features available, the important choice

considerations, what brand to choose, which stores to shop and

2
particularly what model to choose, A similar Hotelling T analysis was

run comparing the profile means for all of the white appliance shoppers

and the profile of means of all the microwave oven buyers. The difference

between these two vectors was significant (p < 0.0005) and all of the

univariate tests were significant (p < 0.05). It appears then that Hg

is substantially supported. Microwave oven buyers are less sure about

aspects of the impending purchase and presumably will therefore be more

likely to seek more information and exhibit higher shopping activity.

It was conjectured that there might not be any difference in the uncertainty

about where to shop between the groups of buyers because of previous

generalized learning and store loyalty. The microwave buyers were,

however, less certain about where to shop. The generally greater

uncertainty displayed by the microwave oven buyers cannot be
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Table 9.2

The Uncertainty of first-time buyers

Thinking back to when you started

seeking information and shopping

for your new appliance, how sure

were you about: X = white appliances o = microwave
ovens

The features that were available* very
sure

The performance of the different

brands and models very
sure

The most important considerations* very

you were going to use to make sure

your purchase choice

What brand to choose*

What model to choose*

Which stores to shop at*

very
sure

very
sure

very
sure

\ t

\ \

L
/ t

/ 1

1 1

1 1

i

i

1

t

\ \

\ \

\ \

\ \

1r
/ i

/ /

/

1

1—

1

Mahalanobis D'' = 0.1657, Hotelling T = 10.7089

Fg = 1-7533 p = 0.109

*p<0.05 at the univariate level
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largely attributed to a lack of previous shopping experience

for when this particular factor is controlled for, the microwave oven

buyer still tends to be more uncertain than the inexperienced white-ware

buyer.

Interests and Motivations

The two groups exhibited distinctly different search and shopping

motivational profiles (see Table 9.3). The microwave oven buyers, on

average, more strongly agreed that they had wanted to learn new things;

enjoy the shopping, were interested in technical details, had made a

real effort to identify potential operating problems and had sought

to obtain the most modern technology. In short, H-j^ was supported.

They registered higher average agreement scores with the two risk

minimization motivations. Given the differences in the perceived time

pressures it was somewhat surprising that the difference in agreement with

the statement indicating a desire to spend as little time as possible

shopping and purchasing was, while in the expected direction, not

statistically significant. This suggests that the inexperienced

purchasers who recognized situational time-pressure did not convert this

into a desire to effect a quick purchase, perhaps because they did not

want to sacrifice prudence and other shopping objectives to such

expediency.

A comparison of all of the white appliance buyers with all

of the microwave oven buyers on the six interest and motivational measures

resulted in all of the mean differences being significantly different

(p < 0.01) including the quick-purchase motivation. This reflects the

higher incidence of failure-forced replacement amongst the experienced

white appliance buyers and this group's greater willingness to react to

such circumstances expediently.
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Table 9.3

The interests and motivations of the first-time buyer

Please indicate how much you

agree or disagree with the

following statements as they

apply to your recent new app

1 iance purchase?

I wanted to learn new things

about appliances* strongly
agree

,

X = white appliance o = microwave oven

strongly
disagree

I wanted to obtain the most
modern technology in my new strongly
appl iance* agree

,

I wanted to spend as little time
as possible strongly

agree_^

I made a real effort to find

out what might be wrong or go

wrong with the models I looked

at* strongly
agree

, ^

I wanted to enjoy the shopping

and information seeking for

its own sake* strongly
agree

,

I was interested in technical i

details* strongly /

agree
, ^

strongly

J
disagree

strongly
disagree

strongly

J
disagree

strongly

^ ,
disagree

strongly

J
disagree

Mahalanobis = 0.6289, Hotelling T^ = 41.1899

Fg = 6.7437, p <0.0005

* p<0.05 at the univariate level
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In the forced motivational questions, the microwave oven buyers

showed a stronger desire to learn as much as possible and to enjoy the

shopping for its own sake (see Table 9.4). A higher percentage of

the white-appliance shoppers indicated they had wanted to learn just

enough and spend as little time as possible, rather than enjoy the

search for its own sake. These two results were presumably symptoms of

the time pressure on some of the white-appliance buyers and the novelty

of the microwave oven.

A higher percentage of microwave oven buyers perceived the variability

in features to be greater amongst oven brands compared with the white-

appliance buyers' perception of brand variability (see Table 9.5).

Conversely, more white-appliance buyers perceived substantial variations

in operating costs. The high number of microwave buyers who perceived

very little difference in operating costs between brands of ovens may be

a result of a belief that a microwave oven costs little to run,

so interbrand differences in operating costs are inconsequential.

Choice Strategies

The microwave oven buyers mostly relied on the new information

obtained in their shopping and on other people's advice to make their

choice (see Table 9.6). Approximately half of the first-time purchasers

of white appliances relied mostly on their past usage experience and

knowledge to make their choice. This is confirmation that prior usage

and vicarious experience, and knowledge acquired under low involvement

learning, play a major role in the decision making of first-time purchases

of well established appliances. It seems that new information and

advice acquired in active shopping and information search only plays a

really dominant role when a new innovation is purchased.
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Table 9.4

The forced choice motivations of inexperienced buyers

Product:

White appliance

Microwave oven

Wanted to

learn as

much as possible

69.7%

83.7

Wanted to

learn just
enough

30.3%

16.3 p 0.0082

Product:

White appliance

Microwave oven

Wanted to enjoy
search for its

own sake

42.8%

57.3

Wanted to spend

as little time

as possible

57.2%

42.7 p = 0.0173
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Table 9.5

Perception of brand variability by first-time purchasers

Don't Very Some A lot Tremendous

know little

Price:

White appliance 7.7% 6.2% 32.3% 33.3% 20.5%

Microwave oven 5.1 12.1 26.3 27.3 29.3

Features

:

White appliance 7.3% 20.9% 45.0% 19.4% 7.3%

Microwave oven 4.0 9.9 36.6 27.7 21.8

Style :

White appliance 7.8% 35.2% 38.9% 13.0% 5.2%

Microwave oven 4.0 27.0 46.0 15.0 8.0

Durability :

White appliance 16.0% 16.5% 34.0% 18.6% 15.0%

Microwave oven 16.8 22.8 32.7 17.8 9.9

Operating costs :

White appliance 19.2% 22.8% 33.7% 13.0% 11.4%

Microwave oven 16.0 45.0 27.0 9.0 3.0

Overall basis :

White appliance 17.7% 20.0% 38.5% 12.5% 11.5%

Microwave oven 16.2 24.2 36.4 17.2 6.1
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Table 9.6

The forced choice strategies of inexperienced buyers

Product:

White appliance

Microwave oven

I mostly relied on

past experience
and knowledge

51.5%

26.9

I mostly relied on

the new information

obtained

48.5%

73.1

Product:

p = 0.0000

I mostly relied on I mostly relied on

past experience and other people's advice

knowledge

White appliance

Microwave oven

47.0%

31.4

53.0%

68.6

p = 0.0094
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Extent of Shopping and Infonnation Search

The microwave oven buyer, on average, considered more brands,

considered a larger number of different sources, consulted a larger

number of different commercial sources and independent sources and

found a larger number of different sources useful (see Table 9.7).

To this extent was supported. They did not, however, shop more

stores than the first-time purchasers of white appliances. There was

also no difference in the incidence of actual shopping times: about

65% of both groups of first-time buyers spent up to half a day shopping.

The major differences in information source usage between the two

groups were that a substantially higher percentage of microwave oven

buyers considered, consulted and found useful manufacturers' brochures

and labels, magazine advertising and television advertising (see Table

9.8). Half of the microwave buyers actively consulted brochures and

labels compared with less than one third of the first-time buyers of

white appliances. In addition, almost twice as many of the oven buyers

used magazine and TV advertising. Sixty-seven percent of the

microwave oven buyers read a magazine ad compared with 30% of the first-

time, white-appliance buyers. This confirms that actual exposure to

such advertising is much greater than the incidence of active seeking out

of such a source.

The two groups did not show any difference in the incidence of

active consultation of newspaper advertising. The oven buyers, however,

reported a significantly greater exposure to newspaper advertising (73%

compared to 56%). They also read a greater number of advertisements.

Thirty-seven percent of the microwave oven buyers read five or more

newspaper ads, compared with 19% of the first-time purchasers of white

appliances.
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Table 9.7

Extent of shopping and search of first-time purchases

Average number of brands

considered

Activity White Microwave
^ appliances ovens

Average number of stores shopped 2.92 3.07

2.55 3.00*

Average number of different
a *

sources considered 3.76 '^.o/

Average number of different

conmercial sources consulted 2.17 ^.o/

Average number of different

independent sources consulted 0.71 0-9=>

Average number of different

sources found useful 2.24 2.71

Mahal anobis \? = 0.3569, Hotel ling = 24.0666

F6,294 = 3.9440, p = 0.001

* p < 0.05 at the univariate level

*

*

*
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Table 9.8

Use of sources by first-time purchasers

Considered Consulted Useful

Salesperson

White appliance 65.7% 60.2% 46.3%

Microwave oven 61.7 59.8 48.6 p = 0.4015

Newspaper ad

White appliance 57.7% 44.8% 33.3%

Microwave oven 59.8 48.6 28.1 p = 0.1841

Catalog

White appliance 57.7% 43.8% 34.8%

Microwave oven 48.6 38.3 28.0 p = 0.3717

Brochures & labels

White appliance 38.3% 32.3% 29.9%

Microwave oven 61.7 56.1 48.6 p = 0.0004

Magazine ad

White appliance 23.9% 12.9% 7.5%

Microwave oven 44.9 32.7 15.0 p = 0.0002

Television ad

White appliance 25.4% 12.9% 7.0%

Microwave oven 51.4 36.5 19.6 p = 0.0000

Repairman

White appliance 12.9% 9.5% 6.5%

Microwave oven 9.3 4.7 4.7 p = 0.2686

Friend or relative

White appliance 59.2% 49.3% 39.3%

Microwave oven 69.2 58.9 46.7 p = 0.3771

Consumer Reports

White appliance 34.3% 21.4% 18.4%

Microwave oven 43.9 34.6 24.3 p = 0.0211
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A significantly greater number of the buyers of the new innovation

consulted Consumer Reports. However, the use of a friend or relative

although in the expected direction was not significantly different.

Both groups did indicate that the friend or relative is a very important

information source. Based on the statistics in Table 9.8, the friend

or relative is the equal of the salesperson as an information source.

However, Table 9.9 indicated that the salesperson still dominated as the

most useful source for both groups - marginally less so for the micro-

wave oven buyers. More of these buyers indicated that a friend or

relative or manufacturers' brochures and labels were most useful, but

overall the difference between the groups was not significant. An

examination of the experienced white-appliance buyers responses indicated

that 40% of them considered consulting a friend or relative, 34% of them

actually sought out a friend or relative's advice and 27% found such

advice useful. These incidents are significantly lower than those

registered by both groups of inexperienced shoppers (p = 0.0002).

Consulting a friend or relative is a characteristic of the inexperienced

shopper, rather than a characteristic of the purchase of an innovation

per se. In summary, H2g and H2g were not supported.

The cluster analyses presented in Tables 9.10 and 9.11 do show a

tendency for microwave oven buyers to rely more on the friend or relative

and to consult a wider range of different written information sources.

There was a significant difference in the source first consulted

between the two groups of first-time buyers (see Table 9.9). A friend

or relative dominated as the first source consulted amongst the microwave

oven buyers. This was not so for the inexperienced white-ware buyer.

They tend to consult a catalog, newspaper ad or salesperson first.
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Table 9.9

Sources first consulted and found most useful

by first-time purchasers

Source first consulted Source found most useful

Source: W.A. M.W. W.A. M.W.

Salesperson 22.0% 16.

n

39.3% 31.6%

Newspaper ad 19.1 12.9 8.9 4.2

Catalog 24.9 15.1 12.5 9.5

B & Labels 2.9 9.7 9.5 16.8

Magazine ad 0.6 1.1 1.2 1.1

TV ad 1.2 5.4 0.0 1.1

Repairman 4.6 1.1 1.8 2.1

Friend or relative 16.8 29.0 13.1 23.2

Consumer Reports 8.1 9.7 13.7 10.5

p = 0.0061 p = 0.1519
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Table 9.10

Inexperienced buyers' use of personal information sources

Personal Sources consulted

Salesperson only

Friend or relative only

Repairman only

Salesperson and friend

Salesperson and repairman

Friend and repairman

Salesperson, friend or relative

and repairman

No personal sources consulted

White ware
buyers

26%

16

2

27

2

1

5

21

Microwave
oven buyers

22%

21

0

33

0

0

5

19

100% 100%
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Table 9.11

Inexperienced buyers' use of written information sources

Written sources consulted White
Appl iance

buyers

Microwave
oven buyers

newspaper dU Uil \y 11%I/O 4%

nayaZliic au uriiy 0 1

ua ua 1 oy on ly g 1

Brochures and labels only 5 9

Consumer Reports only 3 2

Newspaper and catalog 8 5

All four commercial sources 2 0

All five written sources 4 8

None 26 22

55 other possible combinations 32 48

100% 100%
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Shopping Behavior

The shopping matrices presented in Table 9.12 indicate that a

greater number of the microwave oven buyers shopped at many stores and

considered many brands. These matrices differed from those presented

in Table 6.17 in their reporting of lower incidences of one-store,

one-brand shopping. The first-time buyers of microwave ovens were less

likely to visit or call Sears than the white-appliance buyers but

otherwise their shopping of the different stores did not vary significantly

(see Table 9.13). Overall, Sears appears to be somewhat less popular

amongst the microwave oven buyers. Fifty-nine percent of the inexperienced

white-appliance buyers and 47% of the microwave oven buyers had a strong

preference beforehand to shop at a particular store (p = 0.0343). This

is consistent with the oven buyers greater prior uncertainty about where

to shop. Some 45% of the white-appliance buyers and 50% of the

microv;ave oven buyers eventually purchased at the first store visited.

The hypothesis that microwave oven buyers would be somewhat loathe

to shop at a discount store (H^-]) was not supported. The microwave

oven buyers appeared as willing, if not marginally more willing, than the

inexperienced white-ware buyers to visit, call, visit first and purchase

at a discount store or K Mart. The oven buyer's preference for the

specialty appliance store and other types of stores (presumably primarily

hardware stores) was at the expense of the furniture store, Sears and

Wards (but not Penney' s) rather than at the expense of the discount store.

The cluster analysis of stores shopped presented in Table 9.14

indicates that the experienced white-ware buyer is more likely to shop

exclusively at Sears, the inexperienced microwave oven buyer is less likely

to shop the specialty appliance store and Sears combination and the

inexperienced buyer is more likely to shop at all four types of stores.
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Table 9.12

The shopping matrices of the first-time buyers

Number of
brands
considered

Number of
brands
considered

White appliance buyers

Number of stores shopped

5+

20.6 0.5 0.5 2.5 0.0 24.1

4.5 12.6 5.0 0.0 1.5 23.6

3.0 5.5 11.1 9.1 4.5 33.2

0.5 1.5 2.5 5.0 3.0 12.6

0.5 0.5 0.0 1.5 4.0 6.5

29.2 20.6 19.1 18.1 13.1

Microwave Oven Buyers

Number of stores shopped

1 2 3 4 5+

3

4

16.7 2.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 20.6

9.8 3.9 3.9 ,.0 1.0 19.6

1

'

: 3.9 8.8

, ,

.

12.8 2.0 5.9 33.3

. . ._ .

2.0 0.0 2.9 2.0 5.9 12.8

0.0 0.0 1.0 2.9 9.8 13.7

32.4 14.7 20.6 7.8 24.5
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Table 9.13

Stores shopped by first-time purchasers

Visited Phoned First shopped Purchased

Type:
W.A. M.W. W.A. M.W. W.A. M.W. W.A. M.W.

Appl iance 63.7% 60.8% 12.9% 10.3% 39.1% 43.6% 32.6% 37.9%

Furniture 20.4 15.0 4.0 1.9 4.9 4.3 6.7 4.9

Department 33.3 37.4 3.5 3.7 6.0 8.5 3.6 2.9

Discount 30.4 32.7 1.5 0.9 7.1 8.5 5.7 5.8

Sears 59.7 45.8* 8.0 3.7 28.8 19.2 31.1 24.3

Wards 24.9 15.9 4.5 0.9 4.9 2.1 9.8 6.8

Penneys 17.9 20.6 2.0 1.9 4.9 5.3 4.2 4.9

K Mart 12.4 12.2 0.5 1.9 2.2 3.2 1.0 1.0

Other 14.9 23.4 2.0 0.9 2.2 5.3 5.2 11.7

100% 100% 100% 100%

* p<0.05 p = 0. 5617 p = 0. 5711
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Table 9.14

Combinations of store shopped: product companions

Type of store shopped

combinations

Appliance

Sears

Department

Discount

Experienced
white ware
buyers

21%

20

1

1

Inexperienced
white ware
buyers

18%

13

3

1

Inexperienced
microwave
oven buyers

21%

11

3

Appliance & Sears 11

Appliance & Department 3

Appliance & Discount 4

Sears & Department 3

Sears & Discount 3

Department & Discount 0

Appliance, Sears &

Department 8

Appliance, Sears & Discount 6

Appliance, Department &

Discount 3

Sears, Department &

Discount 2

All four types of store 6

None of these types of

stores 8

16

3

3

3

2

0

5

5

3

14

8

5

6

5

5

2

1

6

6

1

11

100% 100% 100%
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Purchase Behavior

Table 9.15 reveals that microwave oven buyers were not more likely

to change their brand intentions during the shopping but were more likely

to change their model intentions. The latter is consistent with their

prior uncertainty. The microwave buyers were not less likely to buy on

sale or negotiate a lower price compared with their fellow first-time

purchasers of a white appliance. The incidence of sale purchases was

still very high (over 70%).

Almost two-thirds of the inexperienced white-ware buyers stopped

shopping because they found exactly what they wanted. In contrast, only

about half of the microwave oven buyers stopped because they found what

they wanted. This is also consistent with their prior uncertainty and

greater reliance on information and advice to make their choice. Many

are not sure exactly what they wanted. In fact it is surprising so many

first-time buyers of an innovation knew what they wanted and consequently

got what they wanted.

The outcome of the purchase was very similar for both groups. About

76% of the first-time purchasers of both product types were very satisfied

and a further 23% were satisfied. General shopping inexperience does

not seem to result in greater post-purchase dissatisfaction.

Summary

The factor structures of the microwave oven buyers generally

replicated the structures of the white-ware buyers. The most notable

departure was that uncertainties about how to choose, product features and

product performance were more strongly associated with brand and model

choice uncertainty. This is not to suggest that the uncertainty,

motivations and behavior of the two groups were similar. They were not.
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Table 9.15

Purchase Behavior of the first-time purchasers

Product :

White appliance

Microwave oven

White appliance

Microwave oven

White appliance

Microwave oven

White appliance

Microwave oven

White appliance

Microwave oven

Switched brand during shopping

33.7%

42.2

Switched model during shopping

31.5%

55.9

Bought appliance on sale

76.9%

71.4

Negotiated a lower price

20.2%

14.3

p = 0.1477

p = 0.0000

p = 0.2962

p = 0.2036

Found exactly
what was wanted

65.6%

48.0

Stopped and chose
best model seen

34.4%

52.0 p = 0.0033
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The oven buyers were less certain prior to purchase than the experienced

white-ware buyers and were generally more motivated to learn new things,

enjoy the shopping and avoid the two types of purchase risk.

More of the oven buyers had a longer time period between first

considering making the purchase and finally buying and they were much

less frequently under any purchase time pressure. They more often relied

on new information and others' advice in making their choice. They also

considered more brands and used a wider range of different information

sources.

In particular, the oven buyers were heavier users of brochures

and all forms of advertising than the inexperienced white-ware buyer.

Consumer Reports was also more likely to be consulted but interestingly

friends and relatives were not. Diffusion of innovation theory lays

great emphasis on social networks and the role of personal information

sources. While the microwave oven buyer more often consulted a friend

or relative first and more often rated the source most useful than the

white appliance buyer the absolute dominance of this personal information

source was not apparent. Perhaps the microwave oven is at a more

mature stage of the diffusion process and personal influence is less

important. The consulting of friends and relatives was, however,

observed to be dependent on prior purchase experience whether the

product is an innovation or not.

The average number of stores shopped by the microwave oven buyer

was not significantly greater than the average number shopped by the

inexperienced white-ware buyer. However, fewer of the oven buyers had a

strong preference to shop at a particular store and they tended to shop

at a greater variety of types of store.
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Finally, the oven buyer was more likely to change his or her model

intention during the shopping process and was less likely to find exactly

what she wanted presumably because, at the outset, she had not known

exactly what she wanted. In all, the microwave buyer displayed

certain very distinctive shopping characteristics but the analysis

confirmed the value of distinguishing between differences in shopping

behavior that were due to previous shopping inexperience and differences

that appear to be solely due to the innovative nature of the product.



CHAPTER TEN

SCENARIO EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY

Introduction

An experimental design study is a more controlled approach to the

examination of the impact of various purchase situations on shopping

and search attitudes. In such research the situation conditions are

controlled in that the characteristics of the purchase circumstance are

deliberately manipulated The situation is created in the experiment.

It is only recorded in the survey research approach. In an experimental

design subjects can also be randomly assigned to the situations rather

than self-selecting themselves to the situation categories, as happens

with survey research.

Taking an ideal, "situational representativeness" perspective

(Brunswik 1956), a field experiment should be undertaken where actual

time-pressure or some other situational variate is manipulated and the

consumers' search behavior observed. Unfortunately, the resources and

skills needed for such a project would be huge. Indeed, strictly

controlling the real world situations and then unobtrusively tracking

the resulting behavior would be a truely Orwell ian task. A poorer but

more tenable substitute is to have experimental subjects role-play in

a purchase situation. This may involve either actual behavior or the

measuring of behavior intentions and other judgemental responses.

This chapter describes a role-playing experimental study that was

undertaken to examine the impact of several purchase circumstances on

women's shopping and information search behavior intentions when

335
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purchasing a clothes washer. The two circumstances manipulated were

shopping urgency and the familiarity of the shopping locale. The women

were asked to imagine that they either had to quickly replace a failed

clothes washer or that they had plenty of time to replace an aging but

still operating appliance. In addition they were asked to Imagine that

they had been living in their dwelling for a number of years and were

familiar with the local shopping centers and stores or alternatively

that they had recently moved into a new town and were unfamiliar with the

shopping locale.

Objectives of the Experiment

The basic objective was to observe the differential effect of these

role-playing manipulations on search intentions, source preferences and

search and purchase objectives. The role-playing allowed the capturing

of initial responses at the moment of problem recognition, even if this

moment was rather crudely manufactured. A secondary objective was to

develop and test a number of theory based hypotheses. These hypotheses

were generated from a review of general theories of information search

and the literature reporting descriptive findings on consumer search

behavior in purchasing home appliances. It should be recalled that the

results of this literature search, reported in Chapter Three, were

somewhat disappointing. Very few propositions emerged that described

situational influences on the choice of information source or the basic

goals of the search. This is reflected in the set of rather tentative

and speculative hypotheses that are offered for testing.

Unfortunately, the proposed research is subject to most of the

criticisms that apply to the use of the role-playing paradigm and the

use of behavior intentions and judgement measures. An appraisal of
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these problems and the efforts to minimize them or at least monitor

them are discussed in a following section.

The research is one of the first applications of the experimental,

situation- inventory paradigm to information seeking behavior. This

methodology has been used to some effect in research investigating;

the persistence of personality traits across situations (for an extensive

review of this literature see Bowers 1973), the choice of refreshment in

different consumption situations (Sandell 1968), the choice of leisure

activity in different situations (Bishop and Witt 1970) and the choice of

snack foods, fast foods, meats and motion pictures in different

situations (Belk 1974, 1975a). Obviously thp technique is not new to

consumer behavior research, but it is new to shopping-search behavior

research. The fact that it has been used by psychologists to study

widely different behaviors and situations and has also been used in

consumer behavior for over 10 years is a form of endorsement which offers

some reassurance.

Use of Multidimensional Scaling

Another novel feature of the research is the use of multidimensional

scaling within an experimental design. This technique has been used to

capture consumer brand and product motivational spaces but has not been

used to reveal the structure underlying consumers' information source

preferences. Conceptually, MPS generates a Lewi ni an like psychological

field or motivational space:

Multidimensional preference models parameterize respondents
as well as stimuli, thereby addressing the motivational
aspects of individuals (or groups) in conjunction with their
perceived stimulus structures. (Bechtel 1976, p. 3)
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It has already been acknowledged that in this study little is known

about the motivational aspects of source research. In such circumstances

the application of this scaling algorithm may be particularly suitable:

Since they are primarily inductive in nature, multidimensional

scaling methods are probably most useful in the early stages of

the social sciences when taxonomies are sought and exploration

is in order. (Bechtel 1976, p. 4)

If the purchase situation has a major motivational effect then

clusters of subjects' ideal points (using a powered distance model) or

vectors (using a scalar product model) should occur and be based on

these situation treatments.

A caveat is that investigation of these effects is predicated on

the preference analysis revealing an underlying stable and sensible

structure. This is not assured because of the number of parameters

having to be estimated from the subjects' raw preference responses.

The co-ordinates of the sources and the positional or directional

specification of the subjects in the same space all have to be fitted.

In short, too much may be asked of the data and the analytical techniques.

The Scenario Treatments

The first and most important criterion in choosing and constructing

the situation scenarios making up the purchase circumstances "inventory"

was that they should represent commonly occuring purchase situations.

However, in constructing the role-playing scenarios it was decided that,

with little loss of realism, two underlying purchase situation features

;

time-pressure and residential move to an unfamiliar environment, could be

manipulated. To this extent a "constructive" approach was taken to the

selection of scenarios to be included in the situation inventory.
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Clearly the situation scenario inventory could have been very large

or very small depending on the desired degree of differentiation between

the purchase situations. One common and important purchase situation

scenario, "first purchase situation", however, could not be used because

cf the prior purchase experience that the experimental subjects would

bring to the task. Almost all of the subjects (homemakers) would have

already purchased a clothes washer or refrigerator. Asking the subjects

to place themselves into a first purchase situation and ignore their

acquired experience would be quite hopeless and produce uninterpretable

results. As a consequence all of the scenarios dealt with a replacement

purchase of some form or another. Table 10.1 presents the four scenarios

that make up the clothes washer shopping circumstances inventory.

Perhaps a greater number of scenarios would have been desirable.

For example, an additional scenario dealing with a residential move to

familiar surrounds could have been constructed. Unfortunately, the number

of scenarios that could be studied was limited by design constraints.

A between-group design meant that each subject responded to only one

scenario. Therefore, the number of treatments (scenarios) in the design

was limited by the desired number of subjects in each treatment cell and

the availability of subjects. Large cell size was needed to enable a

dichotomous blocking of the subjects on individual differences (e.g.,

inexperienced/experienced, low/high education). This effectively allowed

such measures to be treated as a separate factor. All things considered

it was decided to restrict the number of scenarios to four. This enabled

the manipulation of time-pressure and residential move to an unfamiliar

locale and the use of blocking factors.
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Table 10.1

Purchase situation inventory

Urgency - famniar locale scenario

You have been living in the same city for several years. You are quite familiar with

the local shopping centers and locally owned stores.

You have a number of old friends who live in the city.

Your clothes washer is about 10 years old. It does not have all the washing cycles you

would like. One day it suddenly stops working. You call a repairman who, after one look,

says that it is just not worth spending the money on repairing the old machine. There is

no laundrymat that is convenient to use and you do not want to impose on your friends.

You need to purchase a new clothes washer very soon, in the next day or two at the most.

Urgency - unfamiliar locale scenario

You have just moved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you, although you

know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere

and locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved to does not have a clothes washer and there is no

laundrymat that is convenient for you to use.

You need to purchase a new clothes washer very soon, in the Yiext day or two at the most.

No urgency - familiar locale scenario

You have been living in the same city for several years. You are quite familiar with

the local shopping centers and locally owned stores.

You have a number of old friends who live in the city.

Your clothes washer is about 10 years old. It still works but is noisy and does not have

all the washing cycles you would like. You decide that you would like to buy a new

clothes washer.

You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.

No urgency - unfamiliar locale scenario

You have just moved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you, although you

know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere

•nd locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You iilss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved into does have a clothes washer which is about 10 years

old. It still works but it is noisy and does not have all the washing cycles you would

like. You decide that you would like to buy a new clothes washer.

You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.
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Scenario Ambiguity

It was inevitable that the subjects would perceive the situations

presented in the scenarios differently. In fact, in the instructions,

subjects were explicitly invited to apply individual interpretations by

using their own past experiences to create a more vivid image of the

situation in their mind. Consideration was given to specifying the

scenarios in greater detail and more objectively (e.g., identifying a

particular city, or familiarity in terms of previous appliance shopping).

It was decided that this would greatly reduce the general izabil ity of

the results. The effect of interpretation ambiguity is to increase the

individual difference variation (i.e., within-cell variation in the

single scenario, between-group design). On balance therefore this lack

of precision, although regretted, can be tolerated because it makes the

test of the impact of the situation scenarios more stringent rather than

more liberal.

Another concern was the confounding that existed in the manipulation

of the two underlying search situation dimensions. The purchase urgency

treatment is confounded with failure-forced replacement in the familiar

locale - urgency scenario (see Table 10.1). Similarly, locale

unfamil iarity is confounded with residential move and all its attendant

stress and demands. If the situations involving a residential move have

a significant effect this effect cannot be solely attributed to the

unfamiliar shopping environment (a state of nature which can exist even

after long established residence). Considerable caution was therefore

required in interpreting the reasons for significant differences between

the individual or paired situations. This confounding could have been

eliminated but would have required a doubling of the number of scenarios

and the sacrificing of some of the realism of the scenarios.
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The adequacy of the boundaries of the scenarios in a spatial and

temporal sense also has to be considered in interpreting the subject's

responses. Providing the responses are presented as subject's intentions

or preferences at the initial stage of entering the purchase process

there appears to be little to be concerned about. On the other hand

generalizations about actual behavior in the purchase process (particularly

late in the purchase process) based on the intention of motivational

responses to the scenarios would be very suspect. Actual behavior is

dependent on developments during the purchase process as well as the

initial purchase situation. For instance, questions on what brand would

be chosen would have low validity as such a choice may well depend on

which brands have sales specials offered during the search time. Such

information is not specified in the scenarios. As the intention was to

present the results in terms of the subjects' source search expectations,

intentions, motivations and preferences on entering the purchase process,

the spatial and temporal frames of the scenarios appeared reasonable.

Problems with Scenario Experiments

A hard line can be taken against the use of the sort of role-playing

scenario experiment proposed for this research. In a recent attack

Spencer (1978) has stated that the threats to both internal and external

validity posed by the approach are such as to render the technique

worthless. He defines two sorts of role-playing. Empirical role-playing

is when the role is prescribed and can be independently monitored by the

experimenter. Hypothetical role-playing is when the role is prescribed

but cannot be independently and reliably monitored. The essential

difference between the two is that in empirical role-playing the successful

role adoption of the subject is verified by means other than post hoc

reference to the dependent variable.
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His concern is that frequently subjects may not be able to adopt or

"get into" a role. The reasons for this may be due to: (1) a lack of

direct personal experience or indirect vicarious experience with such a

situations; (2) a lack of cognitive ability to generate mental imagery

or scripts involving the role and behavior and attitudinal outcome, and

(3) the lack of mundane realism of the role and situation (Aronson and

Carlsmith 1968). With hypothetical role-playing there is no way to

check on whether the role "took", i.e., the internal validity. A

particular concern is when no differences are observed as the null effect

could be due to the weakness of the manipulation, or role adoption

failure. In empirical role-playing the data from subjects whose behavior

"indicates" that they have not adopted the prescribed role can be

discarded or separately analysed.

Spencer, however, does not cite very much evidence of the failure of

role-playing experiments to reproduce effects consistent with field or in

vivo experimental results. He does quote a study where subjects were

required to imagine being in an air accident. The degree of resulting

affiliation with other passengers in the aircraft was the dependent

variable. Given the grave doubts that subjects could adopt such a role-

situation (because of the lack of familiarity with such extreme trauma)

the results should indeed be questioned. This example points to the need

to restrict role-playing studies to situations with which subjects are

somewhat familiar, rather than the need to monitor the role adoption.

Other examples where situation scenario research might be suspect are

where subjects are asked to imagine how they would behave when given the

opportunity to administer severe electric shocks to strangers or how

they would feel about using battery powered vehicles 10 years from now.
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Subjects have to be able to generate realistic scripts in their mind.

The more this script is tied to everyday experience the greater the

validity of such role-playing exercises.

Sawyer (1975) has summarized another threat to the validity of

role-playing experiments, that of demand characteristics. These result

from subjects' adoption of a particular approach to the experiment

reflecting either a desire to give responses consistent with what they

believe to be the purpose of the experiment, a desire to give responses

that disconfirm what they believe to be the purpose of the experiment,

or a desire to present themselves in the best possible light, whatever

they believe to be the purpose of the experiment (e.g., saying that they

always consult Consumer Reports when making a purchase decision).

In experiments where multiple treatments (scenarios) are administered

it is likely that subjects will detect certain patterns in the treatments,

particularly if the manipulations are obvious. Such patterns will provide

cues to the purpose of the study and particularly foster the first two

types of demand characteristics mentioned. However, subjects in a

between-group design are exposed to only one treatment and consequently

are unlikely to guess what is being manipulated unless there is something

very artificial or extraordinary about the manipulation.

In summary, it has to be accepted that the scenario approach has

potential weaknesses. The word potential is used as there is not a great

deal of evidence that indicated that, in general, role-playing is less

valid than any other form of experimentation. Each role-playing study

has to be judged on its own merits. With respect to situation scenario

experiments Barker (1963) has pointed out:
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It is impossible to create in the laboratory the frequency,

duration, scope, complexity and magnitude of some important

human conditions, (p. 3)

Such a criticism applies to most experimentation. In his view this

is a justification for a total concentration on unobtrusive observation

in natural settings. This is certainly desirable when developing the

descriptive dimensions of situations. However, when the object is to

determine whether response variation can be explained by the situation

or to test situation hypotheses, an experimental framework is highly

desirable. The role-playing paradigm offers such a framework at a

fraction of the cost of realistic, in vivo, experimentation. This is

the pragmatic, bottom-line justification for its use.

An attempt was made to minimize the above mentioned problems by

employing a between-group design and by making the scenarios as realistic

and familiar as possible. A series of manipulation check questions

also monitored the subjects' role adoption. The responses of homemakers

who indicated they would not behave as they had indicated were omitted

from any other analysis.

The Dependent Measures

The first set of probes sought to obtain; the subjects' initial

cognitive responses to the situation, initial reaction thought (scripts)

and their evoked set of information sources (see Appendix M). Unlike

the remainder of the structured scales these responses were unprompted

to the extent that motivation and source cues were not provided. Because

the subjects were also responding in their own words the answers were

particularly rich in information.
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Two major sets of beNavioral intention estimates were used. In

previous situation scenario experiments, likelihood estimates that a

particular product or brand would be purchased in different consumption

situations were measured. In this study likelihood estimates that a

particular information source would be consulted in a certain purchase

situation were measured (see Appendix M for actual measures).

The first measure, initial behavior intentions, obtained estimates

of the most likely first search action that would be undertaken, given a

set of eight possible steps. The alternatives were external actions in

the sense that the set excluded searching one's own memory or consulting

a spouse. This initial very first step of consulting external information

source? is very important as it may set the tone and direction of the

whole purchase process and eventual purchase choice. For example, the

initial seeking out of a Consumer Report's article may have very

different implications than proceeding directly to a particular store

or searching the newspaper for sales ads.

The items in this set were selected as a result of discussions with

appliance manufacturers senior market research executives, appliance

salespeople and from comments made by consumers in focus group discussions.

The scale method of response (circling a number) was explained to the

subjects using a display board.

The second set of behavior intention questions measured the subjects'

likelihood estimates that they would undertake certain deliberate search,

at some time before purchase. Estimates of the likelihood that a number

of stores would be shopped and that only one brand would be considered

were included with estimates that particular sources would be consulted.
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It is again emphasized that these measures reflected desires, intentions

and motivations rather than the actual incidence of consulting that

would occur. The latter is also dependent on situational circumstances

that develop during the purchase process.

The third set of measures (pairwise preferences) were twenty-one

pairwise preference scales involving seven of the major sources of

information. Each subject was asked to indicate their general preference

to consult one information source type over another in a particular

situation. The costs and effort involved in consulting the source had

to be considered as well as the benefits. These measures monitored

the motivational-perceptual stability of source preferences across the

situation treatments and the consistency of the attractiveness of the

types of information sources across information treatments. The seven

information types were chosen either because they had been rated as

important sources of information in past survey studies or because of

their unique characteristics. Two random ordprings of the items were

used for the initial behavior intention measures, the behavior intentions

measures and the pairwise preferences.

The fourth and final set of measures (search goals) were seven

scales assessing the importance of the achievement of certain goals or

states through the search process. They were measures of search

motivations that existed on entering the search process. Five of them

had direct equivalents in the survey questionnaire.

The Experimental Design

The experiment involved a standard factorial design with four cells

of approximately forty-five subjects in each cell. Each subject was

exposed to a single scenario. The clothes washer was the product
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featured in the four scenarios. This appliance was chosen rather than the

refrigerator because research indicated that clothes washers are almost

exclusively shopped for by the homemaker. As the subjects in the

experiment were homemakers this did not create external validity problems.

Refrigerators are more likely to be a joint purchase involving the wife

and husband. Consequently a joint homemaker/husband response would

have been more appropriate in many cases. The disadvantage in not

focusing on the refrigerator was that its failure is more dramatic and

imposes greater replacement purchase time-pressure than the failure of

a clothes washer.

The first page of the instrument presented an introduction,

instructions and the assigned scenario in large type face (see Appendix M).

At the top of each of the next seven pages of measures the situation

scenario was reproduced in small type. The subject was asked to read the

scenario again before responding to a new set of scales. Instructions on

how to respond to the scales were given verbally, using display boards.

Female research assistants were available to answer individual queries.

The set of questions were presented in the following order:

unstructured, open-ended questions, initial behavior intentions,

behavior intentions, pairwise preferences and finally search goals.

The ninth page contained the manipulation check on questions. The

individual difference questions (age, education, employment, product

experience: see Appendix M) were asked at the end of the information

processing experiment that preceded the situation scenario treatment.
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The Experimental Subjects

The subjects were drawn from PTA, church groups and an adult

education class in Gainesville, Florida. Participation earned $5.00

for their organisation. The sessions were held in the early evening

in school cafeterias or church halls. Subjects participated in 11

groups varying in size from 5-20 (see Appendix 0). The sampling frame

was very similar to that used in a Federal Trade Commission detergent

study undertaken in 1977. Gainesville is a southern, university city

with a population of about 129,000. An unsuccessful attempt was made

to avoid a sample which contained too many highly educated subjects.

The first problem was that the school PTA groups in the up-scale

residential areas were much more successful at recruiting participants.

A further distortion was caused by the greater proportion of lower

educated homemakers in the group of subjects whose responses had to be

discarded. Seventeen subjects' responses were discarded as a result of

their responses to the first experimental exercise reported in Chapter

Sixteen. In addition a further 14 homemakers' responses failed the

scenario manipulation check criteria outlined in the next section.

A basic profile of the final 143 participants is presented in

Table 10.2. It can be seen that the sample is up-scale in terms of

education and household income. This distortion was addressed by blocking

on these measures and adding them as a factor to the experimental design.

Manipulation Checks

The purpose of the manipulation checks was to monitor the role

adoption and situation perceptions of the subjects. A series of questions

was asked at the end of the role-playing exercise that measured the

subjects' familiarity with the scenario circumstances, the realism of
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Table 10.2

Profile of senario subjects

Characteristic* Under 2

NeM clothes washer 582

previously purchased at a

retail store

2 plus

42X

Total n • 143

100S

Shopping fatalism
(whether a good choice
Is mostly due to luck
rather than buying
skill)

Perceived overall
differences between brands

High

38X

Snail

711

Low

62S

Big

29S

1001

1001

Consumer Reports
subscriber

Yts

m
No

an 1002

Age

Under 35

421

35 plus

582 1002

Employed

Yes

43S

Mo

572 1002

Education

No College

342

Some Collene

662 1002

Household Income

Under S420.000

391

$20.000 plus

612

•The individual difference questions that were used to establish
these characteristics are presented in Appendix N.
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the scenario and their confidence in their responses (see Appendix M).

The instructions exhorted the subjects to give frank answers to the

questions. The first scenario-experiment analysis that was undertaken

was on the question that asked whether, in truth, the subject thought

she would behave as she had indicated. It was predetermined that the

responses of any subject who, on completing the exercise, agreed with

this statement, would be automatically dropped from any further analysis.

Eight women somewhat agreed, four agreed and one strongly agreed with

the statement. One other woman strongly disagreed that she found it

easy to put herself in the situation and also strongly agreed that she

found it difficult to answer the questions. These fourteen women's

responses were consequently omitted, which reduced the number of

experimental subjects to 143, 82% of the original 174. The responses of

the screened subjects to the manipulation check questions are presented

in Table 10.3. Ninety-one percent, at least to some extent, agreed they

found it easy to put themselves in the situation, 92% found the

situation realistic and 71% agreed the situation was familiar.

The subjects were asked, in an open-ended question, to state how

much time they had to make the purchase. All subjects in the urgency

treatment indicated they only had one or two days, at the most, to make

the purchase. On the other hand, the great majority of the subjects in

the no urgency condition indicated they had "as long as I wanted" or

some such statement. Only two indicated a day or two and even this may

have been "as long as wanted" in the view of these subjects. Based on

the answers to the question on how familiar the locally owned appliance

stores were meant to be, the local familiarity treatment did not appear

to "take" nearly as well as the urgency manipulation.
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Table 10.3

Manipulation check responses

I
0;

i**
Qj

i

<>

5? u & rf^ 5 Sif $
Manipulation f fT f ^ ^

Checks ^ ^ ;^ o <^

The situation ,^ ^

was familiar 2.8 6.3 4.2 15.4 18.9 32.9 19.6 100%

The situation ^ ^

was realistic 0.7 0.7 1.4 5.6 9.8 58.0 23.8 100%

I found it

difficult to

dnswGr ^hc

questions 20.3 42.7 7.7 11.9 14.0 3.5 0.0* 100%

In truth, I

don't think
that I would
behave as I

indicated 35.7 50.4 2.8 11.2 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 100%

I found it

easy to put

inyself in the
situation 0.0* 1.4 3.5 3.5 7.7 58.7 25.2 100%

* Subjects whose responses fell in these categories were eliminated

from the analysis.
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Although the treatment significantly influenced the distribution of

responses, around 30% of the subjects in the new, unfamiliar locale

treatment condition indicated that they role-played as if they were at

least somewhat familiar with the locally owned stores (see Table 10.4).

They should not have made this assumption. One reason why they

incorrectly assumed familiarity was that they did not clearly understand

the meaning of "locally owned" and included chain stores such as Sears

in this category. The women would all be at least somewhat familiar with

such stores. This reason emerged in some informal questioning of

subjects in one of the later experimental sessions. Another reason for

women claiming some familiarity with local stores in a new locale was

that as the stores stocked familiar brand names the stores would be

somewhat familiar (i.e., similar to local specialty stores the women

had encountered in the past).

In summary, it is not easy to make any overall judgements on the

success of the role-playing exercise or its validity. Most subjects did

not report having many problems with the situation role-playing or the

questions but on the other hand there clearly was not a common perception

of the characteristics of the unfamiliar locale scenario. The manipulation

checks did, however, enable the screening of subjects. It might be argued

that, based on their responses, more subjects should have been excluded.

For example, some subjects indicated they found it difficult to answer

the questions and place themselves in the situation and yet indicated

they would have behaved as indicated. These subjects were given the

benefit of the doubt and their responses were included.
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Table 10.4

Situation scenario perceptions

Nominated Purchase Time

Treatment

Urgency

No urgency

One or two days

69

2

71

No limit

0

72

72

69

74

143

P < 0.0001

The rated familiarity of local stores

s. i.
nM 4-> S- s~ s-

la IT5 (0 re
x: •f—

S i 5--
>, ra o re
S- >4- E <+- E E i

c: O c: o <o re 0) (0> 3 3 u.

Treatment

Familiar locale 2.8% 2.8% 5.5%

New locale 38.0% 22.5% 8.5%

16.7% 47.2% 25.0%

22.5% 7.1% 1.4%

100%

100%

P < 0.0001
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The results of the open-ended responses to the scenario purchase

circumstances are presented in the following chapter. This is followed

by chapters that present the effects of the scenario manipulations on

the search-interest measures, the behavior intention measures and the

pairwise preference measures. All of these results present the attitudes

and dispositions of the homemaker at the simulated initial problem

recognition stage of the purchase process.



CHAPTER ELEVEN

SCENARIO EXPERIMENT : OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES

The broad purpose of the open-ended questions was to capture the

homemaker's thoughts about what she would do in the situation presented

by one of the four scenarios. Certain prompts were provided to assist in

recording the process and undoubtedly these did, to some extent,

structure her thoughts. First of all each subject was asked to express

her reaction to the situation and task by completing a sentence starting

with, "In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation and conditions

described above, I would feel...". The next two sentences that had to be

completed started with, "The first thing 1 would do in this situation

would be to..." and "The next thing I would do would be to...". It was

intended that these prompts would trigger thoughts about shopping and

search behavior. Finally, subjects were explicity asked to name the

sources of advice or information they would consult, in the circumstances,

before making the purchase.

Results

Four typical responses to these open-ended questions for each

treatment are presented in Tables 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4. Although

several of these subjects expressed similar intentions they are each, in

various ways, unique and this illustrates the problem of trying to make

summary statements about the homemaker's intentions. Two of the more

creative and unusual problem solving approaches of just this subset of 16

subjects were Homemaker G's use of commercial laundromat brands as a guide

to local brand suitability and Homemaker M's bridge-playing "path" to

obtaining local advice.

356
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Table 11.1

Urgency-familiarity scenario treatment:

Four examples of open-ended responses

You have been living in the sunt city for several years. You are quite familiar with

the local shopping centers and locally o»med stores.

You have a number of old friends who live in the city.

Your clothes washer is about 10 years old. It does not have all the washing cycles you would

like. One day it suddenly stops working. You call a repaiman who after one look says that

it is just not worth spending the money on repairing the old machine. There is no laundrymat

that is convenient to use and you do not want to impose on your friends.

You need to purchase a new clothes washer very soon, in the next day or two at the iiost.

Howemaker A

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel

disgusted with myself - that I had not antici-
pated the situation and already become familiar
with various brands - then caught the one I

wanted on sale.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to visit various appliance stores and
talk with the salesmen.

The next thing I would dc would be to read
Consumer Reports on clothes washers, then

talk with friends about their machines.

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before making
your purchase:

Consumer Reports
manufacturer warranties
salesmen and dealers
friends

Hoeemaker B

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel

pressured.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to visit several appliaiice departments

to see what is available.

The next thing I would do would be to consider
the different brands - their features - reputat-
ion for durability, availability for service,
price, then make a selection. I'd probably
Stay with the same brand I presently use as it

is tried and true for my needs.

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before making
your purchase:

Read - Consumers guide

Talk - to friends who have machines

Homemaker C

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel

very confident that I would make a good choice
quickly.

The first thing I would do in this situation

would he to look at the paper to see if there

were any clothes washes on sale.

Howemaker D

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel

a bit rushed, but confident that my husband and

I could make a good decision.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to begin shopping around.

The next thing I would do would be to go to
Sears - I believe they have some of the best
motors in washing machines they also have
easy credit terms.

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before making
your purchase:

Repairmen (can tell you a lot about machines)
Salesmen
Read Information about machines

The next thing I would do would be to read
reports on various brands and talk to friends

about their experience with clothes washers.

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before making
your purchase:

Consumer Report
Friends and relatives
Salesmen
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Table 11.2

Urgency-unfamiliarity scenario treatment:

Four examples of open-ended responses

You have just moved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you, although you

know that there win be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere

and iocally owned stores you know nothing about.

You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved to does not have a clothes washer and there is no

laundrymat that is convenient for you to use.

You need to purchase a new clothes washer very soon, in the next day or two at the most.

Homemaker E

In purchasing a clothes washc in the situation

and conditions described above, I would feel

desperate to do something.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be tc consult Consumers Guide for that

year.

The next thing I would do would be to check the

Yellow Pages and telephone book for appliances
and see what brands were sold by various stores.

Please name what you would read or who you would
talk to in this situation:

Call several stores that sold brands I was
Interested in from reading Consumer Reports and
check their prices - as well as their service
guarantees and how long they had been in

business - then go to the ones that sounded best
to talk further.

Homemaker F

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel

that I wanted to shop at a national chain store

I.e. Sears and buy a washer with whicn I was
famil iar.

The first thing I would do in this situation
Would be to look in the telephone directory
and locate a chain store with v/hich I was

familiar. I would also look at the ads in the
local newspaper.

The next thing I would do would be to call the

store and inquire if they had a sale on washers,
if not, and a newspaper ad was significantly
lower in price for a brand of washer ! lined, I

would go to the store to look at their available

washers.

Please name what you would read or who you would
talk to in this situation:

Newspaper,
phone directory,
salesmen

Homemaker G

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel
very lost in where to start looking.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to ask the few friends I had met where
the nearest Whirlpool dealer was located.

The next thing I would do would be to ask the
friends to reconmend a good dealer in washers
•nd what kind of washers they use. If they are
satisfied with the performance, in the water
•rea, of their washers.

Please name what you would read or who you would
talk to in this situation:

Ccmstaner Report (at the library). Chamber of
Cowtierce, Ads in newspapers and magazines.
Visit a laundromat (for their brand of washer).

Homemaker H

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel

quite able to quote.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to look through the Yellow Pages for

locations of familiar named stores or stores who
list familiar named appliances.

The next thing I would do would be to go to the
store and request a demonstration.

Please name what you would read or who you would
talk to in this situation:

Possibly talk to a neighbor.
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Table 11.3

No urgency-familiarity scenario treatment:

Four examples of open-ended responses

You have been living in the same city for several years. You are quite familiar with

the local shopping centers and locally owned stores.

You have a number of old friends who live in the city.

Your clothes washer is about 10 years old. It still works but is noisy and does not have

all the washing cycles you would like. You decide that you would like to buy a new

clothes washer.
You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.

Homemaker I

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation

and conditions described above, I would feel

very secure in my choice.

The first thing I would do in this situation

would be to check nev.spaper daily for sales.

The next thing I would do would be to go to

different stores to look at machines, talk

with salespersons about service, delivery,

set-up etc.

Please name what you would read or who you

iwuld talk to in this situation before making

your purchase:

ConsjiT^' Report
FrienJs
Fellow Workers

Homemaker J

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation

and conditions described above, I feel I

would read Consumer report for the best

recownended brand for tne year, then comparison

shop.

The first thing I would do in this situation

would be to read reports on washers, comparison

shop.

The next thing I would do would be to take

family to at least 4 stores and compare at least

4 brands for price, cycles, maintenance cost,

warrantee, sire, duratility, results in cleaning.

Please name what you would read or who you

would talk to in this situation before making

your purchase:

Consumer Peport

Compare brands, styles with friends

Consult with my mother

Talk idea -over with husband

Homemaker K

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation

and conditions described above, I would feel

confident about getting suggestions from the

salesmen as well as suggestions from neighbors.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to get opinions of a variety of store

salesmen.

The next thing I would do would be to weigh the

pros and cons of models and prices.

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before making
your purchase:

Salesmen
Neighbor
Consumer magazines if I had any
Hatch consumer program on TV

Homemaker L

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation

and conditions described above, I would feel

like trying a new washer.

The first thing I would do in this situation

would be to check with friends, the consumer-

type magazines, sales, various stores and brands.

The next thing I would do would be to comparison

shop between stores. Select the machine I

preferred, maybe with a second choice in mind,

but probably narrowed down to 1-2 brand names.

I would then wait for a sale as long as my old

washer held up.

Please name what you would read or who you

would talk to in this situation before making

your purchase:

Neighbors
Consumer guide and similar publications

Newspaper ad
Probably would check several catalogs
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Table 11.4

No urgency-unfamiliarity scenario treatment:

Four examples of open-ended responses

You have just «ioved to a new city. The city stores are unfrniliar to you, although you

know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere

and locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You miss your old friends but have met a few new peoole who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved into does have a clothes washer which is about 10 years

old. It still works but it is noisy and does not have all the washing cycles you would

like. You decide that you would like to buy a new clothes washer.

You can take your time in naking the replacement purchase.

Homemaker M

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation

and conditions described above, I would feel

there's no real rush. Time is on my side so

therefore I'd make the best of a non-urgent

Situation.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to meet the merchants. See who makes

the best offer. Cor.pare prices.

The next thing I would do would be to play
bridge - women tend to know tne local store; so

therefore I could pick their brains as to wnom
to trr-t.

Pleast name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before making
your purchase:

Consumer Report - for priority product
Newspaper, riagazine ads
Television
Neighbors
Salesmen

Homemaker N

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation

and conditions described above, I would feel

OK, definitely not pressured.

The first thing I would do in this s'ti-ation

would be to ask new friends about tneir washers

i.e., brand, perfomance, cost, where they

bought, also try to deal with a srraTier

appliance businessman who hao been in tnat
business a while.

The next thing I would do wojld be to check

consumer reporting material at the library.

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before r,ia<ing

your purchase:

Consumer Repo»'ts

Washer salespeople
Relatives
Friends and neighbors

Homemaker 0

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
and conditions described above, I would feel
confident in going to a store such as Sears or
another one if I was buying a brand name 1

trusted.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to check around for stores I am
familiar with.

The next thing I would do would be to visit
these stores and talk with at least three
different clerks (in three different stores).

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before making
your purchase:

Brouse through the booklet(s) in different
stores.
Compare prices and features.

Homemaker P

In purchasing a clothes washer in the situation
described above, I would feel like shoppi nr. around
and wait for sales. Since I have a wasner'tnat
works even if it is noisey.

The first thing I would do in this situation
would be to shop around ^'rom store to store.
I already have a iodel that has lasted 10 yrs.
Which I think is pretty good for a washer. So
I would perhaps look at the latest model in that
make washer.

The next thing I would dc would be to wait for
sales of this make and pick out the one I

wanted. Also I might see another make ! like
better if I know a good company put it out.

Please name what you would read or who you
would talk to in this situation before iiiokirg

your purchase:

Consumer Report
Salesmen (different)
To other people that might have this type.
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Table 11.5

Open-ended feeling about situation

Treatment

Urgency

No urgency

Open-ended feeling about situation

Pressure Unsure Unhappy Confidence

39.9% 10.2% 20.3% 30.5%

0.0% 8.2% 10.2% 81.6%

100%

100%

Familiar locale 21.6% 5.9% 25.5%

Unfamiliar locale 21.1% 12.3% 7.0%

Effect

Urgency (T)

Familiarity (F)

Experience (E)

Eliminating test;

Ho probability

0.0000

0.0429

0.2804

47.1%

59-. 6%

100%

100%

n = 108

Marginal test:

Ho probability

0.0000

0.0439

0.3815

T X F

T X E

F X E

0.4140

0.6778

0.6038

0.4781

0.7504

0.6930

T X F X E 0.2644
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Feelings

Four general types of emotional reactions emerged: the first

expressed a concern about being pressured or rushed (e.g., Homemaker B

and E in Tables 11.1 and 11.2], the second type of feeling was one of

unsureness about what to do (e.g. Homemaker G), and the third was a

reaction indicating unhappiness about the circumstances or need to buy a

new appliance (e.g. Homemaker A). The fourth category included all

expressions of confidence and enthusiasm (e.g. Homemakers C, D, H, I, K,

M, N and 0). Unfortunately 39 (26. 5%) of the subjects instead of

expressing a feeling converted the sentence into an action statement (e.g.

Homemakers F, J, L and P). This result suggests that rather than reacting

emotionally to such circumstances many consumers respond practically by

thinking immediately about solutions. Such responses were excluded from

the analysis of the emotional reactions to the scenario circumstances.

Table 11.5 presents the incidence of the four emotional responses by

scenario treatment. The log-linear model fitting analysis revealed that

both treatments had a significant effect on the responses. The urgency

treatment produced more frequent feelings of pressure but only in 40% of

the subjects in that condition. Wnile the extent of the pressure may be

understated, as part of the unhappiness expressed by other subjects may

have been due to the perceived pressure, almost a third of the subjects

did not react negatively to the situation. This suggests that for quite a

number of the subjects time-pressure or urgency may not have been a serious

feature of the situation and therefore a critical determinant of their

behavior. Confidence and enthusiasm about making the purchase was very

high amongst the subjects in the no urgency treatment.

The effect of locale familiarity on the subject's feelings was, in

some ways, quite surprising. Expressions of unsureness were more frequent
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in the unfamiliar locale treatment, but confidence and enthusiasm was also

higher than in the familiar locale treatment. In contrast, a much higher

number of the subjects in the familiar locale treatment were unhappy.

This was largely due to 10 out of the 32 subjects in the urgency-familiar

treatment expressing unhappiness about the sudden failure of their

appliance (e.g., Homemaker A in Table 11.1).

It might have been expected that the more experienced and better

educated would have more frequently expressed feelings of confidence and

enthusiasm. The responses were in the expected direction but were not

statistically significant.

First Action

Almost half of the subjects indicated they would immediately start

to comparison shop or go straight to a particular store (see Table 11.6).

The next most frequently mentioned action was to read a Consumer Report's

article and this was followed by seeking the advice of a friend or

relative and looking up the sales ads in the newspapers. It was expected

that because of its accessibility many more of the subjects would have

first thought of consulting newspaper advertising.

Neither treatments nor experience and education significantly

influenced the incidence of these responses. The most noticeable effect

was that of locale familiarity on the initial consulting of the Yellow

Pages. Eight of the nine subjects indicating this would be their first

step were in the unfamiliar locale treatment condition.

Sources Mentioned

All of the sources of information mentioned in any of the subjects'

responses were recorded and their frequency tabulated. The results are

presented in Table 11.7 by urgency treatment, familiarity treatment,

experience and education. Consulting of a friend or relative was mentioned
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Table 11.6

Open-ended first suggested action

The first thing I would do in this situation % of

would be to... respondents

Shop around for new washer 37.0

Go straight to a particular store 10-9 47.9

Read a Consumer Reports article 18.1

Seek the advice of a friend or relative 13.7

Look for sales ads in the newspaper 10.9

Look up the Yellow Pages 6.5

Discuss purchase with husband 2.9

100% n = 138
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most frequently followed by Consumer Reports and salesperson. The

incidence of mention of the other sources is considerably lower.

Both of the treatments had an effect on the incidence of mentioning

the Yellow Pages. None of the subjects in the familiar surrounds treat-

ment mentioned consulting the Yellow Pages compared to one in five of the

subjects in the unfamiliar locale treatment who named this source.

The less experienced more often indicated they would consult a

friend or relative but education level had the biggest effect on the

sources named. More of the higher educated indicated that they would

consult Consumer Reports and catalogs while more of the lower educated

mentioned the Better Business Bureau or Chamber of Comerce as sources of

information about store reputations. It should be noted that two of the

relationships in the table were proven, by log-linear tests of partial

association, to be spurious. This was caused by an education-experience

relationship.

Summary

The open-ended responses al lowed the subjects to think about how

they would go about shopping for a new washer in the described circum-

stances. At the very least, the responses did indicate that most of the

women were able to formulate a shopping strategy for dealing with the

situation. Presumably their strategy or "search script" that was described

in their responses to the open-ended questions formed the basis for the

subjects' later responses to the intention, preference and search

objective scales.

The scenario treatments had some predictable effects on the subjects*

emotional reactions to the situation but hardly influenced their stated

behavioral intentions. Almost half of the subjects thought that the first

action they would take would be to go shopping. The next but much less
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frequent action described was to consult Consumer Reports. The three most

frequently named sources of information were friend or relative (excluding

husband;. Consumer Reports and a salesperson. The other sources such as

newspaper advertising, brochures and labels and catalogs were much less

frequently mentioned.



CHAPTER TWELVE

THE IMPACT OF THE SCENARIO TREATMENTS ON SEARCH GOALS

Introduction

This chapter presents the findings on the impact of the scenario

treatments on the homemakers' rated importance of the following search

and shopping goals:

• to get the purchase made as quickly as possible,

t to find out about locally owned appliance stores

(their prices, service, credit policies etc.),

• to learn new things about clothes washers,

• to find out what might be wrong or go wrong with any or all of

the washers looked at,

• to enjoy the shopping for its own sake,

0 to obtain the most modern technology available in new clothes

washers , and

• to obtain a real sense of personal satisfaction and achievement

from personally making the decision.

The derivation of six of the goals was discussed in Chapter Five.

A measure of the importance of finding out about locally owned appliance

stores was included in the experimental exercise, and in hindsight should

have been included in the survey research questionnaire. The measure of

the importance of obtaining satisfaction from making the purchase, which

was dropped from the survey questionnaire was also added to the experi-

mental instrument. Measures of the subjects' uncertainty or sureness

about what to do were not included in the scenario experiment. Again, in

hindsight, this was a mistake as it would have been desirable to compare

the treatment effects on uncertainty recorded in the scenario experiment

with the survey research results. However, the desire to reduce

368
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uncertainty was assumed to drive several of the search and shopping goals

and to that extent was measured in the experiment.

Hypotheses

The importance of the search goals was expected to differentially

vary across situations. In situations where time is scarce or many other

demands are being made on the individual's time, a shopper will

concentrate on making sure primary goals are achieved and perhaps abandon

subsidiary or secondary goals that require more time and emotional and

intellectual effort. The narrowing of the search objectives is a

manifestation of a general narrowing of motivational or psychological

perspective under stress (Tolman 1948). The more important objectives

were believed to be the finding out about what might be wrong or go wrong

with washers, making the purchase quickly when under time-pressure and

finding out about local stores when in a new locale. It was expected

therefore, that the other goals would be treated as less important in the

urgency and unfamiliar locale situations. The above assumptions led to

the following hypotheses.

H-. : The achievement of the following outcomes will be rated less

important in the urgency situation:
a) learning new things about clothes washers
b) enjoying the shopping for its own sake
c) obtaining the most modern technology available in

new clothes washers
d) obtaining a real sense of personal satisfaction and

achievement from personally making the decision

Hp: The achievement of the following outcomes will be rated more
important in the urgency situation:
a) making the purchase quickly
b) finding out what might be wrong or go wrong with any or

all of the appliances looked at

H^: The achievement of the following outcomes will be rated less
important in the unfamiliar locale situation:
a) learning new things about clothes washers
b) enjoying the shopping for its own sake
c) obtaining the most modern technology available in new

clothes washers
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d) obtaining a real sense of personal satisfaction and

achievement from personally making the decision

H.: The achievement of the following outcomes will be rated more

important in the unfamiliar locale situation:

aj finding out about locally owned appliance stores

b) finding out what might be wrong or go wrong with any

or all of the appliances looked at.

Results

The two most important goals in all of the treatments were to find

out about the local appliance stores and to find out what might be wrong

or go wrong with any or all of the appliances looked at. The average

rated importance of these two goals were respectively 5.8 and 5.9 on the

1-7 point scale where 7 indicated extremely important. Learning new

things about clothes washers was the third most important goal and the

lowest rated goal was to enjoy the shopping for its own sake.

Main Effects

The urgency manipulation had the greatest effect on the profile of

goals (see Table 12.1). It considerably increased the importance of

making the purchase quickly (H2g) and reduced the importance of learning

new things about washers (H,) and enjoying the shopping for its own
I a

sake (H-jj^). The reduction in importance of obtaining a real sense of

satisfaction and achievement from personally making the decision (H-jj)

approached significance (p = 0.055). Although in the expected direction,

urgency did not have a significant effect on the importance of obtaining

the most modern technology. The effect of the manipulation on the

importance of finding out what might go wrong or be wrong with the

appliances looked at was in the opposite direction to that expected. On

average, the subjects who did not have to urgently purchase a washer rated

this goal as more important than the subjects who had to urgently

purchase a washer.
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Table 12.1

The effect of urgency on goal importance

Search and shopping goals Average rated importance

somewhat extremely

Make the purchase quickly*

Find out about local stores

Learn new things about washers*

Find out what might go wrong*

Enjoy shopping for its own sake*

Obtain most modern technology

Obtain a sense of satisfaction

important important

Mahal anobis = 2.3088, Hotel ling T^ = 82.4398

F(7,134) = 11.1924, p = 0.000

* univariate test, p<0.05

Urgency \ No urgency
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The locale familiarity scenario treatment had no main effect impact

on goal importance (see Table 12.2). Consequently none of the hypotheses

were supported, although the differences between the means on a number of

the measures (finding out about local stores, learning new things, enjoying

shopping for its own sake) were In the expected direction.

The only blocking factor to have an effect on the goal importance

section was education (see Table 12.3). Compared to those who claimed

some form of higher education, the lower educated group indicated that

shopping for its own sake and obtaining a real sense of satisfaction and

achievement from personally making the decision were more important goals.

Interaction Effects

The main effect of urgency and education on the goal importance

measures told only part of the story as several of these effects were

moderated by locale familiarity, purchase experience and education.

The effect of urgency on the importance of making the purchase

quickly was greatest on the experienced homemaker in a familiar locale

and least on the inexperienced shopper in a familiar locale (see Figure

12.1). A possible explanation is that the experienced shopper in a

familiar locale can and will react quickly and confidently. On the other

hand a less experienced homemaker in a familiar locale will be less

confident and sure about what to do but knows that there are familiar

information sources and stores to seek advice from and shop. The home-

maker also has friends who can provide a washer, in the meantime. These

factors will reduce her desire to purchase quickly. In an unfamiliar

locale where trusted sources of information and friends' help are less

available, the inexperienced shopper behaves similarly to the experienced

shopper.
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Table 12.2

The effect of locale familiarity on goal importance

Search and shopping goals Average rated importance

somewhat extremely

u , . , . . , , important important
Make the purchase quickly . _ .

Find out about local stores

Learn new things about washers

Find out what might go wrong

Enjoy shopping for its own sake

Obtain most modern technology

Obtain a sense of satisfaction \\

Mahalanobis = 0.2891, Hotelling T^ = 10.3357

F{7,134) = 1.4032, p = 0.209

1 \ 7

Familiar I \ Unfamiliar
locale 1 » locale
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Table 12.3

The effect of college education on goal importance

Search and shopping goals Average rated importance

somewhat extremely

Make the purchase quickly
in^portant

Find out about local stores

Learn new things about washers

Find out what might go wrong

Enjoy shopping for its own sake

Obtain most modern technology

Obtain a sense of satisfaction*

Mahalanobis = 0.5715, Hotel ling T^

F(7,135) = 2.4928, p = 0.019

* univariate test, p<0.05

important

College

18.2248

No college
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Make the purchase quickly

Extremely 7

important Familiar locale Unfamiliar locale

5.69

Somewhat 1

important

High
experience

3.53

Low
experience

4.75
4.44

Low
experience

High
experience

2.29
2.26

Urgency No urgency Urgency No urgency

Figure 12.1: The three-way interaction effect of urgency, familiarity
and experience on the importance of making the purchase
quickly (F(l,136) = 5.03. p < 0.027).
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Further analysis also revealed that the effect of urgency on learn-

ing new things and identifying problems was not general. It only

influenced the more experienced homemakers' ratings of these two goals

(see Figure 12.2). In the urgency condition the more experienced shopper

was less interested than the inexperienced shopper in learning and find-

ing out what might go wrong. In circumstances where there was no

urgency the more experienced shopper was more interested in learning new

things and finding out what might go wrong. The results of the no

urgency treatment are surprising to the extent they run contrary to the

assumption that the inexperienced shoppers would be more interested in

learning new things and finding out what might go wrong.

Understanding the effect of urgency on the importance of learning

new things about clothes washers was further complicated by the three-way

urgency-familiarity-education interaction illustrated in Figure 12.3. The

lower educated homemakers were sensitive to the urgency treatment when

asked to imagine themselves in a familiar locale. However, it was the

higher educated homemaker who was sensitive to the urgency treatment in

the unfamiliar locale condition. The comparatively high importance placed

on learning new things by the lower educated when making an urgent

purchase in unfamiliar surrounds is very difficult to explain. The better

educated appear to have recognised the demands this particular situation

makes on their time. Clearly the lower educated did not interpret the

situation in the same way.

While there were no main effects of the treatments or individual

difference factors on the importance of obtaining the most modern tech-

nology available there was one significant interaction effect on this

measure. Urgency had very little effect on the importance of obtaining
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Extremely 7

important

Learn new things about washers

5.82 High experience

5.36 Low experience

Somewhat 1

important

F(l,136) = 4.16, p < 0.043

Urgency No urgency

Extremely 7-

important

Find out what might go wrong

6.54 High experience

« 5.83 Low experience

Somewhat 1

important

F(l ,136) = 5.04, p < 0.026

Urgency No urgency

Figure 12.2: The two-way interaction effects of urgency and experience
on the importance of learning new things about washers and

finding out what might go wrong with the models looked at.
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Learn new things about washers

Extremely,
important

Familiar locale

College

5.28

4.10

No college

Unfamiliar locale

No college

College

Somewhat 1

important
Urgency No urgency Urgency No urgency

Figure 12.3: The three-way interaction effect of urgency, familiarity
and education on the importance of learning new things
about washers (F(l,136) = 5.70, p < 0.018).
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the latest technology amongst those who perceived that little difference

existed between the washers (see Figure 12.4). However, the homemakers

who believed that a big difference existed between the brands rated the

obtaining of the most modern technology as a much more important objective

in the non urgent condition compared with the urgency condition. This

result appears to illustrate the proposition that the risk associated with

not obtaining the latest technology is only a practical concern when

products are perceived to vary significantly. Under time-pressure, those

who perceived that big differences exist were less interested in obtaining

the latest technology presumably because they did not have the time to

determine which brands possessed the best new technology. When they are

not under pressure buyers holding such brand perceptions are more

interested in obtaining the latest technology because they feel they have

the time to search and shop so as to minimize the risk of not purchasing

the latest.

Summary

The effect of the purchase scenario treatments and individual

difference measures on the respondents' rated importance of a set of

search and shopping goals was not as straightforward as expected. The

locale familiarity manipulation did not have a direct effect on any of the

dependent measures. Its failure to even significantly influence the

importance of finding out about the locally owned appliance stores tends

to confirm that this was a weak manipulation. There may, however, have

been a ceiling effect that prevented any treatment effect as subjects in

both treatments rated finding out about the local stores as very important.

Past purchase experience also failed to have a direct impact. On average

the lower educated found shopping for a clothes washer an intrinsically

more interesting and challenging task than the better educated.
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Obtain the most modern technology

Extremely 7

important

5.17 Big difference

3.83 Little difference

Somewhat 1

important
Urgency No urgency

Figure 12.4: The two-way interaction effect of urgency and perceived
differences between brands on the importance of obtaining
the most modern technology (F{1,136) = 10.59, p < 0.001).
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The only straightforward effect of the urgency treatment was that

the subjects who imagined they would have to make a purchase in the next

day or two were less inclined to want to enjoy the shopping for its own

sake. The other effects of urgency were complicated by two or three-way

interactions with locale familiarity and individual difference measures.

Generally it appeared that urgency had a more dramatic effect on the

experienced and presumably older shopper.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

EFFECTS OF SCENARIO TREATMENTS ON SHOPPING AND SEARCH INTENTIONS

Introduction

The search behavior of consumers is a dynamic process, in that

shopping and information acquisition intentions can change as information

or advice is obtained. For example, a buyer may initially have intended

to seek out a Consumer Reports article but after talking to a friend,

seeing an advertisement or talking to a salesperson the consumer may

decide not to bother. On the other hand, after first talking to a

repairman another buyer may shop at stores that she otherwise may never

have considered. Each step a buyer takes is likely to lead to new

considerations, new alternative actions and new intentions.

Such a model of shopping behavior makes somewhat of a nonsense of

measuring buyer's initial intentions to consult various information

sources and shop at various stores. These are measures, of at best,

general dispositions which will very likely change in the light of

evolving, search and shopping circumstances. The model also, however,

suggests that the first step taken, that is first source consulted, may

be an important determinant of the shopping process and purchase outcome.

If indeed, the first step launches the buyer out onto a distinctive path

that leads to certain information sources and bypasses others then the

first step in the shopping process is of considerable relevance to the

marketing of appliances. Changing the consumer's first step in the

shopping process may become an important priority if it increases the

382
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likelihood the buyer will be exposed to desired sources of information

or shop at a particular type of store.

The findings from the survey reported in Chapter Six suggest that

there is, indeed, a relationship (but not necessarily a cause and effect

relationship; between the source first consulted and the use of other

information sources.

The purpose of this phase of the research was, however, not to

establish the Impact of the first step on the shopping process but rather

to examine whether the shopping situation scenario manipulations had any

impact on initial behavior intentions. The effect of the situation

scenario treatments on a number of shopping and information search

measures was also studied. Despite the above criticism of such measures

it was still considered worthwhile to establish the effect of the

scenarios on the subject's disposition towards such behaviors. The

responses capture the subject's intentions at the problem recognition

stage of the purchase process, intentions which are very likely to change

as the buyer proceeds down the purchase path into new situations and

circumstances.

Method

The measurement of the first shopping step was operational ized by

developing a list of likely first steps and asking subjects to indicate

the likelihood that they would take each of the actions as a first step

in the situation confronting them. The list of options was generated

mainly from the focus group discussions. The findings of the open-ended

questions presented in Chapter Eleven confirmed that all of the important

options were included except for consulting husband. This action was

intentionally excluded from the list as the interest was in examining
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first steps taken outside the household and it was feared that consulting

a spouse would be such a frequent first step that it would dominate

responses, making interpretation difficult. As it happened, this was an

unwarranted concern.

The homemakers were asked to express a likelihood that each possible

action listed would be the first step taken. The scales ranged from

extremely unlikely (1) through to extremely likely (7). The midpoint on

the scale "4" was labelled 50/50 chance (see Appendix M for question

instructions and scales). If the subject understood and used the

probability scales correctly then the scoring of one of the possible

steps as extremely likely should have resulted in none of the other steps

also receiving an extremely likely rating, or even a rating of "4" or

above. Similarly the scoring of two of the possible options as 50/50

chances ("4" on the scale) should have resulted in the other options

being scored extremely unlikely ("1" on the scale). The subjects very

frequently violated these scale constraints which suggests they had

difficulty allocating probabilities across mutually exclusive options.

To remedy this problem it was decided to normalise each subject's

scores by converting them to a probability that summed to 1.0. This was

done by dividing each score by the sum of the eight scores. It enabled

comparison between subjects of the relative likelihood of a particular

first step.

The other shopping and information search intention measures used

the same likelihood scale as above but were not standardised as they

were not mutually exclusive events whose probabilities of occurence were

required to sum to one. The subjects were presented with a shopping or

information search activity and were asked to indicate how likely it was

that they would undertake such an activity.
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Analysis

The behavior intention measures were treated as three response

vectors. The first vector was the set of eight initial intention

measures. The second vector was a set of four shopping intention

measures and the third vector was a set of 10 information search

intentions. In the first stage of the analysis the impact of the two

treatments (urgency and locale familiarity) and the individual difference

measures on the response vectors were each separately examined using one-

way multivariate analysis of variance (BMD:P3D, Dixon and Brown 1977).

For each analysis the subjects were divided into two groups, by either

treatment or individual difference criteria. The differences in the

group means were tested for significance at the multivariate and univari-

ate level.

The effects of urgency treatment, locale familiarity treatment and

individual difference blocking factors were also tested using multivariate

analysis of variance (MANOVA, Cramer 1973) of several 2x2x2 factorial

designs. Such model fitting enabled the examination of whether the

response vectors were sensitive to interactions between the two treat-

ments and between the treatments and the different groups of subjects

(e.g. low experience/high experience, college educated/non-college

educated)

.

The analysis of the initial behavior intentions was somewhat

complicated by the transformation which made the eight measures linearly

dependent. This was handled by removing one of the eight measures from

the multivariate analysis and reducing the degrees of freedom by one

(see Harris 1975, p. 76).
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Experimental Hypotheses

The first two hypotheses are based on the expectation that when a

clothes washer has to be replaced quickly, shoppers will go straight to a

retail store rather than consult information sources which are difficult

to obtain.

H,: In the urgent purchase circumstances, intentions to make the
' first step one of the following will be increased:

a) consulting the Yellow Pages

b) visiting a local specialty appliance store

c) visiting a local Sears Store.

H^: In the urgent purchase circumstances the intention to make the
^ first step one of looking up a Consumer Reports article will

be reduced.

The next two hypotheses assume that the first step in an unfamiliar

locale is to identify or shop at a trustworthy retail store that will

give the best value for money.

H-.: In the unfamiliar locale situation, intentions to make the

first step one of the following will increase:

a) consulting the Yellow Pages

b) talking to a friend or relative

c) visiting the local Sears Store.

H.: In the unfamiliar locale situation, the intention to visit a

local specialty appliance store as a first step will decrease.

The following hypotheses are based on some of the findings

reported in Chapter Three. In particular, Claxton, Fry and Portis (1974)

found that when the purchase was made in urgent circumstances the

incidence of consulting only one information source and visiting only

one store was significantly higher. Newman and Staelin (1973) did not

find that the variety of sources consulted was conditional on the urgency

of the purchase but did report some evidence that advertising was more

likely to be used in the absence of time-pressure. Dash et al . (1976)

observed that when a stereo was purchased, in a hurry, it was more likely

obtained from a department store than a specialty store. Hence the
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following hypotheses:

H^: In the urgency circumstances the expectations of the following

behavior will be higher:

a) considering only one brand

b) shopping at Sears

Wf.: In the urgency circumstances the expectations of the following

behavior will be lower:

a) shopping at several stores

b) shopping at a specialty store

H,r In the urgency circumstances the expectations of the following

behavior will be lower:

a) consulting a newspaper for sales advertisement

b) looking up a Consumer Reports article

c) consulting brochures

d) consulting a catalog

e) consulting labels

f) seeking advice from personal sources.

In his survey of long distance residential movers Bell (1969) found

that more personal information was used by these shoppers and newspapers

were more frequently consulted. As discussed in Chapter Four there are

contradictary predictions as to whether a residential move into an

unfamiliar locale will influence shopping activity. It seems that a

national chain such as Sears is more likely to be shopped. These findings

and assumptions led to the following hypotheses:

Hg: In the unfamiliar locale situation there will be a higher

a) expectation that a Sears store will be visited.

Hg: In the unfamiliar locale situation the expectations of the

following behavior will be higher:

a) seeking personal advice about where to shop

b) studying a newspaper for sales ads.

Results

Initial Behavior Intentions

Although not stated as a formal hypothesis it was expected that for

convenience reasons the most likely first intention would be the consult-

ing of a newspaper for sales advertisements and that this likelihood

would not be affected by situation. The overall mean likelihood of first
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consulting a newspaper advertisement was 0.14. The equivalent probability

for some of the other possible first steps were: talking to a relative or

friend 0.15, looking up the Yellow Pages 0.14, looking up a Consumer

Reports article 0.14, visiting a local specialty appliance store 0.14 and

visiting the local Sears store 0.13. Clearly no single first-step

intention dominated over all of the treatment conditions. An examination

of the mean responses within each treatment condition also failed to

reveal the dominance of any one of the possible actions.

The multivariate analysis of variance did not produce any signifi-

cant interaction effects on the vector of initial intentions. At the

univariate level the only significant interaction effect {F(l ,135) = 3.90,

p < 0.05) was that subjects in the urgency-familiar situation (the

scenario involving a repairman) indicated they would be more likely to

first consult the repairman. This effect was to be expected. The

remainder of this section discusses the results of the one-way analyses

of variance.

The urgency treatment had no impact on the initial behavior inten-

tions (see Table 13.1). The only noticeable difference was the increased

likelihood of initially consulting the Yellow Pages in the urgency

condition. Otherwise there was no evidence to support or

The effect of locale familiarity on the vector of initial behavior

intentions was significant (see Table 13.2). An unfamiliar locale

increased the likelihood of first consulting the Yellow Pages (H^^) and

decreased the likelihood of talking to a repairman. It did not, however,

increase the likelihood of talking to a friend or relative (H^i^) or affect

the likelihood of going directly to the local Sears Store (H^^.) or a local

specialty appliance store (H.).
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Table 13.1

The effect of urgency on initial behavior intentions

First Step Average likelihood of behavior

No urgency Urgency

(n = 74) (n = 67)

Search newspaper ads 0.140 0.148

Look up a catalog U.U/b

Look up the Yellow Pages 0.126 0.151

Look up Consumer Reports 0.155 0.146

Talk to a friend or relative 0.142 0.130

Talk to a repairman 0.090 0.086

Visit the local Sears store 0.133 0.135

Visit the local specialty store 0.140 0.135

1.00 1.00

Mahalanobis = 0.1628, Hotelling T^ = 5.8121

F(7,134) = 0.7891, p = 0.598
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Table 13.2

The effect of locale familiarity on initial behavior intentions

First Step

Search newspaper ads

Look up a catalog

Look up the Yellow Pages*

Look up Consumer Reports

Talk to a friend or relative

Talk to a repairman*

Visit the local Sears store

Visit the local specialty store

Average Likelihood of behavior

Unfamiliar

(n = 71)

0.148

0.079

0.157

0.145

0.131

0.066

0.134

0.140

Familiar

(n = 72)

0.139

0.065

0.119

0.156

0.141

0.110

0.135

0.135

1.00 1.00

Mahal anobis \? = 0.9333, Hotel ling T^ = 33.3627

F(7,134) = 4.5295, p < 0.0005

* Univariate test, p < 0.05
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The effect of purchase experience (under two previous purchases/

two or more previous purchases) on initial behavior intention was to

decrease the likelihood of first consulting Consumer Reports, and to

increase the likelihood of going straight to the local Sears store

(see Table 13.3). This suggests that the experienced more often have

already decided which is the best brand before starting the shopping

process and in making their decision are more favorably disposed towards

Sears than the less experienced. The college educated, as a group, are

more likely to first look up Consumer Reports but are less likely to

initially look up the Yellow Pages (see Table 13.4).

Shopping Intentions

The only interaction effect on any of the shopping intention

measures is illustrated in Figure 13.1. It was expected that the

urgency manipulation would reduce the intention to visit several stores

(Hgg). While such a main effect was observed (see Table 13.5) it was

moderated by the subjects' education level and the familiarity of the

locale. In a familiar environment the college educated subjects'

reaction to the urgency, created by product failure, was to lower their

intention of shopping around. However, the non-college educated subjects

reaction to this circumstance was to raise their intention to shop around

In the unfamiliar locale a reverse effect was observed. The non-college

educated significantly reduced their intention to shop around while the

college educated only marginally reduced their intention.

The result suggests that a different approach is adopted by the

lower educated to cope with urgent purchase requirements in a familiar

locale and an unfamiliar locale. In a familiar shopping locale, the

lower educated increase their intention to visit several stores, perhaps
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Table 13.3

The effect of purchase experience on initial behavior intentions

First Step Average likelihood of behavior

Low experience High experience

(n = 83) (n = 60)

Search newspaper ads 0.134 0.151

Look up a catalog 0.075 0.070

Look up the Yellow Pages 0.146 0.132

Look up Consumer Reports* 0.137 0.160

Talk to a friend or relative 0.129 0.142

Talk to a repairman 0.097 0.082

Visit the local Sears store* 0.155 0.119

Visit the local specialty store 0.127 0.145

1.00 1.00

Mahalanobis D = 0.5606, Hotel ling T^ = 19.5220

F(7,134) = 2.6702, p = 0.013

Univariate test, p < 0.05
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Table 13.4

The effect of college education on initial behavior intentions

First Step

Search newspaper ads

Look up a catalog

Look up the Yellow Pages*

Look up Consumer Reports*

Talk to a friend or relative

Talk to a repairman

Visit the local Sears store

Visit a specialty store

Average likelihood of behavior

No college

(n = 48)

0.141

0.074

0.154

0.124

0.136

0.089

0.148

0.134

College

(n = 95)

0.145

0.071

0.130

0.164

0.136

0.088

0.127

0.139

1.00 1.00

Mahal anobis = 0.4612, Hotel ling T^ = 14.7055

F(7,134) = 2.0114. p = 0.058

* Univariate test, p < 0.05
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Visit several stores

Extremely
likely .

Extremely
i

unl ikely

Familiar locale

No college

6.10

5.20

College

6.46

5.58

Unfamiliar locale

6.73

6.23
College

Urgency No urgency

No college

Urgency No urgency

Figure 13.1: The three-way interaction effect of urgency .farnil iarity

and education on the intention to visit several stores

(F(l,136) = 18.36, p < 0.011).
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Table 13.5

The effect of urgency on shopping intentions

Shopping Activity Average likelihood of behavior

No urgency

(n = 74)

2.62

6.27

5.19

5.19

Consider only one brand

Visist several stores*

Visit a Sears store*

Visit a local specialty store

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahalanobis = 0.3372, Hotelling T^ = 12.0399

F(4,138) = 2.9459, p = 0.023

*Univariate test, p < 0.05

Urgency

(n = 69)

2.94

5.41

4.78

5.20
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because it is relatively easy to consult and evaluate the offering of the

familiar stores. When the locale and stores are unfamiliar their inten-

tions to shop at several stores drops. One explanation for this is that

each store's reputation has to be assessed and under pressure the lower

educated regard this as quite a demanding task. The college educated

shoppers' intentions to visit several stores drop in both urgency circum-

stances, although the effect is more marked in the familiar locale

situation where the purchase is precipitated by product failure and

the stores are familiar.

The other effect of urgency was to decrease the likelihood of

shopping at Sears (see Table 13.5). Contrary to H^i^ and Hg^^, in the

urgency circumstances subjects expressed a greater likelihood of visiting

a local specialty store than visiting Sears. When subjects could take

their time the average likelihood intentions of visiting Sears and

visiting a specialty store were almost equal. Urgency also failed to

increase the likelihood of considering only one brand (Hgg).

Locale familiarity had no effect on shopping intentions (see

Table 13.6), however, two of the individual difference measures signifi-

cantly influenced shopping intentions. Experience increased the likeli-

hood of consulting only one brand and reduced the likelihood of consulting

several stores (see Table 13.7). Education did not have a simple main

effect on shopping intentions but the effect of the subject's perceived

difference between the brands was significant and interesting (see Table

13.8). The shoppers who perceived that a big difference existed between

the brands were less likely to shop at several stores and in particular

Sears. On the other hand the shoppers who perceived that little differ-

ence existed between the brands were more likely to visit several stores
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Table 13.6

The effect of locale familiarity on shopping intentions

Shopping activity Average likelihood of behavior

Unfamiliarity

(n = 71)

2.79

5.89

5.01

5.18

Consider only one brand

Visit several stores

Visit a Sears store

Visit a local specialty store

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahal anobis = 0.0029, Hotel ling T^ = 0.1049

Familiarity

(n = 72)

2.76

5.82

4.97

5.21

F(4,138) = 0.0257, p = 0.999
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Table 13.7

The effect of purchase experience on shopping intentions

Shopping activity Average likelihood of behavior

Low experience High experience

(n = 63) (n = 60)

Consider only one brand* 3.18 2.48

Visit several stores* 5.43 6.16

Visit a Sears store 5.15 4.88

Visit a local specialty store* 4.88 5.42

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahalanobis = 0.2773, Hotelling T^ = 9.6577

F(4,138) = 2.3630, p = 0.056

* univariate test, p < 0.05
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Table 13.8

The effect of perceived difference between brands on shopping intentions

Shopping activity Average likelihood of behavior

Little difference Big difference

(n = 102) (n = 41)

Consider only one brand

Visit several stores*

Visit a Sears store*

Visit a local specialty store

2.56

6.04

5.24

5.18

3.32

5.39

4.39

5.24

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahal anobis = 0.4047, Hotel ling T^ = 11.8344

F(4,138) = 2.8957, p = 0.024

* univariate test, p < 0.05
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and visit Sears in particular. The result suggests that more comparison

shopping will be done by those buyers perceiving little overall differ-

ence exists between the brands. Presumably the search is for the best

price. The shoppers who perceive that big differences exist between the

brands shop more selectively and prefer to shop at stores that offer a

range of different brands.

Information Search Intentions

There were no significant treatment interaction effects on the

vector of intentions to consult various sources. This vector of intentions

was also not significantly influenced by the urgency manipulation although

Table 13.9 reveals that all the information sources were marginally more

likely to be consulted in circumstances where a clothes washer could be

purchased at leisure. Quite large standard deviations (ranging from 1.6

to 2.5) explain why the differences between the two groups' means were

not significant. Consequently was not supported.

The effect of locale familiarity on the search intentions was

highly statistically significant and also much more selective (see Table

13.10). The subjects in an unfamiliar locale indicated a greater likeli-

hood of looking up an article and asking a relative or friend about

where to shop (Hg^). They are, on the other hand, less likely to seek

a repairman's advice. Those subjects imagining themselves in an unfamiliar

locale expressed a marginally but not significantly higher intention of

studying newspaper advertisements (Hgj^).

Experience did not have an overall effect on the information search

intention vector but at the univariate level the less experienced were

more likely to look up Consumer Reports and ask a relative or friend about

the different brands (see Table 13.11). Education's effect was
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Table 13.9

The effect of urgency on information search intentions

Information search activity Average likelihood of behavior

No urgency Urgency

(n = 69) (n = 74)

Search newspaper ads 5.55

Look up an article 3.80 3.38

Look up Consumer Reports 5.39 5.04

Study a catalog 2.92 2.62

Study manufacturers' brochures 5.05 4.74

Read label details 5.49 5.02

Pay attention to salespeople 5.53 5.00

Seek repairman's advice 3.69 2.99

Ask relative/ friend about stores 4.49 4.15

Ask relative/friend about brands 5.12 4.62

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahalanobis = 0.2891, Hotelling T^ = 10.3230

F(10.131) = 0.9591, p = 0.482
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Table 13.10

The effect of locale familiarity on information search intenti

Information search activity Average likelihood of behavi

Unfamiliar Familiar

^ n - 71 ^^n - / i; (n = 72)

Search newspaper ads
C El

Look up an article* 3.96 3.24

Look up Consumer Reports 5.03 5.42

Study a catalog 2.94 2.61

Study manufacturers' brochures 5.04 4.76

Read label details 5.41 5.11

Pay attention to salespeople 5.41 5.08

Seek repairman's advice* 2.83 3.86

Ask relative/friend about stores* 4.69 3.96

Ask relative/friend about brands 4.59 5.17

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahalanobis = 1.411, Hotel ling T^ = 40.7919

F(10,131) = 3.7899, p = 0.000

* univariate test, p < 0.05
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Table 13.11

The effect of purchase experience on information search intentions

Information search activity Average likelihood of behavior

Low experience High experience

(n = 60) (n = 83)

Search newspaper ads 5.45 5.38

Look up an article 3.66 3.50

Look up Consumer Reports* 5.59 4.72

Study a catalog 2.78 2.77

Study manufacturers' brochures 4.93 4.87

Read label details 5.35 5.13

Pay attention to salespeople 5.17 5.42

Seek repairman's advice 3.32 3.37

Ask relative/friend about stores 4.52 4.05

Ask relative/friend about brands* 5.15 4.52

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahal anobis = 0.2909, Hotel ling T^ = 10.1314

F(10,131) = 0.9485, p = 0.492

* univariate test, p < 0.05
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concentrated solely on increasing the likelihood of consulting Consumer

Reports (see Table 13.12). The only other individual difference effect

on the entire search vector was that observed between the group of 27

subjects who claimed to be subscribers to Consumer Reports and the 114

who did not. Understandably the Consumer Reports subscribers indicated

a far higher likelihood that they would consult the magazine (see Table

13.13). What was unexpected was that they also indicated significantly

greater dispositions to look up other articles about clothes washers,

study catalogs and manufacturers' brochures, seek a repairman's advice

and ask other relatives or friends about brands. This select group

distinguishes itself by its general enthusiasm to obtain information.

Interestingly, this did not carry over to significantly greater

intentions to shop at several stores and significantly less intentions

to consider only one brand.

Summary

This chapter reported on the impact of situation scenarios on the

subjects' shopping and information search dispositions. The effects

were generally straightforward in the sense that there were very few

significant interactions between the experimental factors. Some of the

more interesting results were:

§ No single first-step emerged as most likely in any of the

situations

,

• Locale familiarity had its biggest impact on the subject's
dispositions to consult a repairman. Consumer Report and a

friend or relative,

• The more experienced were more predisposed to go straight
to a Sears store,

0 The effect of urgency on shopping intentions was dependent
on the subject's education and locale familiarity,

• The experienced are less likely to visit several stores,
less likely to visit a specialty store and more likely to
consider only one brand.
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Table 13.12

The effect of college education on information search intentions

Information search activity

Search newspaper ads

Look up an article

Look up Consumer Reports*

Study a catalog

Study manufacturers' brochures

Read label details

Pay attention to salespeople

Seek repairman's advice

Ask relative/friend about stores

Ask relative/friend about brands

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahalanobis = 0.7421 , Hotel ling T^ = 23.6641

F(10,131) = 2.2154, p = 0.020

* univariate test, p < 0.05

Average likelihood of behavior

No college College

(n = 48) (n = 95)

5.54 5.21

3.47 3.83

5.67 4.33

2.83 2.75

4.86 4.98

5.24 5.29

5.16 5.58

3.39 3.27

4.27 4.42

4.82 5.00
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Table 13.13

The effect of subscribing to consumer reports

on information search intentions

Information search activity Average likelihood of behavi

Non subscriber Subscriber

(n = 116) (n = 27)

Search newspaper ads 5.30 5.96

Look up an article* 3.36 4.59

Look up Consumer Reports* 6.89 4.84

Study a catalog* 2.63 3.41

Study manufacturers' brochures 4.72 5.67

Real label details 5.23 5.37

Pay attention to salespeople 5.15 5.30

Seek repairman's advice* 3.16 4.19

Ask relative/friend about stores 4.29 4.48

Ask relative/friend about brands* 4.72 5.56

1 = extremely unlikely

4 = 50/50 chance

7 = extremely likely

Mahal anobis = 1.3505. Hotel ling T^ = 29.5790

F(10J31) = 2.7481 , p = 0.004

univariate test, p < 0.05
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• Those who perceive big differences exist between brands

are less likely to visit several stores and less likely

to shop at Sears than those who perceive little differences

exist between brands, and

t Consumer Reports subscribers are more disposed to consult

several other information sources besides Consumer Reports,

A number of the hypotheses were supported, but most were not. In

particular while urgency affected shopping intentions it did not reduce

the subject's estimated likelihoods of consulting various information

sources. On the other hand, locale familiarity, although a weak manipul

tion, did influence the likelihood that some of the information sources

would be consulted. It did not influence any shopping intentions.



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

THE EFFECTS OF THE SCENARIO TREATMENTS ON

PREFERENCES FOR TYPE OF INFORMATION SOURCE

Introduction

The behavior intention measures did not provide a direct measure of

the subjects' preferences for various sources of information and advice.

To address this the subjects' comparative attitudes toward seven types of

information sources were obtained from a set of 21 pairwise preference

measures (See Appendix M). The seven types of information sources were

chosen either because they had been rated as important sources of informa-

tion in past survey studies or because of their unique characteristics

(e.g., appliance repairman). Friends and relatives were combined into

one type of information source because of their assumed similarity as

sources of advice and information about purchasing a clothes washer.

Brochures and labels were combined for the same reason.

The set of measures were designed so as to be amenable to metric,

multidimensional preference scaling analysis (Bechtel 1976). This

technique not only captures information about the stimulus objects but

also information about respondent differences, in the same metric space.

In this research the respondent differences were not just due to factors

such as experience and education. The potential was there for the

four situation scenario treatments to systematically influence the

preferences and the spatial configurations. Bechtel (1976) suggests that

multidimensional preference scaling is probably more useful as an

exploratory or taxonomic tool. However, he acknowledges the technique

can play a role in more advanced stages of research to address questions

408
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such as whether scale structure is altered by social, political or economic

conditions. The question specifically addressed in this chapter was whether

purchase urgency, locale familiarity and pertinent individual difference

measures separately or together influenced preference scale structure.

Method

The preference measure analysis involved three distinct stages. The

21 pairwise preferences were first treated as a vector and multivariate

analysis of variance (MANOVA, Cramer 1973) was used to examine the direct

effects of the two treatments and two individual difference blocking

factors, past experience and education.

The following utility model was then fitted to the preference

responses using an orthogonal analysis of variance computer program:

p
^Jk - u . . - u + z + e.

%C %k jk vQk

where:

P . = the average preference for information source j
over information source k in the treatment cell

or blocking level i

u . . = the average utility of information source j in

treatment cell or blocking level i

u^, = the average utility of information source k in

treatment cell or blocking level i

z^.^ = the unseal ability for the stimulus pair (j,)^)

across all treatment or blocking levels

e^j^ = random error

In essence, this stage of the analysis transformed the preferences

into information source utility scales for each group of respondents. The

orthogonal analysis of variance framework also enabled the measurement of

the extent to which these linear utility scores captured the information

in the preference measures.
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The third step of the analysis involved the fitting of two types of

structural models to the utility measures, a General Scalar Product (GSP)

model and a General Powered Distance (GPD) or unfolding model. This

exercise can be also viewed as the fitting of secondary submodels to the

original mean preference scores of each treatment cell or blocking group.

Such a perspective is useful when considering the relative goodness-of-fit

of the second-stage submodel compared to the first-stage linear utility

model

,

The GSP submodel positioned the seven types of information sources

as points in a two dimensional space and the treatment groups of subjects

as directional vectors in this space. These vectors represent the motiva-

tional weighting the subjects in each condition attach to the two dimensions

of the metric space. Distance measured in the direction of a group's vector

measures the average utility of the different information source types for

that group.

The GPD submodel placed both the stimuli (types of information sources)

and respondents (treatment groups) as points in a two dimensional space.

Euclidian distance between a treatment group and an information source

indicated disutility. That is, the closer the two points in the space

the greater the judged utility of the information type for that treatment

group. The technical details, such as the side conditions and the least

squares method of fitting the parameters for these two models are pre-

sented in Chapter Five and Chapter Seven of Bechtel (1976).

Multivariate Analysis of Variance Results

In the two-way multivariate analysis of variance using urgency and

locale familiarity as factors, the interaction approached significance

(p < 0.066). However, only one of the 21 univariate interaction tests
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was significant. Subjects generally perferred a repairman over a catalog

as a source of information but this preference was strongest in the

urgency-familiar locale treatment and weakest in the urgency-unfamiliar

locale treatment (F(l,138) = 9.56, p < 0.002).

The urgency scenario treatment did not have a main effect on the

preference vector but the locale familiarity manipulation did have a

significant effect (p < 0.017). The average preference for brochures and

labels over newspaper ads increased in the unfamiliar locale condition

(F(l,138) = 4.81, p < 0.030). The preference for newspaper ads

(F(l,138) = 4.89, p < 0.017), a repairman (F(l,138) = 6.67, p < 0.011)

and a salesperson (F(l,138) = 6.20, p < 0.014) over a catalog signific-

antly decreased in the unfamiliar locale condition.

The pattern of these and other results that approached significance

suggest that the utility of newspaper advertising and the utility of a

repairman's, salesperson's and friend's or relative's advice and informa-

tion depends on the subject's confidence or trust in these sources. In

an unfamiliar locale these local sources of information are more of an

unknown quantity than when the purchase and search is undertaken in a

familiar locale. Consequently these sources are, relatively speaking,

less attractive in an unfamiliar locale compared to brochures and labels,

catalogs and Consumer Reports which do not vary from location to location.

It was anticipated that the relative preference for a friend or relative

and newspaper ads over the other sources would increase in the unfamiliar

locale treatment condition (see 9"^^ Andreasen 1966). If anything, the

reverse occurred.

The adding of experience (less than two previous purchases of a new

washer/two or more previous purchases) as a blocking factor did not have

any impact on the vector of preferences, either as a main effect or
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interacting with the manipulations. However, the addition of education

(no college/college) into the design resulted in a three-way urgency/

familiarity/education effect on the vector of 21 pairwise preferences

(p < 0.044). At the univariate level only one of the measures was

significant but it was an important one, the pairwise preference of

Consumer Reports over the salesperson (F(l,134) = 4.70, p < 0.032).

In a familiar locale, the impact of urgency on the preference for

Consumer Reports over a salesperson depended on the homemaker's education

(see Figure 14.1). Urgency in a familiar locale (the product failure

treatment) increased the lower educated women's preference for consulting

Consumer Reports over a salesperson. The same treatment decreased the

higher educated women's preference for consulting Consumer Reports over a

salesperson. Perhaps the lower educated are more suspicious that a sales-

person will exploit their circumstances, although it is not clear why this

should be specific to the familiar locale. The effect of product failure

on the better educated group is more readily understandable. It appears

they have considered the greater time and effort involved in consulting

Consumer Reports and have also recognized that they would have greater

confidence in the salespeople employed in familiar as opposed to unfamiliar

locales.

The main effect of education on the pairwise preference vector was

marginally significant (p < 0.064). Consumer Reports was significantly

more preferred by the better educated over brochures and labels

(F(l,134) = 12.19, p < 0.001), catalogs (F(l,134) = 9.49, p < 0.003),

newspaper ads (F(1.134) = 6.99, p < 0.009), repairmen (F(l,134) = 11.92,

p < 0.001) and salespeople (F(1.134) = 7.55, p < 0.007).

Item order had a significant main effect on the vector of pairwise

preferences (p < 0.045). The mean preferences of four of the 21 pairwise
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Figure 14.1: The effect of urgency, locale familiarity and education

on preference for Consumer Reports over a salesperson
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preferences were significantly Influenced by order at the univariate level.

An examination of these measures' position in the two random orderings did

not suggest any reason for the effect. For example, none of the four was

the leading pair in either ordering. Fortunately, order did not interact

significantly with the treatment conditions and particularly the locale

familiarity treatment. If it had it would have severely undermined the

general izability of any treatment main or interaction effects.

The Linear Utility Model Fitting

Eight distinct linear utility models were fitted to different sets

of the pairwise preference measures. The responses were grouped by

urgency treatment, locale familiarity treatment, experience, education

and item order treatment. In addition the responses were divided into

four groups by urgency-familiarity and eight groups by urgency-familiarity-

experience and urgency-familiarity-education. These different models were

fitted even though the multivariate analysis suggested that the information

source utility structures would only vary by locale familiarity, education,

item order, urgency-familiarity and urgency-familiarity-education.

The linear utility models fitted to the splits by urgency, locale

familiarity, experience, education and item order are presented in

Figures 14.2 and 14.3. The location of each information source on the

utility scale is shown for the different treatment groups. As the seven

scale scores on each scale are constrained to sum to zero, only the

relative positions and distances between the information sources on the

scale can be compared between the treatment groups. The number of

respondents in the group and mean confidence score of the subjects in

the group in their judgments (1 = not at all confident/sure, 5 = very

confident/sure) are given for each scale. The percent of the between-
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group average pairwise preference variability explained by each model (the

two utility scales) is also provided.

Overall, the linear utility models fitted the preferences very well.

About 96% of the variability in the preferences was explained by the

utility scales, the remainder being explained by unscalabil ity and random

error. By comparison Bechtel (1976) provided a number of linear utility

models that explained at best 9S% of the variability and at worst 84% of

the variability of their preference measures. All of his models were

deemed acceptable. The subjects' mean confidence in their judgments were

also high, close to four on the 1-5 scale. There was no significant

difference in the average confidence means between any of the groups.

The average preference ratings of the groups also exhibited very few

violations of strong transitivity suggesting that, at least at the group

level, the subjects had clear and consistent perceptions of the relative

utility of the information sources.

The most striking feature of all of the utility scales is the

superior utility of Consumer Reports. This information source is very

clearly in a class of its own, as measured by consumer preferences. At

the other end of the utility scale is the catalog followed by the news-

paper advertisement. The remaining four types of information source

tend to be bunched together, led by the repairman.

The lack of a general impact of the urgency manipulation on the

homemakers' utility structures is obvious. On the other hand the two

familiarity treatment scales are quite distinctive. In a new locale

catalogs, brochures and labels and Consumer Reports are all rated higher

on the utility scale compared with their positions on the familiar locale

scale. This is consistent with the conclusion drawn from the preference
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The above scales explained 96.0% of the variability in the two groups' preferences

Figure 14.2: The scenario treatment and shopping experience linear utility models

CG = catalog NA = newspaper ad SP = salesperson
BL = brochures & FR = friend or RM = repairman

labels relative CR = Consumer Reports
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Figure 14.3: The education and random order linear utility models
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scaling results that these are not local information sources which are

treated with caution in an unfamiliar locale.

The only noteworthy difference between the low and high experience

utility scales was the change in ranking and position of the salesperson

who was rated more useful by the more experienced homemaker. As expected

from the pairwise preference results the major effect of education was on

the utility scale score of Consumer Reports which was, relatively speaking,

much higher on the college educated scale.

Fitting the GSP Submodel to the Utilities

General Scalar Product submodels were fitted to firstly the four

utility scales of the urgency-familiarity treatment groups, secondly the

eight utility scales of the urgency-familiarity-experience groups and

finally the utility scales of the eight urgency-familiarity-education

groups. The general form of the GSP submodel that was fitted to the

scale values was:

t

U . . = Z a- b . + e- .

where

:

U.. = treatment group i's utility scale score for information
^ type 0.

a. = the weighting coefficient treatment group i attaches to
dimension r, and

b. = the coordinate value of information source j on
dimension r

The fitted utility scales (U.., ) of the urgency-famil iarity-condit-
lyQ S

ions are presented in Table 14.1. These scale values captured 95.1% of

the variability in the average pairwise preference scores of each of the

four treatment groups. The GSP model was fitted to these values.
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Table 14.1

The utility scales of the urgency-familiarity scenario treatments

Treatment

Urgency-
familiar

No urgency-

famil iar

Information source GSP fitted a's

CG NA BL SP FR RM CR Axis 1 Axis 2

-2.16 -0.71 -0.49 0.11 0.24 0.88 2.12 -3.15 0.92

-1.73 -1.07 -0.22 -0.01 0.31 0.53 2.19 -3.04 0.27

Uroency-
unfamiliar -0.84 -1.27 0.18 -0.44 -0.13 -0.13 2.62 -2.86 -1.11

No urgency-
unfamiliar -1.49 -1.00 -0.07 -0.43 0.31 0.34 2.35 -3.00 -0.18

GSP fitted e's

Axis 1 0.52 0.33 0.05 0.06 -0.06 -0.14 -0.77

Axis 2 -0.58 0.30 -0.32 0.31 0.18 0.47 -0.36
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The dimensionality of the GSP model was chosen, a posteriori, based on

the magnitude of the eigenvalues that were used as principal components to

derive the parameters. The values of the non-zero eigenvalues were 36.362,

2.189, 0.090 and 0.050. The first eigenvalue is so dominant that it

suggests a one dimensional model would be adequate. However, if a one

dimensional solution was adopted the error sum of squares associated with

this submodel would be over two and a half times larger than the error sum

of squares that resulted from fitting the initial, first-stage linear

utility model to the preferences. This is an unacceptable addition of

incremental error and therefore the second dimension was retained (see

Bechtel 1976, p.81). This resulted in the submodel having an error sum

of squares that was only 16% of the first-stage linear utility model's

error sum of squares.

The fitted a and b values are presented in Table 14.1. To illustrate

the model's fit, the average utility of a catalog as a source of information

in the urgency-familiar locale treatment was, fron Table 14.1, -2.16

The GSP submodel fitted value was -2.17. This estimate was derived by

summing catalog's scores on the two dimensions (0.52 and -0.58) weighted

by the urgency-familiarity locale scoring of the two dimensions (-3.15 and

0.92).

In Figure 14.4 which visually portrays the model. Consumer Reports

can be seen to be positioned distinctly on its own and clearly some

distance from the other types of information sources, whatever situation

vector is used as a dimension. The three non-local sources of information,

Consumer Reports, brochures and labels and catalogs have a similar score

on the second axis or dimension which perhaps could be labelled personal

advice - impersonal facts, were it not for the position of newspaper ads.
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Axis 2

Urgency-unfamiliar locale

No urgency-unfamiliar

' Axis 1

No urgency-familiar

Urgency-familiar locale

Figure 14.4: The General Scalar Product submodel fitted to the

Urgency-familiarity treatment utilities
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The three sources are quite separate from the other four that are clustered

together. The major discriminating horizontal dimension or axis, might be

tentatively labelled an independent-commercial dimension.

The direction of the two unfamiliar locale treatment vectors compared

to the direction of the two familiar locale vectors is such that the three

non-local information sources score much higher on the unfamiliar locale

utility vectors than on the familiar locale utility vectors. This is con-

sistent with the pairwise preference and utility scale results. Urgency

appears to accentuate the effect of locale familiarity as the two urgency

treatment vectors are at the extremes of the vector fan.

A two dimensional GSP model was also fitted to the eight urgency-

familiarity-experience scales for the same reasons as presented above.

Although one dimension dominated, omission of the second dimension

unacceptably reduced the goodness of the fit of the second-stage submodel.

This model is illustrated in Figure 14.5. The additional disaggregation

by shopping experience hardly altered the spatial configuration of the

information sources and produced a vector fan very similar to the simpler

urgency-familiarity submodel. This is consistent with the results of the

multivariate analysis of variance.

Finally, a two dimensional GSP model was fitted to the urgency-

familiarity-education scales again because removing the second dimension

unacceptably reduced the goodness of fit of the submodel. Figure 14.6

reveals that the configuration of the information sources is slightly

changed. Brochures and labels have tended to join the major cluster of

information sources leaving Consumer Reports and catalogs as the outliers.

The fan of vectors is quite narrow, except for the two extreme vectors

representing the respective weighting of the dimensions by the highly

educated in the urgency-unfamiliar locale scenario and the less
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Axis 2

CR = Consumer Reports

BL = brochures & labels

CG = catalog
RM = repairman

FR = friend or relative

SP = salesperson

NA = newspaper ad

Urgency-unfamiliar locale

low experience

Urgency-unfamiliar locale

high experience

Axis 1

Urgency-familiar locale

low experience

Urgency-familiar locale

high experience

Figure 14.5: The General Scalar Product submodel fitted to the

Urgency-familiarity-experience treatment utilities
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Figure 14.6: The General Scalar Product submodel fitted to the

Urgency-familiarity-education treatment utilities
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i » J*

educated in the no urgency-familiar locale scenario. The first group

rate Consumer Reports as much superior but hardly discriminate between

the remaining six types of information sources. At the other extreme the

lower educated in the non urgent-familiar locale treatment generated a

vector and information source projections onto the vector that were quite

different. Consumer Reports was still most preferred but only marginally

over a repairman. This group was more discriminating in its rating of the

other types of information sources with catalogs clearly judged to possess

the least utility.

Fitting the GPP Submodel to the Utilities

Three General Powered Distance models were also fitted to the utility

scales of the four urgency-familiarity treatment groups, the eight urgency-

familiarity-experience group scales and eight urgency-familiarity-education

group scales.

A two dimensional model was chosen, a priori, to enable visual com-

parison with the GSP spatial models. However, the X powering constant of

the model was chosen a posteriori. The general form of the GPD model is

given by:

-U . . = d'! .
- ^ Z d^ + e .

.

where:

U.. = treatment group i's utility scale score for information
^ type J

* p
d. . = Z (a. - b. )

The a's are the fitted spatial co-ordinates for the treatment groups

and the b's are the fitted spatial co-ordinates for the types of information

sources. The d's are distance between the treatment groups and the

information source points, measured in a metric determined by A (if A = 0.50
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it is euclidian). Bechtel (1976) suggests that the basis for choice of X

should be the ratio of the incremental error sum of squares added by

imposing the GPD submodel, to the initial error sum of squares created by

imposing the first-stage linear utility model. This ratio indicates the

extent of additional error incurred under a specific powered distance

model and was the basis used for choosing the dimensionality of the GSP

submodel

.

Various GPD submodels, with different X, were first fitted to the

four urgency-familiarity treatment scales. Their goodness of fit ratios

were:

X submodel: 0.667 0.500 0.375 0.250

Ratio : 0.157 0.158 0.161 0.108

All of the different models added very little incremental error and

would be quite acceptable. A relevant comparison is the goodness of fit

ratio of the two dimensional GSP submodels which was 0.159. While the

model with the lowest ratio might usually be considered the automatic

choice, in this case the euclidian model (X = 0.5) was chosen because its

ratio was not dramatically larger than the smallest ratio and it produces

a conventional distance-disutility configuration. This model is illustra-

ted in Figure 14.7. The euclidian distance between the type of information

source and the "ideal points" of the treatment groups in the space

measures disutility. The striking feature of Figure 14.7 is the close

clustering of the ideal points of the four treatment groups. This

suggests that the treatments had very little differential impact or that

the GPD submodel was rather insensitive to any between group differences.

As with the GSP submodel the three non-local written sources of information

are distinctly separated from the other four local information sources on

the vertical dimension. The repairman as a source is not grouped as close
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Axis 2

Urgency- unfami 1 iar Q

No urgency-unfamiliar &

X BL

X CR

No urgency-familiar o

Urgency-familiar ®

Axis 1

X FR

NA X

X SM

X RM

Figure 14.7: The General Powered Distance submodel {X=0.5) fitted to the
Urgency-familiarity treatment utilities
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to the other three local sources as he was in the GSP submodel and the

catalog is even further removed in its own quadrant.

The four treatment groups are stretched along the second axis, the

two unfamiliar locale ideal points on top and the two familiar locale

points on the bottom. As with the GSP submodel the urgency treatments

are at the extremes. The interpretation of the model is also similar.

Local information sources are slightly less attractive in an unfamiliar

situation. This effect is moderated by lack of urgency.

Similar procedures were used to choose the X to fit the GPD submodels

to the urgency-familiarity-experience scales and urgency-familiarity-

education group scales. In both cases the goodness of fit ratio for

A = 0.5 was the lowest being respectively 0.597 and 0.350. This compares

with the ratio values for the equivalent GSP submodels of 0.936 and 0.457.

Unfortunately while the submodels fitted quite well, they offered little

new insight and in fact defied interpretation (see Figures 14.8 and 14.9).

Summary

The study of source preference was undertaken to obtain a better

understanding of the relative attractiveness of the various types of

information sources in the four scenario purchase situations. Previous

studies have made little effort to establish shoppers' relative prefer-

ences for different information sources. The typical measure has been

an after the fact ranking of the most important sources of information

that were consulted by the recent buyer. The approach used in this

research measured dispositions prior to shopping rather than attitudes

possibly formed during or after shopping. It also captured more infor-

mation than a simple ranking exercise.

A three phase analysis was undertaken. The first involved multi-

variate analysis of the preferences. In the second phase a linear utility
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Figure 14.8: The General Powered Distance submodel (X=0.5) fitted to the
Urgency-familiarity-experience treatment utilities
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Figure 14.9: The General Powered Distance submodel (X=0.5) fitted to the

Urgency-familiarity-education treatment utilities
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model was fitted to the preferences. This generated utility scores for

each source making it much easier to appreciate the relative usefulness

of the information sources. In the third phase a second stage General

Scalar Product and General Powered Distance submodel was fitted to the

utilities of the different treatment groups. These models somewhat

helped to illustrate the impact of the scenario treatments on utility

scale structure.

The multivariate analysis of variance revealed that the urgency

manipulation did not have an impact on preferences. The locale familiarity

manipulation did have an effect. In an unfamiliar shopping environment,

local sources of information are less attractive compared to when the

homemaker imagined herself in a familiar shopping locale. The speculative

explanation for this was that confidence and experience with a local source

of information is an important determinant of its utility.

The amount of previous purchase experience did not influence prefer-

ences but higher education did positively influence preferences for

Consumer Reports over other information sources. An interesting but

difficult to explain education-situation interaction effect on the

Consumer Reports-salesperson pairwise preference measure occurred.

The significant item order effect suggests that more consideration

should be given to this measurement issue in future research and more

use should be made of mulitple random orderings of items in sets of

questions, even if it does add another transformation stage to the

analysis.

The linear utility model fitting was technically very successful, as

measured by the goodness of fit of the models and the absence of major

deviations from transitivity. The differences between the treatment scales

illustrated and helped explain the effects revealed in the multivariate
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analysis of variance. Overall, the utility scales showed the dominance

of Consumer Reports as the most preferred information source. This

result was, as with the behavior intention measure results, somewhat

unexpected given the recalled use of this source and its rated usefulness

reported in the survey research findings in Chapter Six and Chapter Eight.

The incidence of use reported in the survey was 33.3% amongst the college

educated and 17.5% amongst the non-college educated. One explanation for

the disparity between the experimental and survey findings is that in the

scenario experiment the subjects did not give sufficient consideration to

the cost and effort involved in consulting Consumer Reports. There also

may have been impression management reasons for subjects overstating

their preference for Consumer Reports in the experimental setting which

for some unexplained reason, did not apply in the field study.

The difference between the usefulness rating of Consumer Reports and

the results of the experimental study also require explanation. Only two

out of five of the recent buyers in the survey who claimed to have

consulted Consumer Reports raied it as the most useful information source

used in their search and shopping. Based on the experimental subjects'

clear preferences for Consumer Reports it might have been expected that a

great majority of the recent buyers who used Consumer Reports would have

rated it the most useful source. A possible explanation is that prior to

shopping most homemakers rate Consumer Reports very highly but their

expectations about the relative usefulness of Consumer Reports are often

not fulfilled when they actually come to use the information source.

The relatively high perceived utility of the repairman as a source

of information observed in the experimental research was also not con-

sistent with the findings of the survey research. Shoppers seldom
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consider this source of information but perhaps when prompted believe this

source to be, relatively speaking, very useful.

The fitting of the second-stage submodels was again technically

successful as measured by goodness of fit criteria. The GSP configurations

confirmed the conclusions drawn from the pairwise preference multivariate

analyses of variance and proved to be a useful visual aid for explaining

the rather limited effects of the treatments on subjects' preferences.

The GPD submodel fitting and configurations provided a less impressive

illustration of the treatment effects. Indeed, the three factor GPD sub-

model configurations were virtually uninterpretable.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

OVERVIEW OF THE APPLIANCE SHOPPING RESEARCH

Introduction

An interactionist theoretical and analytical model was used to

study whether the circumstances that precipitate the purchase of a major

laundry or refrigeration appliance also influence the shopping and search

behavior of the buyer. The brief answer was that they did, and often

this situational determinant had a greater influence than more generally

accepted individual difference determinants such as previous shopping

experience and education. However, purchase circumstance influence, not

infrequently, depended on the type of appliance and the experience and

education of the buyer. Such interaction effects were predicted by the

theoretical model and were able to be measured by the analytical model.

The latter model also exposed a number of spurious relationships that

were produced by the application of a simple bivariate, individual

difference model

.

This chapter does not attempt to summarize all of the research

findings as each chapter concluded with its own suimiary. Instead, this

overview presents and discusses some of the findings that have more

immediate relevance to the marketing of the appliances studied. The

chapter concludes with a list of methodological, theoretical and strategic

questions that were raised by the above research and that might be

addressed in future research.

434
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The Purchase Circumstances

According to the results of the survey of recent buyers that was

undertaken in late 1978, 33% of the purchases of refrigeration and

laundry appliances were precipitated by a residential move, 28% were

failure-forced. The remaining purchases replaced a still operating

appliance, mainly so as to avoid future repair costs.

The influence of a residential move on shopping behavior was not as

great as expected, primarily because most residential moves are to a

new residence within five miles of the old one (Butler et al. 1969). In

the 1978 study, two-thirds of the moves that precipitated the purchase

were less than 20 miles in distance. Consequently, most movers did not

really leave their familiar social and shopping locale.

The impact of product failure was also less than predicted but, in

hindsight, this finding can also be explained. No matter what the

circumstances, most shopping took less than half a day. On average only

two or three types of sources of information were used, including the

salesperson, only two or three brands were considered and only two or three

stores were visited. A newspaper advertisement can be read, a friend or

relative can be called, a catalog can be looked up, and several stores

can be visited all in less than a day. When a refrigeration or laundry

appliance fails the shopper still usually has a day or so to shop for a

replacement. Food can be transferred from the refrigerator to a freezer

or vice-versa. A neighbor's or relative's appliance can be temporarily

used or dry-ice can be purchased to keep the food cold. Clothes can be

washed and dried at a laundromat if a washer or dryer fails. There is

potentially, still time to indulge in above average shopping and search

activity. It is therefore, not surprising that the effect of product

failure on shopping behavior was not as dramatic as expected.
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Having qualified the impact of these two purchase circumstances, it

should be re-emphasized that they more often had a systematic effect on

the dependent measures than previous purchase experience which was

assumed to be the most influential individual difference variable.

Shopper Uncertainty

The buyers indicated that they were fairly knowledgeable and certain

about what to buy and where to buy, prior to their shopping and information

search. A factor analysis suggested that there are two basic components

to uncertainty. One is associated with lack of experience and knowledge,

and the other reflects decision or choice conflict.

When studied on its own, previous shopping experience appeared to

influence five of the six uncertainty measures but when the full Person/

Situation/Product interactionist model was applied experience was found

to influence only two of the measures. Both of these effects also

depended on the purchase circumstances.

These findings, however, do not seriously challenge the general

proposition that previous knowledge and experience influence prior uncertainty.

The single measure of number of purchases of the same type made in the past

was a very crude indicator of past shopping experience. It did not capture

the amount of previous shopping and search and the amount of brand and

store evaluation undertaken in the past. The recent shopping for and

purchase of a different type of appliance may also have more influence on

uncertainty about store and brand choice than a purchase of the same type

of appliance undertaken in the more distant past. Previous usage experience

(good and bad) of different brands and product features was not even

measured.
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The better educated were less sure about how to choose, what to

choose and where to buy. The buyers of the refrigeration appliances were

less sure about brand choice and the buyers of a microwave oven, a new

innovation, were generally more uncertain compared to the white-ware

buyers. A residential move increased not only uncertainty about where to

shop but also uncertainty about model and brand choice.

The strategic implication of these findings is that a special effort

should be made to contact the groups that were identified as being more

uncertain as they may be more susceptible to the influence of manufacturer

and retailer advertising and promotion.

Search Motivations

Previous product failure had the biggest impact on search and shopping

interest and goals. The buyer in this circumstance wanted to spend less

time shopping, was less interested in learning new things about appliances

and, in the case of refrigeration purchase, was less interested in

enjoying the shopping for its own sake.

The generally most important goal was to find out what might be

wrong or go wrong with the appliances looked at. Surprisingly, previous

product failure did not increase interest in this goal. Education had no

effect on any of the interests but previous shopping experience had some

influence. Although the inexperienced did not indicate they wanted to

learn new things about appliances they were more interested in enjoying

the shopping experience for its own sake, perhaps because of the novelty

of the activity. The experienced shopper was more interested in

technical details and when replacing a still operating appliance was

more interested in obtaining the latest technology.
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The microwave oven buyers more strongly agreed that they were

interested in; learning new things and technical details, finding out

what might go wrong with the ovens looked at, enjoying the shopping for

its own sake and obtaining the latest technology.

The correlations between the interest measures suggested that

trade-offs were not made between different goals. In particular those

more interested in making a quick purchase were not less interested in

the other learning and information acquisition goals. The interest in

obtaining the latest technology (reducing the risk of missing the boat)

was also fairly independent of interest about what might go wrong (reducing

the risk of the boat sinking).

Both of the sets of uncertainty and search interest measures were

related to the use of different sources and amount of shopping but they

only explained a fraction of the variability of the shopping and search

behavior. It could not be established whether these intervening variables'

lack of exlanatory power reflected; the crudity of the uncertainty and

search goal measures, the problems buyers had in recalling prior

uncertainty and their search interests or, model misspecification. The

strongest relationship was between prior uncertainty over what brand and

model to choose and where to shop, and shopping and search activity.

The above results have several implications for marketing strategy.

Information on performance reliability is of most interest to all buyers,

whatever their circumstances. The very experienced buyer should be a

target for information on technical details and the latest developments

in new technology. The buyer of a new innovation is generally a more

motivated searcher and shopper and will be more receptive to all forms of

information and advice.
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Perceived Brand Variability

The shoppers were asked to give their perceptions of how much the

appliance brands differed in their price, features, style, durability,

operating costs and on an overall basis. Forty-five percent of the buyers

of the white-ware appliances believed the brands varied a great deal in

their prices, 37% believed they varied a great deal in their durability

and 30% believed they varied a great deal in the features that they

offered. The results suggest that the buyers did not discriminate

between the brands solely on the basis of price. The least important

dimension, as measured by the level of ignorance about interbrand

differences, was operating cost.

The correlation between perceived price variability and overall

perceived variability was 0.37 for the white-ware buyers and 0.09 for

the microwave oven buyers. This is further evidence that perceived brand

variability is not synonymous with perceived price variability across

brands. This might have been true if brand choice was based on price.

The lower educated professed to be more ignorant about brand

differences. The inexperienced buyer was more likely to believe that

big price differences existed between brands.

An examination of the shopping behavior of the groups who held

different brand variability perception revealed that the shoppers who

perceived big price differences between brands spent more time shopping,

shopped at more stores and considered more brands. It is unclear,

however, whether this perception generated the greater comparison shopping

or greater comparison shopping generated the perception. The fact that

the shopper who did not know whether the brands differed, did less

shopping suggests the latter.
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It has generally been assumed that the greater the perceived

variability of the offering in the marketplace, the greater the perceived

value of shopping and search and hence, ceteris parabus, the greater the

shopping and search effort of the buyer. This assumption may, however,

be too simplistic. The buyers who perceived that, on an overall basis

big differences existed between the brands did not undertake greater

shopping activity. In fact, a higher percentage of these buyers considered

only one brand. One explanation for this result, consistent with some of

the cormients made in the focus group interviews, is that the buyer who

has a very clearly preferred brand choice is likely to perceive big

differences between the brands and also undertake less shopping. The

above assumption ignores the fact that perceived brand variability is

based on judgements about the performance of different brands. Prior to

search the buyer may judge the offering in the marketplace to vary greatly,

but at the same time she may also have decided which brand is best.

Perceived brand variability will only have a direct relationship with

shopping effort if the buyer does not know which brands are at the extremes

of the continuum on which the brands are judged to vary.

Use of Information Sources

The buyers were asked in the survey research to indicate the types

of information sources they thought about consulting (seeking out), the

types of sources they actually consulted, whether they found the information

or advice from the source useful and which source was most useful. It

should be emphasized that only the use of type of source was measured.

Some buyers many have consulted several friends or relatives or several

salespeople. The depth of use of a source was not measured and in

hindsight, should have been.
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To assist in assessing the tactical value of the different sources

under the control of the retailer or manufacturer the use of the different

sources is presented, by source, in Table 15.1. Three important facts

should not be lost in this mass of statistics. Firstly, the salesperson

plays a primary role as a source of information and advice. Previous

research which has indicated the importance of in-store information has

not placed the salesperson's importance in quite the same perspective as

this study. A manufacturer who does not regard the retail salesperson as

its strong right (marketing) arm does so at its peril. The results,

however, carry an even stronger message for the government agency that

undertakes a consumer information campaign. Enlisting the voluntary

support of the retailer and his salesforce may be a much more effective

way of influencing buyer behavior than the use of mandatory labelling

programs. An informed and co-operative salesperson is likely to be a

very effective ally, particularly if supported by advertising that

encourages the shopper to seek advice and information from the salesperson

on the topic of concern, such as energy efficiency. On the other hand,

salespeople who are ignorant of public policy goals and perhaps even

hostile to them will very likely undermine even the most informative

labelling program. The in-depth interviews suggested that salespeople

were quite capable of debunking Consumer Report's information when it was

considered necessary.

Little has been published on the role of the salesperson as a supplier

of information and advice. The interviews revealed a number of very

interesting tactics salespeople use to close a sale. More research is

needed that describes the qualifying of the customer, the screening of

the alternatives that results from qualifying the customer, and the
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Table 15.1

Use of different information sources

1. Salesperson

Sixty percent of the shoppers thought about consulting and actually

sought out a salesperson for advice and information : 83% found

this information useful, 57% indicated a salesperson was the most

useful information source they consulted. The only group less

likely to consult a salesperson was the shopper replacing a still

operating laundry appliance. The 24% of the shoppers who said

they consulted a salesperson were less likely to consult a

newspaper ad, brochures and label and Consumer Reports. Microwave

oven buyers were not more likely to consult a salesperson.

2. Newspaper Advertising

Half of the shoppers claimed they did not read a single newspaper

advertisement, 7% claimed to read one, 27% two to four and 16%

claimed to read five or more. Seventy-five percent who sought and

consulted an ad found it useful, 29% found it the most useful

source. The inexperienced shopper was more likely to read a

newspaper ad and failure-forced replacement reduced the use of

newspaper advertising. The 20% of all the shoppers who first

consulted a newspaper advertisement were more likely to consult a

catalog. Seventy-three percent of the microwave oven buyers read

an advertisement, 37% read five or more.

3. Magazine Advertisement

Twenty-seven percent of the buyers read (more than just noticed or

glanced at) a magazine advertisement: 66% who sought and consulted

a magazine ad found it useful, but only 8% rated it the most useful

source. Replacing a still operating appliance increased magazine
advertising readership, replacing a failed appliance reduced
readership. Only 1% of all buyers indicated they consulted a

magazine first, too few to estimate the impact of initially
consulting this source on other search behavior. The microwave
buyer was much more likely to consider, consult and find magazine
advertising useful.

4. Catalog

Forty-six percent thought about consulting a catalog but only 35%
actually consulted a catalog : 80% found the information useful.
The inexperienced were more likely to consult a catalog. The 19%
of all shoppers who first consulted a catalog were more likely to
read a newspaper ad and consult a salesperson. The microwave
oven buyer was not a heavier user of this source.
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Brochures and Labels

Only one-third of the buyers thought about consulting brochures

and labels and 28% actually consulted this source of information :

86% found the information useful, 34% rated it the most useful source.

The college educated and those buying a refrigerator were more nkely

to consult brochures and labels. Failure-forced replacement reduced

the likelihood. The very small number of shoppers who first consulted

this source (only 4%) were, however, more likely to consult a newspaper

ad and Consumer Reports but less likely to consult a catalog, a

salesperson and a friend or relative. The brochures and labels

were much more often read by the microwave oven buyer.

Friend or Relative

Half of the buyers thought about talking to a friend or relative

and 39% actually did talk to such a person : 80% found this a useful

exercise, 34% indicated a friend or relative was their most useful

source. The inexperienced and the laundry buyer were more likely

to consult this source. The failure-forced circumstance reduced

the use of this source. The 18% of all buyers who first consulted

this source (24% amongst recent movers) were more likely to also

read Consumer reports. The microwave oven buyer was more likely

to use this source, more likely to first consult this source and

more likely to find this source most useful. She did not, on

average, however, find this source more useful than the salesperson's

advice or information.

Consumer Reports

Thirty- two percent of the shoppers considered consulting Consumer

Reports and 20% claimed to actually consult Consumer Reports :

86% of this group found the information useful, 48% of them

indicating this was their most useful source. The college educated

were more likely to consult Consumer Reports. The 8% of all buyers

who first consulted Consumer Reports were more likely to consult a

newspaper ad, brochures and labels, a repairman and a friend or

relative. The microwave oven buyer was more likely to consult

Consumer Reports but fewer of them who consulted Consumer Reports

found the information useful.

Repairman

Only 15% of the buyers considered consulting a repairman and 12%

ended up consulting such a source. Two-thirds of those who did

found the repairman's information and advice useful, a third of

this group regarded it as the most useful information or advice

they received from any source. Product failure increased the

incidence of consulting a repairman. The 7% of all the buyers

who first consulted a repairman were more likely to later consult

Consumer Reports and a salesperson but were less likely to consult

brochures and labels.
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methods the salesperson uses to help the buyer to make the final choice.

The study of very successful appliance salepeople's techniques may require

the use of hidden radio microphones or the immediate interviewing of the

salesperson after the sales interaction. Parallel interviewing of the

shopper would reveal his or her reactions to the tactics.

The second important finding was the extent of the use of newspaper

advertising as a source of information. Given the amount of sales

advertising placed in newspapers by appliance retailers, the finding

that only half of the buyers read at least one such advertisement was

quite surprising. The use of newspaper advertising by buyers has, however,

increased dramatically over the last decade. Newman and Staelin (1973)

found that 28% of their 1968 sample of new car and major appliance

buyers used newspaper advertising or magazine advertising and 18% of

this group found the information useful. Half of the buyers in the 1978

study used newspaper advertising and 60% of these buyers found the source

useful

.

Finally, a high percentage of the buyers who thought about consulting

a source did so and found it provided useful information. The problem is

(if lack of consultation of particular sources is a problem) that buyers

think about consulting very few sources. Perhaps some buyers limit the

extent of their information seeking simply because they just don't think

about some of the possible sources of advice and information. Then again,

almost two-thirds of the buyers mostly relied on their past experience and

knowledge. This may explain why many buyers give little thought to the

range of information sources available.
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The Impact of First Source Consulted

The first source that was consulted influenced the use of other

sources as outlined in Table 15.1 This first deliberate step was also

related to the scope of search, shopping time, whether the product

was purchased on sale and where the product was finally purchased (see

Table 15.2). Consulting Consumer Reports first led to the most extensive

search while going straight to the salesperson resulted in the least

shopping and search and the lowest likelihood of purchasing the appliance

at a sale price.

The source most often first consulted by the buyer who purchased at a

specialty appliance store was the salesperson. A newspaper ad or catalog

was more likely to have been first consulted by those who purchased from

Sears, Wards or Penneys and a friend and relative was most often consulted

first by those who purchased from another type of store (i.e., department,

discount, furniture or hardware store).

These statistics demonstrate the importance of studying the purchase

process, as a series of related activities. Future research may find it

more useful to adopt such a model and measure activities by the sequence

order as well as by their occurrence. Because of the problems buyers

may have recalling the correct sequence this data would have to be

obtained almost immediately after the purchase.

The choice of first source consulted was largely unexplained by

the model determinants. A friend or relative was more likely to be

first consulted by a microwave oven buyer and was marginally more likely

to be consulted by the residential mover. However, the buyers' choice of

first source was widespread across the different information sources.
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Table 15.2

Influence at first source consulted on shopping behavior

Source first

consulted

% indicating
more than one

brand was
considered

% indicating
more than one

store was

shopped

Actual
shopping
time was

more than price

2 hrs

% indicating
purchase was

at a sale

Consumer
Reports

Newspaper ad

92.5%

80.4

82.5%

74.2

72.5%

68.0

80.0%

83.3

Friend or
relative

Repairman

Catalog

79.3

75.8

72.3

72.4

60.6

69.1

61.0

51 .5

62.8

66.7

63.6

84.0

Brochure or

label

Salesperson

64.7

59.1

76.5

52.2

70.6

44.7

88.2

65.5
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But did this variety of sources first consulted reflect major differences

in attitudes toward the sources or was the selection of the first source

largely a matter of circumstantial events or chance? For example, an

advertisement may be read in the morning newspaper, a Sears catalog may

be consulted because it was left on a coffee table by another family

member or a friend or relative may unexpectedly call and prompt the

shopper to seek advice from this source. A store may be visited on the

way home from dropping children off at school. Future research needs to

examine how much of the buyer's search and shopping activity is based on

clear prior intentions.

Shopping Behavior

The survey revealed that the scope of the shopping (the number of

brands considered and number of store shopped) was about the same as

that reported in earlier studies. An average of 2.3 stores were shopped

and 2.4 brands were considered. About a third of the buyers considered

only one brand and shopped at one store but the majority (six out of ten)

considered two or more brands and shopped at two or more stores. The

estimated time spent shopping, including travelling time, was less than

expected. Forty-five percent of the shoppers spent less than two hours

shopping, 72% spent four hours or less.

The experienced buyer and the college educated buyer shops at more

stores and spends more time shopping. The inexperienced residential

mover also considers more brands. Failure-forced replacement reduced

the number of stores shopped. Buying a refrigerator or freezer generally

involved consideration of more brands and the shopping of a greater

number of stores. The microwave oven buyer considered more brands but

did not shop at more stores.
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The two types of stores most often visited were a specialty

appliance store and Sears. Approximately three out of five of the buyers

shopped at these types of stores, while only one in four visited a

discount store and one in ten visited K Mart. Telephoning a store is not

very common and when a call is made it is most likely to be to a

specialty appliance store. Buyers replacing a failed appliance were less

likely to shop at all types of stores except the specialty store. None

of the model determinants appeared to influence the type of store at

which the purchase was finally made. This was a disappointment, in the

sense that this finding reduced the relevance of the study for segmentation

strategy. The sales conversion ratios (the percentage of buyers who

purchased at that type of store divided by the percentage who visited that

type of store) of Sears and specialty appliance stores was much higher than

the department and discount stores' ratios.

The measures of brand loyalty and whether initial brand preference

changed during the actual shopping process produced some sobering

statistics. Only 33% of the buyers changed their initial brand intention

while shopping and only 31% of the buyers purchased the same brand as the

last one owned. Sixty-one percent of the shoppers who were not brand loyal

had that intention at the outset of shopping. It would seem that much of

the crucial decision making is made, and is not changed, prior to shopping.

Brand loyalty is not primarily lost because of persuasive in-store selling.

It was observed that the consulting of Consumer Reports increased

the likelihood of changing initial brand intentions. This was the

only source observed to have a significant effect on intentions. The

buyer who more strongly disagreed they had tried to find out what might

be wrong or go wrong with the appliances looked at were more likely to
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change initial brand intentions and were less likely to be brand loyal.

However, the proper examination of why consumers change intentions

during the shopping process and why brand loyalty is lost before

shopping are issues that need to be addressed in future research.

The observed impact of precipitating circumstances on brand loyalty

raised more questions than it answered. The buyer with some previous

buying experience was less loyal in the failure-forced replacement

situation. The most experienced buyers were, however, more likely to

be brand loyal in the failure circumstance but were much less likely

to be brand loyal when replacing a still operating appliance.

The percentage of the appliances that were claimed to have been

purchased at a special sale price was extremely high (72%). This incidence

was lower in the failure-forced circumstances. Type of store where

purchase was made was also related to special price purchases. Two out

of three of the appliances purchased at a specialty appliance store were

made at a sale or special negotiated price but fully seven out of eight

of the purchases made at Sears, Wards or Penneys were reduced price

buys.

Shopping and search success was measured in two ways. Two-thirds

of the shoppers claimed to find exactly what they wanted, the other third

chose the best of what they had seen, as they did not feel that further

search and shopping would be of any benefit. After an average of seven

months ownership, 96% of the buyers were satisfied with their purchase,

72% were very satisfied. Only two in every hundred shoppers admitted

they were in any way dissatisfied.
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The Scenario Experiment

The scenario role-playing experiment observed the effect of

manipulating precipitating purchase circumstances on the subject's

motivations, intentions and source preferences. It cannot be rated a

resoundingly successful exercise. The locale familiarity manipulation

was suspect, as many of the subjects did not assume the local stores

were unfamiliar.

There were also inconsistendes in the responses of the subjects.

The subjects were first asked to describe, in their own words, what they

would do in the situation and what sources of information they would

consult. These unprompted responses indicated that the first step a

majority of the subjects would take would be to go straight to a store.

The only other three initial actions mentioned were consulting Consumer

Reports, talking to a friend or relative or reading a newspaper ad.

Yet when presented with a list of possible initial steps the subjects'

average likelihoods of undertaking the different activities did not

tally with their unprompted intentions. Similarly the incidence of

sources named in the unprompted responses was not consistent with the

prompted responses to questions that asked how likely it was that

particular sources would be consulted.

The subjects in the experiment indicated a much higher likelihood

of consulting Consumer Reports and brochures and labels than might

have been expected based on the survey research findings, even after

adjusting for the greater average experience and higher average education

of the experimental subjects. The pattern of differences suggest that

the responses of the experimental subjects were somewhat influenced by

self-presentation concerns.
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Despite these problems, the results of the scenario experiment

tended to confirm the findings of the survey research. The unfamiliar

locale treatment reduced intentions to consult a repairman and increased

intentions to use the Yellow Pages. The urgency treatment increased the

desire to make the purchase quickly and decreased the importance the

shopping for its own sake. Amongst the more experienced, this treat-

ment also reduced the importance of learning new things and finding

out what might be wrong or go wrong with the appliances looked at. The

homemakers in the urgency treatment had a lower likelihood of visiting

several stores and were marginally, but not significantly, less likely

to consult a number of information sources.

The college educated respondents indicated a higher likelihood

of consulting Consumer Reports and the more experienced were more

interested in limiting the scope of their search and less interested

in consulting Consumer Reports or a friend or relative. Some interesting

interaction effects were observed which implied that different groups

of subjects had different reactions to the treatment manipulations.

The multidimensional preference scaling of information sources was

technically successful but provided few fresh insights. Consumer Reports

dominated the other sources in all treatment conditions and amongst all

the groups of subjects. The only interesting effect was that of

unfamiliar locale on the relative attractiveness of Consumer Reports,

catalogs and brochures and labels. The were judged to have relatively

higher utility in this condition. A possible explanation is that they

are not local sources of information which may be less desirable because

they are somewhat unknown quantities.
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Future Research Directions

Many topics were raised that deserve further attention. Some

were methodological, some were theoretical and others were strategic

in nature. Table 15.3 presents a list of a few of the questions and

issues that could be addressed in future research. It is by no means

exhaustive.

In addition, many of the hypotheses were only partially supported

by the findings. The relationships they suggested were observed to exist

for a particular group of shoppers, or in a particular purchase

circumstance or for only one of the types of home appliances. Often

a reasonable post hoc explanation could be found for the interaction

effect. However, a number of these effects could not be explained.

They may have been generated by statistical quirks but if replicated

in future research they will require new theoretical explanations.

The methodology used in this study may not be appropriate for

researching many of the issues and questions in Table 15.3. The

scenario experiment produced findings of questionable value and, in

hindsight, may have been ill-conceived. The main problem with the

survey study was that it was too broad in scope and shallow in purpose.

Future survey research should be tighter in conception, operationalization,

execution and analysis. It may also be advisable for future work to

either take a process approach and study sequences of activities, or to

focus on a particular activity. The latter would involve a micro-

perspective where shopping or search behavior is studied in great detail

in a very specific shopping or search setting. Greater consideration also

needs to be given to finding more creative ways of describing and

measuring both in-store shopping behavior and out of store search

activity.
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Table 15.3

Some questions and issues for future research

Methodological

t The impact of time since purchase on recall of behavior. An effect

was not observed in this study.

• Order effects in sets of pairwise preference scales. Such an

effect was observed in this study.

• Use of log-linear analysis to expose spurious cross-tab relation-

ships. Found very useful in this study.

• The impact of prompting on expressed behavioral intentions.

Prompted and non-prompted responses differed significantly in the

scenario experiment.

Theoretical

• When does an antecedent circumstance become prior experience?

• Distinguishing between the effects of previous usage experience

and previous shopping experience.

• What is the major reason for the commonly observed time-lag between

problem recognition and purchase? This time-lag is not related

to shopping activity.

• How does a shopper assess the reputation of a local retailer (e.g.,

based on years of business)?

• Prior uncertainty needs to be properly defined. Does it have three

components; lack of knowledge, choice conflict and self-confidence?

• Why are the better educated less certain?

• When, if ever, does the shopper make a trade-off between seemingly

conflicting search goals?

t Is the choice of the first source consulted deliberate or largely

the result of circumstantial convenience?

• Are there any systematic relationships between the consulting of

sources? If so, why?

• Do common shopping activity sequences exist?
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• Why were the relationships between the prior uncertainty measures

and search interests so weak?

I Why were the relationships between behavior and the intervening

variables so weak?

• Does perceived price variability have a different effect on

shopping behavior than perceived performance variability?

• Is the ignorant shopper a brand loyal specialty shopper or a

convenience shopper?

• Are brands considered in parallel or considered and rejected in

sequence?

• What choice rule is used in purchasing an appliance? Is it

conjunctive on features, size and performance and disjunctive on

price?

0 Does a particular general decision making style influence shopping

and search behavior?

• To what extent does the salesperson shape the choice rule (e.g.,

by screening alternatives after qualifying the customer and

narrowing the options down to a choice of two)?

0 Are particular types of buyers more likely to buy under particular

purchase circumstances?

t Is it really sensible to expect the major influencing agent in a

new innovation purchase to be a friend or relative when few of

these people will be knowledgeable?

• How is the usefulness of an information source determined?

Strategic

• Can the recent mover be reached through realtors and Yellow Pages?

t Can the promotion of superior features and durability reduce the

consumer's price sensitivity?

t How useful are store supplied guides on how to choose an appliance?

• How does the salesperson's role complement "sales special" newspaper
advertising? When does loss leader pricing and a salesperson's
good advice and attempts to satisfy customer needs become "bait

and switch"?
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Should magazine advertising emphasize reliability or new technology

and technical details? Should the first theme be used in media

directed at newly marrieds and the second theme be used in media

directed at the experienced buyer?

Why is the use and usefulness of the salesperson high?

Why are brochures and labels, newspaper ads and Consumer Reports

not used more often by shoppers?

Why is brand loyalty low?

Why is so much brand loyalty lost before shopping starts?

Why are initial brand and model intentions changed during the

shopping process?

How many buyers abdicate the brand and model choice to a respected

advice agent (e.g., friend, mother, salesperson. Consumer Reports)?

Why is the sales conversion ratio of department and discount stores

so low?

Why is the repairman not used more frequently to provide information

on brand reliability and local operating problems?

In a new shopping locale are non-local information sources such

as brochures, label, catalogs, and Consumer Reports more attractive

than when shopping is undertaken in a familiar locale?

Are the shoppers perceptions of a sale price always correct?

Why is the specialty store able to sell a higher percentage of

non-sale appliances?

Why is the buyer of the laundry appliance more satisfied than

the buyer of the refrigeration appliance?
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At its outset, this study seemed to offer the exciting prospect

of applying a strong theoretical and analytical model to the study

of a strategically very important question. The question was whether

the shopping behavior of the recent mover and the buyer who replaced

a failed appliance was distinctive enough for them to be treated as

distinct market segments. From both the theoretical and strategic

perspectives the study produced less than it promised. The problem

was that the buyers in these circumstances did not exhibit particularly

distinctive shopping behavior. They did not favor particular stores,

nor did they strongly favor particular information sources. The best

that can be said is that this result may suggest a marketing opportunity.

Special promotion or information campaigns run by particular stores or

manufacturers and directed at buyers in one of these circumstances may

develop such distinctive behavior.

Theoretically, although the P/S/0 model that was used was much

superior to a simple bivariate model, it was still very crude. The

essence of interactionism is that the person should be studied within

the situation. The study of the effect of a single characteristic of

a person on his or her reactions to a single characteristic of a

situation is the most basic and, indeed, impoverished operational ization

of this theoretical model.

The problems in adding further situational or individual difference

dimensions to the model are two-fold. Firstly, the sample size may have

to be very large. Otherwise complex interaction effects may be created

by one or two outlier observations in a cell with very few observations.

The second problem is that of parsimoniously explaining complex, multi-way

interaction effects. Describing a four or five-way interaction effect is
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difficult enough, let alone explaining why it occurred. Herein lies a

dilemma. A simple interactionist model is unlikely to explain much of

the behavior but it is theoretically attractive because its explanations

will be reasonably straighforward. A more complex interactionist model,

containing several different situational and individual difference effects,

will explain a greater amount of the variability in behavior but it very

likely will be theoretically unattractive because of its complex

explanations. In the view of this writer the choice is clear. Parsimony

should not be confused with naivity. Whether we like it or not it seems

that consumer behavior is a complex phenomenon that requires complex

explanations.



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

THE IMPACT OF ENRICHING CASE AND STATISTICAL

INFORMATION ON CONSUMER JUDGMENTS

Introduction

The impact of a colorful, si ice-of-1 ife anecdote is well known to the

skilled preacher, politician, lawyer, educator, newscaster, humorist, song-

writer and advertiser. Despite the widespread use of this type of informa-

tion little is known about when and why it has such an impact. In partic-

ular the relative influence of more vivid, personal experience or informa-

tion about other people's individual experiences compared with equivalent

summarized, statistical information is a largely unexplored topic in con-

sumer decision making theory.

Few would dispute the powerful influence that the advice and experi-

ence of other consumers can have on a consumer's judgments and decision

making. On the other hand the effectiveness of summarized, statistical

information has been questioned. Nisbett et al . (1976) have pointed out

that the failure of many public campaigns aimed at introducing new farming

techniques, stopping smoking, innoculating children, reducing highway

driving speeds and conserving energy may have been due to their heavy use

of abstract, statistical information. This suggests that such campaigns

should have their statistics enriched with anecdotal case-history informa-

tion that is more evocative and meaningful to the audience. It also raises

questions about the usefulness of government regulations that require

manufacturers to provide information about product ingredients and perfor-

mance statistics.

458
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This chapter reports on an experiment that examined the impact of

internally and externally enriching concrete, case-history and abstract,

statistical product information. Previous research undertaken by two

groups of psychologists found that concrete, anecdotal information is

much more influential than abstract statistical information. Their con-

clusions are, however, possibly suspect because of treatment confoundings

and leading instructions to the experimental subjects.

The Information Type Effect

Case-history information is claimed to have a greater impact on

judgments because it is more vivid, personal and concrete than remote,

pallid and abstract statistics (Nisbett et al. 1976). Case information's

characteristics make it easier to understand, easier to encode into memory

and more available in memory. Typically, case-history information has

been conceived of as anecdotal information which describes a particular

event or object in detail. A simple explanation for the information type

effect is that it is this enriching detail, which usually accompanies case

information, that enhances the memorability and impact of case information.

For example, the consequences of an event may enhance the recall of the

event and hence increase the availability, perceived frequency and judged

likelihood of the event.

If vividness and detail do drive the concrete-abstract information

type effect then perhaps it is possible to create a similar effect by

enriching very basic case information or even statistics with imagined

detail. Imagining an extremely desirable or undesirable event happening

to yourself such as winning a lottery or dying in an aircraft accident

has been claimed to make such events more available and consequently more

likely to occur in the judgment of the imaginer (Tversky and Kahneman

1973). Carroll (1978) was able to demonstrate a similar effect with
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students making judgments as to who would win the 1976 presidential
•

i

election, after imagining either Carter or Ford as president. However,

other exercises such as imagining the success of a college football team,

the loss of a wallet or embarrassing spilling of coffee were reported to

have failed to increase the estimated likelihood of such events.

Concrete v's Abstract Information Research

The power of concrete, case-history information over abstract,

statistical information is frequently cited as having been convincingly

demonstrated by Kahneman and Tversky (1973). Subjects were asked to make

a judgment about a person's occupation (either lawyer or engineer) based

on statistical information about the occupation likelihoods and an

additional pen-portrait description of the person. When provided with

the case information on the individual the abstract, statistical informa-

tion was virtually ignored. However, the experimental instructions and

procedures may have encouraged the subjects to use the pen-portrait that

described the person as the basis for their judgment. They were told

that this case information had been constructed by experts and used by

other experts to make "highly accurate" predictions. The same was not

said about the statistical information. The offering of the case infor-

mation, after supplying the base-rate statistical information also would

have led the subjects to believe the case information was useful, other-

wise why would it have been provided.

In another major study, Borgida and Nisbett (1977), asked students to

indicate the likely courses they would take in the future. In the summary,

statistical information condition subjects were handed course descriptions

and average student evaluations of each course. In what was called the

"face-to-face" condition the same course descriptions were provided and in

addition several upper-level students commented on what they liked and
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didn't like about the courses and gave verbal ratings of the courses. In

doing so, these selected commentators talked about various educational out-

come consequences and described the courses using various adjectives. The

number of highly-rated, lowly-rated and unmentioned courses chosen by the

subjects was measured. The two groups differed on their choice tendencies

weighted by a conviction measure. There was no difference in the simple

number of highly and lowly rated courses chosen.

The authors concluded that the summary information was as inefficient

in the experimental setting as it is "in the real world". The observed

weak effect of summary information on the prediction judgments was seen to

resemble the weak effect of consensus information on attribution processes

(Nisbett and Borgida 1975). There is again, however, some question as to

whether the task and the design were a fair test of the power of summary,

statistical information. It is not clear that summary course ratings were

that useful. As far as students' success or enjoyment of university

courses are concerned there are clearly "different horses for different

courses". Students will seek opinions from co-oriented, similar-to-self

students rather than aggregate opinion that combines jock with genius and

blue-stocking with blonde-bombshell. The researchers themselves acknowledge

this point and provide evidence of such discernment by quoting students'

conments that friends' evaluations are preferred over statistical ratings.

Consequently, the results may have been due to a source effect because

students in the face-to-face treatment related to the panel members of

similar sex, age, appearance, voice and language. By definition the panel

members may have also been credited with greater than average expertise and

experience. Another confounding existed between information type (case/

statistical) and medium (verbal /wri tten ) . Even the four pages of course

descriptions were read to the subjects in the face-to-face condition. The
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medium of the message may have influenced perceptual arousal. It also

allowed the conveying of non-verbal information about the spokesmen and

women's attitudes toward the courses. In short, more information was

provided in the face-to-face treatment and it was transmitted by a medium

that may have given it more impact.

Definitions and Distinctions

The factors that need to be conceptually and operationally separated

from the statistical/case dichotomy are information source, information

transmission medium and the importance, dimensionality and detail of the

information. If the emotional salience or vividness of the information

and hence its availability in memory are partly determined by the source,

the medium and the substantive content of the information then the

separate consideration of these factors is particularly important.

In this study, summary statistical information was conceived of as

information presented as a rate, frequency, proportion, percentage,

probability, average, median, mode or some other statistical parameter.

Such expressions often involve the use of mathematical symbols such as

numeric rather than written figures, the % sign and the use of the decimal

point (e.g., 2.6 automobiles/household). The summaries are of the

incidence, dimension, or rate of occurrence of a particular case (e.g.,

type of object, condition, judgment or event) within a usually large

sample or population of cases (objects, conditions, judgments or events).

The summarizing implies a processing of the information prior to its

presentation. The supplier of the information rather than the receiver

has sequentially processed the raw case histories by making certain

assumptions or by applying explicit allocation rules (e.g.. Consumer A

was satisfied. Consumer B was not, etc.).
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Case-history information describes a series of specific events, objects,

conditions or judgments. The series is usually small in size, bounded by

presentation or receiver attention limitations, and may in fact consist of

only a single case. The case-history information is commonly a set of

pen-pictures, word-sketches, vignettes or episodic scripts where the

unique, singular identity of each case is retained. Statistical terms or

mathematical symbols are not commonly used as the information is not in

summary form (exceptions are dimensional measures of a particular case).

As the information is not summarized it is not preprocessed.

The Hypotheses

The objective of the following experiment was to examine the impact of

information type, the describing of outcome consequences and prior mental

priming on the judgment of the likelihood of an event. Specifically, the

following three main effect hypotheses were tested.

H, : Describing the specific consequences of an event will inflate

the judgments of the frequency of that event.

Enriching both case and statistical information with outcome detail,

should make the information more vivid and impactful thus encouraging an

availability bias. An alternative competing interaction hypothesis is

that enriching case information will have an effect on judgment but en-

riching summary information will have no effect. This is because the

summary information is already preprocessed and individual cases are not

imagined in the judgment process. Rather a transformation is made of the

preprocessed statistical information onto the judgment scale. This does

not involve any imagery. For example, the transformation of a percentage

or 100 out of 500 onto a likelihood scale should not evoke any mental

imagery of the event whose likelihood is being estimated.

f
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Priming will inflate judgments of the frequency of an event.

Making the consequences and occurrence of an event salient before

receiving related information should increase the vividness of the infor-

mation, mental imagery and preoccupation with the event and therefore,

encourage the availability bias. Memory priming effects have been observed

by Wyer and Srull (1979). A competing two-way interaction hypothesis is

that priming will only have an impact on judgments based on case informa-

tion because only case-history information processing is susceptible to

imagery priming. There is also a competing three-way interaction hypothesis

that priming will only have an impact on case information, enriched with

descriptive detail. This assumes that priming amplifies the vividness of

the descriptive detail and that the non-additive combination only has an

impact on case-history information processing.

H^: Case information will generate higher judgments of the
frequency of an event than summary, statistical information.

The sequential case by case information processing involves combining

different vignettes or scripts using apparently intuitive combinatorial

algorithms, including the availability heuristic. Such script processing

allows the evoking of images associated with particularly emotionally

salient events. In the following experiment the salient event was

"product failure" and it was assumed that information about such an event

would evoke stronger images than information on non-failure (as the re-

porting of an aircraft crashing evokes stronger images than information

on an aircraft not crashing). This will increase the memorability and

availability of such events. The transformational process used in pro-

ducing a judgment based on preprocessed, statistical information does not

require consideration of individual cases and therefore imagery and

availability cannot bias the judgment.
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Method

Subjects

The subjects were 174 women drawn from PTA and church groups in

Gainesville, Florida, Participation earned $5.00 for their organisation.

They were informed that they would be participating in research involving

home appliances. The sessions were held in the early evening in school

cafeterias or church halls. Subjects participated in 11 groups varying

in size from five to 21. Seventeen subjects' responses were discarded;

two because they were suspicious about the credibility of the report and

seven because of highly inconsistent judgments and grossly inaccurate

memory check responses. The remaining eight failed to complete the

crucial instrument; one fell ill during the exercise, two could not speak

or read English and five women belonging to a remedial reading class were

judged by their teacher to be functionally illiterate. However, the over-

all average education of the sample was high, with 62% claiming some form

of college education.

Procedure

The first task subjects undertook was to imagine that their refrig-

erator suddenly failed (the primed condition) or to list all the appli-

ances that they own (the unprimed condition).

The priming treatment required subjects to write down in their own

words what would happen if their refrigerator suddenly failed and what

they would do about it. They were then asked to check whether any of a

number of listed consequences would worry them (see Appendix P for priming

treatments). The consequences included food wastage, asking a neighbor

for help, having a stranger in the house, having to pay the costs of re-

pair, and having to clean up. The written responses in the priming task

served a twofold function. They assisted in forcing the subjects to
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undertake some form of script processing about their refrigerator failing

and also reduced some of the connection between the priming and the next

task, which the experimenter emphasized was unrelated. If the subjects

had not been required to give a response to the priming instruction, an

obvious association between the tasks would have been made.

In the second task, each subject spent five minutes reading a brief

one page report describing the breakdown rate of a brand of refrigerator

(Brand X). It was explained that in fairness, the brand was not named

because the performance of other brands was not provided. The report was

presented as part of a more general study being undertaken which would be

made public in the near future. It was stated that the purpose of the

exercise was to obtain homemakers' reactions to the report and what it had

to say. Subjects were not warned they would be asked for their opinions

of Brand X after reading the report. They were however, asked to read the

report several times, very carefully.

After reading the report subjects rated it in terms of being inter-

esting, believable, easy to understand and easy to read. These questions

provided an immediate justification for reading the report and helped the

subjects become familiar with seven-point, bipolar scales.

The Information Reports

There were four different types of reports each presented on Uni-

versity of Florida Center of Consumer Research letterhead paper (see

Appendix Q for the information type treatments). Two of them presented

case-history information and the other two presented summary, statistical

information. The case-history information presented the actual quotes of

five housewives in response to the question "did your Brand X refrigerator

break down (fail) at any time before it was eight years old". The bare

case-history report presented four brief quotes indicating there had been
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no problem (e.g., "No problems. It has worked fine"). The fifth quote,

presented sequentially as the fourth of the five quotes stated "Yes, our

refrigerator did break down. It stopped working and we had to get it

repaired".

The second type of case-history report was the same as the first,

except that the break-down event and its consequences were described in

the following script form:

We did't notice it for about a day. The ice-cream was a bit
soft at supper time, but I didn't give it a lot of thought.
The next morning there was a smelly mess on the floor and a

lot of sticky ice-cream and other stuff had dripped down onto
lower shelves. We threw out about $20 worth of food. Better
to be safe than sorry. Other things we ate in a hurry. It

took about three phone calls to get a repairman to come and
it was a nuisance having to wait for him to call. In the end
it didn't take him long to fix it, but it cost around $45. I

remember now when he rolled the refrigerator back some jars
and a jug toppled over inside and I had another clean up job.
Altogether the break-down must have wasted 3-4 hours of my
time. I guess our experience was nothing special it
could have been worse but I wish it hadn't happened. At
the time I was very annoyed.

The summary, statistical reports presented the responses of 500

housewives to the same question. In the first bare report 395 of the

housewives were reported to have had no problem, 105 of the housewives

were reported to have said that their Brand X refrigerator did break

down. This statistic was also presented in percentage form ("seventy-

nine percent" and "twenty-one percent" respectively). This failure-rate

was marginally higher than the case report (20%) because in pre-testtng,

a number of subjects became suspicious of a report presenting findings

that rounded out to 400:100 and 80% and 20% respectively. The pre-testing

also resulted in the age of the refrigerator being reduced from 12 to

eight years. Although actuarial estimates indicate that the average life

of a refrigerator is about 14 years, a report indicating around a 20%

failure-rate over 12 years resulted in very high reliability and durability
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judgments. To avoid any ceiling effects masking the treatment manipulations,

the age of the refrigerator was dropped from 12 to eight years.

The second statistical summary report described the typical conse-

quences of failure in summary, statistical terms:

The housewives whose appliances had failed indicated that
generally quite a large clean up job resulted from the
failure. On average, food wastage amounted to $20. The
average repair cost was around $45. The number of phone
calls made to get a repairman to come averaged three.
The total time of the housewives that was wasted by the
break-down amounted to an average of about 3-4 hours
(including time waiting for repairman to come). The
majority of the housewives' reactions to the event at the
time were that they wished it had not happened and they
rated they were very annoyed (on a scale going from some-
what annoyed to extremely annoyed).

The average consequences presented in this summary report corresponded

with the consequences of the single incident in the equivalent case-history

report. All four reports were presented in sentence form. The surma ry,

statistical report did not use special mathematical symbols or numeric

figures.

The four reports manipulated information type and consequences

described. The actual failure-rate of Brand X was higher in the summary

report and its sample size was 100 times larger. Assuming that small

sample size would make subjects, if anything, less confident and more

cautious in their judgments then both of these potential confoundings

(differences in failure-rate and sample size) should result in a more

severe test of the impact of case information compared with suimiary

information.

On completing the questions that evaluated the report, the subjects,

as a group, handed in the explanatory letter, the report and questionnaire.

They then removed a color coded questionnaire concealed at the back of a

closed folder. This questionnaire asked subjects to estimate the
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likelihood of failure of a Brand X refrigerator if they had owned it (on a

seven-point extremely unlikely - 50/50 chance - extremely likely scale) and

to state how many Brand X refrigerators out of 20 would break down (fail)

at some time before they were eight years old. Reliability and durability

ratings were also obtained and subjects rated their confidence in each of

these four judgments (see Appendix R for measurement instrument).

Subjects were next asked to recall how many housewives were inter-

viewed in the study and how many housewives reported that their Brand X

refrigerator failed. Those in the consequences-described conditions were

asked to recall details about the consequences. Finally, subjects were

asked a further series of questions seeking their perceptions of the

report. The time between reading the report and making the judgments of

Brand X was at most five minutes.

Results

The consequences described, priming and information type treatment

effects were tested using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA,

Cramer 1973) of a 2x2x2 standard factorial design. This enabled the

testing of response vectors as well as univariate measures and at the

same time eliminated the effects of nonorthogonal ity due to unequal cell

size (17-21). The hierarchical order of testing proceeded downwards from

the triple interaction, through the two-way interactions to the main

effects. Simple interaction and main effect tests were undertaken within

the levels of significant higher order interactions (Applebaum 1974). The

women's perception of the reports are presented first, followed by

measures of the memorability and recall of the information that were made

after the judgments. The effects of the manipulation on the critical

likelihood and failure-frequency judgments and the reliability and

durability measures are then presented.
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Perceptions of the Reports

Overall the reports were rated, on a 1-7 scale, highly believable

(x = 6.1), easy to understand [y. = 6.4), easy to read (x = 6.0) but only

somewhat interesting (x - 4.1) and midway on the dull-vivid scale (x = 3.9).

Only the main effect of information type significantly influenced the vector

of nine perception measures (p < 0.001). Figure 15.1 presents the bipolar

perception profiles of the two types of reports. Five of the individual

measures were significantly different. The statistical reports were rated

more representative (F{1,149) = 11.2, p < 0.001), more specific

(F(l,149) = 14.2, p < 0.001) and surprisingly, more interesting

(F(l,149) = 11.5, p < 0,001). The case reports were considered more

first-hand (F(l,149) = 8.0, p < 0.005) and personal {F{r.l49) = 11.5,

p < 0.001),

Given the suggestion that the vividness of information may drive any

judgment bias, the dull-vivid bipolar scale was clearly the most important

of the nine measures. The group means are presented in Figure 15.2.

Priming (F(l,149) = 4.7, p < 0.031) and describing consequences

(F(l,149) = 5.9, p < 0.016) both increased the rated vividness of the

reports. Although information type did not influence the vividness of

the report there was a marginally significant interaction between it and

describing consequences (F(l,149) = 3.55, p < 0.061). Describing the

consequences in case form increased the vividness of the case reports,

but describing the consequences in statistical terms did not increase the

vividness of the statistical report. Only three of the remaining 51 uni-

variate tests were significant. Describing the consequences made both

types of reports more believable (F(l,149) = 3.9, p < 0.05) and made the

case report but not the summary report easier to read (F(l,149) = 5.5,

p < 0.020) and easier to understand (F(l,149) = 4.2, p < 0.043).
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Case Statistical
Report Report

uninteresting

unbel ievable

hard to understand

hard to read

second-hand

impersonal

dull

unrepresentative

vague

interesting

be! ievable

easy to understand

easy to read

first-hand

personal

vivid

representative

specific

Figure 15.1: Mean rating of the Case and Statistical reports
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Perceived
vividness

if the report

vivid 7

dull 1

Primed

4.57
Consequences described

3.70
No consequences
described

Case
report

Statistical
report

Unprimed

4.22

3.55

2.95

No consequences
described

Case
report

Statistical
report

Figure 15.2: The rated vividness of the report by priming,
information type and describing consequences.
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Infonnatlon Memorability and Recall

It was expected that enriching the reports with consequence information

or priming the subjects would increase the memorability of the information.

Overall, agreement with the statement "the information was easy to remember",

was high (5.5 on the 1-7 agreement scale). However, priming did not in-

crease agreement and in fact describing the consequences decreased agree-

ment that the information was easy to remember (F(l,149) = 4.91, p < 0.028).

The adding of consequences information meant more information had to be

remembered thus making the task more demanding. The case information re-

port was regarded as easier to remember than the summary report

{F(l,149) = 6.05, p < 0.015) but there was an interaction effect between

information type and describing consequences (F(l,149) = 4.64, p < 0.033).

The addition of the information on the average consequences of product

failure to the statistical report reduced the perceived ease of recall

of the information much more than did adding information about the conse-

quences of product failure to the case-history report.

This information type-consequences described interaction effect was

confirmed on inspecting the incidence of accurate recall of the number of

housewives interviewed and the number of housewives who reported their

refrigerator had failed. Only eight of the 40 subjects who read the full

statistical report correctly recalled these two numbers. Fewer mistakes

were made by those who read the case report but overall the recall of

this vital information that enabled the estimation of failure-rate was

poor (only 52% of the women recalled it correctly). This is perhaps not

surprising given the women were not led to believe they were required to

memorize the information when they read the report. What is interesting,

however, is that the recall by the subjects of the outcome consequences

was considerably better than their recall of the failure-rate information.
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Eighty-six percent of the women who read the full reports recalled correctly

that $20 of food had been thrown away and 80% recalled that the repair cost

was $45. By contrast only 45% of this group could correctly recall the

number of housewives sampled and number reporting product failure. The

common mistakes of those reading the statistical report were to over-

estimate the number of failures to have been 120, 121 or 150. The common

mistakes made by the subjects reading the case report were to recall the

sample size as having been 4, 6 or 7.

A new variable called the recall -rate was created that measured what

each subject's failure-rate estimate would have been if she had based it

on her recall of the number of refrigerators that the report said failed

and the total sample size. There was only one significant effect of the

three treatments and their interactions on this recall -rate. The subjects

who read a statistical report made memory mistakes that resulted in an

overestimation of the failure-rate. Their average recall-rate of 5.52 out

of 20 was 26% higher than the average 4.37 recall -rate of the women who

read a case report (F(l,141) = 7.1, p < 0.009). A further eight subjects

were dropped from this analysis because of missing data.

The Failure Frequency Judgments

The first two hypothese (H^ and were not supported. Priming and

describing consequences had no effect on either of the two failure fre-

quency judgments. Neither were any of the higher order interactions

between the main effects significant even at the 0.10 level.

It was decided at the outset of undertaking this experiment that

rather unexceptional product failure consequences should be described.

For this reason the loss of food was set at a modest $20 and the cost of

repair was stated to be $45. As a manipulation check the subjects in the

consequences described condition were asked to rate the seriousness of
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the consequences. The five-point scale ranged from "not at all serious"

(1), through to "extremely serious" (5). The average rating on this

scale was 2.7, which confirmed that the described consequences were

typically seen as fairly serious but not extreme. A number of the women,

after participating in the experiment, described problems they had

experienced with refrigerators in the past (e.g., persistent flooding

caused by an ice-water accessory) inore severe than that described in the

reports. Perhaps a significant failure frequency effect could have been

generated if one of the consequences of the product failure had been

bodily injury, food poisoning or a major explosion and house fire. The

purpose was not however, to search for an effective manipulation but to

establish whether enriching case or statistical information with rather

typical detail results in judgment biases. In this experiment it did not.

There are several explanations for the absence of a priming effect

on the failure judgments. First, an examination of the comments written

by the subjects in the priming task revealed that they appeared to spend

most of their time thinking and writing about how they would react to the

failure of their refrigerator rather than imagining the possible unfortun-

ate consequences. Seventy-two percent said they would immediately call a

repairman, 28% said they would move the food to a friend's refrigerator

and 24% said they would open the door as little as possible. Several

indicated they would buy dry ice, cook frozen food or move food to another

freezer. The consequences of the failure were not highlighted as much as

the methods of minimizing such consequences. Secondly, when the unprimed

subjects read the report the information very likely prompted them to

remember their own experiences of refrigerator failure or other information

they had heard or read on the subject. Such recalled information would be

part of the cognitive schema used to make sense of the report. If this
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were so, then the major difference between the priming and non-priming

condition was the greater time the priced subjects had to imagine product

failure. This may have been sufficient to increase the perceived vividness

of the report but not strong enough to generate any judgment bias. A

priming effect on a frequency judgment may only occur when a certain event

or object is thought about (i.e., rehearsed) in the memory work space for

a longer time or on separate occasions. The priming treatment may also

not have been evocative enough. If subjects had been asked to close their

eyes and to think in terms of scenes or pictures then such visual imagery

priming may have produced a carry over availability judgment bais. Asking

subjects to imagine a particularly catastrophic failure may also have

produced the "desired" effect.

The external enriching of information by describing consequences or

the internal enriching of information by priming may also have a delayed

rather than an immediate effect on judgments. Less memorable facts may

be forgotten leaving only the more vivid information in memory to be re-

called (Reyes, Thompson and Bower 1980) and to act as a context for new

information (Winkler et al . 1979).

Information Type's Significant Effect

The third hypothesis (H^) that the failure frequency judgments based

on case information would be higher than the judgments based on statist-

ical, summary information was supported. Information type had a signifi-

cant effect (p < 0.006) on the vector of the two judgment measures. Its

impact, however, was greater on the failure-rate, out-of-20 measure

(F(l,149) = 10.5, p < 0.001) than on the failure-likelihood measure

(F(l,149) = 2.7, p < 0.102). The latter effect only became statistically

significant when a covariate such as age was added to the design, thus

reducing the within-cell error variance. It was expected that the more
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subjective estimate of the likelihood a Brand X refrigerator would fail,

if the subject had owned it, would be more susceptible to bias than the

more objective out-of-20 failure incidence estimate. Measurement artifacts

may have masked the result. The likelihood scale ran from 1-7 while the

out-of-20 scale ran from 0-20 and in particular had a greater number of

intervals around the critical point of the scale. The coarseness of the

likelihood scale combined with the unfamil iarity with such a likelihood

scale may explain the measure's marginal significance. In hindsight a

0-10 likelihood scale would have been more appropriate as it would have

allowed a computationally easier transformation of the information onto

the judgment scale.

A behavioral explanation for the differential measurement result is

that the information on group performance (whether 5 or 500 cases) was

relevant for judgments about failure incidences for a group of 20 appli-

ances but much less relevant for the judgment of the likely failure of

one, personally owned appliance. This is quite sensible. Knowledge of

personal circumstances and usage behavior may have moderated the effect

of the information and the effect of the type of information on the like-

lihood judgment. Such an explanation is consistent with the lack of

relevance of the group consensus information to the personal choices

observed in Borgida and Nisbett's study.

Table 15.1 presents the cell means for the failure-rate, out-of-20

estimate. The average failure-rate estimate of the women who based their

judgment on the case information (x = 5.3) was 30% higher than the average

estimate of the women who based their judgment on the statistical infor-

mation (x = 4.1). This does not necessarily mean that the individual

women who were exposed to the statistical report gave more accurate

estimates. There was generally a considerable amount of response
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Table 15.1

Failure-rate, out-of-20 cell means and cell sizes

Case-history Statistical summary

Information Information

Primed Consequences 5,14 (21) 3.86 (21)

described

Consequences 5.60 (20) 4.59 (17)
not described

Not primed Consequences 5.50 (18) 4.15 (20)
described

Consequences 5.10 (20) 3.85 (20)
not described

True Value 4.0 4.2
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variability between the subjects within the cells. The average within-cell

standard deviation for the 20 point scale was 2-3, As another indication

of response variability, 17% of the women judged that two or less refrig-

erators would fail and another 20% judged that six or more out-of-20 would

fail. Hartley's and Cochran's homogeneity of variance tests were under-

taken (Winer 1971) to see if the statistical report treatment groups whose

means were closer to the true failure-rate had smaller within cell vari-

ances. They did not. This implies that while the mean failure-rate

estimate of the women who used a statistical report was much closer to

the true value, the variability of the individual responses of this group

was just as great as the response variability of the women who read a case-

history report.

As age and particularly education might have influenced the subjects'

judgments, the question arose as to whether the information type effect

was due to an unusual group of women in one of the treatment cells. This

could occur even under random allocation of subjects to treatment con-

ditions. The cell means for the women's education varied from 13.75 years

up to 14.60 years. These differences were not statistically significant.

The subjects in the case-history treatment were, however, slightly younger

than the subjects in the summary information treatment (F(l,149) = 4.11,

p < 0.04). As a precaution, a further analysis was undertaken with age

and education added as covariates so as to remove any influence they

might have had on the critical failure-rate judgment and recall -rate

measure. With age and education added as covariates the statistical

significance of the information type effect on failure-rate judgment

(p < 0.0005) and recall-rate (p < 0.0067) became more extreme. This

suggests that rather than age and education explaining the effect, the
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distribution of these variables across the cells, had, if anything, masked

the effect of information type.

Vividness as an Intervening Variable

It should be recalled that there was no difference in the mean rated

vividness of the case-history and statistical reports and yet information

type had a main effect on the failure-frequency judgments. To further

check on whether the perceived vividness of the reports was driving this

effect, the rated vividness of the report was introduced as a covariate

and the analysis was rerun. If the vividness of the imagery created by

the information was causing the effect and the vividness measure captured

this construct then adding this measure as a covariate would remove the

effect of information type on the failure-rate judgments. This did not

happen. The information type effect on the failure-rate judgment was

still significant (F(l,148) = 10.6, p < 0.001) as was its effect on the

personalized failure likelihood judgment when rated vividness of the

report was included with age as a covariate (F(l,147) = 5.1, p < 0.026).

The vividness measure was in fact only weakly correlated with the failure-

rate estimate (0.04) and the failure likelihood estimate (0.13).

None of the treatments had any effect on the reliability and durability

judgments which averaged close to eight on the 11 point scales. These two

measures' modest correlations with the failure frequency judgments (ranging

from 0.36 to 0.47) also suggest that reliability and durability perceptions

stand in a much more complex relationship with failure-rate judgments than

was expected.

Misuse of the Recalled Facts

A possible explanation for the observed information type effect was

that it was due to artifactual memory recall mistakes rather than due to

any bias at the judgment stage. This was answered by making the recall-rate
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a covan'ate in the 2x2x2 analysis of the vector of failure-likelihood,

failure-rate, reliability and durability. The effect of information type

on the vector was still significant (p < 0.001). At the univariate level,

as before, only the out-of-20, failure-rate estimate was significantly

influenced (F(l,140) = 10.0, p < 0.002). The likelihood estimate and the

reliability and durability ratings were unaffected by any of the treat-

ments or their interactions. The conclusion is that the observed infor-

mation type effect on the subjects' failure-rate judgment was not due to

the memory distortions as identified in the memory check questions.

In fact information type had a significant effect on the out-of-20

failure judgment and the computed recall -rate but the effects were in the

opposite directions. The average recall -rate of the women who read the

case report was 4.37 but their average out-of-20, failure-rate estimate

was 5.25. On the other hand, the average recall -rate of the women who

read the statistical report was 5.52 but their average out-of-20 failure-

rate estimate was only 4.13. Assuming the women had based their failure-

rate estimates on their recall of the facts then the women who used the

case information overestimated by 34%. After adjusting for the memory

effects the failure-rate estimate based on the case information was 61%

higher than the failure-rate estimate based on the statistical information.

The assumption, however, that the two judgments were based on subjects

recall of the critical facts must be discounted because the within-cell

correlations of the recall -rate with the failure-rate (r = 0.140) and

failure-likelihood judgments (r = 0.113) were extraordinarily low. Over-

all, only one third of the subjects gave an out-of-20, failure-rate con-

sistent with their recall -ratio. The women who used a case report were

more consistent (41%) than the women who used the statistical report (26%).
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To check on whether the women were just very bad at doing arithmetic

transformations, such as multiplying one out of five by four or dividing

100 out of 500 by 25, the responses of the higher educated women were

examined. The correlation between the recall-rate and failure-rate for

the subjects who claimed some form of formal education past 12th grade

and who used the case report was 0.24 and for the higher educated subjects

who used the statistical report the correlation was only 0.02. Even the

better educated subjects' judgments were not consistent with their recalled

facts.

It could be that subjects pretty much ignored the information in the

report and instead used prior beliefs about refrigerators to make their

failure judgments. If they did this they ignored written and verbal

instructions to base their judgments on the information provided in the

report. But if indeed subjects did rely on prior beliefs, then informaion

type would not have had an effect on judgments. The personalized failure-

likelihood judgment was indeed hardly influenced by any of the treatments.

This is consistent with the assumption that prior beliefs would most

influence a personal judgment and explains the low correlation between the

likelihood measure and the recalled failure-rate. However, the correlation

between the judged out-of-20 failure-rate and the recalled failure-rate

was almost the same. It should have been significantly higher if personal

past experience particularly influenced the personalized judgment.

Despite the above judgment anomalies the subjects' confidence or

sureness in their failure-rate, out-of-20 judgment was quite high. The

overall mean score on the 1-5 point confidence (sureness) scale was 3.9.

None of the effects significantly influenced the women's confidence in

their failure likelihood or failure-rate judgments. The women who read a

case report rated the report less representative and sufficient than the
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women who read a statistical report. The former also more strongly agreed

that more women should have been interviewed. These concerns did not,

however, translate into higher uncertainty with their specific judgments.

Conclusion

A number of previous studies have concluded that the vividness of case

information makes it more impactful compared with the dullness of statist-

ical information. This study disentangled information type and the enrich-

ing of information with some surprising results. Case information was

found not to be, per se, more vivid or interesting and the two other

treatments that did make the information more vivid did not produce the

expected associated judgment bias.

Despite not being more vivid the case information did produce

distorted judgments that were higher than the correct judgment and the

judgments based on the summary, statistical information. The bias, how-

ever, did not occur in recall ing the facts. It occurred in making the

abstract judgment.

One explanation for the information type effect on expected failure-

rate is that in generating such a judgment from a set of experiences,

vignettes or scripts the negative cases are given disproportionate

weighting. Transforming abstract, summary, statistical information onto

the required judgment scale may be less susceptible to such a risk bias.

A further possibility is that case processing is less likely to produce

extreme judgments. Again it has to be assumed that transformational

judgments are less susceptible to such a levelling effect. These two

explanations for the observed information type effect could be separated

by a judgment study presenting case and statistical facts about an

infrequent positive event.
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The average failure-rate estimate of the women who read the failure

report may have been more accurate because they were given the percentage

of failures in the report and therefore only needed one transformation to

derive their estimate out-of-20. This computational -difficulty theory,

however, does not explain why the subjects in the case-history treatment

had a better memory and a higher percentage of correct recall ed-rates to

failure-rate judgment transformations than the subjects in the summary,

statistical treatment. Such a theory might have explained a significantly

greater within-cell judgment variability in the case condition, if it had

occurred, but it does not explain why the case information produced an

average overestimate of the failure-rate.

The women clearly had difficulty making expectancy judgments using

case-history and statistical summary information. Although they generally

agreed the information was easy to remember; only half of the women could

recall important facts a few minutes after reading a simple, easy to

read, easy to understand and highly believable report. Admittedly, the

information was acquired incidentally. However, a considerable amount of

consumer information is acquired incidentally. Two-thirds of the women

then proceeded to come to a judgment inconsistent with their recalled

facts, whether their facts were correct or not. Future research is needed

to examine how incidentally acquired information can be made more memorabl

and to explain why expectation judgments can be at odds with the relevant

recalled facts. The latter question is a particularly important one to

resolve given the role such expectancies are claimed to play in consumer

decision making. The research confirms Abelson's contention (1976) that

people are not fluent processors of abstract information (or for that

matter concrete information) as the proponents of multivariate utility
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and expectancy-value models might have us believe. Just how the women came

to make their abstract judgments remains an intriguing, unanswered question.

In future work examining the differential impact of case versus

statistical information, verbal protocols could be obtained at the time of

the judgment. They may help identify the basis for the judgments and

reason for any observed bias. However, the semantic encoding of "minds

eye" imagery may result in only snatches of the imagery being reported and

the judgment and verbalisation tasks may also create conflicting concen-

tration demands. Care would also have to be taken in the protocol

instructions not to bias the subject either toward composing and expressing

abstract beliefs or toward generating mental images. Researchers may be

lulled into a false sense of security about the validity of verbal pro-

tocols as it is unlikely subjects will vocalize their evaluation appre-

hension concerns. Verbal protocol studies seldom, if ever, report subjects

thinking out aloud their concerns about what they should say next.

Another interesting possibility is the monitoring of brainwave

activity (see Krugman 1971). Evidence that imagery centers of the brain

are activated by case-history information processing and abstract pro-

cessing centers are activated by statistical information processing would

support the assertion that there are substantial differences between

constructive, script information processing and transformational, abstract

information processing.

The practical ramification of the findings for advertisers and policy

makers is that information type may have to be added to the list of

variables such as source, medium and order of presentation that can

influence judgment. The enriching of information with descriptive detail

had no effect in this experiment on judgments. More powerful, pictorial

imagery or evocative descriptions might have produced the availability
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bias observed in other research. Whether enriching statistical information

with case-history detail, exemplifying the stereotypic case, will produce

such a bias has also yet to be determined.

Finally, given that the information type effect in this study is

confirmed in replications or extensions, its existence raises an inter-

esting ethical issue. If distorted expectancies can result from presenting

the literal truth in certain information forms, does this provide grounds

for objecting to the use of these types of information?
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The sales associates emphasized that each customer has his or her

idiosyncratic characteristics and that you cannot confidently talk

about the shopping behavior of the young or highly educated, etcetera.

This customer uniqueness underlines the importance of "qualifying"

the customer which immediately follows the initial courtesies.

Qualifying is a trade term, at least in Florida, which means discover-

ing customer details such as size of family, previous brand owned

and whether the previously owned appliance had "quit working"

(mentioned by two of the sales people). More importantly, qualifying

is aimed at discovering the desired size, color, features and budget

limits. The judicious questioning combined with the information

provided by customer appearance (dress, grooming, car, handshake, eye

movements, accent, slang etcetera) gives the salesman a fairly clear under-

standing of the customer's circumstances. All of this is done to tailor

his or her pitch to the customer.

Women were reported to undertake most of the shopping for white

appliances (air-conditioners are an exception) . The final choice is

made by the wife, within budget limits. In order of importance in

making the decision are size, features and appearance. The husband is

maybe called or goes "confirmatory shopping" after work or in the

weekend with his wife: "He lets her pick it out and says yes or no to

the money". It seems the wife gets her way about nine times out of ten.

This suggests that the husband exercises an important veto power over

the dollars spent. Some of the sales associates suggested that for

500
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brown goods such as stereos ana TV it is the man who does the

shopping and the woman who exercises a cost veto. When men participate

in the shopping for white appliances they are preoccupied with

technical details that it was claimed women do not want to hear

about. The different information requirements of spouses are such that

associates feel they have to give separate sorts of pitches. This is

sometimes difficult when both husband and wife are present. It was

claimed that women do not ask so many questions and appear to take

advice more readily. Men want to at least give the appearance of

making up their own mind and are often very uncomfortable if a sales-

woman is tactless enough to present herself as technically more

knowledgeable than the customer.

Naturally enough, the sales associates see their role as very

important in providing information and advice. It was claimed that a

salesperson needs to know up to 50 times more about appliances than

they ever tell the customer. The difference is due to, (a) limited

time spent talking to each customer if merchandise is to be moved, and

(b) the risk of boring or confusing the customer with incidentals. The

importance of not confusing the shopper was stressed. Providing too

many technical details leads to confusion as does comparing three or

more brands or models at once. The usual practice is that each model

is fully described one at a time and the final choice is brought down

to one of two models (this provides an interesting insight into buyer

choice processes). You always give the consumer a choice of A or B

and never seek a yes/no answer.

The associates went to some length to point out that they did not

indulge in stand-over or hard-selling practices. They admitted however
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that the customer seeking to purchase an appliance is very

susceptible to lines such as "If you have an open mind let me show

you this". One important role that the salespeople claimed they play

which has received scant mention in the literature is one of helping

the customer actually make the decision and providing personal assurance

that the right decision has been made. Apparently the consumer often

seeks to involve the sales associate in making the final decision. It

is considered a way out - "they can then blame you for selling it to

them rather than blaming themselves for buying it". In empathizing

with the buyer at the decision stage some of the salespeople even went

to the extent of adopting the customer's mannerisms and accent: "I can

go plum country - y'all come back now - when I need to". Up to 30 per

cent of the business done by long established sales associates is based

on personal referrals and repeat purchases. Existence of such an

"outside sales force" is a source of considerable pride. A good sales-

person can be expected to have to give after-sales service advice which

highlights a problem mentioned by many of the associates - consumers

do not read instruction booklets, let alone brochures and pamphlets:

"When all else fails Americans will read instructions. They engage

their mouth (calling to seek advice) before their brains". To be fair

on the customer some salespeople indicated that the reading of brochures/

labels by customers was a sign of a weak salesman. Some specialty stores

provide buying guide pamphlets to consumers to help them make a sound

decision and this is appreciated by the customer, even if only as a sign

of the retailer's good intent.

Salespeople found it difficult to estimate customers' use of other

sources of information. Newspaper sales advertising is very important.
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The sales volume generated by one day Fourth of July or Labor Day Sales

can be 5-10 times above normal. A sales buyer has less contact with a

salesperson than usual because a salesman's service depends on whether

"the floor is fast or slow". It was claimed that the consumer has become

more price conscious over the last decade. If they are not buying at a

sales price, consumers will ask when it is going on sale. While they criticized

other stores that use bait-and-switch the role of leader-item sales pricing

was acknowledged to be very important. The general selling practice is to

first show a low-end model, then a top-end model ("now if you want to

spend a couple of dollars more") and finally to zero in on the model they

believe most suits the customer's needs and pocket. When asked they claimed

that they always have the stripped down leader-item models in stock but it

often takes a price increase to move them: "anyway, if you brought one of

these refrigerators home to your wife she would bet you about the head

and shoulders".

Two or three out of 10 customers appeared to have consulted

friends or a relative, very few appear to consult Consumer Reports

(estimates ranged from one in 10 to one in 100). The latter may be

understated as consumers may not want to disclose such checking-up to

the sales associate. Previous experience was considered very important -

not so much for the brand loyalty it develops but for the product know-

ledge and fixed attitudes toward features and design. Higher brand

loyalty for brown goods compared with white goods was claimed.

With respect to the search motivations all customers were reported

to be concerned about product reliability and as already mentioned getting

a good buy. Most consumers appear to have little spare time and undertake

minimal comparison shopping. If there is any exception it is the elderly
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who take more time, either because they are "twice-shy" about being

ripped-off or because "they are thrilled at getting rid of the old

machine and buying something new and shiny". Younger people perhaps

take things much more for granted. The actual shopping period was

reported to range from less than a day (refrigerator failure in the

middle of summer) to several months (building a new house and choosing

appliances at the architectural design stage).
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The sessions revealed a wide diversity of shopping and search

behavior. The major determinants of this variability appeared to be

experience and circumstances. Husbands were reported to play a

confirmatory role in most cases to avoid the "I told you so" but at

least one husband took a more active interest in the machinery as he

intended to repair it when the warrantee ran out.

It was clear that the women relied a lot on experience: "some

of my past mistakes are not to be believed". A mother's influence on

early appliance purchase decisions, particularly the purchase of the

first washer was frequently mentioned. Some stated that her influence

on brand and feature choice was indirect in that they had learnt to use

their mother's machine and this had influenced their later decisions.

Laundrymats were also mentioned as places where experience of other

brands and models of washer was gained.

A number of the women who had recently moved to Gainesville

reported "devouring the newspaper, reading anything and everything".

This included looking for appliance sale ads and locating the stores

on the map. Realtors had pointed out and recommended local appliance

stores to several of the new arrivals. One of these women stated that

the stores she visited were chosen because of their external appearance

and number of years in business which is regarded as a "good sign".

Another recent mover had replaced a refrigerator acquired with the new

home because it was too small. This suggests that some purchases made

by recent movers are attributable to disaffection with inherited appliances.

506
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The women who had made a failure forced replacement purchase

reported making the purchase quickly but even they were able to visit

several stores in an hour or so and made every effort to catch a sale.

Strong store or brand loyalty was not evident although the

reputation (and price) of Maytag and some other brands of washer and

refrigerator was well known. Most believed that Sear's appliances were

made by leading manufacturers although they were unsure of their

identity. No clear initial search pattern emerged. Some first of all

picked the store to shop, others decided on the brand and comparison

shopped for it and several declared that they just looked for a sale.

The concensus was that beforehand they had pretty much decided what size

and features they wanted and that they shopped for the brand and the

price. Price comparison shopping was reported to be quite difficult

because few stores had exactly the same models.

One day sales specials were reported to have reduced the

opportunity of consulting other information sources such as friends or

Consumer Reports. A few women reported reading the sales ads after

the purchase. In one group this prompted a discussion on obtaining a

refund if the purchased model is advertised at a cheaper price within

the next month. The justification was that the salesman should have

tipped them off.

There were conflicting reports of the usefulness of the salesperson.

Some preferred to be left alone and liked the idea of "browse buttons".

Others had appreciated the advice and concern of the salesman. One

housewife reported receiving check up calls ten days and three months

after the purchase: "I appreciated the concern. I think its nice to

know they care and you are not just a number". The store apparently
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makes a further call a year after the purchase. Such a service was

greeted with surprise but welcomed by the other women.

Friends were consulted to find out about local stores (their

service and repurtation) and their experience with particular product

features (e.g. a side-by-side refrigerator-freezer). A buyer reported

asking a repairman what brand of washer she should buy: "He got $19.95

out of me for telling me it could not be repaired - I wanted to get

something out of him". It did not occur to most of the participants to

consult a serviceman and a number thought they might do it the next time

they buy a major appliance.

Three of the sixteen claimed to have consulted Consumer Reports.

Explanations or excuses given for not consulting this source were lack

of time, inaccessibility ("the copy you want is always out on loan at

the library") and a belief that it has become more technical over the

years with too much emphasis on whether the product meets Federal

regulations! The housewives generally admitted to not reading labels,

brochures and instruction booklets very carefully. In fact several were

interested to learn that refrigerators had stickers inside that indicated

the usable space and recommended settings. Others confessed they had made

needless service calls because they had not read the operating guide. In

one such instance the housewife stopped the washer halfway through the

cycle the first time she used the appliance and called the serviceman

because she thought the tub was not draining. There was nothing wrong -

it was just that the machine worked differently from the model she had

used in the past.

The great majority of the women took a rather matter-of-fact approach

to the shopping, "wanting to buy it and get it home quickly". They find
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shopping for clothes much more enjoyable. One purchaser said that it

would have been fun but they had bought so much in such a short time

that shopping had become a chore rather than a pleasure. There was a

common concern over reliability and after-sales service. Apparently

one of the attractions of term payment is that it is perceived to offer

some recourse over and above a limited warranty.
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INSTAVUE QUESTIONNAIRE

5062 1 . Pleoie ifKlJcole vAich of tKe ^pUoncn brio- you NOV/ OWN. <Arxiw«r under O.t)

876 For roch ifrm w^icK you now o^m^ p^rme tcti u . . . K you own marr ihon one of on/ tjrpe G •« • 2 cottv TV't) piroit

oniorer for tt>r one you ocquired moB^ recently .

2. When did yoj ocquVe thii opplionce? (Aniw^r i^der Q, 7)

3. Did you ocquire tft!» opplionce rw» or i»ed? (Ar^twer under O. 3)

4. Whe^e wm the <^>pliortce ocquired tw purcKovd from? (Amwer under O. 4)

S« F(v coch Item bought ot o retoil outlcf^ pteoM indicate the mojor reason for pt#cKoiing the item. (Answer t^der O.S)

PliASf

ANSWER

THIS

SIDE OF

CARD

FRST

MAJOR REASON fOR PURCHASE

t « Newer a*fntf^t bcfvc onrf wontrd/Vwcded it

7 - Moved ond needed or rcploced It

3 ' Reploced on old model wt>tcK did not wgri

Write in Code Nunibet wKerv indicoted

4 ~ Rtploced on old model ««lth o more updolcd i

5 - Decided to bjy on odditionel vie

6 - Olhe»

.odel

O. I

APPllANCt;

ReFrigerotv. •

Cloiha Woihef

Check

Uno»
owned

15

• D-ij
. -

Clothes Dryer

Sepo'Ote Free Stonding

Freezer (nor o ? door

refrigerotor) , .... QJ-l

O. ?

WHEN ACOUKED7
less

4

09°

1

Id

4-8

D

8-12

3

D

than

17

moB . I

Q. 3

WAS IT

ACQUKED:

D

I'D

New
1

.-CD

Used

?

(PLEASE

O. 4

WHERE ACQUIRED
OR PURCHASED?

Come
with

koiAe

(fran

builder)

1

- D
r5

rc

Received

ot o gift

{not from

household

me'Tiber)

D

Koughl ot

o retoil/

whotesole

outlet

3

D
D

7

CONTINUE ON OTHER SIDE)

O. 5

F (OUGHT
AT RETAIL/

WHOLESALE
OUTLET:
Mojv Reoivi

For PiTcKoie

(Uie Codes)

5062
S78

APPLIANtCE:

Q. 1

Pl£A5E

ANSWER

OTHER

SIDE OF

CARD

FIRST

Check

If now
owned

DtshwoBhcr, • . . •

Color IV
Microwove Overi , .

Kitchen Ronge (Oven)

Room Air Conditioner

Video Recorder . • •

Stereo AA>\/FM Radio

Sewing Mochinc . •

-3

-5

-a

0.7

WHEN ACQUIRED?
Leu

4

moi.

ogo

3iO

4-8

mcB,

090

B-12

More

thon

12

ego 000

3 L

G

Q. 3

WAS IT

ACQURED:

New
1O
•D

Used

D

O. 4

WHESE ACQUIRED
C5R FJP.CHASED?

Come Received

with OS o gift ftought ot

houne (not Fro-n q retoil/

(frcTi hoixehold winleiolc
builder) merrfcer) p^tlet

1

D

n

n

IF BOUGHT
AT RETAIL/

WHOLESALE
OinLET:

Mojor Recicn

For Purchosc

(Use Codes)

J-

For eoch of the foll9wing types of r^liorKes now In your hoinehold,

yoor firrt opplionce of thot type.

would you please tell me how long

:C>-1

ogo you bought

Yeors

Refrigerator. . . • • .

C lolhes Wosher . . . .

Clothes Dryer

Seporote Free Stor>ding

Freezer (rsof 2 door

refrigerator) • • • . ,

15-16
17-1'

Dishwosher .....
Color TV
Microwove Oven . ,

Kitchen Range (C>ven)

Veon

Room Air Conditioner.

Video Recorder . , ,

Stereo AM/FM Rodio.

Sewing Mochine. . .
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DOUBLE POST CARD QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear Member: 5(V.3

876

This time I need your help with o stud/ on oppl!once> you own. Pleose teod fhe quest ioni

listed below corefull/ ond ploce yoor answers on the other side o( this cord. I would oppreciot*

if you could return the completed cord in the next doy or two. Mony Ihonlcs for your help and
cooperation

,

lonet Holl, Director

1 . Please indicote which of the applionces below you NOW OWN . (Answer under O . I)

For each item which you now own, please tell OS . . . If you ow more thon one of ony type

(i.e. 2 color TV's) please ontwer for the one you ocquired most recently.

2. When did you acquire this opplionce? (Answer under O . 2)

3. Did you ocquire this appliance new or used? (Answer under Q. 3)

4. Where wos the opplionce acquired or purchased from? (Answer under Q . 4)

DID YOU MOVE fCHANGt YOUR ADDRESS) IN THE PAST 1 2 MOt^THS? Y« n^T. ^-Continue)

No -»-<PI»oie return cord)

5063

876 0-12)

APPLIANCE:

Refrigcrotor . .

Clolhet Woihn

Seporote Free Stonding

Ereeier (No! o ? doof

refrigefotor) ....

D it^wosher

Colof TV
M icrowove Oven . .

•C lichen Ronge (Oven)

Room Air Condittonef

V ideo Recorder . . .

Slerec AM/FM Rodio.

Sewing MocKlne. . .

O.I O. 7 O. 3 o. *

WHERE ACQUIRED
WHEN ACQUIRED? WAS IT OR PURCHASED?

less More ACQUIRED: Come Received

tKon thon with OS o gift Bought ot

Check 4 4-8 8-12 12 house (not from o retoil/

if now moi. mos

.

mos. mos

.

(from Koutehold wholesole

OQO ogo ogo New Used builder) member) oipllet

3 1. 1 r

D D • i-G G G
1 I-- 'D G Q- C D G G

G C ^D G G
C -C 1.0 G C

.- G G
j'-r-' D 51 G G G

D -t' 5-G G G
:-C C D ;?G G G

r
--- ;i.G G G

U-" -a --D D «G G Ga C D E G G G G^
Home Testing Institute

Box 5500

New Hyde Port, New York 1 1040
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5064

1178

Home Testing Institute

1 IfT I Box5500, New Hyde Park. N Y 11040

Dear Member:

Recently you told us that you purchased a new refrigerator, clothes washer,

clothes dryer, freezer, or microwave oven.

We are now enclosing a form which will allow you to share with us your

recent shopping experiences for your new appliance.

Although the form may appear somewhat lengthy, nearly all of the questions

can be answered by simply putting a check mark in the appropriate box. As

you know there are never any right or wrong answers. All we ore asking is

for you to recall as accurately as possible how you felt and what you did when

shopping for this new appliance.

As always, there is a postage paid envelope enclosed for you to return the

completed form

.

I hope by answering the questions you are able to recall the interesting ex-

periences you encountered in the purchase of your new appliance.

Thank you so much for your assistance in this study. Your opinion will certainly

be of great value to us and I do hope to hear from you soon.

Cordially,

Jo^i Hall, Director
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1 . Please check the one oppllonce you most recently purchoied from o retoil store (if more thon one wos purchased

of the V3me time, please check the more expensive applionce). (Check one only)

A new refrigerofor Ql5-1
A new clothes washer Q -2

A new clothes dryer Q -3

A nev,- separate, free slonding freezer

A new microwave oven -5

Did not buy ony -6 (PLEASE RETUR N FORM)

THE APPLIANCE THAT YOU HAVE CHECKED ABOVE IS THE NEW APPLIANCE

THAT WE REFER TO IN THE REST OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

2. Pleose indicate which of the following statements is most correct in describing your recent purchose? (Check one only)

I did the shopping and made the choice f"]!^!

Other household members hod o soy, but I did most of the shopping

end mode the choice
I I

-2

My spouse and I jointly shopped ond mode the choice together .... Q -3

I hod o soy but my spouse did most of the shopping and mode the choice Q -« •

• IF YOU HAVE CHECKED THE LAST BOX, PLEASE HAVE YOUR SPOUSE COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

3. How many months ogo did you purchose this new opplionce? months ogo

4a, Please check the stotement below which best describes your purchose situation. (Check one only)

Purchose was mode os o result of o residential move QiO-l -^(Skip to Q. 4b)

^(Skip to Q. 4c)My currently owned opplionce was working but in need of some repairs

My currently owned opplionce was working well rj] .3

I wos setting up house for the first time Q -K

My currently owned opplionce hod foiled and wos not worth repoirlng. -J

Other: (Pleose specify) jq.

MSkip to Q. 5)

4b. If you replaced your opplionce os o result of o residential move, pleose check how for thot move wos, then

*'"P *° °- Under 20 miles 21-1 20-49 miles 50-499 miles -3 500 miles or more

If you were replocing o still operoting opplionce what was the one most important reason in your decision to

purchose o replacement opplionce. (Check one only)

Wonted o lorger opplionce I i

22-

1

Wanted a new feoture(s) Q -2

Wonted more ottroctive styling Q -5

V»'os remodeling kitchen or loundry Q -k

Wanted to reploce now, rather than face repoir

costs in ncor future CH -5

Any other reoson O
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5. How mony new oppllonces of lh!t type Kove you ever purchased from retail stores, before this lost purchose?

6. In total, how rnany moves has your household mode in the lost ten yeors?
j25 26)

7. How long was it from the time you first considered purchosing your new opplionce until you octuolly mode the purchase?

Some doy . . Q 27-1 1-4 weeks Q-S 3-6 months . Q-5
less fhon a week Q -2 5-12 weeks Q-'* Over 6 months [^-6

8. In some situotions people hove quite a lot of time to moke on appliance purchose ond in other situotlons people

hove to make o purchose very quickly. Thinking bock to your purchose, how would you rote the time pressure

on you ond your household to moke the purchase?

No time pressure Q 23-1 Slight Q-2 Moderofe "3 Great Q Extreme time pressure Q -5

9. When you started shopping for this opplionce, how mony ycors hod you lived in the locol orea you now reside in?

yeors

10. Before you storied shopping for your new Dp;^iiQnce, how many of the stores selling oppllonces in the locol oreo

were familiar to you?

1 31-1 2 n -2 3 -3 4 or more -U None -5

1 1 . Did you reod {n;orc than just notice or glance ot) ony mogozine odverlisements for the type of appliance you

purchosed, before yoj decided to buy your new opplionce?

Yes 32-1 NoQ-2

12. About how many newspaper ods (retoll sales ods) for this specific type of opplionce did you read before moking

your purchase?

' 33-1 2-4 -2 5-9 -3 10 or more -J. None -5
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13. Listed below ore vorioos Jources from which you or your houiehold coulcf cbfoin informotion obout the new

oppllonce purchused. Questior^s (o) to (e) should be answered by checking the information sources that opply

for eoch question.

(o) (c) (e)

Pleose check Pleose check v;i.ich Please Which

oil sources you all sources was the check was the

thought about you actually VERY riRST oil sources ONE MOST
consulting did consult you you found useful

Information Sources; (seek ing) (seek out) consulted useful source

(Check one) (Check one)

J* 37 38
.

Newspoper odverlisement . -1 e -1
-2 -2 -2
-3 -3 -3

Manufoclurer's brochure ond 1 obels

Magazine odvertlsemenl . . • • Di -5 -5
-6 -6 -6
-7 n i -7

Consumer Report's orticle . . -6 -8 -8
-9 -9 -9

14. Before you started shopping for your new opplionce did you hove o strong preference to shop ot one particular

Yes 39-1 NoG-2

15. At how rnany different stores did you (or other household members) shop before moking the purchase? ^stores

(40-l»l)

16a. Pleose check the following types of stores thot you or your household visited or phoned? (Answer under Column o)

16b. VNTiich type of store did you visit first? (Check one only - Answer under Column b)

16c. At which type of store did you octuolly make your purchase? (Check or>e only - Answer unc'er Column c)

(o) (b) (c)

Type of Store Purchose Actually

Visited Phoned Visited First Mode At

(Check one) (Check one)

1*2 '*3 kk Its

Applionce store . . • D-i Qi
Furniture store . . . D-s -2
Department store . • 0-3 CD-3
Discount store . . • D-'*

05 -5
Wards . 0-6 06

• 0-7 07
K Mort . D-B Oe

09
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IP. Vz rKe r. ^ d ic l^'.i. cere cf yojr.c- . Mldicn ci..'!;- , .• fc visi! f^-.er sT'es?

Yes lU'-T-I No i^j -? t-io Yrunj C.'.I'c-cn |^-3

)9. c"d dc 'nrrt of yojr slopping?

V,';.:'. cny clj^;l-.e V'tVer. -loy fr.cr.ings Vc-tl.c-d dcj/time [^-2 e^'cnincj [~] -k

/ 0. c y c>vJ s'. : ec s'-.; fpi- g, l.:-.v r uc". ! 'mc In Ic'cl did - i-j (c-.-I 'o' r . :i of yc ^ .'i ; 'c'; ; .:;j_lo !pend

. n i'>f i'v, rjirig for ti c ntw r p. lonce (inclu.'irig ii o /c-I Ir.r, S~f ^o c-.r' f:t,~. s'cei)?

Did no'
f

' 'o spc I'd cny porlicjloi l^ncj-h c' time Q-'^-i
I cs; thon 2 hcjrs Q -2

2-4 hojrs Q -5

5-F hours , . rj -I

lh(.r, C l.ojrs . Q .5
^O-l

2], Hi. -ijct" time in loto! did ycj (and/:,: i.-.-.mbers (.f yr ,ir h.-jst'.rtd) octjcily sr- r.d on i'r^ sl.,--n-.- for the

I.'-* cp-|ir;irc (I'-.clyJi'.j ".r.-vplino tir.'.f to one' fic--'" ;lo:cs)' (l-l'. )

I CSS tl.jn 2 liojrs /-I

?-< fiours . . . -2

5-8 hours . , . -3

Mc.e thon 6 hours

22. W'n.ch crrr of 'hi fojiowirg sloier.tnts L '- s' d-.'tt.ibes your starch j'ld pjic'- tise? (Cl-.tck o-^c only)

I n.;:!ly tc!"od on r,y past expL-rlence I r-.;;;|y rc'ied on tho nev.' info-r.rilion I obtcint d in iry

e nd t;r. witdgc to i. ci.e my choice . [^].£-l " rl ..<pIf'C or.d infc-rroilon i-orcS to m-.', e by choice

/3. .' yoir., which, orn cf the frMcwina stctorrenti hc<t -J -scriL jS jo." tc-j-ch end pjicht^st? (Chf-CK . np only)

I rtrs'ly '( lied on people who kncv. 1 ore o! ojt c:.pli- I 1 oiil) iel>d c-i ii.y c.n pest experi-
cc: 1*-^ I did, to give cd^ice ns to what to buy [H -7-1 or v 'Tctwledje to ; ^^•,e rf.y choice Q -2

24. A; the timt I vcis pjic'.-slng the new opplicr.cc I s.ci -violt in;erc::ed in ... (Ch;--.!. ore-, cnlyl

I :— rninp os rra'ch c-
;
_:sible ! ( i--

j jst . .i.-i.gh

cbouf ths' type cf cpplion.-.e QiS-l to f. o'kc r.-,y c'--; ict fj-^

At tr.c limt- ! wjs pjtclcsing the rKiw of-plionct I wcs no;t inl.'res'.t din ... (Thicl, ctiT c-.iv)

Enjc/inc the ssorch fc-r its CA-n 5 vndiiig cs llt'le line cs possibi e

S-he btcojse it v/cs inlc 1 eitinp Q;9-l c.: d ir.j the p.-c'->ow
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26. Pleose indicote how mucK you ogree or diiogree

with the following stotements os ihey opply to

your recent new appliance purchose? Strorvgly

Agree

-3

20

Moder-

otely

Agree

Some-

wryjt

Agree

Neither

Agree or

Disogree

Some -

whot

Disogree

/.^oder-

otel y

Disogree

^ 1 1 U ' 1

Dlvogre

1 wonted to learn new things obout opplionces . . .

-1. -5 -c -7

1 made o reol effort to find out whot might be wrong

or go wrong v/ith the models 1 was looking ot.

21

1 wanted to enjoy the shopping and informotion

seeking for its own soke becouse it wos interesting

23

1 mostly relied on my past experience ond knowledge

21*

1 v/anted to obtain the most modern technology in

25D

1 relied on people who knew more obout appliances

thon 1 did, to give me odvice as to whot to buy . 260

1 found the shopping ond information scorch o

27D

1 mostly relied on the new information 1 obtained

in my shopping ond information seorch to moke

1 wonted to spend os little time os possible . , . . 29D

27. Thinking bock to when you storted seeking

information ond shopping for your new

opplionce, how sure were you about:

(Pleose check one box on each line)
Very

Sure

The feofures that were ovolloble SOQ

The performonce of the different brands ond models .

The most importont considerations yoj were going

fo use lo mode your purchose choice 32C]

Whot brond to choose

What model to choose 34Q

Which stores lo shop ot 35D

Moder- Some- Neither Some- Moder-

otely what Sure or what otely Very

Sure Sure Unsure Unsure Unsure Unsure

-2 -3 -U -5 -6 -7
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28. How mony different bronds did youconsldar, before making your recent purchosc choice?

bronds

(36-37)

29. Did you buy the brond that you thought you would buy when you first itorled shopping?

Yes QBS-I NoQ-i'

30. Did you buy the model that you thought you would buy when you first storted shopping?

Yes QS-^l No -2

31 . Did you buy the some brond of opplionce that you hod previously owned? (thot is, fhot some brond os your lost opplionce)

Yes [3''C'-1 No []] -2 Not opplicoble Q -3

32. Did you buy your new opplionce on sole or ot o speciolly reduced price?

Yes '^1-1 No Q-S

33. Did you ncgotiote o lower price (tolk the solesmon into o spcciol price deol)?

Yes ''2-1 No

34. In your opinion, whot differences exist ocross the different brands in terms of:

A Tremendous A Lot of Some Very Little 1 Really

Difference Difference Difference Difference Don't Know

-1 -S -3 -I -5

1*3

Features . . , .

1*5

Durobility . . .
1*6

Operoting costs 1*7

Overall bosis .

35. There ore o number of good reosons why people stop shopping and moke o purchase. Which of the following

best describes why you stopped shopping end purchosed?

I found exactly what I wonted Uo.i Or I did not consider the benefits of further shopping worth the

effort, so I mode o choice from whot I hod seen olreody

36. How sotisfied ore you with your new opplionce?

Very satisfied DSO-l
Satisfied -2

Neither satisfied or dissotisfied Q -3

Dissotisfied -1*

Very disvjtisfied Q .5

80-2
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HTI CLASSIFICATION CODES

(1) REGION

— 1

Jut 1^1^ la AtlAnftf- -A

COST iNorin VwCnTroi —

O

West Noifh Centrol -4

South Attontlc -5

Eost Sooth Centrol -6

wesi jOu"n ^„eniroi — /

Mountoi n Q

Pocific -y

{2} MARKET SIZE

Descr. Code

5,000,000 ond over -1

/ , 000 , 000 - 4 , yyy , wv -2

1,000,000- 1,999,999 -3

500,000 - 999,999 -4

250,000 - 499,999 -5

50,000 - 249,999 -6

Other Urban -7

Rural -8

(3) FAMILY INCOME (Grouped)

Descr. Code

Under S7,000 -1

$7,000- $9,999 -2

$10,000- $14,999 -3

$15,000- $19,999 -4

$20,000 and over -5

(4) AGE OF WIFE (Grouped)

Descr. Code

Under 25 -1

25 - 29 -2

30 - 34 -3

35 - 39 -4

40 - 44 -5

45- 49 -6

50-54 -7

55 - 59 -8

60-64 -9

65 ond over -0

(6) EDUCATION OF V/IFE 'Grouped)

Descr. Code

No college -I

College -2

(7) SCHOOLING OF WIFE/HUSBAND

Descr. Code

Elementory -I

High school -2

College -3

IB) EMPLOYMENT OF WIFE/HUSBAND

Descr. Code

Full time -1

Port time -2

No, expect to return to work -3

No, homemoker/retired -4

(9) OCCUPATION OF WIFE/HUSBAND

Descr. Code

Professional/technical/

kindred wor^ert -1

Monogers/officiols/proprietors -2

ClericolAindred worlcers -3

Soles workers -4

Croftsmen/foremen/

kindred workers -5

Operatives/Kindred workers -6

Private household wor<<er5 -7

Service workers -8

Formers/form managers -9

Form laborers/foremen -0

Laborers -X

Retired, unemployed.

Armed Forces -y

<10) YEAR OF BIRTH/MALE HEAD

Descr. Code

Two digits octual punch 2 cols.

Born 1900 or earlier 00

No Mole Heod XX

No Answer yy

HomeTesting Instituit
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(11) ACTUAL INCOME

Descr. Code

Under (4,000 -03

$4,000- S4, 999 -04

$5,000 - $5,999 -05

$6,000- $6,999, -06

$7,000 - $7,999 -07

$8,000- $8,999 -08

$9,000- $9,999 -09

$10,000 - $10,999 -10

$11,000- $11,999 -11

$12,000- $12,999 -12

$13,000- $13,999 -13

CI ^ f\f)n t.^ A ooo

$15,000- $19,999 -15

$20,000- $24,999 -20

$25,000- $29,999 -25

$30,000- $34,999 -30

$35,000 ond over -35

(12) RACE

Descr. Code

American Indlon -1

Block -2

Oriental -3

SponishAofin American -4

White -5

Other -6

(13) TYPE OF DWELLING

Descr. Code

One-fomily/detoched -1

One-fomily/cttoched -2

Two fomily "3

Three or more fomily/oportment -4

Mobile home/troiler -5

(14) OWN OR RENT

Descr. Code

Own -I

Rent/leose -2

(15) CO-OP/CONDOMINIUM Ar . .

Descr. Coc

Condominium -1

Co-operative -2

Neither -3

(16) MARITAL STATUS

Descr. Code

Married -1

Single -2

Divorced ^
-3

Widow -4

Separated -5

(17) MOTOR VEHICLE OWNERSHIP

Descr. Code

Own passenger cor -1

Own truck -2

Own both car and truck -3

Do not own cor or truck -4

HomeTesting Institute

1977
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CODING INDEX

NEU r.PPLIANCE INfOlvfiAT I OfJ STAfvCH ANli SHOr-PlMG SURVEY

X-v^i-ti Jf-ft ****)(:•!( V*<*x*)t iv . > V K ft f + * + »•)»<• t

Plifll Hi'.TA FILE OK <:9V CASES. FIIE Ni'tHt IS iKHTl.ni.

SlIRVtY U|.((iE(JTCi!vnN HY HCJML TKSTlHu INSTIIUTI

GAFliFN CnY FYiKK

NFU YOF<K 11010
USA

COFYRIfiHT FKOftfaY OK FETEF: R. laCKSON ANIi UIILIAM L. UILMt

FOR THE HETAILS OF HIE QUESTIONS (01-036) FLtASE CONSULT OUEST I ONNAl 1 .1

i^iNri THE HTI CASE COIUNG SHFETS FOR Cl-CIH

A TOTAL OF 29 NEU i.'riRl AHLES HWE XFEN CREATEIi
FOR IiFTAILS OF THANSf ORHAl I ONS fl E»-iSE CONSULT HTI.Tl

**-*%* ii**.* ^*Hi*t***i>.i **t*t^tiil -1 Jtt. »* * 1 *K !t f4:f

COriING INMEX

COLUMN CODE VARIAHLE NAME

1 N FIRST 3 rUGITS OF 6 VJG1\ CASE NUMBER

4 CI LOCATION ]N USA OF CASK
5 C2 MARKET SIZE OF LOCATION OF CASE
6 03 FAMILY INCOME
7 C4 AGE OF MIFE
8 C5 FAMILY SIZE
9 C6 EIiUCATION OF HIFE
10 C7 SCHODLINi.i OF WIFE
11 C8 EMFLOYMKNT OF WIFE
12 #10 C9 OCCUr-AIION OF WIFE
13 CIO SCHOOLING OF HUSIiAND
14 CI 1 EMF'LOYnLNT OF HUGFiANH
IS C12 OCrUfATION OF HUSIiAND
16 C13 ACTUfiL INCOME (2 COLUMNS)
18 C14 RACE
19 C15 TYPE OF IHJLLLING
20 CJ6 OUN OIC RENT
21 C17 COOP OR CONDOHINIUH
22 C18 MARITAL STATUS
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23 120 ST =

?1 <01 ) fii

A 2 =

26 A3

27 KCl =

20 yc2
29 (•C3 =

30 FC4 -

31 ret)

3? CCA
33 rc7 —

3 'J
=

35
36 FTC

37 (02) Till —

38 TIi2

39 <0G) ITP —

40 <t!10) —

41 (03)

43 < 01.

)

nrp —

40 (09) 140 Yl.l.

4/ (015) NSS
49 (028)
SI (07) FCT
52 FCTl

(020) fST
SA (021 ) AST
&7 A5.TI

t".9 (Oil ) fi.'iR

AO (012)
'

l,'Ar<

61 (Q13)t'J0 11

62 12
63 13
6A 14
65 IS
66 16
67 17
6B 18

MEIHIirF; OF STANlK-.rii FANELd) OK SFTCIAL hOVFR flUKVL 1 ( I' ).

TYFF. OF AFFt.IAMiX
Fa.r-kIGLI<ATIOt<( 1 ) .'I.ALifaiKY (2>/M3 DKOUAVr ll'.'l-N(3)

KEFFV] OF.K'ATION f\iVi I fillN)il\Y ( J > /till fvOi.' 'I'.'E U'.'LN(2)

ruRciirtSE clF^c;ll^lt;rA^!C•^?: hfxST home novF<i)/
HOVL U(JriE.k 20 MTI.l.:J(2)/Hny[ Pv 20 HTLFS +(i)/
FA)l UKL"-ruF:f;i"li. '',;/iJUl;l-;FNl UORi.lNGf iji;eiil, ouml
F:Fi-YaR£.(5)/c:ui;i.cr;T Wai:K]HG WEIL(6)
LOK'U iiu.T.',Nr,c RFSinr-HT) AL hOVL' ( 1 ) /f;c ST OP cnx.mrf r.inl I,

Ki. i.j LitNTJAL movl ( 1 )/r<F:!r;T OF r:iKCunsTANt:(.;.(2)

una, MOyC ii StlTlNf- up HOmI. U >/r:FST 1)1 i;H-;C;UMK"ir*>NCF$, (?)

FAUUKL Rcri ACEf.Lfn ( 1 )/Fr or i;if;riihr.Tii('i;KS('>

F.F;. OK NLf US' M.i.i£ KCliM KS 3 ) .'KI.ST UF C 1 KrUrlsM nr»r.r.S ( . >

KLFl I'lCLIi UOKI-lfJl- 1.i|:LL< 1 )/F;FST OF C I KCIIflST ('iWCL''. ( 2 )

tiKTiJiJH ur- norir/KFii. ritivL/i i-iiij.ir:i: i-tfL. 'i-Lrt. . uokmih-d
F<LAC;OfJ FOF-: F,[:fI AC JMG tJGKia Mill lANCE
F-KFVlOUi: fUKrHAilL LxPERIL NCE ; MiiUC/r.OMF ( 2 )

TYPE OF FAMILY nrOJilOM ANH SHOi PING
MOr.Tl Y FUIMEMAI I K/ JOINT Ok IIIIMiANri

Pf.lv'CEU'FTi TIME PPL'^.illKE

F'LF.-CEli^irii K'OG. [i; HAMJLIAF; LOCAL STORES

= MONTHS SilNCE FUrvCIIACE (2 CULUMNf.)

NllriLF:f\ OF PREVIOUS PURCHASES (2 COLUMNS)
YEARS LlVEli IN LOCALE (2 COLUhN:^

NunV;ER OF STORES StIOPFEIi (2 COLUMNS)
NUi-IBER OF ftRANDS COflSUiLRED (2 COLUMNS)
rUK-CIIAPE CONSl IiLKAT ION TIME
PURCHASE CONSIIi. TIME: IN DAYS (3 COLUMi.'S)
PLANNCH SHOIPING TINE
ACTUAL SHCipPIrlC. TIME
ACTUAL SHOPPINfi T]ML: IN HOURS (2 COLUMNS)

MAGAZINE All f^f, Mi
NUh};rp OF NEUSF AF l R mUS REAIi

NEL'SI AI ER AIi; NO F CONSIiEH/CUfJCriED/ CONSUL T EIi/U- EFUL ' .•

)

ref-airman:
CATALOCi:
UROCHURES i LAHEI S!
MAGAZINE AO:
FRIEND OR relative:
SALESf lrson:
coNsiiiiPR reports:
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^9 19

70 (0130 SFC
71 (05 3E )t60 SFMU

72 (014 ) F'SP

73 (016) SI
74 S2 =

75 ^7oo
76 S4
77 S5
78 S6
79 S7
80 tin

/£iECO»li CARD

1 70 S9 V.

2 SIO ~

3 SI J

4 S12
5 SI 3
6 814 r.

7 S15 =

8 S16
9 SI 7
10 SIO

11 <01 6Fi)« 80 svr 1

12 syf :>

13 svr3
14 SVF4

15 UFl
16 WP2
17 WP3
18 ur-4

19 UPS

20 (R17) PFS

21 (P18X90 CRS
22 (Q19) IJSli

23 (029) PI
24 (Q30) P2
25 (031 ) P3
7M (03.?) P4
27 (033) P5

TCLLvir.ioN An:

souRcr
SOURCE

THAT
THAT

WAS
UAS

FIRST
FODNli

CONSULTEIi
MUST USEFUL

= PRIOR STORE PREhERFNCE

APPLIANCE STORE VISITEIKl)
FURiJITLIRE STORE ".'ISITEH
HLPARTMENT STORE VISITER
DISCOUNT STORE VISITFH
SEARS V]SITtri
IJARliS VI SI TEH
(FNNf YS VISITED
K MART VISITED

OTHER TYP-E OF STORE VISITED(l)
Al PLlAtJCE STOKE CALI ED
FUkfmURF STORE CAl.l Ki
DEPART Ml NT ST ORF CALIFD
DISCOUNT STORE CALLED
SEARS STORE CALLED
WARIiS SIOl.T CALLED
PFNNEYS STORE CALLED
K MART STOI'.E CALLED
OTHER TYI-E CALLED

STORE VISITED FIRST
APPL 1 ANCE ( 1 ) /SEARS r WARDS f PENNE YS < 2 ) /OT HFR ( 3

)

SEARS ( j )/nTHER(2)
APPLIANCE < 1 )/0THER(2)

tJHERE PURCHASE WAS MADE
APPL I ANCF ( 1 > /SL'ARS . U.\Uhr. , PENNE YS ( 2 ) ,- OT HFR ( 3 )

SEARSd )/DTHER(2)
APPLIANCE (3 )/0THCK(2)
APPLIANCE ( 1 ) /SEARS ( 2 ) /OTHE R ( 3

)

PURCHASE IJAS MADE AT THE FIRST STORE VISITED

CHILDREN RESTRICTED SHOPFTNG
WHEN MOST OF THE SHOfPING WAS DOME

PURCtlASED DRAND FIRST CONSnTf.ED
PURCHASED MODEL FIRGT CDNblDERED
PURCHASED SAME MODf.L AS ONE REf'l ACED
PURCHASf D ON SALE
NEGOTIATED A I OUER PRICE
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?8 (034) bin = likANIi liirrrKLNT IATION: fRlCF.
29 Hlf? = FtATUkLS
30 Mi3 = STYLE
31 #100 hUA = nUKAIill ITY
32 i<ri? = or i r-.-.iTiNG costs
33 }ili6 = Oyil-.ALL

:iA (035) kSy = RfAJION rOk SIOFfJUG bHOrCItJG

35 (036) SAT = SA 1 ISFACT lOfJ tJlTH F URCHAGt

36 (022) SSAl iJtARCH STRATEGY ALTIKNATIVE 1

37 (023) EGA2 SLARCH STRATEGY ALTERNAllVL 2

38 (02.1) SCAfa'-H MOTIVATION ALU:RK'AT I UE 1

39 (025) Sf1A2 SEARCH MtlTiyATIDN ALIERNAfiyE 2

40 (026) Ml 1 UANTEIi TO l.EARiJ NEW THIUGS AJiQUT AF RLl At^fCES
41 <110 M2 I MAIiE A KTAL I T FORT TO Flf,'!! UUI WHAT lUC'Jl ]'.

imrnic or go I'l.-orjo iiifn imp fioiiCLS i (•'Ar, lociki/ig
Al RATHLR IliAN JLI'.n tiHAl h I CI IF 1<E KlLilT

42 M3 1 UANTEIi TO Er'JOY THE fiHOI I'ING ANH If/I Oi r.ATin.'J

EiEARf.H FOR 11!. OlIN SAKE Hi! CAH'. E IT UAJi ] (! 1 1 ki -
i J (!G

43 M4 I WAS Jf.'IEI.I.GTt Ii IN irCHNJCAL IiETAllS
44 SSI 1 MOGTI Y RELJl Ii ON Mr I'AST E.'f ERlENCL ANii KNO!!l EIiGE

TO MAKE MY CHl I ]CE
45 hS 1 WAMIUi TO OliFAIN THE MOST MOHERN IECHIJOLOGV IN MY

NEW AffLIANCE
A6 SS2 I Rf ElEIi ON l EiiPlE WHO KNEU MnRE ABHUT AIPLIANlES

THAN 1 Mn TO TO GIVE ME ADVICE ON U'llAT 10 HUY
47 t-E 1 rOUfiD THE I^HCll PING ANJi ] Nf CUvh AT I ON SEARCH A

Pi EASANT EXF ERIENCE
40 SS3 1 M0G1EY RlLlLIi ON THE NEW INrORMATlON 1 OIiTAINEIi

IN MY SHOPF INC. MIV INrClRMAIION T-EARl H 1C MANE MY
CHOICE

49 K6 1 WANTEIi TO SPENli AS LITTLE TIME AS POSSIKLE

f.O <027) KSl = THE FEATUftEf. THAI WERE AVftlLArLE
CI #120 KS2 = THE FERF CiRMArti E CiF THE D1FFERFN1 URANDS ANM ft'JIiCES

KS3 = 1IIL hOilT IMPORTANT CONf. IHERA F I Oi.lS YCU UIEI'E GOING
TO USE TO MAKE YOUR PURCHASE CHUlCE

53 KS4 = MHAT URANfi 10 CHOOSE
54 KS5 = WIIhI MOliEl 10 CHOOSE
55 KSA = WHICH STORES 10 SHOP

56 J»SS = EVOl^EIi SOURCE SET SIZE
57 CSU = NUhFjLR 01" COM.'IERCI AL SOUREES USEH
58 l^'U - NUilliEfv OF INOEPENIiLNT SOUt:CES UbEH
59 tl2e Sf U =-- NLiMHER OF SOURCES FOUNH USLEUL

THE FACTOR SCORES WERE CI:EATEIi AND AMiEO TO THE FILE USING THE
SAVE PARAGRAF HS IN r.MD:F'^M, OTIIER VARA] DEES WERE TFhF Ol ALLY
CREATEll USING THE II.ANSEORM PARAGRAFH IN THE mir.f SUITE,

THE thV'.f REFERENCE IIANUAl IS:

niXONf U.J. AND EiROUN, M . t< . (EDS) DMIip-?? laOhEDICAL COMPUTER PRDCR.irtS
F'-SERIES UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA F:RESS. FiERKELEY. 1977.

NOVEMICR 1978 AND NOVLriDER 1979 UPDAIES OF 1IIE PRiiCRAriS WERE USED.

SEE rSF.CTL FOR SAMPLE OF A TMD CONTROL FILE

<-*Xt«**1*<* t**M<t^:«^ tMt< itit*
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ivinj i.'Htic riciviiviNG Hii.m file
V.'i!:)r,M.r MSI n.i.i to ti.tM,Vl to V4,IC»V'J to VJi)ry33.i.Mi.V44,V4'^,Vi>l 10 v/.v,

II TO l?7fS7 TO fi13fV70 TO V101,S16 TO '.'..'.ifBlA TO SIC
rOKHAT < 1 1 3, 3X, 61 1 . iy.,3I 1 r 1 12. •n] 1 .212.211 . 1 12f 1 . 2Xr 1 1 1 r 1>. i2J 1 . 1 12

2>:. 331

1

. 4X/6X.6! 1 . 1 12,21 1 1 . 1 12, 131 1 .6X.23I 1

)

INKIJT MFIillJH Pin , Mill. 1

N OF Nl IJ».'AKS

N OF CASLS 699
IVirAIi INf UT liATA
COMrtCNT kCCni'ING OTHEFC l Ur^CIIASE C 1 Ff:UMr.T ANCES
IF <r-c ra •i)V4^3
COMHCNT RECOIUNG AND F.FORIiEFvING PURCHASE CIRCUMSTANCES
COMfUTE rc=o
IF (V-l ro 1)FC = 2
IF <V4 EQ 1 ANII V5 GT l)rc = 3
IF <V4 EO 2 )fC=5
IF <V4 EC! 3)f C=6
IF <V4 Ca 4)FC=1
IF (V4 v.a 5 )PC = 4

COMHENT F.ECOMNG FREVIOUS rUKCHASE EXPERIENCE
COMFUTE flE = 0
IF (V7 GT 0)I IE = 1

COHt'.EHT THE FOLI OUING VAFc] ATUE COMr UTFS SOUF.CF EVOKFTi SET SIZE
COMPOTE XI = Jl + I2^l3^]44]5tI6^l7-^a8+l9
COMMENT THE FOLLOUING VAPlAULt rOhPIITCS 1 OF COMMtkCIAL SPUKCFS USEH
COMCOTC X2 = 110+I114I)2+]13-H1H1164I18
COMMENT THE Fni.LOlJJNCi VAKIAliLC Cl'MfUTES » OF INlirrilMnr.NT CIOUI.TFS Ur,l

COMPUTE X3 = 11^. + 117
COMMFNT THE rOLLOUING i.'AKIAIiLE COMPUTES * OF SOUKCLG f OIINIi IIPFFUL
COMPUTE X4 = 1 19+1204 I2H I22 + i;';5II24 l i:'5+i:'<f.+ I27
COMMENT THE FOLLOUING COMltlNE iaiRVEY OUt'JTlONS 13A. 13H ANH 1 3r
IF (110 EO 1)11=2
IF < I J 1 EO 1 ) 12-2
IF (112 EO 1 )I3=2
IF (Ii;< EO 1)14=2
IF <I14 CQ 1 )i:i = 2
IF (115 f.Q 1 )16==2

IF (UA EO 1 )I7=2
IF (117 ro 1 ) If)=2
IF (lit! EQ 1 > 19=2
IF (119 CO 1 ) 1 1 = 3
IF (120 EO 1 ) 12-^3

IF (121 EQ 1 ) 13-^3

IF (122 EO 1 ) 14-3
IF (123 EO 1 ) 15 = 3
IF (124 EO 1 )I6 = 3
IF (125 EO 1 )I7> 3
IF (126 to 1 ) IG=3
IF (127 EO 1)19=3
COMMENT Kl corn NG NSS ANIi NKC MEASURES
IF (V44 GT 0 ANIi V45 EO 0)V45=1
IF (V91 EO 0 ANli V92 GT 0)'.'91= 1

KFCOME S2 (0=9) / VI INTO Al (6,0=0) (1,4=1) (2.3.7=2) <5=3)
rxFCODE VI INTO A2 (6.0 = 0) { 1 ,2.3f 4 .7=1 ) (C.=2)
F>FC01iE PC INTO FC2 (3=1) (0,1.2.4,5,6=2)
r^FCOliE PC INIO rC3 (2,3=1) (0,1,4,5,6=2)
kecoue tC INTO FC4 (1,2,3=1) (0,4.5,6=2)
Ki; coriE IC INTO ICS (4=1) (0, 1 ,-,7,5,6=2)
Kt rone FC INTO FC6 (4,5=1) (0,1,2.3,6=2)
I.TCOliE FC INTO fC7 (6=1 > (0.1 .2.3.4.5=2)
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ivcront:

IvDCUHE
KCCOJiE
REC01it{

r<r cdue
KtCODE
K-GCOUE
IVECOriE

UKITE CASES

Cdr HAT
(lUII IJT

I- )I;1£H

Fc lino PCS (0 0) (1 = 1 > c
V2 INTO Jl (0^0) (1,2=1) (

V^.A INTO SVF (0=-0) (1 = 1) (

V64 INTO CSyr (0-0) (5=1)
V&1 INTO ASVF (0=0) (1=1)

INTO SUP (0=-0) (1 = 1) (

V6r. INTO SK (0-0) (D=l) (J

VA5 INTO AR (0^0) (1=1) (2
V65 INTO ftSR (0 = 0) (1=1) (

V9 INTO PCTI (0=0) (1=1

>

V70 INTO ACTI (0=0) ( 1=1

)

N.Sl ,SC.S3»G'l,r.5,S&rS7,P9»

f3=2) (4=3) (r;,<;.=4)

3.4=2) / V12 (5=0) / V14 (5=0)
5f6.7=2) (2r3,4,8.9=3)
(

1

,2,3t4,6»7,B.9=2)
(2.3.4,5,6.7.3.9=2)
5.6.7=2) (2.3.4.8.9=3)
.2.3.4,6.7.8.9=2)
,3, 4, 5,6.7,$). 9 = 2)
5=2) (2.3.4.6.7.8.9=3) / V6B (4=

(2 = 4) (3 = 10) (4 = 5d.) C
(2=3) (3=6) (4=12)
r.9.SJ0.5^11 .S12.r,13,

134) (6-
3)
75)

NAHL

S14.S15.S16.S17,r.ig,
Tl .*.'l .Al ,A2.PC,fT2.PC3.PC4,Pt5,PC6,PC7.PCH,<.'6,PFE,
V2. Jl ,V10. V12.
V'3.V7. VI 1 ,<.'45. V91
V9,PCTI .^69,^70. ACT I

.

V,'J3.V14,

1 1 . I 2 . 1 3 . 1 4 , 1 5 , I <. . I 7 . 1 a . 1

9

V4 4 .S;46.S4 7.1i4f;, G4?,S50,SS
s*j4 . r)55 . s;.6 , l;57 , r.5Ci . S5v • s
V64 . svf . ssvr . A:>vr . ^65

,

put
V9;> , V93 . V94 . , V96 , C y"/ , V
V71 .V7:',v,'.i,v;4,
V75 . <.'76 , V/7 , V/i- , V79 • VDO • V
vu;. , vt)6 fV.i/, vcn , i't;9 , wo
XI .X2.X3.X4.
( 1 13. 1211 , J j:'.2J) 1 .512. n 3 , 1 13.211 , 1 1 2 , 2:'l 1 /591 1 ,21X)
HTI ,M

.".'33.V4 3.

1 . li52,S53,
'O.rAl ,r.62,S<'.3,

. sr.- . AR . Ark , .".167. V6G ,

0. V9v. VlOCVJOl ,(.il02,(.') 03,'.M04,

^1 .V!^2,Vf!3.Vi;4.
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/rriOriLEM TITLC is 'LOG-LINLAR MOHEL fitting of FVS/O to nEFENrCNT VAKlftf<LF.S

/INPUT VAMAtiLFS ARE 1?8.
f H E = 'ntHTi.iu '

.

FoivMi'a IS ' (r3.0r j.?ri .o.f^.OfI'^fi .o.5F2.0iF1 .o»f3.o.:'F1 .o.ri'.o,

?;^F1 .0/59F1 .o.:.'ix> '

.

/l^'rimAPLE NAMCS ARE N r CI f C2 . C3 . C4 r Cr. r C6 . r,7 f CS » C9 r CI 0 , CI 1 . C 1 2 r C 1 3 t

C14rClC;.Cl(J..C17.Llfi.

STfAI .(•.2.A3.I-C1 ,FC:'.t C3.r C1rFCS.PC(itrT.7.PC!J> RRUA.r PEf

TtU ,Tli2.FTr,Le;r .MSP.NFCr YLL.NSn.NUCf
PCT.rCTI FtST.AC-T .AST I.

llAP; , NAR

.

1 1 . I::. 1 3 . 1 4 . I S , I r 1 7 . 1 8 .] 9 . SFC , SFMU

,

fsv r s 1 . S2 . S3 . ;j4 . s:, . SA » S7 • S9 r j;y

.

S10.:;il.Sl2»Sl3>S14rGl5.Sl<',.f>l7fSJ8F
SVF J , SVF 2 » G'>'F 3 » i-Vf 4 . UF 1 r IJF 2 . IJI • UfA : Uff. r FKS r CRS f IISV f

f 1 , r-2 > r3 . F4 , f -s, T nil 1 , bri2 . niia . vu r niir.. , nui t rss . sat .

SSAl »r,SA2»S-hA1 t!;MA2»

Ml .M2»H3,M'^.SG3 . h5 , SS2 r FT , SS?. . MA r

Kfl . Kf:2 . . Ki;4 . K'JU . KSA r

SSSfCGUr ISU.SFL).
hnXIntlM = V99.?.J!.L<.9>4.2r3i4j9.3.4.9.35»

AfljFl'»3»0»
2 . 7 . 3 T ? » 6 > 1' f 2 f ? r f 2 . 2 . 4 f A r 1

.

4 » 2 » r. » 4 . 1 5 . 20 . QO r 20 » 20

»

6. 27;!.:.. 4. 12.
2.4.
3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.9.9.
2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.
l.l.l.l.l.l'l.lrl.
9.3.2.2.9.3.2.2.3.2.3.4.
2 . 2 . 3 . 2 . 2 . t< . J/ . t"> . . 'J . . 2 . S

.

2.2.2.2.
7.7.7,7.7.7.7.7.7.7.
7.7.7.7.7.7.
9.9.9.9.

M]fahUM = 000.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.03.
1.1.1.1.1.
1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.0.
1 . 1 . 1 . 0.00 . 00.00.03 . 01

T

1 .001 .1.1.01.
1.0.
O.O.OiO.O.O.O.O.O.l .1.
1.0.0.0.0,0.0,0.0.0.
0.0. 0.0. 0,0.0. 0.0.
1.1.1,1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.
1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1,1,1.1.1.1.
1.1.1,1.
1.1.1.1.1.1.1,1,1,1.
1.1.1.1,1.1.
0.0.0,0.

USE - A2.NFT,Fr.lEt.riIi6.

/TRANSFORt'. 1 EfiFA = A2 LT 3.

USE = TEriFA.

/TAF'LE INTUCES ARK . NF F' . PC8 . A2 .

SYMFOLS ARE P. F. S. 0.
ASSOCIATION.
MARGINAL =3.

/CATEGORY CLM fdl NT S ( 31 ) ARE 2.3.
Ni'ihES(31) ARE HOVE . FAIl URE . 01 HER .

C0IiES<22) ARE 1.2.
NAhr;s(22) ai;e i cfi;ox. laundry .

CUTrOINTS<39) ARE 0.2.
NAfirS(39) ARE 'NOME'. '1 --2 FF".'3+ FF'.
CUTF01NIS(102) ARE 2.4.
NAHES<102) ARE l:IG . LI TU L . liRNUU .

/END



APPENDIX E ^

QUESTIONS OMITTED FROM MAJOR SURVEY

A. different .irnos in .l>.Ir lives people hove a lot of d..>onHs on MoU .i.c - o. o|!;er

'J-/
J;^-

demonds. Tlunking bock to wl.on you mode your purcfxi.c, oboul how much spore f.me d.d you hove?

Hod plenty of sp<irc lime • O
Hcid qiiilc CI few tilings to do, but lod some spore time Q
Hod iiKiny Ihiitp^ to do, very lillle sjore tinio . . .

ISnd VMy mr^K,' ihinc)'- to do, olmost no ifarc time . Q
Extremely I'ury, no 'pore time . . . . ,

Do. Before you slortcd shopping for your new oppllonce, did you k.«w a friend or relofive who you could conloct

wlioTiod recently ocquiied this type of appliance?

YesQ (GotoQ.lOb) No Q (Skip to Q. 11)

Ob. Did you discuss your intended purchase with this person? Yes n No

20. Plcose check the one statement below which best describes your use of a catolog in the purclose of your now

opplionco? pjj t^o^soi, o cotolog • • •

Consulled o CQtolog before visiting stores . . . Q
Consulted a cotolog during store visits .... Q
Consulted o cotolog before ond durittg store visits Q

For the wurce tlK.t you checked os the most useful in Question 30, column (e), pk-ose indicote how much you

ogree or disagree tlKit iho infornK-tion from ihot souice fits the following dcscr.pl. ons ...

Moder- Some- Neither Some- Moder-

The information from the most useful Strongly otely wl«t Agree or w!>at
'

o.ely Strong

^^^^^^ Agree Agree Agree Disogrce D.sogicc^ t3'^°9'gg

Was eosy to undcrstond P ^ P R
Taught me new things about opplionces . • D D D

[=j W H
Advised me wliat I should buy LJ U U
Wos obtoined will, little effort U U U U
Offered o lot of technicol detail U U U
led me to reconsider my beliefs and

i—i n r~l PI
initiol preferences LJ U U

Understood my needs U U U
Provided criticism of brands ond models . U LJ LJ LJ

Wos trustworthy LJ U
Identified important things to consider . . LJ LJ LJ

Was enjoyoble to obtoln for its own soke . D LD U LJ U

Some product feotures and characteristics ore nice, some ore Importont and o few moy be considered essentiol,

Please check ony of the following foclors that were truly essentiol in making your choice . .

.

Thof the chosen oppllonce . .

.

Be a certoln size Q
Be o certoin brand Q
Be certoin color(s) Q
Be exiro durable Q
Be o certain style

Have very lov/ running costs Q
Be below o certoin price . . []]

Hove certain feotures . . . Q (Whot feotures)
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APPENDIX 6

P/S/0 MODEL ANALYSES OF INFORMATION SOURCE USE

Effects of experience, situation and product in number of

different sources considered

Fynpri pnrp * Si tuati on • Product

:

Group mean

None Move Refrigeration 4.32

Laundry 3.29

Failure Refrigeration 2.67

Laundry 3.96

Other Refrigeration 4.10

Laundry 3.07

Some Move Refrigeration 3.14

Laundry 3.14

Failure Refrigeration 2.68

Laundry 2.70

Other Refrigeration 3.23

Laundry 3.47

Analysis of Variance

Source s.s. d.f. M.S. F. Tail prob-
ability

Mean 4272.45 1 4272.45 1029. 26 0.0000

Experience (P) 25.30 1 25.30 6. 09 0.0139

Situation (S) 17.79 2 8.89 2. 14 0.1185

Product (0) 0.70 1 0.70 0. 17 0.6820

P X S 3.65 2 1 .82 0. 44 0.6446

P X 0 2.78 1 2.78 0. 67 0.4133

S X 0 25.78 2 12.89 3. 11 0.0456

P X S X 0 29.40 2 14.69 3. 54 0.0297

Error 2170.97 523 4.15
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1

Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

different sources consulted

Experience: Situation: Product: Group Mean

None Move Keir
1
geraX 1 on 0 . cv

Launury 7 71

Fail ure KeTri gerati on 1 . yJ

Laundry 3.18

Other Refrigeration 3.19

Laundry 1.86

Some Move Refrigeration 2.32

Laundry 2.56

Failure Refrigeration 2.21

Laundry 2.18

Other Refrigeration 2.54

Laundry 2.81

Source S.S.

Mean 2545.02

Experience (P) 5.62

Situation (S) 6.96

Product (0) 0.04

P X S 8.34

P X 0 2.97

S X 0 19.43

P X S X 0 32.41

Error 1542.21

Analysis of Variance

d.f. M.S.

1 2545.02

1 5.62

2 3.48

1 0.04

2 4.17

1 2.97

2 9.72

2 16.20

523 2.95

£. Tail prob-
abil ity

863 .08 0.0000

1 .91 0.1680

1 .18 0.3080

0 .01 0.9130

1 .41 0.2442

1 .01 0.3161

3 .30 0.0378

5 .49 0.0043
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Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

different commercial sources consulted

Experience: Situation:

None Move

Failure

Other

Some Move

Failure

Other

Product: Group Mean

9 "MlC . OH

uaunary

Refrigeration 1 .73

Laundry 2.39

Refrigeration 2.46

Laundry 1.36

Refrigeration 1.78

Laundry 1.79

Refrigeration 1.81

Laundry 1.68

Refrigeration 1.96

Laundry 2.16

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S . d.f . M.S. F. Tail prob-
ability

Mean 1466.34 1 1466.34 741 .43 0.0000

Experience (P) 2.34 1 2.34 1.19 0.2768

Situation (S) 0.41 2 0.21 0.10 0.9014

Product (0) 2.08 1 2.08 1.05 0.3061

P x S 4.62 2 2.31 1.17 0.3119

S X 0 7.98 1 2.82 1.43 0.2329

P x S x 0 16.55 2 8.28 2.02 0.1343

Error 1034.35 523 1.98 4.18 0.0157
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Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

different independent sources consulted.

Experience

:

Situation: Product Group Mean

None Move Refrigeration 0.86

Laundry U.oo

Failure Refrigeration V.CU

Laundry 0.79

Other Refrigeration 0.72

Laundry 0.50

Some Move Refrigeration 0.53

Laundry 0.77

Fa i 1 ure Refrigeration 0.41

Laundry 0.50

Other Refrigeration 0.58

Laundry 0.65

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S. d.f. M.S. F. Tail prob-
abil ity

Mean 147.75 1 147.75 331 .12 0.0000

Experience (P) 0.71 1 0.71 1.58 0.2094

Situation (S) 5.55 2 2.78 6.22 0.0021

Product (0) 1.57 1 1.57 3.52 0.0613

P X S 0.96 2 0.48 1.08 0.3420

P X 0 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 0.9479

S X 0 2.61 2 1.30 2.92 0.0548

P X S X 0 2.83 2 1.41 3.17 0.0427

Error 233.38 523 0.45
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Effects of experience, situation and product on number of different

personal sources consulted

Analys is of Variance

Source S.S. d.T. r

.

1 a 1 1 proD-
abil ity

Mean 481.31 1 481.31 723.41 0.0000

Experience (P) 0.82 1 0.82 1.23 0.2682

Situation (S) 1 .Dl L U.o 1

1 91
\ .C\

Product (0) 0.91 1 0.91 1.37 0.2430

P X S 1.16 2 0.58 0.87 0.4181

P X 0 0.02 1 0.02 0.03 0.8530

S X 0 3.36 2 1.68 2.53 0.0810

P X S X 0 2.55 2 1.27 1.92 0.1485

Error 347.97 523 0.66
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Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

different impersonal sources consulted.

Experience: Situation:

None Move

Failure

Other

Some Move

Failure

Other

Product: Group Mean

Refrigeration 2.02

Laundry 1.46

Refrigeration 0.93

Laundry 1.64

Refrigeration 2.06

Laundry 1.00

Refrigeration 1.41

Laundry 1.37

Refrigeration 1.13

Laundry 1.06

Refrigeration 1.46

Laundry 1.79

Analysis of Variance

Source s.s. d.f. M.S. F. Tail pre

ability

Mean 263.97 1 263.97 342.02 0.0000

Experience (P) 0.63 1 0.63 0.82 0.3670

Situation (S) 2.28 2 1.14 1.48 0.2291

Product (0) 0.40 1 0.40 0.52 0.4697

P x S 1.53 2 0.77 0.99 0.3704

P x 0 1.31 1 1.31 1.70 0.1934

S x 0 3.98 2 1 .99 2.58 0.0770

P x S X 0 6.81 2 3.40 4.41 0.0126

Error 403.66 523 0.77
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Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

different media advertising sources consulted

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S . d.f . M.S . F. Tail prob-

abil ity

Mean 150.36 1 150.36 234.32 0.0000

Experience (P) 0.46 1 0.46 0.71 0.4010

Situation (S) 3.57 2 1.79 2.78 0.0627

Product (0) 0.26 1 0.26 0.40 0.5284

P X S 0.38 2 0.19 0.30 0.7436

P X 0 0.53 1 0.53 0.83 0.3624

S X 0 1.67 2 0.83 1.30 0.2737

P X S X 0 2.62 2 1.31 2.04 0.1310

Error 335.61 523 0.64
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Effects of experience, situation and product on number of

different non advertising written sources consulted

Experience: Situation: Product: Group Mean

None Move Refrigeration 1 .20

Laundry 0.75

Failure Refrigeration 0.53

Laundry 1.00

Other Refrigeration 1.13

Laundry 0.57

Some Move Refrigeration 0.81

Laundry 0.72

Failure Refrigeration 0.68

Laundry 0.63

Other Refrigeration 0.79

Laundry 1 .07

of Variance

Source S .S. d.f. M.S. F. Tail prob-
ability

Mean 812 .78 1 812.78 422.44 0.0000

Experience (P) 2 .16 1 2.16 1.12 0.2909

Situation (S) n .52 2 5.76 2.99 0.0510

Product (0) 1 .30 1 1.30 0.68 0.4111

P X S 3 .44 2 1.72 0.89 0.4092

P X 0 3 .51 1 3.51 1.83 0.1772

S X 0 8 .53 2 4.27 2.22 0.1100

P X S X 0 17 .76 2 8.88 4.61 0.0103

Error 1006 .26 523 1.92
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Effects of experience, situation and product on number of different

sources rated useful

Experience: Situation:

None Move

Failure

Other

Some Move

Failure

Other

Products

:

Group Mean

Refrigeration 2.48

Laundry 2.29

Refrigeration 1.20

Laundry 2.29

Refrigeration 2.56

Laundry 1.36

Refrigeration 1 .88

Laundry 2.05

Refrigeration 1.78

Laundry 1.83

Refrigeration 2.01

Laundry 2.00

Analysis of Variance

Source S.S . d.f . M.S . F. Tail prob-
ability

Mean 1520.50 1 1520.50 729.72 0.0000

Experience (P) 1.05 1 1.05 0.50 0.4791

Situation (S) 10.69 2 5.35 2.57 0.0778

Product (0) 0.04 1 0.04 0.02 0.8963

P X S 5.33 2 2.67 1.28 0.2794

P X 0 0.66 1 0.66 0.32 0.5725

S X 0 20.42 2 10.21 4.90 0.0078

P X S X 0 18.83 2 9.42 4.52 0.0113

Error 1089.75 523 2.08



APPENDIX H

PRIOR UNCERTAINTY AND USEFULNESS OF SOURCES

Uncertainty over

features available;

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Uncertainty over

brand and model

performance:

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Uncertainty over

decision criteria:

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Uncertainty over

brand choice

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Uncertainty over
model choice:

Very sure

Somewhat sure

Not sure

Shoppers who consulted the source and found it useful

Friend or relativeNewspaper ad

25.5%

34.4

29.9

p = 0.1167

21.1%

33.8

32.5

p = 0.0442

33.9%

31.7

23.4

= 0.2813

21.1%

36.8

35.7

p = 0.0006

23.5%

33.1

36.5

p = 0.0319

Salesperson

38.6%

50.6

65.7

p = 0.0004

38.5%

49.5

55.0

p = 0.0308

47.6%

50.2

51.6

p = 0.7849

41.8%

47.2

61.9

p = 0.0015

41.8%

47.7

59.1

p = 0.0094

27.2%

33.8

35.8

p = 0.2385

P
=

P
=

P
=

22.9%

35.7

29.1

0.0363

30.8%

33.2

29.7

0.7905

26.3%

34.2

35.7

0.1060

23.5%

33.1

38.7

0.0138
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APPENDIX I

EFFECTS OF PERCEIVED TIME-PRESSURE ON MOTIVATIONS AND INTERESTS

Perceived purchase
time pressure:

Slight

Moderate

Great

Perceived purchase
time pressure:

Slight

Moderate

Great

Perceived purchase
time pressure:

Slight

Moderate

Great

Time pressure:

Slight

Moderate

Great

Agreement with statement:

Wanted to enjoy the shopping

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Do not agree

8.3% 34.9% 56.9%

5.5 27.5 67.0

4.0 19.8 76.2 p=0.0142

Agreement with statement:

Wanted to spend as little time as possible

Neutral dis-

Strongly agree Somewhat agree agree

53.0%

43.4

44.8

28.8%

40.7

23.3

18.2%

15.9

21.0 p=0.0142

Agreement with statement:

Made a real effort to find out what might
be wrong or go wrong with the models

Neutral dis-

Strongly agree Somewhat agree agree

27.6%

29.2

29.8

46.8%

39.8

44.2

25.6%

31.0

26.0 p=0.7200

Agreement with statement:

Wanted to obtain the latest technology

Strongly agree Somewhat agree Do not agree

20.7%

11.0

18.6

38.3%

54.4

42.2

41.0%

34.6

39.2 p=0.0042
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APPENDIX J

SCOPE OF SEARCH BY TYPE OF STORE SHOPPED

Number of brands considered

Purchase made at:
One Two Three Four Five +

Appliance store 28% 29% 28% 11% 4%

Sears, Wards or
Penneys 35% 23% 24% 12% 6%

Other types of store
o r* 0/
25% 29% 28% 11% 6%

Overall 31% 27% 26% 11% 6% p=0 4827

Number of stores shopped

Purchase made at:
One Two Three Four Five +

Appliance store 35% 21% 20% 12% 12%

Sears, Wards or

Penneys 38 20 20 13 8

Other type of store 33 17 18 16 16

36% 20% 20% 14% 11% p=0 5837

Number of commercial sources consulted

Purchase made at:
None One Two Three Four Five +

Appliance store 15% 30% 23% 19% 8% 5%

Sears, Wards or
Penneys 10 27 30 20 5 8

Other type of
store 22 25 27 15

14% 28% 27% 19% 7% 5%
£^0.1576

Purchase made at:

Appliance store

Sears, Wards or
Penneys

Other type of store

None One Two

47% 41% 12%

55 36 9

47 41 12

50% 39% 11%11% p=0.4309
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APPENDIX K

SCREENING QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Table 1

Standard Sample Appliance Ownership and Acquisition Statistics

Appliance Household Acquired Bought
Ownership New at re-

tail/
Whole-
sale
outlet

Came
with
house

Gift from
other than
household
member

Refrigerator 97% 86% 84% 11% 5%

Washer 91 90 92 4 4

Color TV 85 91 92 0 8

Sewing machine 83 83 84 0 16

Kitchen range 83 77 62 35 3

Dryer 81 88 90 5 5

Stereo AM/FM radio 70 93 89 0 11

Freezer 55 81 90 2 8

Dishwasher 49 83 64 31 5

Room air conditioner 41 75 81 10 9

Microwave oven 17 94 85 5 10

Video recorder 5 95 94 0 6

n = 3,311
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Table 2

Custom, Recent Mover Sample Appliance, Ownership and Acquisition Statistics

Appl iance Household Acquired Bought Came Gift from

Ownership New at re-
fa -i 1 /tai 1 /

Whole-
sale
Outlet

with
tin 1 1 c o

other
hf\t ICO

membe

Refrigerator 86% 78% 76% 20% 4%

Washer 81 84 86 8 6

Color TV 79 91 92 0 8

Sewing machine 79 81 83 0 17

Kitchen Range 76 65 46 51 3

Dryer 72 83 85 8 7

Stereo AM/FM radio 69 93 89 2 9

Freezer 47 78 89 3 8

Dishwasher 47 71 42 54 4

Room A/c 30 66 63 27 10

Microwave oven 20 95 82 5 13

Video recorder 4 89 90

90

0

0

10

10

n = 968

Changed address in last 12 months Yes 65% (627)

No 28

NR 7
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Table 3

Standard Screening Survey: Purchase Circumstances

Qj

i

APPLIANCES

Refrigerator 16% 30% 34% 16% 2% 1% 2,302

Freezer 66 12 7 4 8 3 1 ,333

Clothes washer 25 45 17 11 0 2 2,369

Clothes dryer 44 28 14 11 0 2 2,062

Dish washer 57 21 10 10 0 2 885

Kitchen range (oven) 17 27 35 17 1 3 1,355

Microwave oven 88 4 4 3 0 2 386

Air conditioner 61 13 8 6 11 2 785

Color TV 35 30 23 3 8 2 2,123

Video recorder 70 13 6 6 3 2 70

Stereo AM/FM Radio 59 9 19 2 7 3 1,740

Sewing machine 46 14 34 3 2 2 1.927



APPENDIX L

LATENT FACTOR ANALYSES OF MICROWAVE OVEN BUYERS RESPONSES

Table 1

Factor Analysis of Microwave-oven Shoppers' Uncertainty

Correlation Matrix

Unsure about:

Features
Performances
Considerations
Brand choice
Model choice
Stores to shop

0.74
0.61 0.66

0.58 0.60 0.55

0.67 0.72 0.55 0.88

0.37 0.22 0.37 0.49 0.43

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: two factors

Unsure about:

Features available
Performance of brands & models

Most important considerations

What brand to choose
What model to choose
Which stores to shop at

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors

Factor 1

Product
Uncertainty

0.83
0.93
0.76
0.68
0.78
0.13

Factor 2

Store
Uncertainty

0.21

0.05
0.23
0.56
0.45
0.94

Communal i ties

0.74
0.86
0.62
0.78
0.81

0.91

54% 25% Total = 79%
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Table 2

Factor Analyses of Microwave-Oven Shoppers' Motivations

Correlation Matrix

Learn Rl Enjoy Techn R2

Motivations & Interests:

Wanted to learn
Tried to find faults (Rl) 0.43
Wanted to enjoy 0.58 0.39
Interested in technical details 0.18 0.45 0.20
Wanted to obtain newest (R2) 0.23 0.26 0.23 0.38
Wanted to spend little time -0.27 -0.08 -0.41 -0.08 -0.10

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: two factors

Factor 1

Enjoy
Shopping

Factor 2

Avoid
Risks

Communal i ties

Agreement with the following:

Wanted to learn new things 0.73
Tried to find faults (Rl) 0.30
Wanted to enjoy shopping 0.82
Had a technical interest 0.00
Wanted to obtain newest (R2) 0.09
Wanted to spend little time -0.74

Variation in the responses that
is explained by the factors 31%

0.32 0.63
0.71 0.59
0.26 0.74
0.82 0.68
0.68 0.47
0.11 0.57

30% Total = 61%

Continued
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Table 2 - continued.

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: three factors

Factor 1

Learn

Factor 2

Obtain
Newest

Factor 3

Do It

Quickly

Communal i ties

Agreement with the following;

Wanted to learn new things

Tried to find faults (Rl)

Wanted to enjoy shopping

Had a technical interest

Wanted to obtain newest (R2)

Wanted to spend little time

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors

0.82 0.05 -0.25 0.73

0.75 0.39 0.23 0.77

0.72 0.09 -0.47 0.75

0.25 0.79 0.11 0.70

0.03 0.83 -0.22 0.73

0.15 -0.06 0.90 0.83

30% 25% 20% Total = 75%
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Table 3

Factor Analyses of Microwave-oven Shoppers' Perceived Brand Differences

Extent of difference:

Correlation Matrix

Price
Features
Style
Durabil ity
Operating costs
Overal

1

0.20
0.10 0.49
0.05 0.27 0.48
0.07 0.17 0.55 0.52
0.09 0.40 0.48 0.61 0.63

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: three factors

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Performance Features Price
Communal ities

In terms of:

Price 0.01

Features 0.12
Style 0.59
Durability 0.79
Operating costs 0.88
Overall 0.80

0.10
0.95
0.58
0.19
0.00
0.28

0.99
0.11

0.02
-0.15

0.10
0.07

0.98
0.93
0.68
0.68
0.79
0.73

Variation in the
responses that is

explained by the
factors 40% 23% 17% Total = 80%
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Table 4

Factor Analysis of Microwave-oven Shopping Search Activity

Correlation Matrix

CT #B ST

Consideration time (days)

# brands considered
Shopping time (hours)

# stores visited

0.30
0.23
0.20

0.45
0.50 0.64

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: two factors

Factor 1

Shopping
Scope

Factor 2

Time
Lag

Communal ities

Reported behavior:

Consideration time (days) 0.12

# brand initially considered 0.69

Shopping time (hours) 0.86

# stores visited 0.89

0.97
0.36
0.08
0.05

0.96
0.60
0.74
0.79

Variation in the responses
that is explained by the

factors 50% 27% Total = 77%
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Table 5

Factor Analyses of Microwave-oven Shoppers' Search Activity

Correlation Matrix

Consideration time (days)

# brands considered

Shopping time (hours)

# stores visited

# commercial inf. sources

# independent inf. sources 0.28 0.25 0.42 0.46 0.37

CT #B ST #S

0.30
0.23 0.45

0.20 0.50 0.64

0.34 0.47 0.50 0.46

0.28 0.25 0.42 0.46

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: two factors

Factor 1 Factor 2

Search Time Communal ities

Scope Lag

Reported behavior:

Consideration time (days) 0.11 0.95 0.92

# brands considered 0.63 0.33 0.51

Shopping time (hours) 0.84 0.06 0.72

# stores visited 0.87 0.02 0.76

# commercial inf. sources 0.63 0.42 0.58

# independent inf. sources 0.60 0.23 0.42

Variation in the responses

that is explained by the

factors 44% 21% Total = 65%

J
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Table 5 - continued

Varimax rotated factor loadings pattern: three factors

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

Shopping Independent Time Communal i ties

Scope Information Lag

Reported behavior:

Consideration time (days) 0 .15 0. 14 0.,94 0..92

# brands considered 0 .84 -0. 08 0..25 0..77

Shopping time (hours) 0 .71 0. 46 -0,,02 0,.72

# stores visited 0 .72 0. 49 -0,,07 0..76

# commercial inf. sources 0 .66 0. 22 0,.35 0,.61

# independent inf. sources 0 .15 0. 91 0,.21 0,.89

Variation in the responses
that is explained by the

factors 37% 22% 19% Total = 78%



APPENDIX M

SCENARIO EXPERIMENT: MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT

Welcome to this part of the research project. On the following pages

are questions which we ask you to answer as if ^ou were in the situation

described below.

Situation Description

You have just moved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you,

although you know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping

centers found everywhere and locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite

friendly.

The residence that you have moved into does have a clothes washer which

is about 10 years old. It still works but it is noisy and does not have all

the washing cycles you would like. You decide you would like to buy a new

clothes washer.
You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.

Please spend several minutes reading and re-reading the situation

description and try to nut yourself into this situation. Think about your

past moving experiences if it helps you to imagine such a situation.

At the top of each page of questions this same situation is described.

Whenever you are unsure that you are answering the questions as if ^ou^

were in the situation described please re-read the description and then

answer the questions.

Please remember that there are no so-called "right" or "wrong" answers.

Once you have completed one page please turn to the next page and do not

look back at your answers on earlier pages.

We hope that you find it an interesting little exercise. Please do not

turn the page until we have explained how to respond to the questions.

554
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Instructions:

Please read the fonowing description carefully. After you have thought about being In the

situation please answer the questions as if you were in the situation described.

You have just roved to a new city. The city stores are unfamniar to you. although you

Icnow that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere

and locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You m1ss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved Into does have a clothes washer which is about 10 years

old. It stm woncs but 1t is noisy and does not have all the washing cycles you would

like. You decide that you would like to buy a new clothes washer.

You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.

In p-JLAchcalng a cZotk^A m^h^ In thz 6iXxmXXx,n and condiUx,^x& de^cAXb^d abovz,

I mould —

Tkz iiuZ thing T Mould do in thii> 6iXuation mould be. to

Thz nzxX thing I mould do mould be to

PlZjCUtZ nojnz mhaX you mould 't&ad ofi mho you mould talk to in tivii situation fae^o^e

making youA puAcrui-ie
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Instructions:

Please read the following description carefully. After you have thought about being in the

situation please answer the questions as if you were in the situation described.

You have just moved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you, although you
j

know that there will be the usual tyoes of stores and shopping centers found everywhere i

and locally owned stores you know nothing about.
j

You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.
j

The residence that you have moved into does have a clothes washer which is about 10 years I

old. It still works but it is noisy and does not have all the washing cycles you would .

like. You decide that you would like to buy a new clothes washer. |

You can take your time in making the replacement purchase. I

In seeking information and snooping for an appliance there is always a very first step that
is taken (other than talking to your husband if you are married).

Please read the 'cllowing list of possible first steps and when you have done that please
indicate how likely it woula be that your first deliberate step in this situation would be
one of the following.

Please *eel free to rate a number of them as equally likely or unlikely if you really feel them
to be equally likely or unlikely that they woula be the fi'-st step.

The very first step I would take would be to

talk to a reoairman

search the local newspapers for
sales ads

look up a Consumer Report's article

talk to a relative (e.g. mother,
daughter) or friend

visit a local soecialty appliance
store

look jp the yellow oages to 'ind an
apDliance store that sells a brand
I believe to be best

visit the local Sears store

look jp a catalog

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extreme ly

unl ikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely
extremely
unlikely

50/50
chance

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 / 3' / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / / 6 /

extremely
likely

extreme Iv

likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

How confident (sure) are you tnat the answers you have given above indicate what your very first step
would likely be in this situation:

not at all very
confident (sure) 1/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

IMfWrAVT: Vtaue. chccfc to .Tiafee Ju/ie ttot uou OMweAcd att ci thi above quz^ciom
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Instructions:

Please read the following description carefully. After you have thought about being In the

situation please answer the questions as if you were in the situation described.

You have just moved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you, although you

know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere

and locally owned stores you know nothing about,

i You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

• The residence that you have moved into does have a clothes washer which is about 10 years

old. It still works but it is noisy and does not have all the washing cycles you would

like. You decide that you would like to buy a new clothes washer.

You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.

Given this purchase situation and your own

undertake eacn of the following activities
knowledge and experience how likely

before purchasing a new appliance.

50/50
chance

is it that you would

I would look up a Consumer Reports
article rating different brands and

models

I would visit several different stores

I would ask a relative or friend about
the various models and brands

I would study the local newspapers for

special sales offers

I would read the details on the labels

of various models in the store

I would visit a Sears store

I would seek the advice of a repairman

I would pay very careful attention to

what the salespeoole had to say

I would ask a relative or friend

about wnere to shop

I would study manufacturers' brochures

I would look up a magazine or newspaper
article (other than Consumer Reports)
that talked about different brands and
models

I would study a catalog

I would consider only one brand in

making my purchase

I would visit a local specialty appliance
store

extremely
unli kely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely
extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

extremely
unlikely

/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ 2 /

/ 2 /

/ 2 /

/ 2 /

/ 2 /

/ 2 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

7 2/3/4/5/6/

/ 2 /

/ 2 /

/ 2 / 3 / 4

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

5 / 6 /

extremely
likely

exfemely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely
extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

extremely
likely

How confident (sure) are you that the answers you have given above indicate what activities you
would likely undertake in this situation:

not at all very
confident (sure) 1/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

IMPORT
: PtuLiz diec.t to make iaA.z i/eu awAMJCAeif aXt thz abovt qutitiom
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the following page there are some choice questions which ask you to tell us how

ch you would prefer to consult one information source over another in a certain

rchase situation.

T each choice please imagine that there are only two information sources available

I this situation and you are asked to choose only one of them,

ease consider the costs and effort involved as well as the benefits to be gained

•om consulting each information source.

! would like to present a few examples to explain how to use the response scales.

iDDOse that you were asked to choose between consulting a clothes washer magazine

rSnd consult?ng an appliance salesperson. If, in the purchase situation you are

>ked to put yourself in. you would prefer to consult a magazine ad much more than

I lt?n5 a salesperson (Considering all the costs, effort and benefits t en you

)uld circle a high number, say a 5, on the magazine side of the scale like this.

jgazine ad © 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

f vou would prefer to consult a magazine ad only a little more than consulting a

jlesperson, then you would circle a low number, say a 1 , on the magazine ad side

f the scale like this:

agazine ad 5 4 3 2 © 0 1 2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

f vou would prefer to consult a magazine ad somewhat more than consulting an

ppliance salesperson (considering all the costs, effort and benefits involved)

hen you would circle a 2, 3 or 4 depending on how much you prefer to consult a

agazine ad.

f on the other hand you would prefer to consult an appliance salesperson more than

magazine ad then you would circle a number on the appliance salesperson side of the

cale.

or example if you would prefer to consult an appliance salesperson somewhat more than

onsulting a magazine ad. then you would circle a medium number, say a 3, on the

ppliance salesperson side of the scale like this:

lagazine ad 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 © 4 5 appliance salesperson

f you are indifferent between consulting the two choices, that is you would prefer to

lonsult them equally, then you would circle 0 in the middle of the scale,

le realize that these scales are somewhat difficult, so if you have any questions at

m_ please do not hesitate to ask. We will be happy to help you.
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Please read the following description carefully. After you have thought about being in the
situation please answer the questions as If you were 1n the situation described.

You have Just moved to a new city. The city stores are jnfamlliar to you. although you
know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere
and locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved into does have a clothes washer which is about 10 years
old. It still works but It is noisy and does not have all the washing cycles you would
like. You decide that you would like to buy a new clothes washer.
You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.

After reading and thinking about the above situation, we would like you to indicate your preferences
to consult the following choices of information source in this situation.

Please judge each choice by itself. Do not refer to other choices in making each choice.

Remember, judge each choice according to how much you would prefer to consult one information source
over the other information source in the above situation .

Please consider all the costs and effort involved in consulting each source as well as the exoected
benefits.

>wspaper sales ad

jpliance repairman

jpliance repairman

swspaper sales ad

•ochures and labels

•lend or relative

italog

ipl lance repairman

iwspaper sales ad

wspaper sales ad

pliance reDairman

wspaper sales ad

talog

ochures and labels

talog

pliance salesperson

Cilog

I'spapsr sales ad

jliance repairman

schures and labels

lend or relative

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

A

i

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 catalog

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 brochupes and labels

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 catalog

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 appliance repairman

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 brochures and labels

2 3 4 5 brochures and labels

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

w confident (sure) are you that tne answers you have given above indicate what your preferences
uia be in this situation: j f

not at all

confident (sure) 1

very/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

PtJRTAWT: Pltxiz cAccfe to mofee 4(m tiuU you am,wv.ti alloithz aboMH (^(lutioni
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Instructions

:

Please read the following description carefully. After you have thought about being in the
situation please answer the questions as if you were in the situation described.

You have just moved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you, although you
know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopoing centers found everywhere
and locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved into does have a clothes washer which is about 10 years
old. It still works but it is noisy and does not have all the washing cycles you would
like. You decide that you would like to buy a new clothes washer.
You can take your time in making the replacement purchase.

In this situation please indicate how important would be the achievement of
each of the fol lowing:

to get the purchase made as

quickly as possible

to find out about locally
owned appliance stores
(their prices, service,
credit policies etc.

)

to learn new things about
clothes washers

to find out what might be wrong
or go wrong with any or all of
the appliances looked at

somewhat
important

1/2/3/4/5/6/7 !
extremely
important

somewhat i/2/3/4/5/fi/7 extremely
important > / ^ / J / '^ / b / 5 / / inipo^^ant

somewhat i/?/^/A/«;/fi/7 extremely
important 1/2/3/4/5/6/7 important

somewhat i/9/'?/A/t;/c/7 extremely
important ' / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 5 / 7 ^^po^tant

to enjoy the shopping for its
own sake

to obtain the most modern
technology available in new
clothes washers

somewhat -[/oi-i/A/cic,-! extremely
important ' / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 important

somewhat ^|^?l^^|l^/^lf^ll extremely
important 1/2/3/4/5/6/7

^-^po^^ant

to obtain a real sense of
personal satisfaction and
achievement from personally
making the decision

somewhat 1/2/3/4/5/6/7 extremely
important ' / ^ / / / ^ b / /

i^po^^g^^

Vtza^z chzck to make. iuAz ihcut you an&MVizd. all oi thz quzitiom on thu, pagz.
Tkank you.
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Now you have participated in this role-playing exercise we would like to have

your opinion on various aspects concerning the exercise.

Please check one of the boxes beside each statement on the left. Check the one

box that best describes how you feel about each statement.

IMPORTANT: Do not hesitate to indicate how you really feel. For one thing, no

one can identify your answers since you do not ever give your name. Secondly

what we are really interested in is your opinion.

///////
The situation was familiar D lZ! iZj Cj -Zj -J

1 2 3 < 5 6 7

The situation was realistic [Z' Zj
1

I found it difficult to answer

the questions
I

1 2 3 •» 5 6 7

In truth, I don't think that I ^ _
would behave in the situation F]

i ^ [H [H i LJ
as I indicated i 2 a "» s e

1 I

The situation was confusing [Z; -Zi C
1 2 3 <i

I found it easy to put myself 1—1 j—;
j—1 i

—

;

into the purchase situation '

—

'—
'

'—
^

'—'

^
1 2 3 <• 5 6 7

In the situation described, how much time did you have to make the purchase?

(please write answer)

In the situation described, how familiar were you meant to be with the locall y

owned appliance stores? (please check only one box)

very unfamiliar somewhat somewhat familiar very

unfamiliar unfamiliar Z] familiar Z] familiar

1 2 3 5

P^eoie cfiecfe to mafee 4uAe you haue an&MOAed aJU oi thz qut6tLoyu> on thU page..

Thank you vtfiy much {^on. youA poAtisUpation.



Instructions:

Please read the following description carefully. After you have thought about being in the

situation please answer the questions as if you were In the situation described.

You have just nxjved to a new city. The city stores are unfamiliar to you, although you

know that there will be the usual types of stores and shopping centers found everywhere

and locally owned stores you know nothing about.

You miss your old friends but have met a few new people who seem quite friendly.

The residence that you have moved to does not have a clothes washer and there is no

laundrymat that is convenient for you to use.

You need to purchase a new clothes wasner very soon, in the next day or two at the most.

After reading and thinking about the above situation, we would like you to indicate your preferences

to consult the following choices of information source in this situation.

Please judge each choice by itself. Do not refer to other choices in making each choice-

Remember, judge each choice according to how much you would prefer to consult one infonnation source

over the other information source in the above situation.

Please consider all the costs and effort involved in consulting each source as well as the expected

benefits.

catalog

appliance salesperson

appliance repairman

brocnure and labels

catalog

brochure and labels

catalog

newspaper sales ad

friend or relative

newspaper sales ad

appliance repairman

newspaper sales ad

appliance repairman

friend or relative

appliance repairman

brochures and labels

catalog

appliance repairman

newspaper sales ad

newspaper sales ad

newspapsr sales ad

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 brochures and labels

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 Consuner Reports article

2 3 4 5 brochures and labels

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reoorts article

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 catalog

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 friend or relative

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 brochures and laDels

2 3 4 5 appliance salesperson

2 3 4 5 catalog

2 3 4 5 Consumer Reports article

2 3 4 5 appliance repairman

How confident (sure) are you that the answers you have given above indicate wnat your preferences

would be in f^is situation:

not at allMu L at ail very

confident (sure) 1/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

l.MPCCTAWT: ?LiM,c check to mate iuAe tlxaX c/cu anAut-.cd iZZ ?; thz above ijuejiconi
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SCENARIO EXPERIMENT: INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCE ^CASURES

Please answer the questions over the next two pages that will tell us some

things about you. Please remember your answers are confidential and that we

can at no stage identify you by name as we at no time ask you to give us that

information.

So as to help us all understand how to go about answering the questions I

suggest that we all go through one page at a time. So lets start by turning

to the next page.

563
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1. How many new clothes washers have you, yourself, ever purchased at

a retail store?

2. Compared with other consumers how would you rate your knowledge of

clothes washers? (please check one box)

No knowledge O i

Low knowledge [j 2

Moderate knowledge [H 3

High knowledge [H "

Very high knowledge H] s

Extremely high knowledge [j e

3. Some people think that when you buy a major appliance whether or not you

end up with a good choice is largely a matter of luck. Other people think

that whether or not you end up with a good choice is largely a matter of

buying skill. Which do you think ending up with a good choice is mostly

due to:

mostly niostly

luck 1/2/3/4/5/6/7 buying skill

4. Please think about the differences between clothes washers on the

choice factors that you think are important (for example; price,

durability, operating costs, quality, features).

Which of the following statements do you most agree with (check one box).

There is no difference between the brands '
i ^

There are some minor differences between the brands
!

:

^

There are differences between the brands
1

There are big differences between the brands Lj**

5. Do you currently have a subscription to the Consumer Reports magazine?

Yes No
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6. Please describe your education

7. Please indicate your age
(check only one box)

Under 25

25-29 Hz
30-34

35-39

40-44 s

45-49

50-54

55-59 CD

11
—

1

60 +

8. How long have you lived in the Gainesville area? years (if less than 1

write 0)

9. Please check the box which applies

I am a homemaker/housewife I am a homemaker/housewife

I !
but I also have a paid job Q

1 2

If you do have a paid job (employment) how many hours a week do you work

hours

10. What was the last grade in school that you actually completed (please circle one]

Year

Elementary 12 3 4 5 6 7 8

High School 12 3 4

College 12 3 4 5+

No schooling 0

11. Please indicate which category your family (household's) income falls in:

under 7,000 $7,000 - 9,999 $10,000 - 14,999 $15,000 - 19,999 $20,000+

'
'

(If you consider this question improper please do not answer it)
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SCENARIO EXPERIMENT: GROUP SESSIONS

Subjects

Women recruited by the

Metcalf School PTA

Women recruited by the

Idyl wild School PTA

Members of the Holy
Faith Church Women's
Club

Adult Education Class

Women recruited by the

J.J. Findlay PTA

Women recruited by the

East Side School Band
boosters

Women recruited by the
St. Pats School PTA

Date

January 9, 1979

January 15, 1979

January 16, 1979

Numbers

Group 1 : 19

Group 2 : 15

Group 3

Group 4

19

20

Group 5 : 19

January 23, 1979 Group 6 : 15

January 25, 1979 Group 7 : 16

January 30, 1979 Group 8 : 10

Group 9 : 5

February 15, 1979 Group 10 : 19

Group 11 : 17

Total 174

566



APPENDIX P

INFORMATION PROCESSING EXPERIMENT: PRIMING TREATMENT

Welcome to this research study. It involves asking you to give your

opinions about matters relating to home appliances, in particular

refrigerators and washing machines.

A number of different little tasks are involved so I hope you won't

mind it if we seem to be passing out and collecting back from you a

number of different pages with questions on them.

At the very start I would like to emphasize that we are wanting to know

what your own opinions are. There are no so called "right" or "wrong"

answers. So please do not be nervous or apprehensive and feel that you

are about to take some sort of test or exam. This just is not so.

We will offer as much help as we can to explain how you go about

answering the questions. I will explain at the start of the different

little tasks and if you still don't quite understand please raise your

hand and I or my assistant will be happy to help you.

Finally I would like to say how much I appreciate your participation.

I hope you will enjoy participating. Please turn over the page and

start.

Peter Dickson

Research Supervisor
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Priming Treatment

I would like you to think about the consequences of the sudden

failure of a household refrigerator.

What would happen and what would you do if your refrigerator

suddenly failed?
Maybe this has happened to you in the past and you can recall wha

happened. Perhaps you can recall a friend's experience. If you can

not please try to imagine the situation for a few minutes and then

answer the following questions.

What do you think would happen if your refrigerator suddenly

failed?

What would you do about it?
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If your refrigerator suddenly failed which of the following

ults would worry you? (Please check as many as you like)

Having to throw away food

Having to ask a neighbor for help

Having to get hold of a repairman

Having a stranger in the house

Having to pay the costs or repairs

Having to get the manufacturer or
retailer to take some responsibility

Having to clean the refrigerator
because food went bad
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Non Primed Treatment

I would like you to think about all the small and large electrica

appliances that you have in your household (including radios/TV's

and stereos). Please list as many of them as you can below:



APPENDIX Q

INFORMATION PROCESSING EXPERIMENT:

INFORMATION TYPE AND DESCRIBING CONSEQUENCES TREATMENT

Instructions to Subjects

Please read the Report on the next page. This Report describes

the breakdown rate of a particular brand of refrigerator. Because we

do not give information about other brands we do not identify the

particular brand concerned. It is just called Brand X. This

Report is part of a more general study being undertaken of home

appliances which will be made public in the near future.

We would like to find out how you feel about the Report and what

it has to say.

For this reasons we ask you to read the Report very carefully

Cdo not skip read) and after you have finished reading the Report

please turn to the following page and answer the questions.

Do not worry if you are not sure how to go about answering the

questions as we will explain how to go about answering them.
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Center for Consumer Research
University of Flondo

Sunwary information - consequences not described treatment .

Joel 3 Cohen. P'

D'rec

Brand X Refrigerator Report

Based on interviews with a sample of 500
ordinary housewives, the following information was
obtained in response to the question:

"Did your Brand X refrigerator breakdown (fail) at any time
before it was 8 years old?"

Three hundred and ninety five of the housewives reported
that their Brand X refrigerator did not breakdown (fail)

at any time before the refrigerator was 8 years old.
That meant seventy nine percent of the appliances did
not breakdown in their first 8 years of use. •

One hundred and five of the housewives reported that their
Brand X refrigerator did breakdown (fail) at some time
before the refrigerator was 8 years old. That meant
twenty one percent of the appliances did breakdown in
their first 8 years of use and had to be repaired.

Cciiege of iJu^iness Aar^inistroTicr. • Mctneny Hmi • Gcir.es\'iii'=. R. 32611 • (PW': 3C2-Clc2
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Case experience infonnation - consequences not described

-Center for Consumer Research
UniversiiY of Florida

Joei B Ccrien,

Direc

Brand X Refrigerator Report

Based on interviews with a sample of 5 ordinary housewives,

the following actual quotes are presented in response to the

question:

"Did your Brand X refrigerator break down (fail) at any tine
before it was 8 years old?"

Housewife Melanie "Vo, I can't 6<iy thaX Mt had any 6adi tA.oubiz in

Housewife Nancy "Wc pfioblmt. It ka& uoonkzd i^ne."

Housewife Ann "Vu.xing Its {^ut i yzjvu> did you. -idu? Ho, it
didn't fa/ieafe doMn at any tijnz."

Housewife Susan "Vei, oua. fizi^fviQwatoi did bA.zak dom. Jt stopped
lAX}filling and uK. had to gzX it AzpaiAzd."

Housewife Mary '"JJ&lt, m bought it in 7969 and iX hasn't b-xokan

dom. yzt."

Coi'ege cf Busir^ess Adrr-inisTrotiOT' • f-Artherly hoU • G-^nesviHe, "^L 3261'' • (?C4) 3°2-3i62
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^

Suimary information - consequences descri bed treatment.

-Center for Consumer Research
UniversitV' of Florida

Joel B Cohen.
D'rec

Brand X Refrigerator Report

Based on interviews with a sample of 500

ordinary housewives, the following information was

obtained in response to the question:

"Did your Brand X refrigerator breakdown (fail) at any time

before it was 8 years old?"

Three hundred and ninety five of the housewives reported

that their Brand X refrigerator did not breakdown (fail)

at any time before the refrigerator was 8 years old.

That meant seventy nine percent of the appliances did

not breakdown in their first 8 years of use.

One hundred and five of the housewives reported that their

Brand X refrigerator did breakdown (fail) at some time

before the refrigerator was 8 years old. That meant
twenty one percent of the appliances did breakdown in

their first 8 years of use and had to be repaired.

The housewives whose appliances had failed indicated
that generally quite a large clean up job resulted
from the failure. On average food wastage amounted to

$20. The average repair cost was $45.

The number of phone calls made to get a repairman to

come averaged three. The total time of the housewives
that was wasted by the breakdown amounted to an average
of about 3-4 hours (including time waiting for repairman

to come).
The majority of the housewive's reactions to the event
at the time were that they wished it had not happened
and they rated they were very annoyed (on a scale going
from somewhat annoyed to extremely annoyed).

College of Business AaminiSTrcTion • Vlcmeriv Hen • Gomesviile. FL 2>2t' ' • ^90^) 3Q2-C'62
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Case experience information - consequences described treatm<

-Center for Consumer Research
University of Fionda

Jcei 3. Coner.. °

Dire

Brand X Refrigerator Report

Based on interviews with a sample of 5 ordinary housewives,

the following actual quotes are presented in response to the

question:

"Did your Brand X refrigerator break down (fail) at any time

before it was 8 years old?"

Housewife Melanie "Vo, I can't &cuj that we had any iuch txoubtz In
thz ^lA^t i yeAfU its opeAOjUon."

Housewife Nancy "Wo pfioblzm. It hoA Monkzd iJ-cne."

Housewife Ann "Vu/Ung iZt, ivutt S ymu did yea 6ay? Vo, it
didn't bA.exLkdown at any timz."

Housewife Susan "Vca, oafi ^zifUge/iatofL did bn.^ doum. Jt 6toppzd
MOAking ami had to gzt it KzjxuAzd. , .lilz didn't
notitz it ioK about a day. Thz icz CA.zam uxu a
bit io^t at 4u.ppc/i timz, bat I didn't givz it a
tot 0^ thought. Tkz nzxt mofjiing thz/iz tuxi a
imzlly mz&i on thz ^IcofL and a tot 6tizhy icz
uizam and otiizn. 4^u^t$ dJiippzd. down onto towzA.

4ihztvz&.

We thAei*} oat about $20 loonth o{, icod. Setter to
bz 4ai^e thojn. icnjuj. Othzt things 'Mz atz in a
huAAy. IjC took about tkxzz phonz catU to gzt a
xzpaOunan td comz and it noi a nuiiancz having to
wait at homz ion. hirt to catt. In thz znd it didn't
takz hAjn tong to ^ix it, but it co4>t ofLOand $^5.
J xzjnzjnbzn. now whzn hz Aottzd thz AzintgzfutoA
back iomz j'au and a Jug topptzd ovzn. imidz and
I had anoXJizA ctzan-ap "job. KttogzthzA tkz bfizah.

down ma6t havz wactzd 3-4 koxfu my tar,z. I

gaeA4 ouA. zxpznizncz wa& nothing &pzciat .. it
coatd havz been a-o/Lie .. but I wii,k it hadn't
happznzd. Kt thz tanz I wai, vzAy annoyzd."

Housewife Mary "iHzti wz bought it in 1969 and it hain't bAckzn
down uzt."

CoHege of Bus'ness Adm'niSTrarion • Mait-ie'V hci' • Gainesville. R. 32611 • (9Gd) 3^2-0162
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Report Evaluation Questions

Please indicate which of the following pairs of terms best

describes the report (the supervisor will explain how to answer)

The report was:

uninteresting

bel ievable

easy to understand

hard to read

1/2/3/4/5/6/7
1/2/3/4/5/6/7
1/2/3/4/5/6/7
1/2/3/4/5/6/7

interesting

unbel ievable

hard to understand

easy to read



APPENDIX R

INFORMATION PROCESSING EXPERIMENT:

MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT

On the next two pages are some questions about the Brand X

refrigerator you have just read about.

Please use only the information you remember from the report

answer the questions.

When you have finished please await further instructions.
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1. If you had bought a Brand X refrigerator how likely is it that it would

have broken down during its first 8 years of use.

50/50

extremely
i / o / -> /^^l^'^^/ «; / fi / 7

extremely

unlikely
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 ^.^^^^

How confident are you about the likelihood rating that you just gave?

not at all very

confident (sure) 1/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

2. Out of twenty Brand X refrigerators, how many of them do you think would

breakdown (fail ) at some time before they were 8 years old?

How many do you think?

How confident are you of the number you just wrote down?

not at all very

confident (sure) 1/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

3. In your opinion how reliable are Brand X refrigerators?

Zl^Utl W 2 / 3 / W 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11

How confident are you of the above reliability rating that you gave Brand X?

not at all very

confident (sure) 1/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

4. In your opinion how durable are Brand X refrigerators?

S;Ja"e'" W 2 / 3 / W 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11
Jjj^^^f

^

How confident are you of the above durability rating that you gave Brand X?

not at all very
confident (sure) 1/2/3/4/5 confident (sure)

Ptta&z chzck to mafee ^ix/ie you have. aiUMeAzd att 0^ the. abovz qae.6tion.6.

IjJ you oAe. not &aAz fioa' you should go about airUMeAing them plexue fULU>e.

youA hand and we uUZl bz happy to help.
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(N.B. This page was administered to subjects in the consequences described conditions)

a) As you remember it, how many housewives were interviewed in the study?

b) As you remember it, how many housewives reported their Brand X

refrigerator failed?

c) As you remember it, how much did it cost to repair a failed

Brand X refrigerator?

d) As you remember it, how much worth of food had to be thrown

out when a Brand X refrigerator failed?

e) As you remember it, how many calls had to be made to get a

repairman to come when a Brand X refrigerator failed?

f) How would you rate the seriousness of the consequences of the

breakdown of a Brand X refrigerator (please check only one box)?

Not at all Somewhat Serious Very Extremely

serious serious [j F] serious serious |_]

Please indicate which of each of the following pairs of terms best describes

the report? (please circle only one number between each pair of terms)

The report was:

first hand information

dull

representative

personal

vague

/

/

/

/

/

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

/

/

/

/

/

5/6/7 second hand information

5 / 6 / 7 vivid

5/6/7 unrepresentative

5/6/7 impersonal

5/6/7 specific

Please indicate how much you agree/disagree with the following statements;

(please check only one box for each question)

The information in the Report
was easy to remember

Enough information was provided to

make a judgement about the brand

The Report would have been better
if more owners had been talked to

r
^ J^.

'^^

/ / / /

G

Plmiz chzck to make. iuAz you have. aniMeAzd att o{^ the above qae^tioni>.

IjJ you oAe not iuAe hou; you ihouZd go aboujt aniu)eAA.ng them pZeoie njcuUe
you/L hand and uit mWL be happy to heZp.
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(N.B. This page was administered to subjects exposed to the basic report)

a) As you remember it, how many housewives were interviewed in the study?

b) As you remember it, how many housewives reported their Brand X

refrigerator failed?

Please indicate which of each of the following pairs of terms best describes

the report? (Please circle only one number between each pair of terms.)

The report was:

first hand information

dull

representative

personal

vague

72/3/4/5/6/7 second hand information

/2/3/4/5/6/7 vivid

/2/3/4/5/6/7 unrepresentative

/2/3/4/5/6/7 impersonal

/2/3/4/5/6/7 specific

Please indicate how much you agree/disagree with the following statements:

(Please check only one box for each question.)

rhe information in the Report

(vas easy to remember

Enough information was provided to

Tiake a judgment about the brand

The Report would have been better

if more owners had been talked to

b «9b <^<^6)'b^'^^^9'^

/ / / / /

c

G

Pltdiz checfe to makz 4uAe you have. (uuMOAzd alt o^ thz above. qiie^tioru>.

IjJ you oAe not 6uAe hoic you should go about anitweAing them, please fuiUz

youJL hand and toe wkXt be. happy to help.
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